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OFFICE OF SENATOR GEORGE McGOVERN
WEDNESDAY, June 7, 1972.

NUTRITION COMMITTEE CHARGES USDA RETURNING NEARLY HALF BILLION IN
FOOD STAMP FUNDS TO TREASURY

Senator George McGovern (D-SD), Chairman of the Select Committee on
Nutrition and Human Needs, today announced hearings on funds being returned
or withheld out of the Food Stamp Program, and the program intended to provide
food service to needy presehoolchildren in Day Caretype bet tings. Senator Charles
H. Percy (R-Ill.) will chair Wednesday's hearing on the food stamp funds. Administration witnesses will appear at the opening of the hearings to present a
statement, and again at the conclusion of the hearings to respond to questions.

Coming under scrutiny in these hearings are the funds for the Food Stamp

Program, and for Section 13 of the National School Lunch Act (the Special Food
Service Program for Children).

1. In the current fiscal year the Department of Agriculture had some $2.3
billion available for the Food Stamp Program. However, the Department has
kept such a close check on spending in all of the food assistance programs that

the actual cost of the Food Stamp Program will be between $1.8 and $1.9 billion.
Despite the Department's long awareness that a "surplus" would be occurring
in the program

Regulations were imposedwithout any such direction from Congress

which force recipients out of the Food Stamp Program if they participate

in work, training, or educaion programs designed to make them self-

sufficient ;

Raised the food stamp allotment as required by law, but by only $4 per
household, regardless of whether 1, 3. or even 6 persons are in the family
(only households of 7 and 8 persons will receive more than $4) despite the
dramatic increase in the cost of food ;

Increased the price of the food stamps so that the "bonus stamps" have become an increasingly smaller proportion of the program ; and
Denied the State of Michigan (which had raised its share of matching funds)

the Federal share of costs for the outreach programs mandated in the 1971
amendments, on the basis that funds were not available.

2. Section 13 of the National School Lunch Act was established in 1968. to make

food service available to needy children in nonprofit, nonresidential, nonschool

settings such as day care programs, summer recreation sites, and settlement
houses. That program, which spent only about $3 million in its first year of implementation, has grown rapidly in response to increasing needs in day care and
summer feeding.

Since early in this fiscal year, the Child Nutrition Division of the FNS at
USDA has imposed a freeze on funds under Section 13. Yet States and cities

across the Nation have reported that they desperately need funds for foqd service
in day care. Head Start, and special summer programs not easily served under
existing regulations. This year the Department has had approximately $49 million

available in appropriated funds, and Congressional authority to spend up to
$135 million hi additional funds out of Section 32. Despite that, spending under
Section 13 will only reach approximately $36 million, with $13 million carried
over into the coming fiscal year as provided by law.

The question, as Senator Percy puts it in his opening remarks, is this:
Are the existing food assistance programs being implemented in a way
to achieve our national goal of adequate nutrition for all Americans at
the earliest possible date?
The hearings will begin in Ream 1318, New Senate Office Bldg., starting

at 10:00 a.m., Wednesday, June 7, 1972.
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UNUSED FOOD ASSISTANCE FUNDS: FOOD STAMPS
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7, 1972
U.S. SENATE
SELECT COMMITTEE ON
NUTRITION AND HUMAN NEEDS

Washington, D.C.
The Select Committee met at 10 a.m.. pursuant to call, in room 1318
of the New Senate Office Building, the Honorable Charles H. Percy
presiding.
Present: Senator Charles H. Percy.
Staff members present: Nancy Amidc,i, professional staff member;
Vernon M. Goetcheus, senior minority professional staff; and Elizabeth P. Hottell, :ninority professional staff.
OPENING STATEMENT SY SENATOR PERCY, PRESIDING

Senator PERCY. I call to order this hearing of the Senate Select
Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs.

I want to begin this morning by stressing the bipartisan nature of

our national commitment to close the hunger gap.
This is reflected no better than in President Nixon's statement when

he transmitted his widely applauded child nutrition proposals to the
Congress last month.
I would like to quote his own words, because I don't think we could
improve on the goal lie established.
President Nixon said :
It was just 3 years ago, on May 0, 1969, that I sent to the Congress my first

message on hunger and malnutrition.
I noted in that message that America has long shared its bounty with hungry
peoples in all parts of the globe, but that now "the moment is at hand to put an
end to hunger in America itself, for all time."

In the last 3 years, with the cooperation of the Congress, we have made im-

mense strides toward reaching this goal.
For example, the budget I proposed last January allocated nine times as much
money for food stamps and seven times as much money for school lunches for
needy children as was allocated in fiscal year 1960.

There is no doubt in my mind that the Congress is as fully committed to wiping out hunger and malnutrition in this Nation as is
the Nixon administration and that we see the food stamp program as
the major vehicle for accomplishing this objective.
The question we want to address this morning is this: Are the existing food assistance programs being implemented in a way to achieve

our national goal of adequate nutrition for all Americans at the earliest possible time?
(617)
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If the answer to this question is "No," then we must find out why.
Is the authorizing legislation faulty ?
Are the funds Congress has appropriated insufficient to accomplish
the task ?

Is the administration of the program at the Federal, State, and

local levels lagging?
Where do the problems lie and how can we rectify them ?
I know all our witnesses this morning will cooperate fully with this
committee to find the answers to these questions, and certainly there

is no question, inasmuch as this is a totally nonpartisan, bipartisan
issue of disagreement between the executive and legislative branch in
goals.

The executive branch has made it eminently clear we are going to
close the hunger gap, this is a matter of highest priority.

In no area has the Congress backed up the administration with

greater enthusiasm and more overwhelming votes than in this particular area.
There can be legitimate differences of opinion on how we implement
these goals, and whether we have implemented them with the speed
and dispatch that we all feel should be exercised.

I would at this time like to read a statement from Senator McGovern. He is necessarily absent, this morning. I would like to say
that we are all indebtel to Senator McGovern for the leadership provided to this committee, and what has been accomplished working with
the executive branch of Government to implement our goals.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR GEORGE McGOVERN

I would like to make only a brief comment.

First, I want to publicly thank Senator Percy for chairing this

hearing in my absence. His active participation in the Select Committee has helped to make the committee, and the hunger issue,
truly bipartisan efforts.

The hearing this morning makes us witness to a sorry and confusing
spectacle.

On the one hand, we have the President of the United States, just 1
month ago, reaffirming his commitment, ". . . to put an end to hunger
in America itself for all time."
On the other hand, we have an executive agency withholding a sub-

stantial proportion of the funds available to improve the diets of the

needy poor.
Caught between is the Congress, which has long been aware of the
tragic human toll that hunger takes. It is nearly 5 years since we heard
testimony from the Field Foundation doctors, who said :

* * * the boys and girls we saw were hungryweak, in
pain, sick; * * *. They are suffering from hunger and disease and directly or indirectly they are dying from them
which is exactly what starvation means.

It is only a little more than 3 years since Dr. Schaefer reported to

us from the National Nutrition Survey :

It is " * * shocking to realize that the problems in the
poverty groups in the United States seem to be very similar
to those we have encountered in the developing countries.
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Today we learn from the Department of Agriculture that some $400
million of the funds so desperately needed by America's hungry poor
will be returned to the Treasury.
It is a sad commentary on our national conscience that we cannot or
will not meet the basic human needs of our society and people.
400-million food stamp dollars can be returned to the Treasury only
one way--at the expense of t'-,e poor they were intended to serve.
Senator PERCY. That was 'a statement by Senator McGovern, and
on that unifying note, we ask the Assistant Secretary of Agriculture,
Secretary Lyng, to lead off.
As I understand it, Secretary Lyng, you will be back, having had
by then the benefit of the testimony of these hearings so that you can
comment on that.
STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD LYNG, ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

We welcome you this morning.
Mr. LYNG. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. It is, once

again, a pleasure to have the opportunity to report to this committee
upon the progress we are making in our efforts to eliminate povertycaused hunger and malnutrition.
In response to the request from the chairman, I will, today, briefly
discuss our estimates of this year's spending on Food Stamps and on
the Special Food Service Programs under Section 13 of the National
School Lunch Act.

The chairman's letter asks that I testify on "the withholding of

funds" from these programs.
It should be made absolutely clear at the outset that there has been
no withholding of funds from either the Food Stamp Program or the
Special Food Service Programs.
The Food Stamp Program is our major means for reaching needy
people with food help. The record* here is something of which all of

us can, I believe, be proud. During April of this year, 11.5 million
people were participating in the Food Stamp Program. This is 1 million more than during April of 1971, and over 3.5 times as many as
during the peak month 4 years ago.

The increase in spending has been even more significant. It has
leaped from $250 million in fiscal year 1969 to $1.9 billion during
fiscal 1972.

Our appropriation for fiscal 1972 for food stamps is $2.289 billion.
Our spending will, we estimate, be $389 million less than that. This is,
I understand, what the committee wishes to discuss.
"OPEN-END" PROGRAM

The Food Stamp Program is a program which guarantees to the

2.100 counties *inch have chosen to operate the program that all eligible individuals and families will receive the full benefits of food assist-

anceall eligible, regardless of how many that might be. There are
no constraints on total numbers of dollars or total numbers of needy
people a county or a State may serve. The Food Stamp Program is
'see Appendix. pp. 693, 694.
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not, a Federal grant program under which specific sums of money are
budgeted and allocated to States or counties for specific projects.
Becirase of the "open-end" nature of such a national program, it is
difficult to estimate funding needs. One must estimate, first, the number of people that may take part in the program. Changing economic
conditions can have a major impact on this, of course. It is also necessary to forecast the participation by household size and income levels
because these factors significantly affect the bonus costs, which is the
major expenditure.
Additionally, once designated, new areas are authorized to begin

operating as rapidly as local arrangements can be made; thus, the
same kinds of funding uncertainties for these designated areas must
beworked into the total projections.
The past 12 months have been a period of great change in the Food
Stamp Program. New regulations have been promulgated to imple-

mert the provisions of Public Law 91-671, which include uniform
national eligibility standards and expanded outreach activity. These
new provisions are designed to bring many new participants into the
program. Their implementation has invoked considerable effort for
participating States and counties. As a result, implementation of these
new regulations has been much slower than we had anticipated.
During fiscal 1972, the States did not bring newly designated counties into the program as rapidly as in the past. They preferred to continue them on the Fond Distribution Program rather than brine them
in under the old food stamp regulations and then face the imminent
task of reeducating workers and participants to the new rules. As a
result. of the 278 counties desiftnated since May of 1971. a total of 189
were not yet in operation as of May 1 of this year.
It should be noted that. as the Food Stamn Procyrain has continued
its rapid expansion we have made strenuous efforts to see to it that
abuses of the program be eliminated. We have been determined that
those who are not deserving be purged from the program. This effort
has been successful.
At the same time. we have encouraged the States and counties to
improve, their administrative services and their outreach activities to
give greater opportunities for participation to those who really need
food stamps.
I want to compliment the thousands of People in the State agencies
and local communities. who. as well as USDA's Food and Nutrition
Service. have worked so hard in this extremely difficult, year of transition and change in the Food Stamp Program.
The growth and expansion of the Food Stamp Program didn't "just
happen." Through the years. the Food and Nutrition Service and the
States have actively engaged in outreach efforts to let potentially eligible people know about this guarantee to needy people by the Federal Government.
I have some of the informational and educational materialssome

of it in two or more languages--that are used in these efforts, and

will make them available to the committee.
SECTION 13 FUNDING

The committee also requested a renort on the funding situation
under Section 13 of the National School Lunch Act.
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This concerns the special the nonschoolsfeeding program.

The Special Food Service Program was funded at. $49 million for
fiscal i972: $28.2 million of this was earmarked to supplement the
approximately $5 million available to fund the special summer program out of the regular fiscal 1972 appropriation of $20.8 million.
The Special Summer Feeding Programwhich operates during the
4 months of June through early Septemberis funded out. of appropriations for 2 fiscal years. This summer, for example. June summer
operations will be funded out of our fiscal 1972 appropriation, and
the .Tuly-through-September phase will be funded out of our fiscal
1973 appropriation. Therefore, it was necessary throughout this fiscal
year to reserve, out of this year's appropriation, the funds necessary

for this June's summer program.
This summer, following the President's May 6 request for an additional $25 million, we are proceeding with !Aims to operate a June
September summer program totaling $50.5 million. We are able to proceed with these plans because we have approximately $10 million reserved from our 1972 fiscal year appropriation to fund the June phase
of the summer program about 2 weeks out of the 10-week program.
This $10 million fundingtogether with the use of about $18 million to fund the JulySeptember phase of last year's summer programmeans that a total of about $28 million of fiscal year 1972 binds
has been spent or is scheduled for the special summer phase of the
total nonschool program.
The 1972 funding of the year -round phase of the nonschool program

is complicated by the fact that the statutory apportionment formula
does not. reflect State-by-State differences in the way the total program
has developed.

This fiscal year the apportionment resulted in some States having
sufficient fiscal year 1972 funds to finance. last year's JulySeptember
summer program and expand the year-round phase of the program.

At the other extreme, in some States, the apportionment formula

left them short of funds to maintain their fiscal year 1972 year-round
program at the annual rate they had achieved in the latter part of the

1971 fiscal yeareven if all regularly appropriated funds had been

available for year-round purposes.
We decided that the priority was to insure that the year-round programs in any State, would not have to be cut back. So. we authorized
all States to continue at the expenditure rate they had achieved in the

spring of 1971indicating that the short States could count on the
additional funds required.

THIRTY STATES RETURNING FUNDS

Projections on expected State-by-State use of funds for year-round
programs in this fiscal yearbased largely on their obligations through

March indicate that 30 States will be returning funds to USDA.
We could not anticipateor count onthis back in Aintust or September. So. while some States will now be returning funds, other

States have been under a no-expansion policy.
We now estimate. that possibly $4 million may remain at the end of
the fiscal year. And, if the June operations under the summer program
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are less than the $10 million available, the carryover of funds could
exceed the $4 million projection.
New legislation will be required to authorize the Special Food Service Program beyond fiscal 1973. This was not proposed in the administration s bill to amend school feeding legislation. Ilre believe that the

Congress will wish to consider substantive changes in the nonschool
legislation, and we wish to have the added experience of the 1973
summer program before we make our recommendations. Actually, I
am referring to the fiscal 1973, which would be summer of 1972.
We will be submitting nonschool legislative proposals early in the
next session of the Congress. In the meantime, we will be exploring
the possible advantages of separating the appropriation authorities for
the two phases of the program.
In summary, there has been no reduction or holdback of funding for

Food Stamp or Special Summer Food Programs. The administration
has repeatedly demonstrated a strong sense of commitment to President Nixon's pledge 3 years ago to eliminate hunger in this land. As

the Food Stamp Program expanded we have not hesitated to request fundingfrom $250 Million when we arrived in 1969 to our

budget request of $2.340 billion for fiscal 1073a tenfold increase.
It is my understanding that the committee wishes to proceed now
with other witnesses and defer questions to me until after it has had an
opportunity to hear the others. I will be pleased to return to answer
whatever questions the committee may ask.
Senator PERCY. Fine, Secretary Lyng.

The increase in expenditure from the time the administration took
office until now is dramatic. I do not imagine there is any other program that even approaches this, except possibly environmental control. I am not sure even there the proportion would hold.
The basic question that we will start oft with you would bein light

of what the President said 3 years ago, the moment is at hand to put
an end to hunger in America itself for all timein your judgment,
have we closed the hunger gap! Has hunger ended in America, and if
not, why?
If you would like to comment now, we would be perfectly happy to
hear you. If you would like to defer that, And have that as your opening question later. you can do so.
Mr. Lyxa. I would like to comment now, but I think I will restrain
myself, because I am supposed to be in two places at the same time. I
am supposed to be the opening witness at another hearing over in the
House.

If I may be excused, Mr. Chairman, I would appreciate it.
Senator PERCY. We will wait with anticipation for your answer.
then.
Mr. Lyxo. Thank you.
Senator Psalm Thank you, very much indeed.
The Chair calls our first two witnesses, Mr. John Kramer, executive
director, National Council on Hunger; and Mr. Arthur Schiff, assistant administrator, Homan Resources Administration, New York City;
and both of them can come at once to the table.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN R. KRAMER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON HUNGER, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. KRAMER. Mr. Chairman, I am Mr. Kramer. I am also primarily a

professor of law at Georgetown University, but also executive direc-

tor on the Executive Council on Hunger, and have been since we

founded that in 1968.

I would like to apologize for not having a prepared statement. The
reason for that is quite simple. I was called to testify on Monday and
to testify in response to a document that was just submitted about 10
minutes ago. But I am prepared to fully respond.
Senator PERCY. You are very forthnate Senator Proxmire is not in
the. chair or he would declare you illegal as he did Mr. Nader for not
meeting the requirements of the Senate. But we are happy to have
you here this morning.
Mr. KRAMER. I have, however, distributed two separate little statistical documents.*

One is my version of, "Are we feeding everybody in America,"
coupled with a document that shows the difference, State by State,
between the number of public assistance recipients as of the end of
last year, which is the latest data we havein fact, just yesterday the
statistics were released on January of 1972compared to the number
of public assistance recipients on food stamps in April of 1972 which
the latest dataand I think if you will look at that chart, I will refer
to it during the course of my testimony and you will see that we are
not in very good shape.
Let me start out with a simple overview and focus in on the particular issue today, which is the return of food stamp money.

In the 1970 census count, amended actually by the Office of Economic Opportunity, the Bureau of Census started out with 25.5 million people and 0E0 found 400,000 children who had been forgotten,
so it is now up to 25.9 million people.
FORTY-TIIREE PERCENT OF POOR RECEIVE NOTHING

Forty-four percent of the 11,461,000 were on food stamps in April
of 1972. Thirteen percent of them, 3.3 million, received commodities.
Forty-three percent of the poor were getting nothing at all.

I think perhaps that is as simple an answer to the question you

posed to Secretary Lyng as could be. We have reached the 57-percent
mark, and, of course, the queseon is what those 57 percent get, but 43
percent get nothing at all.

I think actually rather shocking in addition to that is a statement

madeand I think still subscribed to by the Departmentin the
Senate appropriation hearings last year, in which Mr. Hecklinwho
was the head of the Food Nutrition Servicesaid. I think I have an

exact quote from those hearings. I can give it to you pretty much as he
said it.

He said, "It is our considered judgment that when participation
reaches 16 million people, we may well be approaching the level of
potential participation."
See Appendix, p. 703.
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So, I suppose their defense might be something like, reaching 50
percent of the people or 60 percent is enough. But at any rate, that
is all they are reaching.

Now, what is the present situation in terms of numbers? I just
received their numbers this morning. They tally pretty much with the
ones that I have been compiling during the course of the year.

I think at the outset I should say that it is rather shockingand I
should think it should be shocking to youthat it is June 7 when we

get this report. As a matter of law, in U.S. Code section 665the
part of the code that governs appropriations and governs all of the
activities of the executive branch of the Office of Management.
and Budgetthere is a requirement of an early court review of
expenditures.

I think that requirement probably falls upori Assistant Secretary

Lyng or upon Secretary Butz.

Apportionment should be reviewed at least four times each year.

And so certainly way before this, in accordance with the rules govern-

ing appropriations and the determination by the Department, they
would have known that they were returning what they say is $389
million.
Our guess is about $414 million, but we can split the difference and
round it off and call it $400 million. We will obviously not know until

sometime in August exactly how much is being sent back.
APPROPRIATION FOR NEED AND EXPANSION

As indicated, the actual appropriation was $2.289 billion. Mr. Win-

tonwhen he moved the adoption of the conference report last July
said this level. $2.289 billion, together with the carryover funds, should

be adequate to fully meet the needs for 1972 and provide some program expansion.
Now, the expenditure rate as it now goes, seems to flow as follows:
The bonuses expected to be expended by the end of June will approximate $1.785 billion. That is just for bonuses.

If you compare thatit should be $1,785let's see; I have an up-

side down number in my statistics. That leaves the shortfall of $414

$2,875 that leaves a shortfall of about $500 million. But, in fact,
administrative costs are approximately $90 million. Now, I think
Senator PERCY. That accounts, then, for the difference in your figures and the USDA's?
Mr. KRA3IER. It is only $25 million. It is just pure projection. This

always happens. Every time they issue a reportthis is not the fault
of theirs; this is just normal accountirgthe next month they have
to correct the number of people on the program.

I think Mr. Schiff is one of their problems. He represents New

York and their million figures go up and down every month as they
nnally get the figures in. It is difficult to follow that.
On this basis, overall, 18 percent of the appropriation will be returned. As far as people-money is concerned, they expected to spend
about $2.219 billion and they will only spend $1.785. In other words,
of people-money they will be returning $434 million. This is the bonus
money, or 19 percent.
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However, on administrative costs, quite the other way. They had
asked Congress for $70 million; they will be spending $90 million,
which is 130-percent cost overrun for the bureaucrats, but for people,
it is $134 million.
Senator PF.RCY.

I am very sorry. We have no other Senators that I
caii turn the chair over to for a few minutes. I have only a couple

minutes to get to the floor on a vote so we will recess these hearings
for about 7 minutes.
Thank you. Be right back.
[Recess.]

Senator PERCY. Now that the 7 minutes are up, we will resume.
Sorry for the interruption.
Mr. KRAMER. I would like to just repeat very quickly two figures,
the two figures I am working on.
One is a people-return of something in the neighborhood of $434
million, but a bureaucrat overrun of $20 million on administration of
the program.
I would not mind going $100 million over on administration as long
as they spent the over-$300 million on the people.
VDrNAM OVERRUN IN

Bauoss

Now, of course, yesterday Secretary Laird was worried about a $3- to
$5-billion overrun for Vietnam. I think this is a $430 million underrun
and it is quite a contrast.

Obviously the first question that arisesone that is not easy to

answeris: "Who is responsible for pickpocketing the indigent ?" Let
me say at the outset that the Congress is at fault in one major respect,
and that is this Let me start back with the history of the Food Stamp
Program.
For many yearsreally since its inception, with the exception of 1

yearthe program has returned money to the Treasury. Back in

1969I went into Federal court in June of 1969, to stop the return of

$28 million that were going back from the fiscal 1969 budget.

Theii, Secretary Lyng gave an affidavit iii that court case, called
Corco ran v. U.S. Department of Agriculture, in which he said in all
the years but one, the expenditures were overestimated with the result
that an excess of funds remained after program obligations were met.
The one year which was an exception was 1968. We lost the lawsuit in
1969; $29 million went back to the Treasury. We are here at a 12 to 15
times magnitude of that. Now, why does that occur?

I mentioned that statute earlier, and that statutewliich I do not
know how aware the Congress is of itis really at fault. It is a con-

gressional statute, obviously. 31 U.S.C., 665, creates bureaucratic terrorlet me read a few phrases and you will see what I mean.
It says, "No officer or employee of the United States shall make or

authorize an expenditure from or create or authorize an obligation

under any appropriation in excess of the amount available therein."
Now, that should seem obvious. But they go on to say that each of
these officers and employees is charged during the course of the year
with constantly reevaluatin their expenditures, so that in Section 8,
"...no officer or employee shall authorize or create any obligation or
make any expenditure in excess of an apportionment or reapportionment."
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Now, that sounds simple enough, but there are criminal penalties
attached for other spending. If you overspend willfully, $5,000 and/or
2 years in jail.
This is the in terrorum statute that prevents anybody from projected
expenditures in excess. Now, of course, that does not seem to be a problem here, but as Secretary Lyng indicated, they are always worried,

because they do not know how many people are out there that are
going to come into the offices month by month, how much they are
going to spend.

0

The terror flowing from this statutethe 2 years and $5,000. al-

though I do not know how many prosecutions there have been; I do
not know of anystill stands.
ATTEMPTS To CORRECT STATUTE

This was sought to be corrected in 1970 in part through the efforts
of this committee. Let me describe to you what is an instance of congressional lawlessness in this case.

In 1970, Senator Ellender's Agriculture Committee wrote into -the
Food Stamn Act the following phrase: "Sums appropriated under this
law," notwithstanding any other provisions of law, "continue to remain available for the purposes of this act."
In other words. the $430 million that was not going to be expended
would have stayed over for fiscal 1973.

When Senator McGovern substituted his bill on the Senate floor for
Senator Ellender's. that provision was there intact. in Section 16.
When Mr. Poe reported his bill out of the Agriculture Committee
that exact provision was in there. So that the $430 million would have
carried over. $389 millionwhatever figure it waswould be available starting July first, in addition to the approuriations for July first.
In the conference report of December 22. 1970. there is no reference
whatsoever to a provision that was in both the Rouse bill as passed and
the Senate bill as passed. The conference acted illegally in two respects.
One has already been corrected by the courts. As you are well aware,
the conference added a provision that was in neither bill. Tinder rule
27 of the Senate. section 2. "Conferees shall not insert in their report
matter not committed to themby either house."
The court did not strike it down on that basis: the court stated it was
a denial of eaual protection last Monday, in a ease called Moreno. "Nor
shall they strike from the bill matter agreed to by both houses" the
second part of the bill.
This was done and because it was December 30th in the Rouse and
December 31st in the Senate, no oneand we tried desperatelymade
a point of order.
May I say quite frankly, this was done with the complete knowledge of the Department of Agriculture; and without a word of protest, so far as I am aware, from the Department of Agriculture.
So at least at that stage both the Congress and the Department are
responsible for acting against the laws of the Senate itself and of the
House as well.

Senator PERCY. You are suggesting that the law be corrected?
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LAW CHANGE NEEDED

Mr. KRAMER. Very much so.
Senator PERCY. So that funds can be carried over and not "lost"?
Mr. KRAMER. Yes. Exactly. It seems to me this was clearly the intent
of both bodies, although perhaps not of the conferees.
Senator PERCY. We did have this year, of the $2.3 billion available,
$90 million that was carried over in previous funds.
Has it been your experience that in Government agencies, when there
is no carryover provision, that sometimes there is a tendency for waste,

and extravagant spending at the end of the fiscal year, to just get rid
of funds which otherwise are going to be lost? Isn't there adequate
care given with those funds?
Mr. KRAMER. That is always the case. And I think Secretary Lyng
made that distinction.
In the normal grantmaking programs, for instance, the Office of
Economic Opportunity, HUD, they have this June flurry, in which
they stay up all night to get the grants out.
That, of course. is not the case in welfare or food stamps, where
the moneys tend to flow evenly over the course of the months.
I would suggest, for example, that perhaps in the appropriations
when the appropriations committee bill hits the floor this yearthat
perhaps this committee might be interested in working with the agriculture committee to reinsert the carryover provision. T gather this
is why we have that $90 million this year. not in the authorization. but
n the appropriation.
Now. of course. the role of the courts in all of tills 1c WTI' minimal.
We tried in 1969. I am professor of law. and T think T Nvnuld nrefer

to say that we could not win a court ease trying to hold up not $400
million.

Mayor Alioto of San Francisco broturht a mnior ewirt gilit ogrinst
the impounding; and. under the law it has not been rPnnrtNi in the
press. Lawsuits are normally reported when they are brought, not when
they are lost. He lost that suit.
It is prohnhle that the executive hroneh has 411P nower nt fn snend
the $400 million even though they have fought to DSP thn discretion
the other way.
"A BOTTLE OF KETCHUP"

What has the role of the executive been in this nroprom ? As I
indicated before. we have 44 percent of the poor monk in this country

on food stamps. What is their bonus? Their bonus amounts to 14
on the average. 14.7 cents a meal.

I looked in my closet last night and my ketehtin from the oTneery
is 43 cents. That is a bottle of ketchup a day bonus. from the Federal
Government. That adds up to $13.45 a month. you figure about 91%
meals a month.
So, 14.7 cents a meal, that is obviously paltry on its face.

Senator PERCY. If the Agriculture Department knew as early as
December that it was going to have a large surplus, then could they
logically have reduced the 'vice of stamps?
Mr. KRAMER. Yes. They could have either way. They could have
raised the bonus or lowered the price. I think both I and Mr. Schiff
who will follow mewill focus much more on the price aspect because that is what keeps people from participating.
16400 0-421;it
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But focusing on allotment value itself, from January 1970, when they
instituted this $106 allotment, until today, we are at a $108Consumer
Price Index, relating only to the cost of food at home; I am not talking
about McDonald's only at homehas gone up 7.6 percent.
Allotment value has gone up 1.9 percent. The difference is 500 per-

cent. The CPI has gone up four times or 500 percent as fast as the

allotment value.
Now they are going to change the allotment value to $112 in July

of this year, but that will still be a 240-percent greater rise for the
CPI than for allotment and, of course, as I indicated under law, they
were looking at this way back last September.

I am sure they had very good projections because most of us have
been able to make those projections as we go along.
Their guess is really probably about as good as ours.
.

Now, what are some of the indicia of program failure?
I have submitted a chart* of the lack of public assistance participation. There is some disagreementand, I gather, on this committee

very strong disagreementwith my position, which I have worked

very hard to have included in the welfare bill. Food stamps shmild be
cashed out because that is the only way that every welfare recipient
will get food stamp's.

Although that is arguable, it is now clear that only 52 percent of
welfare recipients get food stamps.

If there is one class of people in this country who should auto-

matically get food stamps, it is welfare recipients. I think Mr. Schiff,
who is intimately involved in this, will probably indicate to you that
the price consideration is critical here; outreach, yes, everything else,
but price.
16 STATES WMI LESS FOOD STAMP PARTICIPANTS

Although it is true that over the past year 1 million people have
come into the program, it is shocking to meI didn't know this until
I checked it last nightto discover that 16 States had actually lost participants over the past year.
And there is no pattern here. It covers Washington, Tennessee, Mis-

sissippi. Colorado, Alabama, Alaska, Iowa, Louisiana, Arkansas,
Kentucky, Nebraska, North Dakota, Minnesota, Wyoming, Massachusetts, and Maine. It is countrywide. There is no southern pattern
nor northern pattern.
Nov, the question that arises is, does the Department really care
about this? Are they concerned about meeting their goals?

Last year they told the Senate appropriations committee that by
Juae of this year, they expected to have 12.5 million people on the
program.
It is clear they are going to be lucky to make 11.5 million. I think
Cie one thing that disturbed are today about Secretary Lyng's testimony was the fact that he reeled the figures off, dispassionatelynot

really thinking what $400 million might mean to human beings in
terms of what they might get from it.
See Appendix. p. 704.
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QUESTIONS USDA EXPLANATIONS

Now, the Department offers varying explanations, and I would like
to briefly discuss each of their explanations, and question them.
First of all, they talk a little bit about the improving economy ; and,

although I am not going to get into a song and dance on that, unemployment is the same as it was a year ago. That is the major factor that
affects food stamp participation in terms of the economyaccording
to them, not just according to me.

They say that the new programs have opened slowly, and I think

that is correct. But, accepting their figures, they say that they expected
1.1 million people to come in on these new programs during the course
of the year and only a half million have.
Even if those 600,000 missing people had been on since last January,
getting that same 14.7 cents a meal. that would have only accounted
for an expenditure of $42 million.
That would have been still $360 million short.

They talk about the delayed impact of the regulations. Well, the

regulations have been in effect in 22 States for half of the fiscal year,
and in 44 States for a fourth of a fiscal year. Although the Department
promised, when they promulgated the regulations last April, that 11.7
million new participants would come on, we have far less than 300,000
or 400,000.

I think the Department. what it has done, has failed to realize the

full impact of the regulation. Mr. Schiff will talk about that.

They stressed that this morningcutting abuses. Cutting abuses

also means not bringing people into the program, because sometimes
the abuse side sweeps far beyond the people who are really abusing
the program.
Now, what can be done? What could come out of this hearing?
REVISE APPROPRIATIONS BILL

First of all, T do indeed suggest that the appropriations bill be
revised.

I know how difficult it is after history. We will have to get back
probably, by the way, to revising the food stamp billif the welfare
reform bill does not do itbecause it will die as of June 30, 1970. At
any rate, even before that, the appropriations bill should be revised
to permit the carryover so we will not have to face this situation.
Now, what would that $400 million have meant this year. had it been
expended?
The average participation every month has been about 11 million.
Had that $400 million been spent, every person would have had a $3.13
increase a month and that 14.7 cents a meal would have gone to 18.1
cents, which is quite substantial.
Now, two things could have been done.
One is, they could have added $12.50 to the allotment value of every

four-person household. Interestingly enough, that would have made
the allotment $20.50which was the allotment suggested by the House
in the bill that the administration rejected.
Or I think much more preferably, they could have lowered prices
across the board. That is rather complex. It isn't easy to lower prices
$12.50 for everybody because most of the upper-income poor pay very
much more than the lower-income poor.

Although the bill says you shall not spend more than 30 percent for
food stamps, in fact, most of the upper-income poor have to spend,
under this regulation, between 27 and 28 percent of their income for
food at home. The average American expenditure for food at home in

the first quarteragain I am not talking about. McDonald'sof dis-

posable income was 12.5 percent. It is, overall, 15.8 percent. That is
including McDonald's.
But 12.5 percent of everybody's, the average American's disposable
income, went into food.
Senator PERCY. That is the lowest figure I have heard.
Mr. KRAMER. It has gone down. The cost of food is 15.8 percent,
generally, that is incltaiing food away from home.
Senator PERCY. Including what?
Mr. KRAMER. Generally 15.8 percent is for food, including eating
out, which these people simply cannot do.
Senator PERCY. I see.

Mr. Kuwait. Food at home is 12.5 percent. That is for the first
quarter of 1972. Pretty reasonable as opposed to the fact that when
you have over $150 of income for a family of four, you have to spend
at least 27.3 percent of your income on food stamps.

So it is almost two and a third times the factor of forced contributions to the Food Stamp Program.
So I would suggest :
1. Rovisinir the annronriationq bill : end
2. In the absence of beinit able to really redo the authorization
program, to bring whatever political pressure can be brought to
bear to make the program reduce its prices.

Here I think we are talking about the reverse twist of political

economy which seems to be making poor people pay two and a third
as much as rich people.

I think we need to put that $400 million back into the program.
Unfortunately it is too late to do it this year, unless the appropriations bill is changed.
But, certainly as of July or September. the Department could make
all the rectifications necessary to lower the purchase price.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Kramer. this would be the easiest thing to do

administratively. I presume. but from a standnoint of real need and
priorities, wouldn't it be better, rather than helping those who are

already getting assistance and help, to go after the 11.1 million people
who get nothing? They are the poor, they live below the poverty line?
Mr. KRAMER. Yes.

Senator PERCY. And presumably are malnourished.
PURCHASE PRICE NEGATF.S USE

Mr. KRAMER. Really, there are only two ways to do that, as I see it.
One of them, of course, is not to have food stamps but to give dollar
value so people would get that on their welfare check.
The other way is to lower the purchase price. It is the purchase price
that keeps some of those 11 million people out.

We do not know how many. One of the problems with the figures
in this program is: We really have no idea who those 11 million are,
the elderly, the young, the black, the white, the Chicanowe have
no idea.
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The Department doesn't really know. If we did, we probably could
project a program.
In fact, that might be an interesting request from this committee,
if the Department could come up with a projection of the cross-section
of this 11 million people. Perhaps some sort of percentage calculation
as to their reasons for not participating in the food programs that are
now in existence where they live, that would be an interesting request.
Senator PERCY. All right.
I would like to start now with Mr. Schiff, but we will have to recess
for another 7 minutes.
We have a vote on the floor on the Sudden Infant Death Synth-cane

bill. I will be back just as quickly as I can ; the recess will be
temporary.
[Recess.'
Senator PERCY. I am happy to say there is not another roll call vote
until 2:`30, Fo we will have no more interruptions for a time.
Mr. Arthur Schiff, if you would go right ahead.
STATEMENT OF ARTHUR SCHIFF, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR,
HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. Scrum Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. We are delighted to have you here.

Mr. SCHIFF. You have a copy of my statement in front of you, I
believe.
Senator PERCY. Yes.

Mr. SCHIFF. The fact that in excess of $400 million in food stamp
funds will be left unspent by USDA at the end of fiscal year 1972 is
indicative of their failure to reasonably anticipate the expenditure
rate of the program. A shortcoming which is either a planning failure,
which Mr. Kramer has commented on, or a darker, more suspicious
decision to deliberately starve the Food Stamp Program of adequate
funds.
USDA could have done any combination of three things with the
leftover money :

1. Reduced the cost of food stamps to all participants;
2. Increased the food stamp allotments sufficiently to buy a nutritionally adequate diet; and,
3. Tlyouo.lit more neonle into the Food Stamn Program.
Instead, they chose a fourth course: One in which people pay more
for then. food stamps; fail to achieve a nutritional diet with stamps,

and will probably withdraw from the program entirely because of
complicated changes in the regulations.
Last April 1971 USDA published proposed regulations for the Food
Stamp Program which were sharply attacked by Members of Congress, the hunger lobby, and program administrators like myself.
In July 1971, when the final regulations were announced with only a
few important changes, a storm of protest began to arise throughout
the country.
In January 1972 the just - confirmed Secretary Butz, succumbed to

the intense pressure of a coalitionCongressmen, welfare clients,

other low-ineome people. Governors, many of them Republican, and
bureaucrats, like myselfand rescinded the regulations which prom-
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ised to hurt so many people by increasing the cost of food stamps

beyond reason.
I would like also to submit into the record* at some point today the

statement. by Secretary Butz in which he promised that no partici-

pants in the food program would lose benefits as a result of new regulations.
This was the press release of January 1972, when he announced
the decision of instituting the new tables.
It appeared we had won a significant battle.
It now appears we are about to lose the war.
USDA, through the interpretation of new regulations and the issuance of new food stamp tables, is now accomplishing in a piecemeal
fashion what. they could not dobecause of public outcryin one fell
swoop earlier this year.
Let me document my statement.
First, USDA is passing along the cost of increased food stamp
allotments to the consumer, neatly imitating the retail food industry.

Mandated by law, USDA increased the food stamp allotment to
reflect higher food costs. This goes in effect as of July 1.
For the four-person family, the allotment went from $108 to $112
a month. For the welfare family in New York City, this increase in
the allotment of 4 percent was exceeded by the 5-percent increase in
the purchase price of stampsthe cost of stamps went from $78 to
$82 a month.
As you can see from the following table and chart, with the exception of household sizes 1 and 3, all families on welfare in New York
City will pay a greater percentage increase in the cost of stamps than
they will receive in stamp allotments.
See Appendix, p. 705.
PERCENT INCREASE IN PURCHASE PRICE AND FOOD STAMP COUPON VALUE, FROM MAY TO JULY 1972 FOR PUBLIC
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You can see that this increase beyond the allotment levels goes all
the way up to 10 percent, as compared to the increase in the coupon
value of the stamps of 7 percent. They have, in fact, passed along any
potential costs in the program to the consumer.

Welfare clients have received no additional funds' in their grant

to pay the increased cost.

Fewer, not more, welfare clients will participate in the program.
USDA has not increased the bonus in increasing the allotment.
But any potential increase in USDA cost caused by the increased
allotment is more than passed along to the belcagured Food Stamp
Program participant.
As I stud, with the exception of one- and three-person households,
public assistance recipients now pay more for their stamps. You can
see from the following table and chart nearly 38 percent of the nonpublic-assistance users will pay more; ranging front a high of 81.7
percent of the nine-person households, to more than a 25 percent of the
three-person households. As the average. indicates, nearly 50 percent
of the four-person households pay more since the new regulations.
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And this will be the second increase in 00 days. On May 1.1972. 'lust

last month, the food stamp purchase cost was raised for all public
assistance. recipients and nearly all nonpublic assistance participants.

The tables T refer to today go into effect on July 1.1972.
In January, when Secretary Butz rescinded his prop osed regulations. be promised that. no one in the Food Stamp Program would
be hurt. He has not. kept that. pledge; and. based on our ?eeent experience. it, is impossible to predict what outrage USDA will impose on
hungry Americans next.
URBAN' "UPPER-INCOME" Poott HURT

I hone I have made that clear, Senator. that. what, we face in New
York is a greater percentage increase in the cost of stamps than we
are receiving in the total coupon allotments for almost all the households in New York City. I daresay, that for the higher-income poor
throughout the Nation. the same is true.
USDA continues to defend their actions with statements implying
that additional assistance to the lower-income poor. mostly located in
the south and southwest regions of the country. balances the effect of
the damage done to the upper-income poor in the urban States.
This is a battle we fought earlier this year which caused such an
outcry by a good many Republican governors., among others. that the
Secretary of Ag?..icultitre was forced to rescind the entire set of proposed regulations.

You will recall the testimony that this committee took last. April
on those regulations. which caused such an outcry. At that time,
Senator. we were very much concerned with the whole issue of the

coupon allotment schedule, because there were two ways in which food
stamp clients really get hurt.

First, they pay too much for stamps. as Mr. Kramer indicated
upwards of 28-29 percent of their net incomes; and second, they are
not getting enough stamps to purchase nutritional diets.
New York City, along with individual plaintiffs, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. and the National Welfare Rights Organization. recently instituted a lawsuit to require USDA to live up to its
congressional mandate of providing through food stamps "a nutritionally adequate diet."
This was a matter of great concern and discussion during the food
stamp debates in Congress last year. Congress finally came out saying
that they must be able. to purchase nutritional adequacy with food
stamp allotments.
USDA's Eas° 3n- DIET PLAN DI:Flamm
This suit, joining the city as it did with another State and NWRO,
is unprecedented. But it seems the only way of making USDA act in
a lawful manner. A hearing on the suit will be held in June or early

July.

We have established the following through pretrial depositions, and
statements made by the USDA : The Economy Diet Plan. on which
USDA bases its food stamp allotments, is deficient in four nutrients
as delineated by the National Academy of Sciences as part of its recom-

mended dietary allowances to insure nutritional adequacy. They are
vitamins B-6, B-12, folic acid, and magnesium.
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Therefore, it is incontestable that the Economy Diet Plan is not
nutritionally adequate.
Second. the Economy Diet Plan is recommended only for moderately
active people. not for adults engaged in hand-working labor nor for
youngsters who exercise frequently.
Third, according to a survey done by the USDA.. less than 10 percent of the households, spending at the level of the Economy Diet Plan,
are able to obtain the recommended dietary allowances. Less than 50

percent of those spending at that level obtained only two-thirds of

the recommended dietary allowances.
Fourth, by agreement, the Economy Diet. Plan is recommended for
temporary use. not prolonged use, by low-income families in especially
difficult situations.
Fifth. USDA recommends that more money be spent on food than
the Economy Diet Plan calls for. The exact statement made by USDA
in one of their publications. which is in the record of the deposition of
Dr. Robert Rizek, of the Department of Agriculture. is to this effect.
"Studies show that few families spending at the level of the economy

plan select foods that provide nutritionally adequate diets. The cost
of this plan is not a reasonable measure of basic money needs for a good

diet. The public assistance agencies, that recognize the limitations of
its clientele and is interested in their nutritional well being will recommend a money allowance for food considerably higher than the cost
of the Economy Diet Plan.
"Many welfare agencies base their food costs on the USDA food
plan, which costs about 25 percent. more than the Economy Diet Plan."
That would generally be considered a low-cost diet plan. So, USDA

admits, itself, that it requires more money than the Economy Diet
Plan calls for to get real nutritional adequacy.

Sixth, USDA cannot specify, at this time, what the exact cost

is of providing nutritional adequacywhich would include, of course,
the four nutrients missing from the Economy Diet Plan.
Now, we get to an area which is a little complicated, and I will try
to discuss it as simply as possible. The cost of the Economy Diet Plan.
whichas USDA sets out for the Nationnow will be $112 on July 1,
is based on a hypothetical family. It consists of a mother, a father,
ages 20 to 35, a son, age 9 to 12, and a child age 6 to 9. Costs for different family configurations are considerably higher.
What USDA has done, very simply, is to generalize from its hypothetical family to the entire Nation for the 4-person household. Then
say that family represents the Economy Diet Plan, end the allocated
moneys based on it should be based on this model.

The reason it is complicated is that the USDA, as you probably

know, publishes data showing the cost of achieving the low-cost diet

for all kinds of different sex and age breakdownsolder children.

younger children, 4-person households with three teenaged sonsand
these are much more costly than hypothetical 4-person household calls
for.
Younger mothers eat more than older mothers, younger children eat

more than older children. They have set this out in detail, and they
Imre agreed and acknowledged that the dietary requirements for different configurations of familieslet us say a not untypical welfare
family in New York, might be a mother and three teenaged children,
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or two teenaged children, plus one infant childthey agreed that it
cost more to feed this household than it. does to feed this 4-person
family which they also represent as hypothetical.

Seventh, the allotment schedule then is based on national average
Costs for purchasing the Economy Diet Plan for that 4-person family.
They agree that costs in the Northeast, and especially in New York
City, are higher than the national average.
EXPENSES HIGHER IN NEW YORK CITY

By their own figures, New York City is 6.5 percent higher than the
national average. Our figures, done in New York Cityby the voluntary agencies, which do purchasing for consumer expendituresshow
it to be about 12 percent higher than the national average.
New York City clients and other urban areas' clients are hurt two
ways:
1. they are not the hypothetical family, but they are restrained
by the costs for the hypothetical family.
2. they do not live in the national average center of the United
States, they live either above or below it.
Consequently, they are unable to purchase the Economy Diet Plan,

either because it is inadequate for their particular kind of family, or
the money is not adequate for the cost of the area in which they live.
On the basis of those facts, and our understanding of the law which
calls for nutritional adequacy, we are goilig to court. Senator Miller
of Iowa said, in discussing the conference report of the House-Senate
conferees on the Food Stamp Act of 1971, that it was his understanding the USDA must provide the cost of a nutritionally adequate diet,
whatever that may be.
That is in the record and I can submit it for the record here. We
believe him. We think the courts will believe him. And we think the
suit has an outstanding chance of succeeding. What it will make USDA
do, if it is successful, is simply to obey the law. Obey the figures provided by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, which they must, to obey the

economy dietary plan ; or the low-cost diet plan requirements, and
provide nutritional adequacy.
We understand that nutritional adequacy remains a matter of difference and controversy among different people and groups. Nevertheless, it is not at all rational to say that one figure for one type of
family represents all families in all parts of the Nation.
It simply does not. I know for a fact, that the cost of food in New
York City is high. I live in the city, and it is impossible to feed a family adequately on the $112 a month provided by the USDA. That is
not nutritional adequacy.

Last, I want to give you a glimpse into the future of yet another

battle that we face with USDA in New York.

As you may recall from testimony last year. I said that welfare

clients in New York State get an allowance for food. clothing and incidental expenses, and a separate allowance for rent. This rentt.1 allowance equals the exact amount of the rent, while the food and clothing
expenses are based on family size.
Thus. one 4-person family may get a grant of $358 a month, while
another family gets a grant of $308 a month. Of these amounts, each

has only $208 a month to spend on nonrent items. One pays rent of

1
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$100 and the other pays rent of $150. Both have only $208 to spend
for all their other needs.
RENT STATUS CREATES PENALTY

On January 1, 1973, USDA will implement on `lie third part of their

action program. They insist that the family which pays the higher
rent has more money to spend on food and will be charged more for
food stamps. The truth is that both have the same exact amount of
money for food. The difference in the grants goes directly to the
landlord.

The idea of penalizing welfare clients who pay higher rentsand,

therefore, get higher grantsby making them pay more for food
stamps is simply outrageous.
From September 1970 through today, the USDA has agreed with our

positionthat it is insane to make people pay more for food stamps
simply because they pay more for rent. However, in 6 months, insanity
will prevail unless something is done, and the program in New York
State will be irreparably damaged.
That is, we will have instances, where, more than 50 percent of the

welfare clients in New York will be paying more for food stamps
based solely on their rent.

It is probably closer to two-thirds of the public assistance households using food stamps that will be penalized because they pay the
exorbitant rents demanded by landlords in New York Cityin a city
with a vacancy rate under 1 percent.
There will be no way to explain to welfare clients that because they

pay more rent, they will have to pay more for food. There would be
no way we could explain it to ourselves. either.
I urge the Senator and this committee to carefully reconsider some of

these regulations; they are depriving poor people of nutritional
adequacy.

It really gets down to facing people, in the cities and in the rural
areas of this Nation, and telling them the Food Stamp Program creates
a good many problems. It creates complexities which we cannot solve

as administrators. It created a program which is so niggardlythe

way it is administered, and which just continues to harass people and
push at themthat they finally find it useless to participate.
Now, in New York City with a program which costs $1 million to
administer; which pays $80 a transaction to the banks, we are averaging bonuses of $8 a month a person. That amounts to $30 for a family
of four.
I said last year, it is costing us 10, 15, to 20 percent to get that $30
out. The banks are becoming if not rich, at least not discontent. But the
people are getting very little for all the time and effort they have to

put innot to mention the time and effort of the city government

which has to administer the program, and the great cost to the State
government which has to pay the cost of the freight in New York City,
in New York State.
I urge you to act and act with compassion on this problem. Thank
you.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Schiff, could you explain for the committee
what it will mean to New York City if all welfare grantees must have
their food stamp benefits individually determined?
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"AN ADMINISTRATIVE CATASTROPHE"

Mr. SCHIFF. Well, it will be an administrative catastrophe. It will
mean that. in addition to deciding on the grants for public assistance,
a separate calculation will have to be made to arrive at the food stamp
benefit.

According to USDA, most of the items that are considered for nonpublic assistance people, the regular low-income poor, will have to be
considered in calculating the PA purchase requirement for the welfare

family. Administratively, it means going through a caseload of, in
New 'York City, in excess of 500,000 cases, representing 1.2 million

people.

Thus we must go through a caseload of 500.000 cases; compute a
budget; then a food stamp requirement for each one, and then make
them pay morein most instancesbecause most of our clients will not
have other sources of income. As you know, Senator, because of rent
control laws in New York, it is quite possible in a single building to
pay much more rent because of the number of tenant turnovers. It
means telling one of them you have to pay more for food stamps because of the rental situation.
Senator PERCY. When you say it would be a catastrophe, is your experience likely to be any different from other major areas in this regard where the same situation might exist?
Would that same situation exist in other areas?
Mr. ScniFF. New York City tends to be a little different than other
urban areas. USDA in 1970, when we were negotiating with the Food
Stamp Program coming to the city, agreed with us that pandemonium
would be the result of implementing the program along the procedures

that I have just suggested they are requiring us to do. They agreed

with us in September 1970, they agreed a year later. they agreed with
us as recently as 2 or 3 months ago when we were implementing the
May 1 regulation changes.
Now they have decided that presituation budgeting, as they call it,
is a requirement. They know the problems it will cause because they
have agreed with us that we don't have to do it for over 2 years.
Now, I can only conclude, from their insistence that they know it
will result in administrative difficulties on the one hand, but even more
importantly, it will result in decreased participation, because of the
fact that two-thirds of the households will be paying more for food
stamps. Every time the price of food stamps goes up, people drop out
of the program. They jjust don't have the money to pay for the increase. So with smaller bonuses. increased purchase prices, this equals

less participation. That, they know, will be the result of doing this
presituation budgeting in New York.

I should say that in most States in the Union, rent is figured on a
flat basis for welfare households. That is, you get a flat rate for rent
based on your family size. So that it is easy to calculate what the cost
would be for all families. All four-person families would pay the
same amount of money. If they need more money for rent, they would

have to get the difference from the food money.

New York continues, because of the tight housing market, to give
the client the exact amount of money lie needs for rent. So every client
pays different, every four-person household pays different. That is why

we haven't given a flat grant in the past, and why we haven't been
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forced to. Senator Javits was furious, about 6 months ago. when he
thought the flat grant was going to be implemented in New York.
They said we didn't have to do it then. and now they are asking us to

do it on January 1, 1973, knowing full well that it will hurt us

terribly.
Senator PERCY. Can you tell us in just a few words whether it would
be possible to estimate the difference in cost to the program if food
stamps continue to be available in New York at a flat rate?
Mr. SCHIFF, You mean what I consider the reduced cost to the Federal Government. would be if we have to budget. for each client?
Senator PERCY. Yes,
ESTIMATES A 50-PERCENT DROPOUT

Mr. SCHIFF. I estimated, a year ago, that 50 percent of the affected
households will drop out of the program in New York City. I have no
way of telling you empirically if that is right. I noticed that Senator
McGovern asked Mr. Lyng about a year ago, when those figures first
came out, if he thought they were correct. He said he didn't know on
what I had based my figures, but that he had no figures to present to

the contrary. So, we don't know for sure, but we do know it would
result in a net savings to the Federal Government.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Kramer, as a last question to you, how long has
it been apparent to you that there might be a surplus of the funds available to the Food Stamp Program?
Mr. KRAMER. I think the hunger lobby, as such, recognized this just

by projecting the monthly figures. Starting last March. the program
had a stasis period of about 8 or 9 months in which it didn't vary
very much in participation or expenditures. Thus, we were pretty certain that this was going to be a shortfall of $300 or $400 million.
Senator PERCY. When you say "last March," do you mean this
March ?

Mr. KRAMER. March of 1971. There was an 8-month period through

September when the program didn't move at all. That was why last
.January, when there was talk of withholding of $200 millionI don't
know if you remember thatI was a little bit troubled by talk of $200
million withholding since it was clear they weren't going 'o spend $1
to $5 million. They weren't withholding anything, they just weren't
spending.
Senator PERCY. Do you feel the Department reasonably was aware
of these trends?
Mr. KRAMER. Yes, I think they were. They would testify they were.

It is bureaucratic caution, that statute overriding Office of Management and Budget overriding, yes, very clearly. Obviously if they had
come here and told you this in April you would have had time to act.

They have you now with your back against the door.
Senator PERCY. I appreciate very much your being here. You have
pointed out some critical areas here. and that is why you were invited,
of course, to point out how we can improve the programs in the future,
and how we can learn from some mistakes of the past.
Senator McGovern has been quite gracious in some of the comments

he has made about the progress that has been made in the Congress
and executive branch in the last 3 years. The figure has been given
that we have increased food expenditures 9 to 10 times.

1
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Would you feel that, though there are areas for improvement, that
increase is an indication that progress has been made and that we are
on the right track?
Mr. Sciiirr. The program is very popular in New York City. More
than three-fourths of a million people use food stamps every month.
I consider it more a testimony to high prices ihan I do to the efficacy of
the Food Stamp Program effort. It is a helpful program, and we are
pleased to have it in the city, but it is a constant source of anguish that
we have to keep fighting to maintain it at its present level. That is the
aggravating fight. We are not talking about expansion, but holding
the line.
Mr. KRAMER. My answer, just referring to the people problems, 4
years ago, as you well know, when the poor people's campaign started
this, it didn't strike any bells in the countryside at all. Very few people, almost no one, was getting food stamps. Quite a few were getting
commodities but nowhere near this number.
Now when the program starts to tighten up; when things do not improve; when, as in New York from a people's point of view, 500,000
i fact lose; it looks like we are getting worse. Clearly, in
families may in
the macroeconomic sense, or the big numbers, there is a ninefold increase. I think, when you are talking about hurting 500,000 families;
you have to balance that off against the kind of outrage and anger in
the countryside that will occur as these regulations bite deeper and
deeper into what people have had in the past.
Senator PERCY. Thank you both, very much, for being with us.
I would like to call Dorothy Cain, program trainee and food stamp
recipient, and Dr. Richard Byerly.
STATEMENT OP DR. RICHARD BURLY, MANPOWER PLANNING
COUNCIL, DES MOINES

Senator PERCY. Dr. Byerly, I think you will be leading off, will you?

Dr. BYERLY. Fine.
Senator PERCY. We are pleased to have both of you here.

Dr. BYERLY. Senator, I want to thank you on behalf of the Des
Moines Area Manpower Planning Council.
This council, as you know, was formerly called the Camps
tee, before the regulation IC,--72-1 changed our name to theCommitMAPS
Council.
This council is comprised of labor, education, business,
and client groups. It was formed io coordinate the management,
manpower programs that we have in our Des Moines area.
We have an active MAPS Council that serves
an eight-county area
in south central Iowa. One year ago
started to expand some of our
functions, since so many issues werewe
coming in to us that were of a
legislative nature.
At that time we founded and formed what
we call a legislative, ad
hoc committee. I serve on that committee.
I also serve on the Manpower Council
as a representative from the
Des Moines Area Community College.
About 3 months ago, a problem came to
that, frankly, stumped
us for awhile. That was the problem where us
that were complaining about the fact that thea number of WIN clients
new food stamp regula-
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tion was imposing a hardship on them and thus reducing the incentive for them to continue with their education.

Through our Manpower Council, and then channeled into the legislative ad hoc group. we have begun to explore the problem.
I would like to commend particularly the diligent work of Mr. Mike

Hogan. of the City Manpower's Office, who is also a member of that
legislative ad hoc committee. He researched and helped us to draft
the document which we would like to submit to you to be included in
the record.*
The members of that committee and the people who helped us work
oil this particular problem were Mr. Clark Rasmussen. of Senator
Hughes' staff ; Mr. Don Rowan, who is with the AFL-CIO South Central Federation of Labor; Mr. Mike Hogan, whom I have mentioned
previously ; myself; and also many other people that we have called
in to work on particular parts of the report that we put together and
mailed to our Congressmen and Senators.
USDA. REGULATIONS CRIPPLE INCENTIVE

Our concern, to sum it up very quickly for youas a manpower
council, and my primary concern as a community college administra-

toris focused on the fact that by imposing the regulations given to

us by the USDA on Thursday, July 29, 1971, in Section 271.3 i, what
we have in effect done by placing these educational benefits as income

for those people and thus reducing the amount of food stamps they
are eligible for, is we have severely and very, very critically impeded
the incentive for those people to continue with their educational

programs.
Let me reiterate that this regulation has done tremendous damage to
those individuals who feel education is one route to remove themselves
from the welfare rolls permanently.
Polk County in Iowa was the first to implement the regulation, and
that is why I feel that we were probably the first to see the effects of
it in Iowa.
The other outlying areas of the State will be implementing this very
soon, and I am sure they are going through the same thing now.
I do not want to belabor the point, but I do want to mention that we
found from the report the following things :
1. That the new regulations have removed the incentive from
many manpower recipients, not only WIN clients, but also many

other manpower recipients in our area who are also on food
stamps, to get the necessary training that will permanently re-

move them from the welfare rolls.

2. That the new food stamp regulations have implications far
removed from just the WIN program, and would influence many
other programs in manpower that we deal with in the Des Moines
area.
3. That the implementation of the new program actually costs

more to implement, and we are actually serving fewer clients
with a longer waiting period.
4. By removing the incentive for these manpower clients, we
will be losing tax revenues in the future.

*See Appendix, p. 706.

76-300-72pt. 313-3
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Again, on behalf of the Manpower Committee, I want to thank you
for the opportunity to speak to you, and I, as a community college
administrator in what I consider the most vital educational movement
in the country, seek your assistance in correcting this inequity which
now exists.

Help us to keep in school those individuals that we have worked so
hard to serve. Thank you.
Senator PERCY. Thank you, very much, indeed. I think we will go
right into your testimony Mrs. Cain and later question both of you.
STATEMENT OF MRS. DOROTHY CAIN, TRAINEE AND FOOD
STAMP RECIPIENT, DES MOINES, IOWA

MIS. CAIN. Senator Percy, I want to thank you for the opportunity
to appear before this committee.

I am a student and a recipient of aid to dependent children.
For the present at least, I am also a participant in the Food Stamp
Program.
When I began working in January 1970, I found I was unable to
fully support myself and my two children, and I applied for, and first
received, food stamps, at that time.

In September of 1970. I was given an opportunity to join the work
incentive program, which iis operated by the Polk County Department
of Social Services, and the local Employment Security Offices in Des
Moines.

For me the WIN program meant an opportunity to improve my

chances to become fully self-supporting by completing my education.
For myself and my children, WIN meant the difference between years
of partial dependence on welfare or total self-sufficiency. I wanted
to take that chance.
At that time, my income was increased by the amount of the work
incentive payment and totaled about $273 a month.

Food stamps then cost $30; and, for that amount I received $84

worth of food stamps.
PAYS $34 MORE MONTHLY

That was my situation until March of 1972. Then the new regulations went into effect. I still have the same amount of income available
to meet my expenses, but now I must pay $64 for $88 worth of food
stamps.
That has happened because the expenses I have for getting to school

and staying there are now counted in my income. That means my
tuition that's paid directly to the school, the book fees that are paid
directly to the school, my child care, which is paid directly to the
babysitter, are counted as my actual income.
Once again, Senator, just as in September of 1970, I have a choice
only this time the choice is more difficult. Now I must choose between

feeding my children or staying in school. Of course, there is no question in my mind which choice I must make.
Senator PERCY. Could you comment on whether or not your situa-

tion is unusual? Is this an unusual case? Are there others that you
know of that are in the same situation ?
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Mrs. CAIN. I cannot give you an exact number of the people in Iowa

that this has affected. but I will get that for you.* I know that every

WIN participant is affected the seine way.
Dr. ByEni.y. Senator, may I mention, we have on our main campus
area 80 to 85 WIN enrollees presently involved in educational pro(Trams. We had around 100 that were on programs last fall.
We also have a downtown center in Des Moines where we provided
many other types of educational services and serve about 100 to 123
WIN enrollees there each year.
So, in terms of numbers, there are many in a very similar state to
what this young lady is.
Senator PERCY. You are faced, then, with a dilemma and a decision
as to whether you have to choose between education and training or
feeding your children.
Mrs. CAIN. That is right.
Senator PERCY. It is r- )11y, as you say, a total disincentive to accom-

plish the purpose of the program, which is the only hope for you to

become self-sufficient and to support yourself and your children.
Mrs. CAIN. It seems like we are being punished for trying to get off
the welfare rolls.
If I stayed at home, raised my children, and did not try to go to work
or did not try to get any training, I would have to pay $27 a month for
the same amount of food stamps. It seems like the incentive is working
in reverse.
Senator PERCY. It is a disincentive, then.
"A. DOUBLE-EDGFD SWORI)"

Mrs. CAIN. Yes. The children are the ones who are losing under the
WIN program.
If I quit school and stay home, they will be condemned to a life of
poverty on the welfare rolls. If I continue to go to school, they will be
without the nutritional needs that food stamps have provided for them
in the past. It is a double-edged sword.
Senator PERCY. You have how many children?
Mrs. CAIN. I have two preschool children, ages 5 and 21/2.
Senator PERCY. What is it you are training to become?

Mrs. CAIN. I plan to teach English in secondary schools.
Senator PERCY. And how much longer do you have to go in that
program?
Mrs. CAIN. I am just starting as a junior, so I have 2 more years to
complete.
Senator PERCY. You have a 2-year program ahead of you?
Mrs. CAIN. Yes, I do.
Senator PERCY. And if you can complete that program, what as-

surance then do you have that you will be able to get a teaching job
and what salary would you potentially be able to earn ?
Mrs. CAIN. WIN does try to help with placement. The starting salary
in Iowa for teachers is $7,300.
That would mean tripling my present income. It would mean that
I would no longer be eligible for ADC.
See Appendix, p. 711.
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Senator PERCY. With the number of exemptions you have, your
problem would be how much income tax you would be paying on $7,300.

Wouldn't it appear as though, in your case, it is absolutely certain
that the investment of 2 years in this program to keep you in this program, would be very modest indeed, and the return on investment for
the U.S. Government, would be very high for a potential lifetime of
earnings?
Mrs. CAIN. That is true. One of the other women who is on the work
incentive program, Susan Bickford, has drawn up a chart, showing
exactly how much she will pay in taxes if she finishes school, and the
difference between how much the Federal Government will have +n
pay her until her children reach the age of 18.
*Senator PERCY. Dr. I3yerly, your perspective is one that does not
always get heard on the question of food stamps.
Is it fair to say that these regulations that you have been discussing
are, in your judgment, bad business?

Dr. Ilynni.v. The very case that she mentions is in the report we

submitted. And we have also tried to project other things we felt were

important in terms of cost reimbursementpay back to the Governmentand in terms of tax revenues later on.
It was the. consensus of opinion of our entire group that this was
one problem which was going to actually add more to our national
deficit, by not amending these regulations.
Students are definitely going to be impeded by this. It is a bad business venture.

Senator I'Ency. Speaking as an educator, now, how do you feel

about this regulation ?

Dr. Bvmu.v. I know of the involvement that you have had in

Illinois, because I know some of the community college people at
Malcolm X. I know that you had an intern in your office last year
I know you are acquainted with many of the programs that are
.0
going on throughout the community college movement.
We feel, without a doubt, that this is one conduit, one cheap educational conduit., which people have to get off of the welfare rolls. And
we ns community colleges, are serving a tremendous number of lowincome students across the country.
So. we feel, without a doubt, that from an educational standpoint
we have to rectify this situation in order for us to better serve these
people.
Senator PERCY. Do you have any feelings at all if Congress ever intended that working people and trainees be actually penalized in this
way ?
NAT INTENT OP CONGRESS

Dr. BvEra.v. I am certain they did not, after reading the Congressional Record on these issues. I frankly do not think that the language
reflected this at all.
I think this is merely a matter of oversight on some people's part,
and I know, for example, the State people who regulate this program
are extremely concerned. But they feel it is their job to conduct the
mandate given to them by their superiors.
So, it has forced everyone into a rather unfortunate dilemma.
Senator PERCY. I have always felt that some of the problems of government are inconsistency of policy. It is difficult to get consistency.
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I know in the case of tobacco that is probably the best example
one department pays out funds to stock it and store it and then an-

other department tells you not to smoke it because of injurious health.
And we try to help people abroad improve their health standards
and then we spend money advertising American tobacco abroad to get
rid of the surplus.
Yon conk' not have anything moN confusing than that.
There seems to be a universal belief now that we ought to junk our
present welfare programs. They are not working. We ought to bite the

bullet and spend the moneys necessary now, which admittedly are
more to begin with, to invest in programs that will help people help

themselves.

And certainly we could not have a finer example than we have
here. And as I understand it, you do not think you are untypical ;
your experiences are possibly typical of many kinds of experiences
that people are now having.
But the whole idea of welfare reforms is that, in principle, we want,

the opportunity available to people to work, and no disincentives to
going to work. Yet today, in the implementation of these regulations.
vou are testifying that we are doing exactly the opposite of what the
President and the Congress have set about to do. And here are programs in being which are actually working in reverse to anticipations.
I thank you, very much, for being here. I appreciate your testimony
very much indeed.
Senator Hughes would have liked very much to have been here to
have introduced you; but regretfully, he is tied np in his committees
elsewhere.

We will see that the record is kept open so that lie may insert whatever comments he might wish to make along with your own testimony.

(The statement follows.)

PREPARED STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD BY SENATott niutow

K nuonEs

I wish to commend the Soled Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs for
conducting these oversight hearings on the operations of the Food Stump Program, and I mu pleased to have the opportunity to submit for the record a statement in support of the position so ably presented by Dorothy Cain of Norwalk,
Pim*, with regard to the effect the new food stamp regulations have had tm
WIN recipients. While I shad confine my remarks to the participants in the WIN
prigratu in Iowa, I am aware of the deleterious effects of the new regulations on
other food stamp recipients as well. The regulations seem to be well designed to
return money to the U.S. Treasury while doing nothing to add to the nutritional
wellbeing of our poor.
Earlier this year I began to receive letters from "WIN mothers." as most of
them culled themselves, pleading for help because they were faced with a rise in
their cost for food stamps even though their actual income had not been increased. It-soon became evident that the culprit was the food stamp nbgulat long
promulgated by the Department of Agriculture and scheduled to take effect in
March of this year.
The new regulations required. among other things. that the benefits of the WIN
programschool costs. baby-sitting expenses. training ullowanees. ete.were to
be counted as income. even though they represented not one penny of actual addi-

tional money to the recipient. The cash incentive was tumidly barely enoegh to
cover the extra costs involved by virtue of being in school or in training. The
result was that bemuse of the way food stamp allotments are calculatel'. each
of the recipients found herself in a higher income bracket and thus forced to pay
more for her food stamps. The sums involved would not be considered critical
for most of us, but for those who are living at or below the poverty line and have
young children to feed, each dollar becomes vitally important.
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It seemed incrolible to me that the Department of Agriculture should. through
regulation. and not by the direction of Congress. take action that could destroy
the effectiveness of the WIN programa program specifically designed to hell'
t tinge with initiative to get out of the welfare cycle and become self-supporting.
tax-paying citizens.
I therefore wrote Secretary Butz on March 10. 1972. urging him to amend the
regulations omitting the new income computation requirements. The reply I
received front the Department of Agriculture maintained that such a change

would not be fair to those not participating in WIN programs. Such a policy
menus that an ADC mother who does not make the extra effort it takes to get
off welfare is better off in terms of the food she can buy for her family than the
mother who makes the considerable sacrifices involved in becoming a selfrespecting member of our society. Such a policy is self-defeating and economically unsound.

Because of my strong feelings on the matter, I called the attention of the
Senate to the problem in a statement on the Senate floor on April 11 of this
year. and I ask that that statement be included at this point in the record of
these hearings.
TEXT OF imams' MESSAGE TO TIIE SENATE, MIL 11, 1972

Before long the Senate will be considering legislation which is intended to
reform our present Dodge-podge, inequitable, and inadequate welfare system.
One of the aims of the reform is to establish a means whereby more people can
get out of the welfare cycle into the productive wage-earning mainstream of
society. President Nixon has stressed this aspect of his proposal over and over
again whenever the troublesome problems involved with welfare have been
raised. And If we can succeed in enacting such a program, the benefits will be
felt by every man. woman, and child in our country.

I submit. however, that such a program is doomed to failure if governmental
ageneies work at cross purposesif one department helps while another denies.
Yet this is exactly the situation that has arisen with respect to the work incentive program and the food stamp program as they operate in Iowa.

Iowa has developed a work incentive program of which it is Justifiably proud.
Its succes rate is 51%the highest in the nation. It presently enrolls over

1.300 participantspersons who now see some hope for the future for themselves and their dependents.

But as a result of food stamp regulations which went into effect on March 1,
3972. most of these participants now see their hopes and dreams falling by the
wayside. The new regulations require that payments received from governmentsponsored programs such as the Work Incentive Program must be counted as

income in the computation of food stamps, and the result is that they must
pay more for their food stamps than previously.
The old regulation stated:

"The amount of incentive payments and training allowances made to enrollees under the second priority of the Work Incentive Program, i.e. enrollees
in institutional or work-experience training, shall be disregarded to determine
eligibility and the basis of coupon issuance under the Food Stamp Program."
The new regulations which are being protested state that in defining income,
the following must be considered :

"Payments received from government-sponsored programs such as Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service programs, the Work Incentive Program. or Manpower Training Program."
On March 10, 2972, I wrote to Secretary of Agriculture Butz urging an immediate revision of the new regulations. Some 19 days lateralmost three weeksI

received a reply, not from Secretary Butz, but from his assistant, Mr. Lyng,
contending that a disregard of WIN benefits would be unfair to participants
in the Food Stamp Program who are not participating in the WIN program.
The Department of Agriculture seems to be working under the theory that
work incentive allowances and payments amount to real income. The fact is
that they would not be made unless one was enrolled in the WIN program and
they are designed specifically to take care of necessary expenses incurred because

of such enrollment. The actual "Incentive" bonus amounts to about $0 a week.
and most of this is also being used to defray necessary expenses and not for any
extra or luxury items.
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A letter I have received from the Polk County Department of Social Serviees
states: "ADC grants which are barely sufficient to cover the costs of basic needs
at home cannot pay transportation costs and daily personal expenses at school

or on work experience sites. With the above-mentioned WIN payments considered us income, the WIN enrollee loses more than he gains. Thus his plan

for becoming employable and hence self-supporting is thwarted."
The truth of the above statement is borne out over and over again in the letters
I have received from the WIN participants themselves. They have told me of the
high hopes they had when they enrolled in the program, of how they had regained
pride and selfrespet, of how eagerly they were looking forward to the time when
they would no longer be welfare recipients. And they have told MC 11(1%C. with one

stroke of the pen. the Department of Agriculture has dashed those hopes by tell-

ing them that the one very basic need of us allfoodwould no longer be available as before, Because of this. many have told me that they fear they will have
to drop out of the program because they will not deny food to their dependents.
The Department of Agriculture's new regulations maid easily wreck the Work
Incentive Program in Iowa. Moreover, they m-present to my mind a direct denial
of the Administratbm's professed commitment to helping people get off the wel-

fare pais. Simple arithmetic will show the Department what is happening as
a result of dub new regulations.. And a simple revision can correct the Department's error. I urge in the strongest possible terms that this be done without
delay.

In addition, I would like to urge this Committee, with its over-riding concerti
for the nutritional well-being of our poor. to investigate thoroughly what will

happen under the present food stamp regulations when the work invent ye amendments 'nastily passed last Deeetalwr become effective on July 1.1972. These amend
meats rcquire WIN participation by thousands upon thousands of persons under

the ADC program whereas previous participation had been robodary. If the

present fluid stamp regulations stand. the experiences of the relatively few present participants will be multiplied many times. We will be telling a large segment of our poor--mstly ADC mothers with school -age childrenthat not only
:mist they leave home for work or training but that one of the consequences of

doing so will be that the food they need to feed their children will cost more
even though they may not realize any net mil income gain.

The Food Stamp Program can be one of our most effective weapons in (air
tilla against poverty. The person that is adequately fed at least has a chance
to littahl a decent Nt1111(1:1111 of Iiving. I think we must make sure that the regula-

tions governing its operation bring encouragement to our poor: they must in no
way he used to discourage efforts to join the IfillinStrealn of society. The present

mg:II:Ohms elm only result in disouragement and dismaythey should be

changed without delay.

Dr. B11:13.Y. Thank you.
Mrs. CAIN. Thank you.

Sellathr Prner. Our last witnesses are Mrs. Roy, Mrs. Brown, and
Mrs. Chapman.

We are very happy to have residents of the District of Columbia
with us. I always find it very helpful. whenever looking at programs
that we want to institute or programs that we are studying for the
future, to just sometimes go within six blocks of the Capitol and
look at the implementation of these programs. I have done it on housing programs. I have done it on feeding programs, law enforcement
programs. We have a wonderful laboratory right here. We don't have
to go baek, always, to Illinois. or Iowa. or California. We can find right
here a microcosm of :America and how some of these programs are
working.
I understand that you do not have a prepared statement, so I
would very much appreciate yonr response to these questions.
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STATEMENTS OF MRS. ROY, MRS. BROWN. AND MRS. CHAPMAN OF
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Senator Pnr Icy. As I understand it, both of you use food stamps, is
that correct?
tar. Roy. Yes.
Senator PERCY. Could von tell us how much you have to pay for
your stamps, and how much your stamps are worth?
Mrs. ROY. I pay $20 for $.12 worth of stamps.
Senator PEncY. You are getting a $12 advantage, then.
Mrs. ROY. Yes.

Senator PEny. You are paying' the Rune amount. Mrs. Brown ?
Mfrs. Bitowx. I pay $20 for $32 worth of stamps.
Senator PERCY. Is $32 worth of food stamps enough for you to buy
the food you need?
Mrs. Roy. No. it isn't.
Mrs. Ilitowx. No, it isn't.
Senator PERCY. It is not. Could you tell us why it is not enough ?
Mrs. ROY. Well, just because we are on diets. We have sugar diabetes.
high blood pressure, and you have to buy food for those kinds of things
that you have to have. You can't eat anything and everything. And the
prices are very high on that diabetic food.
Senator PERCY. Do you find diabetic foods are more expensive?
Mrs. Bnowx. Yes.
Senator Pinicr. Do you have to be more selective?
Mfrs. ROY. Some of it is.

Mrs. Bnowx. All of that is for the sugar that we have. we are

diabetic.
Senator PERCY. The welfare agency knows about your condition ?
Mrs. ROY. I am not on welfare. I am on Social Security.
Mrs. Bnowx. I am on retirement.
Senator PEncy. You do get Social Security?
Mrs. ROY. Yes.

Senator PERCY. And you have notified the appropriate officials that

you are receiving inadequate food allowances in the food stamps; is
that right?
Mrs. BROWN. Yes. But I wanted to know why, I want to know why I
pay someone for food stamps when I don't get. just a little bit of money.

when some get the same amount and they pay less money for food
stamps?
Senator PERCY. How much do you have to spend on food each month
now ?

Mrs. BROWN. On food?

Senator PERCY. Yes, how much would you need to spend on food to
have an adequate diet?
FOOD STAMPS LAST ONE-THIRD OF MONTH

Mrs. Bnowx. Well, the stamps that I get, they run me up to just
about a week and a half. Then nave to have money to go to the store

for the rest of the month. The food is just so high that the doctor
ordered me to eat. I can't eat fresh meats, and I can eat beef and

chicken and fish like that, but that is real high. So my stamps don`c do

that.
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Senator PERCY. Can you give us some idea as to what you buy now
with the food stamps that you have, and as to how you plan your daily
input of food? What selections do you have available to you? If you
do not have adequate funds, what do you get? Does it literally leave
you hungry?
Mrs. Baowx. No.
Senator PERCY. Is it just that you are not getting some of the foods
you need

Mrs. Bnowx. I am supposed to eat three meals a day, but I don't

eat three meals a day every day because it takes more than my stamps
to eat three times a day. I just eat two meals a day.
Senator PERCY. You try to get by on two meals a day. What time of
day do you have your evening supper?
Mrs..BRO\Vx. Around 6 p.m. or sometimes before.

Senator PEncr. And then you are staying with chicken. fish?
Mrs. Bnows. Yes.
Senator PERCY. What other special foods do you need to purchase
for yourself?
Mrs. linowx. Vegetables, for one thing. I like vegetables and fruit.
And I like other meat, but not fresh meat.
Senator PERCY. And you simply are not able to buy it ?
Mrs. BRows. No. I don't have
Senator PERCY. The food is prescribed for you?

Mrs. BROWN. I don't have the money. The stampsI pay so much
for stamps. Maybe I would have the money, but I pay so much for
stamps and they don't run me for a whole month, so I have to justI
would have some money from them stamps to buy food.

Senator PEacy. What would be necessary for you to have an adequate allowance for food? I am not talking about extravagant foods
or high cost foods, but an adequate diet, adequate allowance for your
food budget ?
Mrs. BRowx. I guess I get 32 a year.
Mrs. CitAr3tAx. Could I answer that, Senator?

Senator Pr.acr. Yes, Mrs. Chapman. Take the microphone. won't
Costs RETIRED PEOPLE MORE

Mrs. CI I.% PM.% N. I think Mrs. Brown is a little bit confused. With the

small amount they get it just isn't possible to obtain an adequate diet.
1 believe that if the food stamps were increased to allow her to buy the
Mods that she needs, it would give her an adequate diet, and also Mrs.
Roy. Her income is retirement, and it is such a small amount that she
gets from her retirement. Since the new regulations went into etfeet.
both of these persons' payment for food stamps has been increased.

The bonus that they are receiving is such a little bit. and there is

no allowance made for persons on special diets, such as heart conditions.
and heart troubles. et cetera.
And even though the food stamp office knows this, there is no consideration given.
Senator PERCY. Well, certainly under our Medicare problem, if you

are hospitalizedif you get sick enough so that you are put in a hospital, you have prescribed for you whatever is required, regardless
of your income.
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Mfrs. CHAP MAN. Right.

Senator PERCY. Now is it your experience that if a person who is
a diabetic, who is over 65, who has greater health problems. many

times, than those of younger yearsthat if they have inadequate

food. and an inadequate diet, or the wrong diet, that they ;nay end
up to be hospital cases?
Mrs. CHAPMAN. Absolutely.
DAILY FF,DERAT, Corr --f3 CENTS TO $80

Senator PEncy. So then all of a sudden. the cost may be $50, $60,
$70 or $80 a day for an indefinite period of time, paid for fully by the
Government on Medicare.
Mrs. CHAPMAN. Absolutely.

Senator PERCY. But what you want to do is have an incentive to stay
out of the hospital.
111^S. CHAP MAN. Right.

Senator PERCY. What you are sayinfr is that for the lack of a
modest amount of additional foodadequate for diabetes, for instance. in this caseyon may endanger the possibility of remaining
out of the hospital.
Mrs. CHAPMAN. Yes.

Senator PEncr. So there is a real incentive to be sick enough to go
to the hospital, then. automatically, you will get a regular diet that
the hospital would prescribe and adequate food allowance. And it is
better for you, but far worse for society and the Government, and
worse for you as a total person, to have to go to a hospital. Everyone
dreads that experience.
Mrs. CliArm-AN% That's right.

Mrs. Roy. That's right.
Senator PEncy. But this is really what we might be doing.
Now, Mrs. Chapman, these two cases of Mrs. Roy and Mrs. Brown,
are these untypical?
Mrs. CnAintAx. No.
Senator PERCY. Would you say they are typical?

Mrs. Cum.31Ax. These two cases are just a sample of what is happening here in the District of Columbia.
Senator PERCY. What is your relationship with Project LINK in
Friendship House?
Mrs. CHAPMAN. I am a neighborhood worker, and also the director
of Allen Wilson's Senior Citizen's Center, located at 727 7th St. SE..
just a short distance away from here.
These are just two cases that I have handled concerning the Food
Stamp Program. Many other cases that I have tell of the same story.
and the same plight of these two persons here. Maybe in some cases

it is worse. And I would say that I would like to see the day when
this city government would do something on the preventive side to

keep these people in their homes, instead of putting them in
institutions.

Senator PEncr. Of course. that is the purpose of our nutritional

feeding program for the elderly. which includes Meals on Wheels.* I )o
of:pc Append, r. p. 698.
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you have such a program in Friendship House?
Mrs. CHAPMAN. No, sir; we do not have a program at the Friendship
House pertaining to Meals on Wheels.

Senator l'Eacy. Is there one anywhere in the community within

commuting distance?
Mrs. CHAPMAN. Well, I know a church right a few blocks from here,

they have instituted Meals on Wheels. But that is for the shut-in
person.
Senator PERCY. Yes, that's right.
Mrs. CHAPMAN. And they have a certain amount of money per week

to pay for these meals. I think it is two cold meals and one hot, per
day.
Senator PEacy. Right.
Mrs. CI IAPMAN. Five days per week.

Senator PERCY. I certainly feel that these feeding programs for the
senior citizens, if we can encourage older people who have inadequate
allowances for food to use those programs, we gain niany advantages.

The cost is, of course, very low, 25 cents a meal. And perhaps the
spread of those programs will help in this particular case.
But
low of no such program that is available to Mrs. Roy or
Mrs. blown in their community now ?
Mrs. CHAPMAN. We have a program at the Salvation Army. which
is only 2 days a week, Tuesday and Thursday, from 10 to 2, at which
t ime there is a hot meal served.
Senator PERCY. How many days a week ?
Mrs. CHAPMAN. Two days.
Senator PERCY. Two days?
Mrs. CHAPMAN. Yes.

Senator PERCY. What do you do the other five?
Mrs. CI rArmAx. Well, they come to Allen Wilson Center.

Senator PERCY. I want to thank you very much indeed for being
here. We very much appreciate it. And, Mrs. Chapman, is there anythine else that you would like to say?
Mrs. Roy

TI IF. CITIZENS' QUESTION

MPS. ROY. Yes. I would like to say, "Why is it that they take the
money and put it back into the Treasury when they could be helpful
to the senior citizens to get more food stamps and pay less ?" You pay
more and get less stamps and they don't last. So I would like to know
why would they want to put the money back in the Treasury when it
could be needed out here, it could be very well used out here.
Senator PERCY. Well, I think that is the $64 question that I promised
Secretary Lyng that I would ask him when he returns to these hearings.
And I will just pick out of the record your own phraseology. I will put
that question to him in your name.
Mrs. RoY. Thank you very much.
Senator PERCY. Thank you for being here. I know your presence

here will help many, many other people. because I think you are

speaking on behalf of many, many who are in exactly the same condit ion you are in.
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MPS. Roy. That's true.
Senator PERCY. As a country, we seem to have no problem of feeding our Army every place they are in the world. They get three square

meals a day, and if they don't get them, you sure hear about it, no
matter where they are, all over the world. We certainly have been

ingenious in feeding people in other countries in times of need, which
as a humanitarian Nation, we should.
But I think our problem has been to find ways we can solve our
problem right here at home.
Mrs. lox. Right.
Senator PERCY. And you are within a couple
Mrs. CHAPMAN. Right down on 7th
SE.
Senator PERCY. Within 1 mile of the Capitol.
Mrs. I3nowx. Down by the Navy Yard.
Senator PERCY. Here you are, within a mile of the Capitol, and you

have a problem that is not being met. And it is our job to see that we
meet that kind of problem.
Thank you for being here.
MN. CHAPMAN. Thank you.
Mrs. ROY. Thank you, very much.

Senator PERCY. The committee is in recess, to reconvene on Wednesday. June 21.
(Whereupon, at 12 :10 p.m., the Select Committee was recessed, to reonvene at 10 a.m., on Wednesday, June 21, 1972, in room 1202 of the
New Senate Office Building.)
Nom Testimony pertinent to the subject of this hearing (Tune 7, 1972) NV8 S
resumed on Thursday, June 22, 1972 in Romn 6202 of the New Senate Office

OFFICE OF SENATOR GEORGE McGOVERN
MONDAY, June 19, 1972.
NUTRITION COMMEI"TEE REPORT CITES $700 MILLION IN UNSPENT FOOD ASSISTANCE
FUNDS

senator George McGovern (D-SD), Chairman of the Select Committee on
Nutrition and Human Needs, released a staff report today showing about 5700
million in unused funds for all food assistance programs administered by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. In releasing the report, McGovern said :
"The President recently repeated his pledge: to end hunger in America itself
for all time.' The Congress has responded by making funds available so that that
commitment might become a reality. Only the USDA seems not to have gotten
the message."

McGovern asked his staff to prepare the report after a day of hearings that

revealed the USDA would be returning to the Treasury some $400 million of the
funds appropriated for the food stamp program.
Two additional days of hearings are scheduled for June 21 and .Tune 22, to
consider the freeze imposed on funds for food service in day care and other non-

school settings, and to provide an opportunity for Administration spokesmen
to respond to questions. (The USDA submitted its prepared statement at the
hearing conducted on June 7, 1972.)
The staff report, "Half a Loaf : Food Assistance in FY '7Z" details the approximately $700 million iu funds made available by Congress for seven food assist-

ance programs, which remain unused at the close of the current fiscal year.
The full text of McGovern's statement follows:
On June 7, 1972, a hearing of the Select Committee on Nutrition and Human
Needs offered a rare opportunity. In place of the more common story of budget
over-runs, or funds exhausted before the end of a fiscal year, a Federal agency
was discovered to have accumulated a surplus of approximately $400 million, or
nearly 20% of the funds appropriated by the Congress for a single program.

Saving money is hardly a vice; a surplus of funds would normally be an

occasion for praise. But this particular surplus is made less praiseworthy by its

source ; the USDA has "saved" $400 million of the money intended for food stamps
for the poor. This was accomplished, as one witness put it, by "pickpocketing the
Ivor."

With fewer than half of the poor participating in the food stamp program.

with long knowledge that a large surplus would be occurring in the program, and

despite a pledge from Secretary Earl Butz that recipients would not find their
benefits reduced as a result of new food stamp regulations, the USDA has pursued policies which have limited participation, increased the size of the surplus.
and very definitely reduced benefits to large numbers of those participating in the
program.

The Food and Nutrition Service of USDA, the agency responsible for the
program, had clear choices available to it. Food Stamp Amendmems passed in
1971 require that the food stamp program provide a "nutritionally adt plate diet,"
and that the value of the food stamps be raised each year to reflect increases
in the cost of living. However, in the June 7 hearing it was revealed that the
USDA has recently acknowledged in a legal deposition that the Economy Food
Plan (used by the Department to determine the size of the food stamp benefits)
is deficient in four nutrients; Vitamins B6, B12, folic acid and magnesium.
At the same time, it was established that the Economy diet plan is not recommended for people engaged in hard labor or frequent exercise, that fewer than
50% spending at the level of that plan will obtain even two-thirds of the Recommended Dietary Allowances, that it is recommended only for temporary use
and that the Department itself recommends "a money allowance for food considerably higher than the cost of the Economy Diet Plan."

With a surplus of $400 million, the Department could have raised the value
of the food stamp allotment, to provide the nutritionally adequate diet required
by the law.
(655)
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Instead, USDA responded to the requirement that food stamps be raised by
giving all familieswhether of 1, 3, 5, or 6 personsexactly $4 more per month
(7 and S person households were increased by $8 and $12 respectively). That $4
represents :i00% less than the increase in the Cost of Food at Home.
Despite the surplus developing in the program, the USDA went a step farther.

A new purchase schedule has been released which will pass the cost of that $1
increase ou to food stamp recipients. The law required that the food stamp allotment be raised : USDA decided that the poor 5110111(1 pay for it.
A new regulation governing the way income is figured has had a devastating

effect on food stamp recipients who participate in work, training, or education
programs intended to make them selfsufficient. In the past, income that was
not available for food and that went directly to meet the expenses of going to
school or to work, were not counted as part of a poor family's income.
For example. money that goes directly to a babysitter, or to transportation.
was not counted as money available for food. Now that money is counted, and
the result is that many recipients suddenly find themselves paying $20 and $30
more per month for their food stamps although their income has not increased
at all.
The regulation was not requested by the Congress during the course of the
debate on the food stamp amendments of 1971. There is no legislative history
suggesting that the Congress intended that the food stamp program be operated
in a way that penalizes poor persons who try to become self-sufficient through
work or training. The regulation does limit participation in the food stamp program in one eight-comity area of Iowa alone 5,000 have dropped out of the

program since this new regulation went into effect.
With a surplus of $400 million, there was no need for a regulation to severely
limit program participation in ways the Congress did not intend.
Many of the one- and two-person households participating in the food stamp
program are elderly people with all of the physical complaints that accompany
old age. Many of them are diabetic, have heart conditions, or have high blood

Pressure. Most of them require special diets, and most of the special diets are

(lastly. For them. the food stamp program is an aid, but it falls far short of
providing all their food requirements. Their food stamps run out half-way
through the month, or else they live on diets that they know are bad for them.
With a $400 million surplus in the food stamp program, it would have been
possible to increase the amount of food stamps available to the elderly. All of
this information was set out in the June 7 hearing. It raises serious questions

about the operation of the other food assistance programs operated by the USDA.
As the attached report reveals, the record in the other programs is no more
praiseworthy than in the food stamp program. In some of the programs, most
notably National School Lunch and the Donated Foods program, the amount of
unused funds is only about 10%, and taken alone would perhaps not invite attention. However, in other programs, the amount of unused funds is dramatic. and
the policies of the USDA with respect to those programs is even more dramatic.
In School Breakfast, in Supplemental Foods, in the Special Food Service Program for Children, a "freeze" has long been in effect. Countless applicants for
these programs from all across the country have been told that they cannot participate in the programs because there are no funds available. Day Care and
Head Start programs, programs giving milk and other protein foods to pregnant
women and new infants, schools desiring to operate a breakfast program, all
of these have been denied.
Yet the funds have been made available by the Congress, and the surplus
accumulating in these programs has long been known to the Food and Nutrition
Serviee of the USDA. Taken together, the Food and Nutrition Service will have
unspent, at the close of this fiscal year, some $700 million in funds intended by

the Congress to alleviate hunger and malnutrition among the nation's poor.

The President recently repeated his pledge : "to end hunger in America itself
for all time." The Congress has responded by making funds available so that that
commitment might become a reality. Only the USDA seems not to have gotten
the message.

UNUSED FOOD ASSISTANCE FUNDS:
ADMINISTRATION WITNESSES
THURSDAY, JUNE 22, 1972

U.S. Siix.vrE
SELECT C03131ITTEE ON

Nun irriox Aso IIL")IAX NEEDS

Washington, D.C.
The Select Committee met at 10:05 a.m., pursuant to call, in room
6202 of the New Senate Office Building, the Honorable Alan Cranston
presiding.
Present : Senators Alan Cranston, Charles IL Percy and Edward M.
Kennedy.
Stair members present : Kenneth Schlossberg, staff director; Nancy

Aniidei, professional stair member; Vernon M. Goetcheus, senior
minority professional stair; and Elizabeth P. Hottell, minority professional stair.
Senator CRANSTON. The hearing will please come to order.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR CRANSTON, PRESIDING

Senator Canxs.rox. I was delighted to accept the invitation of the
chairman, Senator McGovern, to chair this hearing of the Senate
Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs.
Our purpose this morning is to seek answers to a number of serious
questions raised at 2 previous days of hearings regarding the availability of funds for food assistance programs. These questions center
around the fact that the Department of Agriculture has not used some
$700 million in funds Congress appropriated for the various food
assistance programs for the current fiscal year.

In the Food Stamp Program alone, nearly $400 million will be

returned to the Treasury unused, despite the fact that some 44 percent
of 26 million eligible for it in America are now receiving food stamps.
And, despite the 244 counties across the Nation which have requested
or have been designated for, participation, but which have not yet been
able to implement programs.
ISSUES BEFORE COMMITTEE ARE NONPARTISAN

I want to be emphatic about one point : The issues before this committee this morning are not partisan issues. We are not talking about
Republican or Democratic dollars. We are talking about dollars the
Congress appropriated for food assistance programs, but which the
administration has not used. We are talking about dollars that could
have been used to ease the gnawing pangs of hunger. We want to find
out why that money has not been spent.
(657)
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I would like to say I have been impressed by the very close coopera-

tion between the majority and minority members of the committee.

I trust and hope this cooperation will continue.
Regardless of the party in the White House, the Select Committee
has a responsibility to the citizens of the United States to investigate
problems relating to hunger in America.
On June 7 this committee heard from witnesses concerned about the
$400 million of food stamp funds about to be returned to the Treasury
unused. Several witnesses raised serious questions about certain departmental policies which have contributed to the size of this funding "surplus," such as decisions affecting the amount of food stamps poor people can buy; how much they have to pay for them; whether or not to
count work-related expenses as disposable income; and, the rate of expansion into new counties.
Yesterday, the committee heard from individuals concerned about

funds for the year-round portion of the Special Food Services Program for ChildrenSection 13 of the National School Lunch Act. We
were advised that funds available for that program were not being
spent despite the fact that significant amounts of Day Care and Head
Start programs across the country were denied adequate funds for
food services on the grounds that funds had peen exhausted. In particular, witnesses at yesterday's hearing raised the question of the
arbitrary administration decision to deny Section 13 funds to Head
Start programs applying after November 1969.
These, then, are the issues before the committee this morning. We
are pleased to have with us three officials of the U.S. Department of

Agriculture: Assistant Secretary Richard Lyng, of the USDA, Mr.
James Kocher, director of the Food Stamp Program, USDA, and Mr.
Herbert Rorex, chief, Child Nutrition Division, USDA.
Before proceeding, I want to see if Senator Percy has anything to
say at this point.

Senator PERCY. I will withhold my statement until I hear the

testimony.
Senator CRANSTON. Mr. Lyng, we welcome you, and I understand
you do have an opening statement.
STATEMENT OF ASSISTANT SECRETARY RICHARD LYNG, U.S. DE-

PARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE; ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES
KOCHER, DIRECTOR, FOOD STAMP DIVISION, FOOD NUTRITION
SERVICE, USDA; HERBERT RORER, DIRECTOR, CHILD NUTRITION DIVISION, FOOD NUTRITION SERVICE, USDA; AND PRO-

FESSIONAL STAFF MEMBERS MESSRS. OLSSON, DAVIS, AND
SPRINGFIELD

Mr. LYNG. Thank you, gr. Chairman, and members of the commit-

tee, for again giving me an opportunity to appear before the

committee.
I presented testimony on the Food Stamp and the Special Food Services Programs on June 7 I will not repeat that testimony this morning.

I would, however, like to take this opportunity to discuss briefly a
committee report entitled "Half a Loaf: Food Assistance in Fiscal
Year 1972."
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Mr. Chairman, as has already been pointed out by members of the
minority of this committee, that report is inaccurate and misleading.
I understand that the report has been withdrawn from circulation
pending the correction of factual errors and a review of some of the
report's unjustified inferences. Unfortunately, the damage has already
been donethe study has already circulated and been released to the
press. For that reason, I would particularly like to comment on one
of the report's chargesthe allegation that $135 million has been withheld from the nonschool feeding program.
The report states that :
Congress made a total of $184 million available for this program (nonschool
feeding] in fiscal year 1972. ($135 million of that amount is available from Section 32 funds.)

This allegation apparently refers to the $135 million made available
for free and reduced-price meals in Public Law 92-32,1 money which
was primarily intended to provide added support for the School Lunch
Program. The same legislationPublic Law 92-32extended the nonschool feeding program, but limited the authorization for appropriations for nonschool feeding to $32 million.
At the same time, a separate piece of legislation, Public Law 9245,2
made available an additional $17 million for the summer nonschool
program. The intention to provide a total of $49 million for the nonschool program was confirmed in the Senate Appropriations report 3
dated July 14, 1971, which provided a total of $49 million for nonschool feeding$15.9 million of that specifically for year-round programs. That was the $49 million that I discussed in my testimony 2
weeks ago. I cannot resist observing that the way this is described in
"Half a Loaf" appears to be something less than half a truth.
I am pleased that, even at this late date, the committee has withdrawn this report from circulation. We will be pleased to cooperate
with the committee and the committee staff in developing more accurate evaluation of the current state of food assistance. I must confess,
Mr. Chairman, that the majority staff of this committee seems excessively reluctant to present the facts or to give us an opportunity
to assist them in doing so.
11.

.

. HAVE WE CLOSED HUNGER GAP .

. .?"

When I concluded my testimony on June 7, Senator Percy asked me
if I would return to respond to the committee's questions and asked
me if I would answer the question : ". . . have we closed the hunger
gap ? Has hunger ended in America, and if not, why ?"
The committee has been fuinished with volumes of statistics which
show the very substantial growth in both program participation and

program cost. The food assistance program of the Department of

Agriculture, which expended just over a billion dollars in fiscal 1969,

will account for more than $4 billion in fiscal 1973a tremendous
4-year record of growth. Food assistance is now bigger than the space
programit was a fraction of that size 4 years ago.
Senator Cranston, I have a chart with me which I presented to the
committee before. It graphically illustrates the changes that have taken
I See Part 3A Appendix 1, pp. 587.
3 See Appendix, p. 751.
3 See Appendix, p. 752.
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place in the last 3 years compared with fiscal 15)69. This figure for fiscal

1973 in terms of food stamps and food stamp participation will, of

course, even be higher.
I can say without question that we have substantially completed the

job we set out to do. The gap is closed. At the same time, if I were
to say that there is no longer any hunger in this country, I know I
would be challenged, and properly so. But, it is a fact that there is
little excuse today for any family in the United States to be without
the resources for sufficient food. Yet, there are families that do not
have sufficient resources because of a number of conditions. Among
them are:
1. There are five small counties. out of the 3.129 in the Nation
that have never requested food assistance. They are very small
and very scattered, but they exist. When we arrived at the bepartment of Agriculture there were nearly 500 such counties.
2. There are au additional three counties that have dropped out
of food assistance programs. These are also small counties.
3. Some counties and some States do not administer food programs as skillfully as we would like to see. We continue to work
on that.
4. There are still schools that do not have a School Lunch Program. We are accelerating our already vigorous program to correct that.

With these exceptions, Mr. Chairman, the job is completedin an
overall sense it has been substantially accomplished. Whether or not
this Nation eliminates poverty-caused hunger is no longer in doubt.
The commitment of the administration and the Congress is clear on
that. More remains to be done, but it will be done, as quickly as we
know how. We can take pride, today, in the great progress which has
been made. What remains to be done should be far easier to complete
than what has already been accomplished.
That concludes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Kocher
and Mr. RorexMr. Kocher on my right, and Mr. Rorex on my left
and I will be pleased to try to answer any questions that you may have.
Senator CRANSTON. Fine. I thank you very much. I want to make
plain that there is disagreement over certain facts, apparently. in the

staff report. Senator McGovern made very plain in a letter that

he wrote to members of this committee that, because of controversy
surrounding the report, he decided to suspend the circulation. Because of inaccuracies that can be found and any additional views
that members of the committee may wish to make.
Senator PEncr. Senator Cranston, I have not received such a letter.
Is there such a letter?
Senator CRANSTON. Yes, there is.

Senator PERCY. It has not been sent to me. I understand it was sent
yesterday afternoon. I haven't received the letter yet.
Senator CivixsTos. I don't know when it was sent. I have a copy

of it.
He stated that he wanted to emphasize that he has carefully re-

viewed the facts contained in the report and he believes them to be
fully accurate. He states that he has already instructed majority staff
to take care that time is taken, in the future, for minority staff to
review the report.
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I would like to start asking some questions about, food stamps and
direct them to Mr. Kocher or to Mr. Lyng, whichever of you is appropriate to answer as we go along.

First. how long did you know there would be a surplus?
Mr. 1.vxo. The monthly figures come in to us 6 weeks or so after
the month is past. I think it began to be apparent in, perhaps, November or December that participation was beginning to fall below our
estimates, By January we were beginning to see that the implementation of the new regulations was going to, perhaps, take longer than
We had anticipated.

Also the counties that we had designated for food stamps were

slower in implementing the programs than we had anticipated. With
the combination of all these things, we could begin to see that the

amount in the appropriation was larger than probably would be

needed.

However. we. can never be really sure because the participant load
can vary and change very rapidly. It is only in the last month or two
that we have been able to come as close as we have in terms of the
total figure. and even that is still an estimate, of course.
Do Rcout..vriox I LUDI SELF-lb:LP PROGRAMS?

Senator CR. xs.rox. As I understand it, the regulation was changed
to make a computation of income, in effect, seem to work against anyone in work training or education programs. Could you explain tlit

computation of whether or not that is a proper interpretation?

Mr. LYNG. I will ask Mr. Kocher to do this. This is very complex.
The whole computations tend to be complex.

Mr. Kocim. The Food Stamp Act. amendments were passed by
Congiess a year ago mandating national eligibility standards and
requiring the Department of Agriculture to set a method of computing income which would apply in every State.

Previously, the manner in which this was done varied from State
to State and was pri:garily based on local welfare practices.
In (hawing these regulations, the Department's primary goal was
to make sure that our nonpublic assistance cases, those that are working for their income. were treated exactly the same way as those receiving their income from public assist anee.
In a few States, there had been substantial amounts of exempt income that hadn't been counted for public assistance cases. The Department, however, in the new regulations, does allow, and has always
allowed the deduction of educational expenses and child care in these
programs.
Senator CRANSTON. Was it your understanding that Congress intended that people in work or training have to pay more, or to be penalized in some way ?

Mr. KOCHER. Senator, they are not. A mother who is working as a
waitress and has her child in child care gets to deduct her child care
expenses. If she is in a work training program, she gets to deduct her
child case expenses. In all cases, the income and the deductions are the
same for the working poor as they are for the welfare poor.
Senator Cu.txgrox. As I understand it - -I have not seen the reports
reports have come in from Montana, Iowa, Michigan, Kentucky, and
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other States, indicating that there is some change in the schedule when

somebody goes to work or is in a training or education program.*
Mr. 14vNG. It is very difficult for me to understand, Senator, because
we would almost have to be considering the income from these as different, from other income. But if we could have those reports, we would
be pleased to reply for the record. And, if this is in fact the case, we
would surely agree that that is wrong, because the food stamp income
characteristics should not serve as a disincentive for people to get income, whether it be from work or from WIN programs.

Senator Clussrox. I am glad we agree on that point, because that
is the important thing to establish, agreement on the objectives.
I believe, Mr. Kocher, you were present on June 7 when there was
testimony from people from Iowa on this point.
Mr. KOCHER. Yes, I was present.

Senator Prtcv. I have in front of me Mrs. Cain's situation, and it

presented a problem because it seemed to be contrary to what we are
trying to accomplish. She testified, then, that her expenses for going
to school under the WIN programmoney she never seesis counted
as income. She says she now must pay more for food stamps. She said,
"I must choose between feeding my children and staying in school, and,
of course, there is no question about which choice I must take." Why
are we building such a great disincentive for people to prepare themselves for productive careers?
That was the question left unanswered at the time of her testimony.
DIFFICULTIES IN SOME LOCATIONS

Mr. Kocima. Iowa is one of the places we are having difficulty, because they had previously exempted a substantial chunk of income. As
a result, in Mrs. Cain's case, her basic grant is $199, her shelter that she
is obligated for is almost $170. This meant that out of he basic income,
she is obligated for all except about $20 or $30 for her shelter.
These situations are extremely difficult to work out.
Senator PERCY. Could we at this same time, Mr. Chairman, raise the
question that was raised in New York, where a welfare client who pays

higher rent and who gets, thus, a higher grant specifically to cover
rent, is made to pay more for food stamps? I understand this is an incentive to find cheaper apartments to stop rewarding those who pay
high rents. But the problems in areas such as New York, this is almost
an unrealistic goal, when there is only a 1-percent vacancy in the city.
They simply have no place to go.
I have been with welfare recipients who pay what I considered to
be high rents in certain parts of Chicago, and they simply said, "Go
around and try to find an apartment that has two or three bedrooms
for less than $110 a month. You can't find one any place."

In situations of critical housing shortages like thatwhere there is
no place to get a cheaper apartmentwhy, then, should they be penalized by paying more for food stamps? That is a question, again, that
was raised last time and that was left unanswered.
Mr. KOCHER. First of all, it was testified that the Department has
given an ultimatum to the State of New York. This was incorrect.
Our basic agreement with New York is that they will continue to work
See Appendix. p. 729.
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toward full implementation of the regulations. The date of January 1
was set. by New York City as an estimate of when their computer system would be geared up to handle this.

I think the basic point here is that it is valid as long as the city
doesn't. in fact, pay 100-percent rent. In oth9r words, if any household does not. get 100 percent and they are not entitled to a hardship
deduction, they can end up. very easily, without the money to pay the
purchase requirements for food stamps. They have already spent it on
tho rent,
Senator CHANsTox. I understand that one of the tables available to

us shows thatin regard to allotments and priceswhere the allot-

ment was raised 7 percent. the price went up 10 percent. In the face of
a large surplus, I wonder why that is necessary: and, I wonder if you
can explain why the food stamp purchase schedule was drafted, as it
was, with a participant having to pay for the increase in the allotment ?

Mr. LTNo. The. change that was made in allotments was made in
.Tuly of 1971. There has been no change made during this fiscal year.
W did, however, announce a change that will be effective on July 1,

1972, which increases the amount of the allotment for a family of
four. for example. from $108 to $112.

'Ent bonus at the upper-income levels remains the same. Thus, this
does ha VP the eirmt, among those people who are at the upper-income
level, to have them pay more to see the same amount of bonus.
At the lower-income levels. however. this is not the ease. There is an

increase in the amount of bonus. Those people that have little or no
income, of eourse, pay nothing: so there is no increase in what they
pity. This has been feathered out so that it, does give what we consider
to be increasingly equitable treatment to the poorest of the poor on this
schedule. But I think this is unrelated to our expenditures dining this
fiseal year.
SCIIEDI-LE INCREASF.S ONLY 1.9 PERCENT

Senator CriAxsTox. But the fact winning that the poor do nay for
the increase in their stamps and so are paying proportionally more.
Now. as I imderstand. the schedule raises all families, with up to six
people in the family, 1*- the same amount, $4. Only families of seven
or eight members receive more. and that represents an increase of
only about 1.9 percent although the cos: of food over this period rose
about 7.9 percent.
Was there any attempt to more nearly or more fairly raise the food
stamp allotment in the new schedule?
Mr. KocnEn. Did you say the upper end was only raised by $1? Than
is not correct, Senator.
Senator CRANSTON.f:Xeept for the seven- and eight-member families.
From one up to six, it was just $4, right ?

Mr. Kocum. The reason that the lower honseholds, the one- and

two-person households. were raised by $1 is because of the requirenient

for variable purchase. Statistieally, they should not have been raised
that much. but in order to divide oer eoupon allotments at the coupon
(Ace. we have to have a multiple divisible by four. So those smaller
households received more than they were statistically entitled.
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Senator CRANsx. As I understand it, high-cost States are com-

pelled to par for the small increase for all the recipients by the
higher purchase prices. Isn't that true ?

Mr. Lyxo. I didnt understand the question.
Senator CuANs-rox. The high-cost States are made to pay for the
small increase for the recipients.
Mr. Lvxo. No. that isn't correct.
Senator CitAxs.rox. Because the purchase price went up only to the
people in the higher brackets.

Mr. LYNG. It went. up. I think that. is correct, that the increase in
the purchase price went. up to individuals in the higher bracket, but
there is a uniform program nationwide. There is no difference in the
States.

Senator CnAwsrox. As a practical matter. those "higher bracket"
individuals are all in the :quite States, and those are all States wl:ere

the cost. of living is high, r. That is just another way of saying that
higher benefits in Mississippi are being paid for out of the pockets of
the New York poor.
In the face of the large surplus. was any considmition given to
making the food stamp allotment consistent, with the Low-Cost. rather
than the Economy Food Plan?

Mr. LYNG. No, Senator: we couldn't consider making that kind of
a modification for a period of perhaps 3 months. First of all. it takes
much longer than that, as I explained in my testimony, for counties
to implement these. One of the advantages. I suppose, in administering

these programs to 15 million people was the use of computers. But.
one of the disadvantages to the use of computers is that it takes a
little while to reprogram, it seems, and get these things implemented.
So. for that reason alone, you can't, have a variable amount. It takes
quite a long time to change.

Second. if we had determined in he last quarter of this year that.
we 11:141 an extra 5400 million and decided to increase the payment on

the amount of bonus or the amount of stamps. we would have been
faced then with a decision as to whether to reduce it as of July 1, or

to come to the Congress and ask for $1 billion additional for the
subsequent fiscal 1973 year.

The issue of the low-cost diet was debated in the Congress at the
time of the 1971 art. and it was quite clear that. although the Senate
voted for the higher allowance. the House voted for a lower figure,
and that. was determined in conference to he we interpreted that to
meanthe economy diet.
The cost differential. Senator. is very great. It gets into billions.
Senator Ca.txsrox. Did you request or receive permission from the
congress to carry over that $100 mullion?
Es.1.15r.vrEn Sinarrma: IxsrEA or SCIWIXS

Mr. LYNO. No. We haven't requested that it be carried over. We
have responded. in testimony before the Senate Appropriations. Subcommittee. chaired by Senator NIeG.e. on our fiscal 1973 budget. The
Senator asked if we thought that out budget request was adequate. We
pointed out to him that we had grave reservations about that. inasmuch as we had to make several modifieations since the budget was
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submitted. We estimated that we might be as math as $400 million m.
$450 million short and indicated that we would not hesitate to come
in and ask fora supplemental, if that be the ease.

We have done that in the rsc. and we have never restricted the
Food Stamp Program for budgetary reasons.
Senator CrtAxsrox.. Yet you just answered that you cannot. use the
Low Cost. Food Plan for budgetary reasons. Why couldn't you use the
so-called low-cost program all the time?

Mr. LYNG. I have tried to explain. Mr. Chairman. that we believe
we are carrying out the intent of Congress. Furthermore. the costs of
the low-cost diet, the total cost to the program would be in the billions
more than the present program.
Senator CRANSTON. That is just my point. One of the questions is
whether the so-called economy plan is nutritionally adequate for all
recipients. For example, we had testimony on June 7 from elderly
people that food stamps are exhausted in about 2 weeks because they
have to buy veal and other meats not provided for in the food stamp
allotment.
Was any consideration given to raising the allotment for one- and
two-person households to reflect, the fact that most of them are elderly
people with health problems and a need for a special diet ?
Mu-. LYNG. We work these out. our Agricultural Research Service
people work out the economy diet. and the allowance is adequate to

provide a nutritionally adequate diet. It is not an easy thing to do.
and I think it would be difficult for us to build into a Food Stamp
Program an allowance that. would take care of any kind of special

health problems. It would seem to me that it would be much better to
try to take care of this under a health situation.
'Then;: are resources for millions of people. We have over 11 million
people on the Food Stamp Program. and a lot of them being dependent upon health and dietary problems would seem to me.to make time
administrative costs just unbearable.
Senator Cnxxsrox. I believe that on June 7 there was testimony that
USDA recognized the economy food plan does not provide a nutritionally adequate diet, als1;,ingli that is required by the newest amendments regarding food stamps. It is particularly lacking in some nu-

trients. such as vitamin B-6. B-l. and folic arid. I think you should
take a look at that to be sure the current la v is being complied with.
Mr. Li-xu. We have, Mr. Chairman; and there is absolutely no question in my mind that the U.S. Department of _Agriculture believes that
the amount of our allowance will provide nutritionally adequate diets.
'glue testimony to the contrary is inaccurate.

Senator CrtAxsTox. Mr. Rizek of your department testified that it
does not do so. I think we have conflicting testimony.

Mr. Lyso. Is he a representative of the U.S. Department of

Agriculture?

Senator Ca.m..rox. Yes. he is.* Senator Percy. I liave used more t tau
10 minutes.
Senator PEncr. No problem at all.

I would likebecause I was anxious to hear the response of the
Secrrtaryfirst, to indicate that I did have the pleasure of chairing
the first day of Bearings on June 7 which focused on unexpended funds
See Appendix. p. 761.
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in the Food Stamp Program. I regret that yesterday's Bearings on
the SALT talk before the Foreign Relations Committee kept me away

from yesterday's session on the snrplus in Section 13 programsthe
Special Food service Program for preschool children.
The response, however, to these hearings, if editorial comment is

any indication, shows that the hearings have struck a responsive chord
in the American conscience as we address the question of whether we
have closed the hunger gap in the country. The response to the very
challenging statement made by Secretary Lyng this morning that we
have closed it, I would have to say I think we are closing it. But certainly there is no question that we have made tremendous progress,
and I am sure that there will be further indications coming of places

that we haven't, and that will help us, then, close those portions of
the gap.
PRESIDENT COMMITTED TO WIPE OUT lIumoEn

A comment was made on the partisan nature of the conduct of the
committee. Certainly this issue, we all agree, is not a partisan issue.
The President is, clearly, on record as to being committed to wipe out
hunger and malnutrition in the country, and it has been raised to the
highest priority by the administration.
The Department of Agriculture, certainly as a Department, and as
individuals, is committed to this goal, and so are the men:bz.rs of this
committee on both sides of the aisle. Congress has gone on record again
and again in support of far-reaching legislation in this field. Congress

and the' administration, together, have written a record of great accomplishment over the past 4 years and our very able chairman was the

first to publiely proclaim and acknowledge that .this had been

accompl ished.

If there is anything I am saying that would not correspond with
the feelings of the majority. I would appreciate hearing from them.
This is why I regret. and I know Senator McGovern regrets any
deviation from the committees traditional nonpartisan approach to
the question of hunger and malnutrition in the tnited States. I spoke
to Senator McGovern and have had a long talk with him on tw$ occasions now since the publication of this pamphlet that has been under
discu.-sion. I believe this is why both Senator McGovern, as chairman.

and I have in recent days reinforced the principle to the staff of the
committee of avoiding any activities which might jeopardize the
credibility of the committee's efforts to achieve our basic goals.
I am pleased that, in this spirit, Senator McGovern has ordered a
temporary suspension of the circulation of the report prepared by
the majority Eta IL This will afford us an opportunity to carefully and

thoughtfully evaluate the report's findings in a reasonable way and
perhaps to add some supplementary views.
Let me say also that I anticipate the leadership of the Department
of Agriculturecharged as it is with the main burden of carrying out
President Nixon's oft - repeated pledgewill cooperate with the members of the staff and committee in every passible way. Only then can we
achieve the goal to whirl: -.e are all dedicated.

I don't think there is any question but what every member of this
committee respects the right and the duty and the dedication of the
Department of Agriculture to carry on this program as efficiently as
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possible. Certainly, we support this goal, and I have repeated many
tunes my desire and intention to support such legitimate activities of
the Department. But, of course, what we are trying to get at is what
has caused this $400 million surplus under discussion, and whether or
not new procedures can be followed in the future so that the Department and the Congress are closer together in what is authorized.
appropriated. and what we anticipate to be expended.
I would like to ask a question with respect to a question on June 7,
the difficulties that, were cited at this time in estimating total needs
for food stamps in drawing up the food stamp budget. I wonder if, in
your calculations, you make any allowance for national disasters, such
as Rapid City. and the current flooding in our area ? How do you pro-

gram in advance for these situations? Could you use some of your
surplus in this sort of situation? What haS been done in terms of the
emergency food relief for the residents of Rapid City ?
Senator CRANSTON. Let me first say that you and I are in full accord,
and I stated that in my opening remarks, and the need to keep partisanship out of our efforts to work together, regardless of party titles and

so forth, to wipe out hunger in America. You and I have worked together in this field in many ways. Senator McGovern has, also.
Senator PERCY. He has absolutely reaffirmed that to me, and I accepted it, Senator. Thank you very much.
USDA ASSISTS EMERGENCY ACTION .1T DISASTERS

Mr. LYNG. In the question of disasters. natural disasters, it is an
unfortunate fact that we seem to have natural disasters of one kind or
another nearly every year. We do, in our calculations, allow for some
bulge to take care of these. Most recently. in Rapid City, of course. we
were doing business here with a community of 45.000 people, I believe.
So it isn't a huge amount in total dollars in relation to the multibillion
dollar budget. But we moved in on Saturday. the day of that flood.
with commodities for emergency feeding at shelters, and on Sunday
morning announced the implementation of a free disaster Food Stamp
Program.
In that particular situation, there were grocery stores on the high
ground, so food stamps were available. Perhaps Mr. Kocher can give

you some estimates of the figures there. It was in the hundreds of

thousands.
Mr. KOCHER. By the evening of the third day. we had distributed
better than $0.25 million of free food stamps to the victims of the flood,
Senator.
Mr. LYNG. This type of action does not distort our budget estimates
as much as you might think, because we are spending so much money

in this program.
Senator PERCY. Yes.

Mr. LYNG. The whole question of estimates is a difficult one. We are

now beginning to build our estimates on the budget for fiscal 1974.
starting July 1, for next year. These will be submitted to the Office of
Management and Budget within a few months. and will be submitted

by the President, of course, in January. A good many things can

change in a program of this size, particularly the economy, and this
is one of the thingsthe improvements in the economyhave reduced
the money we have actually expended in the last few months.
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Senator PEr,cr. I would like to ask about an area of the country
where we have not had a natural disaster, but a congressionally imposed disaster by a cutback in space programs and a cutback in the
military as well as a decline in commercial aircraft purchases, and that
is Seattle.'
Senator Magnuson and Senator Jackson have, of course, been deeply
interested in this area. My son and daughter-in-law live out there. and
I have been keeping in touch with them as to the employment situation.

Senator Magnuson has sent the committee a communication on this
natter and 1 will see that it is printed in the hearing ecod.'
Do HUNGER PROBLEMS Now EXIST IN SEATI'LE AREA?

Do you happen to know of any malnutrition or hunger problems that
now exist in the Seattle area because of widespread unemployment? I
know that both Senators were deeply concerned at some time in the
past when Japan was offering food parcels for Seattle. They thought
it quite disgraceful.
Can you state that there is a dramatic improvement in that sitnation, that there is no hunger or malnutrition in Seattle now because of
unemployment ?

Mr. LYN°. I personally made a visit to Seattle, and there has been
a great line and outcry about the economic problems in that area. I
think that they are perhaps unique among the larger cities in the
'United States in that we have in Seattle what could be termed a large
volume of the "new poor." These would be people who had aboveaverage income and were suddenly unemployed in au area of widespread and persistent unemployment. They had commitments for
House payments. for life insnranee payments, for other types of payments dun made it extremely difficult for them, and they felt they had
no money available, if they lived up to these, other commitments, for
food.

in fact. I suspect in some households who were receiving normal wel-

fare payments or normal unemployment insurance checks. we were
finding some instances of outright hunger because these people were
linable to allocate any of that money for food.

It created great problemsand with the Governor's and the county
executive's cooperationthe Food Stamp Program worked as well in

King County and in the State of Washington as any place in the United
States. The amount of money we are putting out there is huge.

lint we have people, who were not eligible for food stamps, even
thongh their income was very low, because their assets were high, and
there was generated in Seattle a program called "Neighbors in Need.which way probably the ontstanding volunteer program in the 'United
States m terms of trying to help neighbors. BM it was notit was very
node

onni pa rison to the Food St amp Program.

As a result of court action.' we permitted the State to institute

a

simultaneous distribution of commodities to needy families along with
food stamps. not to the same families, but giving each family an opt See Seattle : Unemployment, the New Poor, and Hunger. UM
pulementDecentcommittee orint of the Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs
:SIT Appendix, p. 723.
Si Seattle: "Unemployment, the New Poor. and Hunger," with supplementpp.

ber

27-32.
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tion. The participation in that has not been as high as had been earlier
anticipated, because the qualifications remain the same.
We are currently completing a study of that dual system and within

the next month or so we should have a report on the effects of the
system. But you are absolutely correct, Senator, the problem was severe. We have evidence that the unemployment has improved and participation in both programs has begun to fall off.
This would, however, normally take place at this time of year. when
people can move out into the forests and into lumbering and those
industries.
Senator PERCY. I know that Senator Cranston has asked a question
along the lines that Mrs. Roy asked on June 7. And I do know that it is
always possible to find someone who says you need to do more, but I
think Mrs. Roy's question was general enough, and there have been
enough similar inquiries of the committee that would really warrant
stating it just exactly as she stated it, because it seems to sum up how

some people feel, and I would like to give you an opportunity to
respond to it.
She said:

I would like to say why is it that they take the money and put it back into the
Tremzury when they could be helpful to the senior citizens to get more food
stamps and pay less?

Mrs. Roy was the woman who lives within a mile or a mile and a
half of the Capitol, in her 70's. and is a diabetic. She also said:
You pay more and get less stamps, and they don't last. So I would like to
know, why would they want to put money back in the Treasury when it is
needed out here? It could be very well used out here.
I promised her Twould ask that, question of you in the opening ques-

tion. and I neglected to ask it as the first question. but as the third
one, I still ask it.

EoNOMY DIET A LLO WA NCE ADEQUATE. BUT MINIMAL

Mr. LYN-0. Well. I think you are correct when you say we could always give more. Our goals in this program. the goal of this committee.
many. has been to eliminate hunger. We, have gone a long way in providing the resources to do just that.
Obviously. the levels at which we are giving resources whether it
he in terms of food stamps or in terms of welfare or in rent subsidies
all of these do not, take people out of the "poverty" classification. So
that the people would like to have more. They would have to budget
very, very carefully. Senator Percy. on these diets. economy diets. as
we call them. There is just no question of that. We think it is adequate.
but it is minimal.
Senator PERCY. She maintains it is simply not adequate. She has
certain things she can and cannot eat. and they are more costly. and
she is out of her stamps in a week and a half.
Mr. LYNG. T would think that we have dieticians that could assist,

her on this: hitt. perhaps. if she has a special health problem. it is

inadequate.
The fact, is that we are not returninc,, to the Treasury 5400 million.
This is an appropriation figure which we simply are not drawing out.
and it is an open-end program. If participation were higher. we would
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be spending money. There has been no limit on the numbers of people
that could participate.
Now, the question of whether we have money left, over or not is not
really related to the amount we give per person. You could say in this

particular instance that we should have expended it. You can't do
that in a program of this sizeincrease and then. conversely, decrease
it if the amount of money appears inadequate. I think the two questions need to be discussed separately. We are always going to have to
have enough money in our appropriations to take care of our antici-

pated needs. or else we are going to have to come in for a supplemental. Congress has indicated that the economy diet that we are using

is a figure that they believe correct. That was our recommendation,
because of the severe cost involved in the more expensive diet.
As a matter of fact, we believe that in most instances, when we
stndv the budgets of these people, their problems are very often related to other expenditures, and that if there were an adequate amount
of money for rent or for other expenditures under welfare, that they
would concede that the food problem isn't that great.
But the big problem in this country today is that food is the "give"
point among poor people. It is the one flexible point that they have.
As you point out, rent is not flexible.
Senator PERCY. I am serving on the Special Committee on Aging.
and I have spent a lot of time visiting in nursing homes, and I will
be visiting them again this weekend. Every weekend I try to go to
nnrsinsr homes to understand how we are caring for the efderly, and
the cost, once a person gets in a nursing home, is very great: $450
or $500.
One home I was in. in Springfield. Ill.. had 44 patients. and 43 were

on public aid. So the Federal Treasury is paying for virtually all that
cost.

T visited a lot of people, and I visited the Meals on Wheels and delivered some of them last month. I went into homes of people who
wero trying desperately to stay out of a nursing home. To them that
was the end of the road, a warehouse for the dying, they couldn't
stand the thought. Yet they get one meal a day delivered to them
by the Meals on Wheels, 5 days a week. There was enough in these
eases that I visited to keep them out of the nursing home. It cost $1.75
plus the, delivery service, very low when compared to the cost of the
nming homes.
Thesetwo women that were here were not only diabetics but they

had heart problems. They don't want to go to a hospital. If they go
to a hospital. all of a sudden, what is the cost to maintain them in a
hospital? It is very, very high, and we pick up 100 percent of the tab.
ELDERLY GAIN WEIGHT IN Hoserms

If they are over 65, we pay for it. They are trying to stay out. Professor Mayer* testified at our hearings that elderly people are the
only people that gain weight when they no to a hospital, the only
group that gain weight. They gain weight because they get three
good meals a day, and they apparently need that food, and the body
absorbs that food.
*See Part 2, pp. 254 -26G,
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So what I am trying to figure out is how do you get away from a
system which provides a reward to be hospitalized. The elderly are
well taken care of in hospitals or they may enter a nursing home. They
never have to worry the rest of their lives about where a meal conies
from.
But these people, and there are millions of them, or at least hundreds
of thousands, are trying to hang onto their own home, wherever they
may be, and stay somehow with the aid of a feeding program that is
very low cost. It is pennies compared to a hospital or the nursing home,

and they are a public charge the rest of their lives and they live another 10 or 15 years.

So how do we justify that we are not generous when we are dealing
with very small amounts as against the "sky is the limit" over there
on the other end? We will take care of them forever, no matter what
that -cost is, then, once they are indigent and old and hospitalized.

What we are really trying to do As to justify the fact that you are
making an investment in people that is far less costly to the public
than if they become a case for HEW.

Mr. Ly No. I really think, too, Senator, that I would have to agree
with you. I think that the family feeding program of food stamps
which was generated to actually allocate a portion of resources to
foods, rather than give cash, is probably not as appropriate for aged
people. They don't have the children to care for. It seems to me that we
might be wise, as a Nation, to perhaps eliminate the high administrative costs of the Food Stamp Program in terms of elderly _people. Of
course, the administration has been trying to move in this direction in

terms of H.R. 1 for families as well ; but, particularly for elderly
people, there seems to me to be justification for a cash allowance to
give them flexibility to use that cash in many ways.

Senator PEncY. Mr. Chairman, I have some other questions, but I
would like to alternate with you, and I will come back, then.
LAWSUIT TO EsTAninsu NUTRITIONALLY ADEQUATE DIETS

Senator CRANsTox. Fine.

I want to just clarify why I indicated that there was evidence that
the Department itself had concern about the economy diet for older
people. At the June 7 hearing, Arthur Schiff of New York was testifying.. He spoke about the lawsuit where New York City, along with
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the National Welfare Rights
Organization sued the USDA to provide free food stamps. He said
the following:
A hearing on the snit will be held in June or early July. We have established
the following through pretrial depositions and statements made by Agriculture :
The economy diet plan on which USDA bases its food stamp allotment is deficient in four nutrients.

And he goes on to say that it is incontestible that the economy diet plan

is not nutritionally adequate. He says that USDA recommends that

more money be spent on the food than the economy diet plan calls for.

The exact statement made by 'USDA, is in the record of the depo-

sition of Dr. Robert Rizek of the Department of Agriculture, and lie is
in the Agricultural Research Service, as I understand it. It says that
studies show that few families spending at the level of the economy

plan select foods that provide nutritionally adequate diets, and so
forth.
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Many welfare agencies base their food costs

plan which costs about 25 percent more than the on the USDA food
economy plan.
Then the witness testified that that would generally
the low-cost diet plan, so USDA admits itself that it be considered
requires more
money than the economy diet plan calls for to get nutritional
adequacy. That is where we have conflicting testimony from
USDA on
this point.
Mr. LYNG. I haven't seen the depositions, and apparently
the attorneys for the plaintiffs in this case gave this to Dr.
Schiff, who is a
plaintiff. Well, there is a pamphlet that has been circulating
time which seems similar to the one you quoted, in which for some
person
some years ago made this kind of comment. But the official one
position

of
the Department and of the Agricultural Research Service is that
the economy diet will provide an adequate nutrition diet
and meet the
terms of the food stamp legislation.*
This is, as you say, Mr. Chairman, a matter that is
currently being
litigated, and if our interpretation of the law is incorrect,
I presume
that the courts will so indicate.
Senator CRANSTON. Fine.

I have one more question on the food stamps. and it relates
to your
opening statement about the number of counties. You narrowed
it
down to eight that are not actively participating, but
stand it, there are 244 counties that have been designatedas I underor requested food stamps, but don't yet have their programsfor
actually
in operation. Is that the case ?
Mr. LYNG. There are a number of countiesI am not sure whether
that is the accurate number.
I am told it is 271.
There are 133 counties among those that have been designated
that

have not yet implemented the program. It takes
an astonishingly
long time for the counties to move in that direction.
Most of these
counties, or all of these counties, would now have a food
distribution
program.
Senator CRANSTON. Apart from the eight, there
are only 133 that are

not participating?

Mr. LYNG. No, Senator. I had better straighten out this confusion.
We have about 3,100 counties and approximately 2,100
food stamps. About 1,000 of them have commodities. of those have
So that, in all,
but for a very few counties, there is either a commodity
program
available to families, or a Food Stamp Program.
Senator CRANSTON. In addition to the 133 counties that have
been
designated, how many others have been designated ?
Mr. LYNG. I don't think there are any. We designated all that
were
pending a couple of weeks ago.
HEAD START EXCLUSION FRO:St SECTION 13 FUNDS

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very much. I want to switch
now to
some questions about Head Start. Could Mr. Rorex explain the
rationale for the November 1969 decision to exclude
Start programs from eligibility for Section 13 food assistanceHead
funds?
Mr. ROREL At that date, Senator, the Head Start program, of course.
was already a viable program, and the books and budgeted, and
the 0E0 budget requests were in theironappropriation.
See Appendix, pP. 759, 761.
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The funds were runnir g rather short and the Head Start were buying from both programs. We. in the division, met with the appropriate

people in OE() and came to an administrative decisiontrying to

straighten out the administrative channels so that the sponsors at the
State and local level would have some understanding of where they
should go for assistance. At that time we arrived at the policy position
that on-going Head Start programs would continue to be funded by
Head Start, and those new ones that had no food assistance funds
would apply to the Department.
Senator CRANSTON. Senator Percy, because of your time problems,
I yield to you.

Senator PERCY. Secretary Lyng, I told Senator Cranston that we
had an important board meeting at the Kennedy Center, and I represent the Senate on that board, and I will have to go over there. So
I will try to finish my questions as quickly as possible.

I would appreciate your comments on Mr. Kramer's testimony at
the June 7 hearing. He said there are 25.9 million poor people in
America. 44 percent of 11.5 million are receiving food stamps, 3.3 million receive commodities. In other words, 57 percent of the poor receive

food assistance, 43 percent, in Mr. Kramer's words, "nothing at all."
I have three questions based on these data. Are these data correct ?
If so, is 57 percent of the poor a good record in your opinion ?.And,
why is it that 43 percent of the poor are getting nothing at all in
i the
way of nutritional services?
Mr. LYNG. The statistics in a sense compare apples and oranges, but
that, again, would be an oversimplification. The census figures of those
who are below the poverty level relate to income. Eligibility for food
stamps relates to both income and assets, so that some of those among
that 24 million perhaps would not be eligible, certainly would not be
eligible for food stamps, because their assets would exceed, and I an

thinking in terms of many farmers, for example, who might in a
given year have no income, but have substantial assets. That is the

reason for having an asset qualification.
But they are still considered poor in that census.
Senator PERCY. They are considered among the poor?
Mr. LYNG. They are, yes, because that is an income classification,
only income, no relationship to assets.
Second, it implies that the 15 millions or nearly 15 million partici-

pants in the food programs is a static population, whereas some
studies* that we have made, in one county, particularly in South Caro-

lina, indicated that in the course of a year the total number of participants was 165 percent of the average caseload? so that there is a
movement within that number. The people come in and drop out as
they get income, seasonally employed people, and this sort of thing,
are included. So that we think we are serving a substantially greater
percentage than 57 percent of the census poor.
I would point out that this exceeds the number of people on public

assistance, in federally aided public assistance in this country. We
have more people in the family programs than are in that.
This is not to say that we are reaching everyone that we should.
As I pointed out in my comments today, there are many counties and
See Appendix, p. 757.
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ome States that are not doing as good a job in terms of administering
the program that we would like to have.

The Federal availability of the programs is there. Our efforts to
stimulate these counties and States continue ever more vigorously in
term.; of outreach. in terms of administrative skills, in terms of making
the programs available, but I don't think
senator PERCY. You do not feel that there is a great problem or
ignorance of the existence of the program, and that is preventing a
per:on from requesting or attaining help, because they don't know it
exists ?

AWARE Or EXISTING PROGRAMS

Mr. LYNG. No. Perhaps the biggest impediment to members of that
24 or :25 million people participating is that, at the upper-income levels
within this whole field, the bonus is relatively small. As we move into
variable purchase, it will make it possible for the people to participate.

When they have other very pressing needs, many times in the past,
particularly they have had trouble getting enough of their cash together to make a food stamp purchase, even though it would make
good sense for them to do it, but it becomes a burdensome problem.
SometlIlleS they will drop out of the program.
Senator Pmter. The figure was given that 52 percent of those on pub-

lic assistance do not receive food stamps. These are, of course, not
people who have a lot of assets. Is this figure correct in your judgment,

and why is this the case?
Mr. LYxo. I am not familiar with that.
Mr. KOCHER. That was included as part of Mr. Kramer's testimony.

He included States and counties where the food program is the commodity program rather than food stamps. He did not count in that
analysis the participants in that family feeding program as part of his
percentage.

As near as we can put the figures back together, including the general assistance, which lie also left out of his analysis, we are reaching
approximately 60 percent of the total public assistance case load with

one of our two family feeding programs. In a study done by Pro-

fessor Don F. Hadwiger out in Iowa about 3 years ago, he found that
there was a substantial percentage in Iowa, roughly 30 percent, that
lived in homes where the primary source of income was not public
assistance; or who were in nursing homes, hospitals or otherwise ineligible for the food stamps. So what we are talking about is approximately 10 percent that are eligible, on a nationwide basis, of the public
assistance case load that are not participating in the program.
Senator PERCY. I have used the comparison that any place in the
world, it doesn't matter where our troops happen to be, we are able to
feed them three square meals a day. Certainly we know eyerythmg
about our people in the service, millions of people, and in World
War II it was 10 or 11 million people. Right now we analyze their

urine pretty carefully for drugs and so forth. There is nothing we
don't know about these people. Yet Mr. Kramer pointed out that 43
percent of the total number of poor peoplethat is, the 11 million
poor peoplewere not receiving food assistance. He said, "We really
have no idea who those 11 million are, the elderly, young, black, white,
chicano, we have no idea."
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Would it be desirable for us to know more about the poor in the
country, and would the Department benefit by having more knowledge of the characteristics of those who are not participating? Isn't
this crucial data that we need in order to estimate the amount of hun-

ger and malnutrition ?
Mr. LYNG. Yes; I suppose, Senator, that it will always be desirable
if we have more facts. because we get into the kind of conjecture that
perhaps both Mr. Kramer and I are guilty. I will deny that he is correct when he said that 43 percent do not participate. This, as I pointed
out, would indicate a static situation.
On the other hand, I have no hard evidence to show what percent-

age, of this 11 million he is referring to, do receive these programs
at times.

STUDIES MUST BE ABSOLUTELY OBJECTIVE

On the other hand, too, we know in talkinf to the poor that most
of them say they have been studied to death. I'he numbers of studies
that have been made for poor people have been very frustrating to
poor people. We ask all kinds of questions and analyze them and so
forth, and many times if we don't get from the study the answer we
are looking forwe disregard the study. So if we are going to make
studies of this kind, I would hope they would be made in absolute objectivity so that we are not prejudging before we even start as to what
the results should be.
Senator PERCY. Would you concur with nutrition experts though,
that now as we work toward a welfare reform program we are going
to have to know a lot more about why so many people do not have
gainful employment, lack of education, or whatever it may be? Lack
of nutrition, the sapping of strength in the body many times might
possibly be a reason for poor performance on the job, or for just the
lack of energy, the initiative. When you have the flu, you just don't
like getting out of bed ; and, sometimes I believe people in the condition of malnutrition have a constant case of flu, insofar as its effect
on the human system is concerned. Now isn't this an important part of
trying to figure out why we have as many incidents of unemployment
and therefore public assistance cases among our people. Wouldn't
malnutrition possibly play a role in this?
Mr. LYNG. I am sure there can be little question of that, but malnutrition can also be, as you pointed out, the result of poor health. In
many of the surveys we have done. we have found that, regardless of
what we do in terms of food programs, we can't solve a health problem.
I am referring particularly to the intestinal parasites.
Senator PERCY. It is true that malnutrition leads to the health problems sometimes?
Mr. LYNG. Or the other way around. If an infant has intestinal parasites, it is almost impossible to provide adequate nutrition.
CAN'T SOLVE POVERTY PROBLEM BY FOOD ONLY

So I believe you are perfectly correct when you think in terms of
this, when you think in a broad sociological sense. We in the Department of Agriculture have tried as best we can to administer this program in full cooperation with other ag,incies that are perhaps more

expert than we in this area-0E0, HEW, and so on. But I think it is
76-300 0- 72pt.
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appropriate nowthat as we have achieved at least a very definite nar-

rowing of this gapthat we begin to look at the whole problem of

poverty and not try to solve that problem by simply adding more funds
to the feeding programs.
Senator PERCY. Senator Cranston, I would like to follow up on your
question and pin it down a little more as to the time frame in which
USDA discovered they were going to have a surplus. But if you intend

to do that

Senator CaAxeroN. You go ahead.
Senator PERCY. If I understand the thrust of the June 7 statement,
the basic reason for the surplus in the Food Stamp Program this year

is the estimate about participation and expansion of the program,

made as a part of the planning and budgeting cycle. was not actually
borne out. I state this because we are going to face this situation again
a year from now and, I hope we don't have to hold similar hearings.
In what months were the original estimates actually made, and were
the estimates ever revised

Mr. LYNn. Our original estimatesI am guessing nowwere probably finally made in October of 1970that is for this fiscal year. Perhaps it was November. The official transmission of those to the Congress was made in January of 1971. in the President's budget.
Our estimates were not revised. The Congress, the appropriations
committees, after our testimony, did add $200 million finally to the
Department of Agriculture appropriation bill over and above our
original request. So to that extent, the origina! figures were revised.
This, plus money that was put in as carryover from the preceding
year, was done by the Congress with a request. that we expand the
program to those counties that had applied for the program, but that
had not been designated. Subsequent to that, we did designate, and our

estimateswhich I get every monthfirst of all. I get them from

the Food and Nutrition Service. I get. a figure of monthly .xpenditures on food stamps, nearly 2 months after the fact, because the
figures come in from the States.

During the early part of the fiscal year. there was no apparent
change in our estimates. It wasn't until we began to see that there was
going to be a delay in implementation of the new regulations: which
we felt would have the effect of increasing costs and participation,
that we began to see that we would have a fairly sizable surplus. Even
then we couldn't estimate it.
EXPECTED PROGRAM INCREASE DIDN'T MATERIALIZE

I can recall a reporter from the New York Times asking me about

this when he noticed that, we were spendingI forget the exact

figureabout $150 million in the month of December, I think. or perhaps January, and he multiplied that out. and he said that didn't come
out to the amount you have in the appropriation.
I said, "I know, but we expect a substantial bulge in this program
as we move into the spring." It didn't develop.

Senator PERCY. Was the prospect of a surplus ever reported to

Congress?

Mr. LYNO. I don't know that it was, officially. I am not quite sure
whethPr we were aware of it wholly at the time we spoke to the appropriations committees. I can't recall.
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Senator PERCY. Was there any internal discussion as to whether
there should not be a liberalization of the program; as long as it was
known the funds were available, and there was a need for certain
liberalizations?
Mr. LYNG. We couldn't do that, Senator. We didn't give that serious
consideration because it is not a practical alternative. As I had explained, if we had determined to get rid of the money, the counties
simply would not have been able to do it. If we did that, we would
then be forced to make the decisions as to whether you continue to do
that after July 1, or come to the Congress and asked for a whopping
increase in the budget. Obviously, we did not want to do that.

Senator Ream Bit Kramer made a point for liberalization. His
point was that the consumer price index had risen faster than the
allotment value of stamps. And even taking into account the schedule
which goes into effect on July 1, the consumer price index will have
gone up 240 percent higher than will have the allotment value.
Mr. LYNG. Those figures are grossly inadequate, or inaccurate. They
are simply not true.
The Agricultural Research Service calculates the cost of the economy diet, and that is the thing that determines the figure we use. It is
a market-basket approach, and we have not had that kind of increase

in the cost of the price of food. We moved $58 to $62 in 1970 to
$106 in 1969and we modified that based upon the change in the
cost of food to $108; and, more recently, we have announced that it
will be $112.

These reflect changes in the cost of food since we established the

$106 figure, that is, $106 for a family of four.

Senator PERCY. I quote another witness, Mr. Schiff, who makes a
statement comparable to letters we have received from California,
Illinois, Indiana, and Floridaall over the country. He said, "All
families on welfare in New York City will pay a greater percentage
re in the cost of stamps than they will receive in stamp allotincase
ments." In other words, his question is, how can this be justified given
the surplus in food stamp budgets in this fiscal year.

Mr. LYNG. I repeat, Senator, we made no change after July 1 of
last year. The change that we made becomes effective on July 1 of
this year. It has nothing whatsoever to do with the surplus during this
year.
Senator CaAwerox. There is a rollcall. Senator Pere), will
while I am gone. But just one brief comment. The increases in the food
stamp allotment only reflects increases in the foods in the hypothetical
Economy Food Plan. Things like rice and beans, that do not change
in price. Unfortunately, most poor people are not professional nutritionists. They want meat occasionally, and they do not know precisely what is in that food plan. For them, as for all consumers, Mr.
Kramer's figures are correct: The cost of food has gone up 200% or

more than the value of food stamps.
Senator PERCY (presiding). Mr. Kramer made the point that, on the
average, people pay 12.5 percent of their disposable income for food.

Certainly Secretary Butz has made a very strong case for this to the
public as against a much higher proportion 2 decades ago.
,
ButMr.
Kramer makes this point, that a family of four with an in-

come of $150 a month will have to spend at least 27.5 percent of its inSee Appendix. pp. 771.77?.
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come on food stamps. The question is, why should we not reduce the
price of stamps? According to Mr. Kramer, this would bring in many
people not covered by the program. The question is, would this be a
wise expenditure of funds?
POOR SPEND HIGHER PERCENTAGE FOR FOOD

Mr. LYNG. Well, you are getting into a question that has some great
fiscal implications, and would be very expensive. We have been trying
to set up the food stamp schedules on a basis that no one would pay
more than 30 percent of their income for food. Most pay a good deal

less than that, and it is arranged so that the poorest of the poor pay

far less, and some of them pay nothing. But there is no question about
it, that the average rate of expenditure for food by lower income people, whether they are recipients of food stamps or not, is a higher percentage of income. To the extent _you try to equalize that, I think that
should be taken up, as I said before in the total context of what the
Government is doing for needy people, in terms of all of the other assistance projects. But if we put the kinds of funds into the food pro gran that Mr. Kramer would suggest, it would make the program, in
my minion, far too expensive. The poor would be better off if additional funds were spent in some other way.
Senaicr PERCY.. would like to give you an opportunity, Mr. Secretary, to refer to the publication, "Half a Loaf,' that was put out; and
if we do not have time before I go over to vote, then I will submit them
for the record.
This report, "Half a Loaf," states, on page I,. that the surplus occurring in most of the programs has been known to USDA officials
since October or November of 1971. Is that true?
Mr. LYNG. It is not true.

Senator PERCY. It states, "The USDA pursues policies that limits
participation in programs by writing restrictive regulations and denying applications for new or expanded programs." Is that true?
Mr. LYNG. That is not true.
Senator PERCY. On page 2 it states, "Secretary Butz pledged in Jan-

uary that no recipients of food stamps would lose benefits because of
new regulations." Is this true? If so, why this contradiction?
Mr. LYNG. The regulations put, out pursuant to Secretary Butz ful-

filled precisely

Senator PERCY. He pledged no recipient would lose benefits. Th report states, "Regulations were imposed which reduced benefits."
Mr. LYNG. That is incorrect. There were no regulations imposed
which reduced benefits.
Senator PERCY. So his pledge was fulfilled ?
Majority staff indicated that this is contrary to testimony that Mrs.
Cain offered, for instance; and, I believe her testimony was that she
had actually been reduced in benefits.
I would suggest in this particular instance that we leave that part of
the testimony open.*
Is it true that 244 counties have either requested or been designated

for the Food Stamp Program, but do not yet have a program in
operation?
See Appendix. p. 729.
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Mr. Lys°. That is incorrect. The figure I gave earlier of 133 counties, they have been designated for food stamps, but have not implemented the program. It should be noted, however. that all of those
counties have a family distribution program.
Senator PERCY. The question is, is the 244 figure correct?
Mr. LYNG. No; it is inaccurate.

Senator PERCY. Majority staff maintain they receiY,N1 that figure
from the Department itself. I think there has to be a clarification. We
will hold the record open. Try to clear up this contradiction.
(The USDA furnished the following:)
FROM THE USDA
As of February 18, 1972, there were 244 project areas designated for the Food
Stamp Program. However, since that date 111 project areas have actually begun
operating the program, so 133 counties which had been designated have not as
yet implemented the program.

STAFF C0313IENI
The :f44 county figure was obtained from USDA by telephone, apparently from

USDA staff who did not have access to the material submitted for this hearing
record. In any case, the remaining 133 counties requesting, but still without

programs, represent more than a year's delay in implementationthe point
made in the report.

Senator PERCY. Does a surplus of $136 million exist in the budget
for donated foods?
Mr. LYNG. That figure is still imprecise. We, just yesterday, announced the purchase of a couple of million dollars in eggs. We continue to buy commodities. There probably will be a surplus in donated
foods for needy families, but very recently it has come to my atten-

tion we have gone over our budget in terms of donated foods to
schools. One of the reasons for this is that we have
Senator PERCY. Mr. Secretary, I will have to regretfully recess
until Senator Cranston returns. That is my final call on the vote.
[Recess.]

Senator KENNEDY (presiding). We will come to order. I want to
reopen this hearing with a question raised yesterday.
Could you elaborate briefly as to whether there was ally legislative
history that led you to expect that the exclusion of Head Start from
eligibility of Section 13 funds was intended by the Congress?
Mr. LYNG. I will ask Mr. Rorex to respond to that.
Senator KENNEDY. Fine.
DEPARTMENT DECISION ON HEAD START EXCLUSION

Mr. ROREX. Senator. atthe time Section 13 of the National School
Lunch Act went on the books as an amendment to the National School

Lunch Act. Head Start was an ongoing pmgram at that time. They
had a very good budget. each Head Start had a nutritional food assistance component already included in the budget. Section 13 was
put on the books as a pilot program with a very small budget. and nt
the time that the next budget was presented there were meetings between the officials of the two agencies and the OMB and it was decided that Head Start or 0E0 would continue to request funding for
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the ongoing Head Start program, and Section 13 funds would be for
those child care centers that were not Head Start and had no food
assistance.

That is not necessarily the legislative history that I am quoting,
but that was the background that led to the continued separate funding of the two programs.
Senator KENNEDY. Where in the legislation do you see that, could
you tell us?

Mr. LYNG. I don't believe. Senator. that it is in the legislation. It
was actually done in the appropriations actions.
Senator KENNEDY. What do you follow, the law, or the appropriations? I mean, what governs? As a member of two authorizing committees. do we have any function up here?
Mr. LYNO. Of course. In this particular case, both agencies ap-

parently had authority for carrying out the food programs under

Head Start. Inasmuch as OEO had that authority and had the budget.
we in the Department of Agriculture allowed them to continue the
program.
Senator KENNEDY. Didn't HEW agree not to apply for the USDA
funds in 1969 for Head Start?
Mr. LT:co. I think it was OEO.
Senator KEN NMY. Could you comment on that?

Mr. ROREX. It was OEO at that time, Senator. but they did agree
not to apply because their program was already funded.
Senator ICEN:crior. Then what happened? What was the policy of
the USDA then? As I understand, they declared all the Head Starts

ineligible.
Mr. ROREX. The policy of the USDA was to direct Section 13 funds
to child care centers which had no nutritional component funding from

any other source. That continued until we had the meeting with the
OEO people in November of 1969 when their funds began to run
short, and we reached the administrative agreement that OEO would
.continue to request budgets for and fund ongoing Head Start programs and new ones could and would apply to USDA.
Senator KENNEDY. Isn't that different from making them ineligible

for the funds?

Mr. LYNG. It was a change.
Mr. &MEX. It was a change, yes.
MANY FINDS ELIMINATED FROM NEEDY CHILDREN PROGRAMS

Senator KENNEDY. What was the result of the change? As a result of
the change, there were a lot of funds that didn't go into programs for
needy children.
Mr. ROREX. Senator, the result of the change was that OEO continued

to fund the ongoing Head Start programs that they had and they
continued to have a nutritional program.

USDA used available funds for non-Head Start programs which
had no other Federal assistance for their nutritional programs, and the
funds have been pretty much used up to the level of the authorized
appropriation.
Senator KENNEDY. Have you reviewed or had the opportunity to review Congressman Vanik's testimony, as the author of the legislation,
as to what he intended? Does that carry any weight?
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Mr. ROREX. Yes, sir; I have read Congressman Vaniles testimony,
and it does carry weight. The testimony did not indicate that Congressman Vanik wanted the Section 13 money to replace Head Start

support for nutritional assistance. Therefore, the administrative agree-

ment that they would continue with the ongoing program and we

would consider the child care centers who had no nutritional funding
at that time was reached.
Senator KENNEDY. Given your interpretation of the authority, you
must be aware that there are scores of Head Start programs anxious
to receive funds under Section 13, are there not ?
Mr. ROREX. I am aware there are several programs that have reported not receiving funds under Section 13.
Senator KENNEDY. Or that they desire to receive funds?
Mr. ROREX. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. How do you respond to that? What do you do

about that?
Mr. ROREX. The way we respond to that, Senator, is to point out the
authorizing legislation and the positioning of the funds and the apportionment formula on a State basis; that some States, based on the
level of program operations, are short of funds and others have excess
funds; and we expect to try to recapture some of the unneeded funds
from the long States and get them to the short States as early in the

year as we can. We do that usually in the beginning of the fourth
quarter of the year; and we have done it this year. We try to make
maximum use of the funds available under the existing legislation.
Senator IcssNEDy. Then is it the congressional, or the fault of

Congress, for some way drafting legislation that prohibits funds from
going into the areas of the greatest need, or what?
Mr. LYNG. Senator, this has been a very fast changing program and
an expanding program, and as many of our food programs were, they
wee, grant-in-aid funds to the States on a formula allocation basis.
Once allocated, it becomes difficult for us .to reallocate to those States
where the program is expanding, or to get the money back from those
States where they are not using it.
More recently, in this last year, we have changed the School Lunch
Program, a much larger program, into a performance basis, an output
basis, rather than on a State allotment basis.
Tills, perhaps, would be an approach that would permit its use in
both of these programs. On the 7th of June, we reviewed all the non-

school feeding areasI reported this on June 7and presented to
Congress our recommendations as to legislation to continue it, because
it is apparent that legislation is essential. The authority runs out next

year anyway.

DEPARTMENT RULE CRATED INELIGIBILITY

Senator KENNEDY. Congressman Vanik testified yesterday, "As I
state in the beginning of my testimony, Section 13 was specifically
designed to use the expertness and resources of the Department of
Agriculture to help make programs like Head Start a success. Yet
against the direct will of Congr,ss on November 12, 1969, the Department of Agriculture issued a ruling declaring that Head Start programs not funded before November 1 are ineligi1" ,1 to participate in
Section 13." That is what he says in his statement. What does that
mean to you?
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Mr. LYNG. As I understand and recall it, at that time OEO had
about $40 million in their budget for funding the feeding programs of
the Head Starts. We had in our total nonschool feeding program about
$5 million that year. It made good sense for us to restrict the use of
that $5 million to see that it was not a movement away from the OEO
appropriation toward ours.
But in contrast to what you have just read, we did offer considerable technical assistance to Head Start people, and expertise, even
though we did not fund the programs.
Senator KENNEDY. Has HEW ever approached the USDA about
having Head Start feeding assumed under Section 13?
Mr. LYNG. They haven t talked to me about it. Perhaps they have
with Mr. Rorex.
Mr. ROREX. Yes, sir; Senator, we have been approached by the OCD
people to take over the funding of Head Start, but no offer to transfer
any of the funds that are now being used for nutrition support in Head
Start programs to the Department.
Senator KnxIcEnr. Did you agree at that meeting to write them into
the regulations? Rather, into the budget request for 1973?
Mr. ROREX. Representatives of the agency, with me rit that meetino..

agreed to see what could be done about including Head Start in

future budgets of the Department; * and, at my level, that was started
and when it reached the final level it was still not in the agency Ludget,
but was continued in OCD's budget.
Senator KENNEDY. When it reached what level ?

Mr. ROREX. When it reached higher levels; that is, OMB and the
Secretary's level.
Senator KENNEDY. You mean OMB struck that down?
Mr. ROREX. I would have to let someone else answer that. Senator.
Senator Knxxnny.. But it was requested. Just because we don't want
to put you in a spot, we had the testimony this was agreed on. and we
find OMB doing it to us all the time. It doesn't make us any happier.
So we want to try and find out where the problem is. but as I understand it, you included it in your recommendation. Am I correct in

that?

"EXCLUDE" DECISION MADE AT HIGHER LEVEL

Mr. ROREX. When the budget material left my level, it had two
figures, one including Head Start and one not including Head Start,
and the decision was made at a higher level to delete the Head Start
request.
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Lyng. could you tell us at all about that?

Mr. LYNG. I guess I am a higher level, Senator, but I don't recall
participating in that decision.
Senator KENNEDY. Where did it go? Did it get lost some place between you two?
Mr. LYNG. I am afraid my memory fails me if I was involved in it.

Whether it was done at the departmental level or done at the OMB,
I simply don't know.
Senator KENNEDY. If it had been drawn to your attention, would
you have supported it?
See Appendix, p. 758.
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Mr. LYNG. I really would want to look into it even more today to
determine that. I am not just as familiar with this whole question of

Head Start funding as I might be. I have great respect for Mr.
Rorex's expertise. If lie believes that it should be funded by the Department of Agriculture, I would be inclined, generally, to go along
with his recommendation.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, are you going to look into that now?
Mr. LYNG. Yes.

Senator KENNEDY. Would you write to our chairman, and I will
make the request on behalf of the chairman, so we find out what your
determination is?
Mr. LYNG. Fine.
Regarding this request, no information was supplied.

Senator KENNEDY. Is the Department of Agriculture aware of the
need and the request for additional funds for year-round Section 13
programs other than Head Start?
Mr. LYNG. Yes.

Senator KENNEDY. What can you tell us about that? How big is the

need? What have you been impressed by and how strongly do you
feel about the need? Tell us about that.
Mr. LYNG. I don't have the figures on the growth in these programs
before me.
Senator KENNEDY. The estimate has been that the programs have
doubled, as a round figure.
Mr. LYNG. We have expanded our budget on this. I gave some figures

on that both in my testimony of last week and again today. As we
look ahead to fiscal 1973, there is a further expansion in the President's budget, as I recall, but not as great as it has been.
Senator KENNEDY. As I understand it, there is no expansion for
Section 13. Do you know if there is?
Mr. LYNG. Referring to the total ?
Senator KENNEDY. Referring to Section 13.

Mr. ROREX. The answer is that there is an expansion in the total
Section 13 program.
Senator KENNEDY. Isn't that the Summer Lunch Program?
Mr. ROREX. The great proportion of that is for the summer feeding
program.
Senator KENNEDY. What about the rest of the year?
ANTICIPATES 40-PERCENT INCREASE FOR SUMMER LUNCH

Mr. ROREX. The funds we have in the carryover from this year's
funds and the budget request for next year, we anticipate we have
enough funds for about a 40-percent increase over this year's operations.
Senator KENNEDY. Those carry-overs. As one who has just served
about 10 years in the Senate under both Democrats and Republicans,
to me, it is really one of the most sinister aspects of the whole legisla-

tive processbecause we see the carryovers are used. You rarely get it
when it comes to DOD or any of the other programs, but we get carryovers. We see the fact that the administrations, and I include that of
my own party as well as the present, that they discourage applications,
reduce the kinds of requests and sort of dampen all of this down. Then
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we are put in the perplexing position of hearing, you know, the cry of
people who are working in these programs for increased demands. Just
yesterday we heard from the directors of both the New York programs

and my own State of Massachusetts, and Congressman Vanikwho
included in his testimony the responses of some 19 different States

which are seeking additional funds. He indicated thatI think, if
you have reviewed that testimonythey thought a doubling would be
a reasonable expectation to be able to cope with the problem.

I would think that, given the kind of urgency that the President has

talked about on this programhis statements and commentsgiven

the fact that this program, unlike many others, has the infrastructure
of bills and the reviews made, and when they made those applications
in terms of total needs of hungry children, that we could do better than
the 40 percent just for summer programs.
As I say, just the request for the increase for the summer months is
not really for the ether programs. The year-round programs remain
frozen.

This is only a statement of mine, you don't have to comment on it

unless you would like to; however, I wish you would.

Mr. LYNG. Senator, I would comment that we have expanded this
program rather substantially. It is still one that needs to be kept in the
context of the total effort that is being made in terms of providing nutritional resources to needy families.
We have been talking a good deal earlier this morning about food
stamps, our major program in terms of the need. This is a program

that has expanded very rapidlyand will in the next yearand has

gone up tenfold in the 4 years we have been here.
At the same. time, our commodity program has remained almost con-

stant with total participation in families reaching record heights by
far over anything that had ever been done before.

With the child nutrition program also focusing heavily on the

School Lunch Program and over $1 billion in Federal funds moving
over to that program and feeding more needy children than ever, I
don't think we can be accused of being derelict in taking care of needy
children.
These specialized nonschool feeding programs are important and
we have been expanding them; but it is a relatively minor part of the
total over-$4 billion budget in this area.
tt . .

THE Porn- r or UNMET NEED"

Senator KENNEDY. I think we can obviously commend the expansion of the program. I suppose what we are looking at is perhaps at a
somewhat different level. Maybe at one point you are looking at the
very sizable expansion that has been achieved over the past 4 years,
and I think you are to be commended for it. I suppose we are looking
at it from the point of unmet need, which I think has been dramatized
and I think we have all been made aware of more particularly in the
recent years. I know it is almost like a bottomless pit, the more that
you get into these prooTams, the more that von are finding out about
the need for them. I think correspondingly the more important ques-

tion of the programs, really, is what they are going to do for the
children.
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The problem that many of us have is that when we see through
the administrative bureaucracy we find returns of these funds, and
the failure to really have the kind of expansion that is needed for the

programs. It is very frustrating.

Congressman Vanik said States indicated they had money, but only
because they had been instructed by the Department to limit the acceptance of applications. Do you know anything about that?
Mr. ROREX. I think what Congressman Vanik was referring to was
the short States that had applications on hand. But, through the process of the apportionment formula, the funds we were able to direct to
them were not sufficient to carry ongoing programs for the entire year.
This is a supposition. I do not know just exactly to what he was
referring.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you know whether States were told they were
going to get more money? We were told to the contrary, that they
weren't going to get more.
Mr. ROREX. All States were told the available money would be apportioned under the apportionment. formula for the year-round programs after the summer programs had been funded with the specially
appropriated funds; that that was the level of expenditure that could

be carried nationwide ; and. that the long States would be expected
to release some if they had it toward the end of the yearto carry the
program through the year.

Senator KENNEDY. Could you find out whether the reffional offices
instructed the States not to accept any more applications? Could you

let us know that?
Mr. ROREX. I will supply that for the record.

(The USDA furnished the following:)
FROM THE 'USDA

Instructions issued to States by Regional FNS offices were consistent with the
above-described funding situation. In a total of 34 States, the fiscal year 1972
funds available for the year-round phase of the Special Food Service Program
were not sufficient to permit these States to expand their year-round activities,
and in some cases the funds were not sufficient to financefor the full 1972 fiscal
yearthe annual rate of expenditure the States had achieved by the Spring of
1971. These "short" States were told that FNS would be able to reposition funds
among the States later on in the 1972 fiscal year in a manner that would assure
them sufficient 1972 funds to maintain their spring 1971 expenditure rate. These
States, therefore, were operating under a no-expansion policy in fiscal 1972.
(Italics added.)

Senator KENNEDY. Could you tell us what the monthly spending rate
for the nart of the $20.775 million program was?
Mr. LYNG. Senator, I wonder if I might beg your forgiveness and
leave, and I will ask my deputy, Mr. Olsson, to take over for me, if he
can be of any assistance.
Senator KENNEDY. I only have several more questions. You have

indicated to us that you had an appointment and it has been our

schedule here with the voting. But I will have you out in about 6 or 7
minutes, if that is all right.
Mr. LYNG. Fine.
Mr. ROREX. Would you repeat that question ?

Senator KENNEDY. Yes. about the monthly spending rate for the
$20.755 million. What has been the spending rate?
Mr. ROREX. What has been the expenditure rate?
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Senator KENNEDY. Yes, per month.

Mr. ROREX. Based on this year, it looks like it would be about $1.2
million.
Senator KENNEDY. What will that come out to for a year?. It will
come out to about $14.4 million.
Mr. ROREX. I am a little bit low there. Our projections are a little
over $16 million.
Senator KENNEDY. What is going to happen to the rest? At $1.2 mil-

lion per month you come out at $14.4 million for the year. But you
have $20.7 million. Are we going to hear that the rest of that money
is not going to be used?

Mr. LYNG. Senator, I don't have it before me, but it was explained

in detail in the testimony that I gave on the seventh. If it isn't adequate to satisfy the question to the staff, we would he happy to try to
answer.
WANT EXPENDITURE ASSURANCES

Senator KENNEDY. You see the point we are trying to drive at, Mr.
Lyng. As I understand it, the monthly expenditure level is at $1.2 million, and projected over the year it would be approximately $14 million. You have $20.7 million to expend, and we want assurances from
you about the expenditures.
Mr. LYNG. I think we pointed out there would be so much left over.
Simply because under the statutory formula there are some States that

just don't use the money. We have tried to reallocate that; but then

are problems, and there will be some left ove .. That will be used, then,
in the summer feeding program.
The Vanik law has a special carryover provision which is unique,
really, among Department of Agriculture appropriations. We have a
period of some months beyond the end of the fiscal year to use these
funds.
Senator KENNEDY. It just seems to me that, given the rate of ex-

penditures, you are going to have a surplus which will be used to
fund the accelerated program for the summer. But, you are really taking it out of one mouth to put it in another.
Mr. LYNG. This is the weakness, really, I think, or one weakness of
the statutory formula. which has some of this effect. We were having
the same kinds of trouble, as I pointed out earlier, with school lunches.
Senator KENNEDY. Tell me what you want for a formula ?

Mr. LYNG. I am not prepared today, Senator, to give you that.
Senator KENNEDY. When can you be prepared ?

I am a member of the Labor Committee, and we just passed a Nutri-

tion Program for the Elderly, and we considered the various State
formulas. There is some boilerplate language about no State getting
more than another. We have made progress in going to the members
and saying, "Let's put these funds where the elderly people are the
most hungry and the most needy." We passed that formula.
You can give us a formula to provide the greatest amount of nutritional aid to children in the most difficult circumstances. Then we can
try and do something about it. But it doesn't do us. much good if you
say, "Congressman, you have scrambled this program up because of
the formula. and that is the difficulty." But then you don't give us a
formula and tell us how we can do it better.
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Mr. LYNG. We intend to do that.
Senator KENNEDY. All right.
INSTEAD OF SUPPLYING THE FORMULA, AS DIRECTED, THE USDA PROVIDED THE
FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL COMMENT:

The formula now prescribed in Section 13 of the National School Lunch Act
covers the distribution of funds among the States and Territories for both the
year-round and special summer feeding phase of the Special Food Service Program. These two phases of the program have very different patterns of program
growth among the various States, and it is doubtful if a single statistical measure
can be developed that would be equally applicable to both phases of the program.
We, therefore, are exploring the advantages of separating both the appropriation authority and fund allocation formulas for each phase of the program. We
need to obtain information on actual obligations by States for the fiscal year
1972 year-round program, and for calendar year 1972 summer program before
we can make any Departmental recommendations on specific fund allocation
procedures.

Senator KENNEDY. Could you include that in the letter to the chairman?
Mr. LYNG. No, Senator, we would like to have more time than that
on this particular recommendation. We would also like to have the experience of this year's summer feeding program, because this is all
part of the same legislation, and we would propose that we would, early
in the next Congress, submit that.
Senator KENNEDY. What does that have to do with the formula?
Mr. LYNG. This is part of the legislation.
Senator KENNEDY. You have enough experience on how the formula

works. You don't really need anoiler summer program to figure that
out, do you? You see, I don't know what to tell the people in my State.
I say, "The formula isn't right," and they say, "Why don't you change

it?"

What am I going to say, "We have to go through another summer
feeding program to figure it out"?
Mr. LTieo. We think it would be helpful.
Senator KENNEDY. Why?

Mr. Lyxo. Well, these programs have been fast expanding, and

given
that
Senator KENNEDY. Excuse me. Why couldn't you get an interim for-

mula now. based upon 1970 figures? Why wouldn't that be better? The
current formula uses 1960 figures. It is badly out of date, and better
information is already available.
Mr. LYNG. I think what you are referring to now is an expansion

of the total funding as opposed to the concept of a formula. We just
don't think we know the answers to this.
Senator KENNEDY. Just one final area. then : This is a onestion of the
relationship of the $135 million that is available under Section 32.
under Public Law 92-32. Do you want to restate briefly your position on that?
INTERPRETS SECTION 32 FUNDS FOR SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM

Mr. LYNG. Yes; I had criticized earlier todaS the allegation contained in the committee's preliminary report which said that we had
$135 million available from Section 32 funds.
Actually, it is our interpretation that, this was provided to add sup-

port to the School Lunch Program, and in the same legislation it
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limited the authorization for appropriations to nonschool
feeding to
$32 million.
In a separate law, P.L. 92-35, there was an additional $17 million
made available which made the $49 million that I referred to in my
testimony. This was confirmed in the Senate Appropriations Committee report of July 14, 1971, which also specified $49 million for
nonschool feeding, $15.9 million of that specifically for year-round
programsand this is the way we interpret the total legislative package. It was not our understanding that the $135 million related specifically in any way to the nonschool feeding programs.
Senator KENNEDY. You don't believe the provision of the act making
$100 million available for this act, plus $35 million from the year
before? Well, Section 13 is in this act, and Section 15 of P.L. 92-32
contains the authorization. It says :
Not to exceed $100 million in funds from such Section 82 to carry out the provisions of this act relating to the service of free and reduced-price meals to needy

children in schools and service institutions.

You don't think that gives you the authority?

Mr. LYNG. That would describe the School Lunch Program, Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. What is "service institutions"? The law reads:
. . . The term "service institutions" means private, nonprofit institutions
or
public institutions, such as child day-care centers, settlement houses, or recreation centers . . . .

Mr. LYNG. It includes them, too, but it is not specifically focused
upon the nonschool feeding program.
Senator KENNEDY. So you would agree that "service institutions"
means day care and other non-school programs made eligible under
Section 13. But you want us to ;Jelieve there is anyone in the Congress
who would complain to you that you have exceeded your legislative

authority if you provided the funds authorized under this act, and
got the food on out into those day care and preschool programs? Do

you really think anyone would complain about it?
Mr. LYNG. I suspect that some members of the Appropriations Committee would complain unless we were to more clearly define these.

As I pointed out, in the Senate Appropriations report, it provided
$49 million in nonschool feeding programs.

Senator KENNEDY. So we are saying that, because of your fear

about the Appropriations Committee on this, even though it is quite

clear in terms of the authorization

Mr. LYNG. I am not suggesting that there was any desire on our
part to do this, or reluctance on our part to do it for fear of the Congress. I thought that we had communications with the Congress on
the budgeted amount for fiscal 1972. We do have to have some sort of
fiscal responsibility in terms of working with the Appropriations
Committees and planning budgets for
INTERPRETATION OF AUTHORIZATION DISPUTED

Senator KENNEDY. Excuse me. When we pass the authorization and

appropriations, we think it is going to do the job. Then you don't
because you think you haven't the authority, even though--as I understand from the staffthat this is a standing authority.
Mr. LYNG. We disagree with the staff in terms of their interpretations.
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Senator KENNEDY. Our legislative council is better than yours.

[Laughter.]
Mr. LYNO. Senator, I would like to quote from the report of the
Committee on Appropriations. It says:
The committee has carefully considered the needs for the nonschool food

programs, especially the Summer Child Feeding Program. The Department has

announced that $33.1 million is being made available for the summer program this year. While this bill carries a total of $82 million specifically for this
overall purpose, the bill makes possible a total nonschool program of approximately $49 million, as follows

and then it lists it. It seems to us that this is quite clear as the intent
of the Appropriations Committee. This is on page 49 of the report 2
of July 14,1971.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, it certainly seems to me that the legislative

authority and the standing authority is sufficient under this. Quite
clearly, the author of the legislation, and those who have been the
most active and interested in it believe it to be I think, quite frankly,

in your pursuit ofmaybe it is fiscal responsibilitythat you are

putting a stricture and a restriction on the legislation which is unwarranted. The point which I think is most distressing to me is that
you say that you are limited by this authority and you are linwilling
to give us a recommendation on how to do the job better. Moreover,
you have failed to request the authority you seem to think you need,
to meet the expanded need that you conceded earlier exists.
Mr. LYNO. We will give recommendations, Senator. If we have any

disagreement on this at this point, it is a question of timing. I simply
said I couldn't be prepared to do it. as a part of the testimony in this
hearing.
Senator KENNEDY. I have a comment, a brief comment, of Senator
Cranston that reflects, I think, probably the sense of frustration that
many of us on this committee feel about the continued need for these
programs and the general inadequacy of the response. I think it goes
ir all of us in the Congress and the Exegutive, to really meet the

eroblem. He said it extremely well and eloquently here and takes
issue with, as I am sure you are aware from the earlier part of the
hearing, with your statement, and I would like to make it a part of
the record, and will.
(Senator Cranston's statement follows:)
I want to add just a brief, final comment. In his prepared statement, Mr. Lyng
expressed the view of the Department of Agriculture that, ". . . we have substantially completed the job we set out to do. The gap is closed."

Without wishing to be argumentative, I am reluctant to simply let that assertion stand.
The question of how far we have come in closing the hunger gap is a lot like
describing half a glass of water. The Department of Agriculture looked at the

ens and told us today that it is (half) full. But to the poor who must depend
on what is in that glass, it remains half empty. We have heard why the USDA

feels the job is done. I want to mention a few of the reasons why America's poor
might not agree.
Close to half the poor do not get either food stamps or donated surplus foods.
18,000 schools have no cafeteria equipment, and therefore no school lunch
program.

5 million poor school children still fail to receive a free or reduced price
lunch.
1 See Part 3A. Appendix 1, p. 582.
1 See Appendix, p. 755.
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FOOD HELP FOR MIGRANTS
The U.S. Department of Agriculture can help meet the food needs of migrant
workers.
to provide nutritious food for migrant children, USDA's Food and Nutrition
Service offers:
o
o
o

o
o

National School Lunch Program
School Breakfast Program
Special Food Service Program for Children
Special Milk Program
Non-food Assistance Program

FNS also offers these food programs for low-income needy families:
o
o

Food Scamp Program
Commodity Distribution Program

Here are the details of the programs available:

CHILD NUTRITION PROGRAMS
National School Lunch Program -- Provides Federal cash and comaodity
assistance to schools agreeing to operate a nonprofit lunch program,
serve a Type-A lunch, and provide lunches free or at a reduced price to
needy children. Migrant children enrolled in participating schools
during the regular school term can receive nutritious Type-A lunches
that furnish one-third of the child's daily nutritive requirements..
School lunch program benefits arc also available to children attending
special migrant schools enrolled in the program.
School Breakfast Program
Helps provide needy children, or those
who have traveled a long distance to school, with a nutritious breakfast.
Termed up with school lunches, school breakfasts provide the children
a larger share of their nutritive needs--thereby promoting their health,
and their ability to learn.
Federal cash and commodity assistance is available to schools which
operate a breakfast program. Meals are served at a nominal charge,
usually S or 10 cents, or free to needy children.

United States Department of Agriculture- Food and Nutrition Service- April 1971
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Special Food Service Program for Children -- Helps States and local
sponsoring agencies to develop food service programs for migrant children in
public and nonprofit private institutions, such as day-care centers,
settlement houses and recreatieual centers.
The program helps meet the
nutritional needs of children from low-income areas, or areas where many of
the mothers work. Cash and foods are available to provide nutritious food
service at breakfast, lunch, supper and between-meal snacks.

Special Milk Program -- Encourages the consumption of fluid whole milk
by children. All public and nonprofit private schools and nonprofit
institutions, such as child-care centers, settlement houses and summer
camps (other than those in the Special Food Service Program for Children)
may participate.
Non-food Assistance Program -- Reimbursement of up to 75 percent is
available to cover the cost of equipment (other than land or buildings)
purchased to establish, maintain, or expand school food service programs.
Tht remainder of the funds must coma from State or local sources.
This
prosram helps o:dEr schools, or those in low-income areas--where food
service facilities and equipment are inadequate or nonexistent. This
pro4ram can be & real help to persons who want to establish or expand a
food service program for migrants' children.

For further information on the USDA child nutrition programs, contact the
appropriate State education agency. State education agencies do not
administer the programs in s.l States, but they will refer inquiries to
tne proper agency.

FAMILY FOOD ASSISTANCE PROGUNS
In addition to these chile-feeding programs, FNS has the following
programs to help migrant tam.lies:

Food Stamp Program -- Federal food stamps significantly boost the food
buying power of participants.
These stamps are provided at a low cost to
eligible families. bonus scamps are given participants, so every family
has enough to purchase the Department's economy level diet.
Commodity Distribution Program -- Provides fot the direct donation of
foods for needy families. If distributed and used at recometc.ded rates, the
foods can meet virtually all of a family's minimum daily nutritional
requirements.

One or the other of these food programs is available to needy people in
family units in almost every county and city in the country. Families in need
of food assistance guy get in touch with their local welfare department.
OTHER MIGRANT PROGRAMS
Federal assistance is available from the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare Migrant Programs for goods awl services related to food services
for children of migrants from Title I funds authorized by the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
Information on MEW programs and assistance is available from Title I
coordinators at State educational agencies in the 50 States.
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foods. Elderly persons particularly may welcome this
opportunity to buy food according to their health needs.

receiving public assistance, and persons who are unem
ployed.
With food stamps, persons can purchase a variety of

persons working for low wages. living on pensicis,

worth of stamps. and pay front $0 to $22.
AMong those eligible to participato in the program are

would pay from $0 to $40 -to receive the $60 stamp
allotment. A one person household may receive $32

worth of stamps a month with which to buy food.
Depending on their income and other factors, they

Operating :n over 2,000 areas, the Food Stamp Pro
gram helps people buy more food by giving them cow
pons worth more than the purchase price. The amount
of stamps each household receives depends on income
and family size. The very poor may receive stamps free.
As of April 1972. an elderly couple may receive $60

FOOD STAMPS

15 million persons benefiting from these programs,
about 2.5 million are 65 years or older

programs.
This assistance, either through the Food Stamp or the
Food Distribution Program, is available in virtually
every county and independent city. Of 0 °approximately

proxies.

the food, and adult volunteers to act as recipients'

program uses student and other volunteers to deliver

Fulton, Missouri; Bowling Green, Kentucky; Wilmington,
Delaware; McKinney, Texas; Attleboro, Massachusetts;
and San Bernardino, Californiato name just a few. The

shutin needy with nutritious donated commodities in

Eligible senior citizens unable to pick up their monthly
allotment of donated foods because of poor health or
no transportation
can have their foods home
delivered through USDA's Drive to Serve Program. A
rapidly expanding program. Drive to Serve reaches the

DRIVE TO SERVE

USDAclonated foods are also distributed through State
agencies to nonprofit institutions serving needy persons.
Many hospitals. nursing homes, and homes for the aged
use donated foods in meals served to their patients.
Eligibility to participate in the Food Distribution Pro
gram is based on income standards established by each
State and approved by the Food and Nutrition Service.

Besides being distributed to lowincome groups.

among the staples given to families. The list has been
expanded to include foods rich in protein, vitamins. and
minerals to meet a person's nutrient requirements.

and other cereal products, butter or margarine are

These donated foods currently have a retail value of
more than $16 per person per month and are equal to
similar storebought items. Canned meat, juices and
vegetables, cheese, peanut butter, nonfat dry milk, flour

In areas not receiving food stamps. individuals unable
to buy enough food may receive foods donated by USDA.

Among older people, poor nutrition is a common prob.
lem, frequently because of inadequate income.
To supplement their foodbuying power and that of
other lowincome groups, the U.S. Department of Agri.

culture administers two alternative food assistance

DONATED FOODS

FOOD AID FOR THE ELDERLY

FROM JOHN R. KRAMER
A STATISTICAL OVERVIEW OF FOOD PROGRAM DEFICIENCIES

A. Who is served?

There were 25.9 million poor persons in the 1970 Census count :

44% or 11,461,000 of the poor received food stamps in April 1972.

13% or 3,300,000 received commodities.
43% or 11,100,000 got nothing.
B. What benefits do they receive?

Food stamps : The average bonus per person is 14.7 cents per meal or one
bottle of ketchup a day.

From January, 1970 through April, 1972 the consumer price index for food
consumed at home rose at a rate 500% greater than the rise in the food stamp
allotment, giving poor people even less food purchasing power.

Commodities : Less than 74% of the 37 pounds of food per person per month
supposedly available is actually delivered, guaranteeing that no recipient can get
more than three-fourths of needed vitamins, proteins and calories.
C. What has happened to food stamp appropriations?
Bonuses: Fiscal year 1972 funds available, $2,289,000,000; Fiscal year 1972
funds to be actually spent (USDA) est.), $1,875,000,000.
Returned to Treasury (18% of appropriation), $414,000,000.
Lost value per poor person, $3.13 per month.
Administrative costs : Fiscal year 1972 funds requestedeach, $70,000,000;
Fiscal year 1912 funds to be actually spent ( USDA est.), $90.000,000.
Cost overrun for bureaucracy (130% of appropriation), $30,000,000.

D. How satisfactory are participation rates?
Participation by Public Assistance RecipientsOnly 52% of welfare recipients
get food stamps. In 23 states less than 50% of welfare recipients participate.
Participation Decreases from April, 1971 to April 1972. In 16 states (Washington, Tennessee, Mississippi, Colorado, Alabama, Minnesota. Alaska, Iowa,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Connecticut, Nebraska, North Dakota, Wyoming, Massachusetts, and Maine) the number of food stamp recipients has declined during
the past year.
(703)
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CHART ON LACK OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
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South Carolina
South Dakota
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, _. - ,_

Percent
public
assistance
recipients on
food

125. 000

District of Columbia

Public
assistance

recipients on
food stamps,

425,000
75,000
L 531, 000
238,000
21.000
529.000
206.000
111.000
758.000
59,000

51

Al)
78,500
176.710

78
44
32

14 L 400

31,900
6,700
61L 200
86.206
57,100
17,400
95,300
257,300

73
25
78
46

52
19

162,900

43
68
5
74

14. 700
445, 200

76

4,000

4

70,600
102,900
92,600
12.600
28,600
(3) (3)
224,200
49 400
L 057, 300
70.500
5,900
453,000
(3)
54,070
454,600
58, 100

47

39
28
48
53
:

53

66
37
30

2f
S6

49

60
91c

122. 000

91.500

26.000
267,000
656.000
50.000
23.000
171.000
192.000
112.000

75

11, 700
125, 000

45
47

141,600

22
70
59
38
73

35.000
13,600
65.300

1 4 9 . 0000
00

140.000
125,200
65, 700

9, 000

5.300

44
59

13, 823, 000

7,176, 800

52

(4)

I Baud on Public Assistance Statistics, Macomber 1971, DHEW National Center for Social Statistics Report
a Based on Food Stamp Program Statistical Summary of Operations. April 1972 USDA food and Nutrition

A-2 (December 1971) (excludes general assistance).
Service.

a Not mailable.
4 Unknown-
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FROM ARTHUR SCHIFF
SECRETARY Buz TANYA ACTION To GUARD AGAINST Loss or FOOD STAMP BENINTTS

Washington, Jan. 16Secretary of Agriculture Earl L. Butz announced today
that he his or..ered actions to ensure that no eligible participants in the Food

Stamp Program will lose benefits as a result of new regulations that are now being
implemented by the States.
The Secretary said he had taken this action after consulting with Governors of
several States now in the process of implementing the new regulations.
"The Governors asked me to review the impact of the new regulations on the
people in their States," Secretary Butz said. "I have determined that the changes

being ordered today are necessary to prevent any hardship to food stamp
participants."
These new regulations are necessary to implement basic reforms in the food
stamp program, supported by the Administration and enacted by the Congress in
January 1971. These reforms bring the food i.tlinip program into closer conformity
with the Administration's overall income strategy and increase benefits to the
neediest participants by :
establishing uniform national eligibility standards,
ensuring an allotment for every family sufficient to purchase a nutritionally
adequate diet at a cost no more than SO percent of recipient's income and free to
those with the least income,

requiring employable recipients to register for work.
"I have ordered the Food and Nutrition Servicethe agency which administers
the food stamp programto modify the regulations so that the benefits available
to each household are as high or higher than they were under the old regulations,"
the Secretary said.
The Secretary stressed that modifications to the income standards will allow
all households who meet other eligibility requirements to continue their participation In the program.
Secretary Butz said that he will continue to make available to any State that
desires it, technical assistance to minimize any dinculty related to implementing
the new regulations.

"These changes will be effective in all States," the Secretary said. "Our goal
remains the sameto have a national program with equitable benefits in every
State.
"While benefits paid are exp?.cod to increase as a result of these modifications

to the regulations, the funds alre:dy appropriated by the Congress should be
sufficient to cover total progr. m costs in &cal year 1972," Secretary Butz
concluded.
(705)

REPORT SUBMITTED BY DR. RICHARD BYERLY
LETTER TO SENATOR HUGHES FROM DES MOINES AREA MANPOWER COUNCIL

Jura 1, 1972.
DEAR SENATOR gnome: The Des Moines Area Manpower Council (an eight

county co-ordinating council serving central Iowa), was recently confronted
with the effects of the amended regulations concerning the Food Stamp Program administered by the United States Department of Agriculture.

Our principal concern focuses on the loss of educational incentive of Manpower program-enrollees who are students participating in employment programs with WIN, CEP, Veteran educational programs, etc. It is with regard to
these clients that the Manpower Council is acting.

WIN participants in Polk County are finding it extremely difficult to continue tneir training with any part of their WIN benefits cancelled out by the
increase in Food Stamp purchase price. Actually the loss of funds ranges roughly
from $6.00 to $46.00.

WIN benefits do include Day Care for the participant's children paid directly
to the sitter or day care center by vendor payment, other vendor payments to
the school or training facility, to the book store or equipment source. However,
the only WIN benefit that comes to the individual in cash is the $74.00 intended
to cover the daily expenses of transportation to and from school (usually dropping children off at the day care facility), lunches at school, pencils, paper, and
other school supplies, and the better clothing she necessarily wears to attend
school or work (as opposed to a worn T-shirt and jeans acceptable to the children if she were staying at home). For the family of three it brines the cost to
$70.00 with a bonus of $18.00 for a total of $88.00 face value of food stamps.
See the comparative cost exhibit attached.

For a family of four, it brings the cost to $74.00 for a total of $108.00 food

stamps with a bonus of $84.00 as compared with a cost of $59.00 for like amount
under the original regulations, See the comparative cost exhibit attached.
But the actuality is worse yet. Although one section of the February 2 regula-

tions reads "These items shall not be considered as income . , . any benefits
that are received in money, e.g. the free use of a house," all vendor payments
are being counted as income putting nearly all WIN people at a false income
level and forcing them to pay the top purchase price for Food Stamps, Many
are being forced to drop out of school and abandon their efforts to go off the
welfare rolls and become taxpayers.

WIN enrollees are not taking this sitting down they have written to their

congressmen and senators, three of their letters to the editor have been printed
in the Des Moines Register, and they had a permit to march to the Capitol on
Saturday, April 22. They have enlisted friends, teachers and professors in a
letter-writing campaign. It is honed that members of VARNA '"1" torn in en
effort to have the December 28, 1971, amendment repealed, and the Department
of Agriculture regulations of February 2, 1972, altered to remove these punitive
measures. WIN people are also including in their goal removal of regulations
that are hampering the educational efforts of their fellow students under other

Federal programs such as MDTA, GI Bill of Rights and various loans and
grants. They also wish to see the income tax regulation removed, as it :Ruses
undue hardship to young families by making them ineligible for Food Stamps.
They a:so reinice that a court decision on April 10, 1972, cancelled the Fond
Stamp ruling of ineligible unrelated persons residing in the same household.
It gives tI-em hope that justice will prevail when their awn canoe reaches the
courts as their Legal Aid advisors assure them it will. Administrative actions
have failed to adjust their additional hardship for manpower program enrollees.
(706)
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We have completed a survey which enables us to determine the cost of administration of the Food Stamp Act applying both the original Act and the Amendments. The results are as follows for Des Moines and Polk County

Before

1. Employees to administer
2. Applications processed daily..
3. Time la{ for clients to obtain stamps
4. Extra pubtime help:
( a) Number
(b) Cost

After

7

7

90
00-10

40-50

0
0

3
3 $2.000

0 2 -3

Da.
Weeysks.

3 Per month.

We have a very successful WIN program in the State of Iowa which shows
that the current enrollee total is 331 as of May 1, 1972 for Polk County and
Area XI. The state wide active enrollment is 1382, therefore, the Des Moines
and Polk County area serves approximately 23.95 percent of total active WIN
enrollment. Approximately 33 percent of our WIN clients are engaged in college
training programs whose food stamp bonus is affected by the new regulations.

Attached are actual cases of the computation of Food Stamp for ADC WIN

partIcimmts under the original act and the new regulations as well as projection
of the effect on the economic community if these students do not complete their
training programs. The State of Iowa has been considered very successful with
our program holding the first place in the tuition.
The manpower programs and related persons qualified us food stamp participants: have been surveyed for our area. The total recipients of food stamps is
comprised of approximately 44 percent manpower clients and veterans totaling
879 5 for the active program of April 30, 1972.

Even though the unemployment rote has increased during the first part of
1972, the persons actually participating in this food stamp program have decreased. It is indicated that lack of participation may be due to the new intflrKehl UM: of the Food Stamp Rule.
The attachments are enclosed to provide:

Item No. 1.Computation of the number of Manpower programs participants

and related social welfare programs provides a reasonable estimate of the

number of known persons who could be affected by the new interpretation of
the Food Stamp Regulations. The families of these persons counted will further
increase the number of persons affected with less nutrition and food needs.
Item, No. 25.Actual case for a WIN-client-mother of three children. It exemplifies the loss of tax dollars and income for Polk County and vicinity of Des
Moines if a WIN enrollee chooses to quit the program because of food needs
for family.
Item No. 3.An abbreviated hypothetical case to illustrate the loss of stamp
purchase for M WIN enrollee with children and normal increased cost while in
school.

Item No. 4.An actual case study to show the gross economic loss for a WIN
Item No. 5.A two part exhibit which illustrates controlled expense to reflect
the net loss of purchase power for food stamps relating to a family of three or
four, respectively.
Item No. 6.Data for Polk County Food cost and number of recipients benefiting from the programs for the period beginning 1-1-69 through April of 1972.
Both cost and number of recipients increased at a traceable rate but declined
client if a special education teacher choose to quit.

with the inception of the new rules.

Item No. 7.An interpretation a the new regulations currently used by the
administering agent, Polk County welfare department to : (1) determine and
adjust income and (2) prohibit the dependents of persons who have reeked food
stamps from securitystamps if claimed on prior year return of parents.

'tem No. 8.A

of persons who received a copy of this letter.

1 In interpreting attachment 2. B, en though the courts have provided

that a WIN
recipient may secure a higher degree th in a bachelor, we be'leve this degree is more
realistic.
The income is projected with a hacheio. 's degree.

70-300-72pt. 3B--7

SUM MARY

We are cognizant that the new regulations have certainly strengthened many

aspects Of the program. For these points commendations are in order.

However, it is hoped that our comments will assist in devising procedures
which will allow for educational progression for clients. With these points in
mind we strongly urge:

1. That the regulations (91-671) as amended 2-1-72 be changed to eliminate
the inclusion from income those items which are termed education services such
as tuition, child care. etc.
2. The dependency regulation be omitted from the regulations as the fact that
a person is claimed for tax purposes in prior year is irrelevant if hunger exists
the following year.
We feel that the incentive for recipients will be restored and a greater number of these clients will become self-sufficient citizens, thereby eliminating their
names from the welfare payroll.
Respectively submitted,
MA[
Chairman, Des Moines MAPC/Des Moines Area AM Plt.

COMPUTATION OF NUMBER OF PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS
MANPOWER PROGRAM ENROLLEES USE OF FOOD STAMPS AS OF MAY 1, 1972 (POCK COUNTY AND 7 OTHER
COUNTIES)

Active
enrollment

1973

Program, agency

slot level

1972

(projected)

slot level

May
197211

Enrohens

receiving
food

stamps Remarks

NAB-JOBS 1970 NAB

188

121

293

293

CEPCity of Des Moines
New careersGO (DMPS for

675

400

301

301

700

174

174

WO

41

41

293

331

51

fiscal year 1973).
Des Moines skill center (MDTA)
DMACC.

750

OJTIowa State employment
service.

Will-ISIS

650

I.S. referrals-162, WIN-12.

319 Enrollees technically leave

the WIN program for
training. the 12 enrollees
not covered under WIN are
covered by skill center

while in training but
covered by Will after
completing training.
73

Job Corps ISIS
NYC and NYC II Greater

55

55

250

250

144

15
193

15
193

65
318

55
86

55
86

50
233

opportunities.
20

Operation mainstreamGO
OUP.CEP
Career opportunityDMPS

350

Chess (DMACC. Drake &
Grandview) Des area con-

sortium for higher education.

New her ions OM PS .......

_

Veteran's Administration
Des Moines Area Community
College

Emergency food and medicalGO
DRES

Total

Excess over slot level was
made possible because
many enrollees were
parttime.

Total year to date.

159

1.000

1.000

159

Open

Open

5.109

5.109 Alt 5,109 also receive Government pension.

1,624

1.624

121

121

778

8,806

Primarily commodities for
expectant mothers.
Only AOC mothers receiving
training from DRES.

8.795

I Some cf these totals are the active enrollment as of May I and the totals reflect enrollees that have servedsince the
beginning of the year.
Effects of food stamp program on manpower and manpower related programs: Total persons served by food stamps19,651: manpower program enrollees served by food stamps-8,795; percentage of food stamp recipients in manpower

programsapproximately 44 percent.
Key to Abbreviations: CEPConcentrated Employment Program; NABNational Alliance of Businessmen: JOBS
Jobs in the Business sector; GOGreater Opportunities Inc. (Community Action Project 0E0); OMPSDes Moines
PublicSchools; DMACC Des Moines Area Community College; OJTOn the Job Training; WINWork Incentive Program;
ISESIowa State Employment Service; NYCNeighborhood Youth Corps; OUPOccupational Upgrading Program:
CHESSConsortium for Higher Education and Special Services; ORESState of Iowa, Division of Rehabilitation and
Educational Services.
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COMPUTATION OF NUMBER OF PROGRAM PARTICIPANTSContinued
MANPOR ER PROGRAM ENROLLEES USE OF FOOD STAMPS AS OF MAY 1, 1972(POLK COUNTY AND 7 OTHER
COUNTIES)

TOTAL FAMILIES AND PERSONS SERVED BY FOOD STAMPS MAY 1, 1972
County
Polk
Boone

Families
4,417

Persons

184

617

250

805
443
736

15,588

Story
Warren
Marion

205

Madison
Jasper
Dallas

31

101

241
164

818
543

188

Total

5.680.

19,651

CORRESPONDENCE RELATED TO IOWA REPORT
DEPARTHENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF THE SEcRETAltY,

Don. Ilmamn F. Maims.

Washington, D.C., March- 29, 1972.

U.S. Senate.

DEAR SENATOR HUMID;: Secretary Butz has asked me to 'hank you for your
letter concerning the treatment of income received from. , e Work Incentive

Program under the revised regulations of the Food Stamp Program.

The Food Stamp Program is designed to increase food purchasing power
beyond the amount normally available to low-income families. Because of this,
the f: ifs actual purchasing power must be considered when determining the
purchase price of stamps. The fact remains that the WIN payment does increase
the family's ability to purchase food and, as you state, is partially intended to
purchase food. The payment must, therefore, be counted as income.
As a partial compensation for monies received in WIN type programs. our
new regulations were written to allow a deduction of 10 percent of the income
up to $30 to defray Costs incurred in traveling to and from the training site and
for other incidental expenses. Moreover, the Food Stamp Program allows deductions for expenses such as excessive shelter costs (including all utilities) and
medical and dental expenses of more than $10 a month when figuring the household's purchase price.
In the end. the primary question is one of fairness. If we allowed a total disregard of WIN bonuses, the households participating in this program would
receive benefits not available to other low-income families who are also participating in the Fend Stamp Program and trying to improve their existence.
If we can be of further assistance, please let us know.
Sincerely,

RICHARD LYNG,

Assistant Secretary.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE.

Mr. GEORGE SHOVE,

Washington, D.C., May 11,1972.

Director, Food Programs, Department of Social Services, Lucas State Office
Building, Des Moines, Iowa.

DEAR MIL SHOVE

: Secretary Butz has asked me to thank you for your April 13.
1972 letter which made specific comments with regard to the WIN Program and
its relationship to the Food Stamp Program.
Your letter correctly notes that there has been a change in the regulations
surrounding the handling of WIN income. Prior to this time the WIN incentive
payment and training allowance for Priority II training categories were disregarded. With the amending of the Food Stamp Act and the emphasis on nationwide eligibility standards it was felt that a change should be made which would
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equalize the treatment of low-income working families and recipients of public
assistance. It is now our intention to handle income, from whatever source. in
the same way for all participating households since similar size families have
similar food needs and if both families have similar purchasing power, they
should pay the same amount for stamps.

Within this framework. we specified what kinds of things increase a family's
purchasing power. Section 271.3. Part (c) (ii). of the regulations, to which you
refer in your letter, states that income which is not given in money is exempted.
What is meant are gratuities such as the free use of a house. gifts of clothing.
food and the like. Section 271.3, Part (2) (i) describes payments that are made
on behalf of a household by someone other than a household member. Payments

made for child care, tuition and mandatory fees fall into this category of

vendor payments. If. however. a service is provided with :t non-identifiable cost

for a particular household, then this should not be considered a payment on
behalf of the household.

Our new regulations provide a dedoction of ten percent. up to $30 per month
per household. of tnonies received from WIN as well as from a regular job. This
was done to allow for work or training-related expenses that a low-income family
might have.

Thus, a WIN family would be able to deduct ten percent of the total of its

WIN training allowance plus any vendor payments. This amount is then deducted
from the family's total income from all sources. Finally, the child care and tuition
expenses are deducted from this, in addition to any other allowable deductions.
We are particularly anxious that some of the difficulties experienced recently in

Iowa with regard to WIN and its relationship to the Food Stamp Program be
resolved. It is gratifying that tke WIN Program is so successful in the State
and we trust that the above explanation has clarified our policy on the treatment of such payments.
Sincerely,

HOWARD P. DAvis,

Deputy Administrator.
MAY 26, 1072.
Mr. GEORGE W. SHOVE,

Director. Food Programs. Department of Social Services, Lucas State Office
Building. Des Moines, Iowa.

DEAR MR. Snow:: Thank you for your letter and enclosure concerning the

operation of the food stamp program in Iowa.

I note that participation in the program dropped during the month of March
by over 5,000 individuals and a decline in total issuance of coupons by over

$35,000.00. Your summary, however, makes no analysis of what caused the decline. I would be interested to know whether the dkline was caused by an improvement in the economic well being of the individuals involved or whether the
new food stamp regulations caused persons to be dropped who formerly were

eligible.

Any information you can provide in this regard would be most helpful as Congress continues its oversight of the food stamp program.
With sincere best wishes,
HAROLD E. IlirGuEs.
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES,

IIon. IlAnoto B. Humus,

Des Moines, Iowa, May 10, 1972.

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
IhiAR SENATOR IImair.s: Attached is a monthly report of participation in the

Food Stamp Program in the State of Iowa. We would like to call your attention
to the amount of bonus stamps that are provided for participants in the State of
Iowa, which of course represents an amount of stamps furnished as the cost to
the Department of Agriculture only.
In the future we will continue to send these reports to you and perhaps without a cover letter unless there Is something in particular we may wish to call to
your attention.
Very truly yours,
GEORGE W. SHOVE,

Director, Food Programs.

.

m

FROM MRS. DOROTHY CAIN

As of May 30, 1972, there are 1,415 Iowa participants in the Work Incentive
Program (WIN).
Approximate cost of Government support of my family from June 1, 1972 through

April, 1988(Three childrenAges 8, 5, and 2)

Based on the premise that (1) A.D.C. grant, food stamp bonus (on pre-March 1,
1972 basis) and federal income tax rates remain at the present levels. (2) Each
child leaves home on his 18th birthday. (3) I commence working at a projected
income I° of $12,000 a year and never receive a salary increase. This schedule

excludes the cost of medical care and the cog of administration of the four
programs involved at present.
Aid to dependent children :
June 1, 1972 thru May, 1982, 120 months at $243.00
June 1, 1982 thru Nov., 1984, 30 months at 199.00
Dec. 1, 1984 thru April, 1988, 41 months at 151.00
Total

In dollars
$29, 160. 00

5, 970.00
6, 191. 00

41, 321.00

Food stamps (Bonus only) :
June 1, 1972 thru May, 1982, 120 months at $61.00
June 1, 1982 thrn Nov., 1984, 30 months at 42.00
Dee. 1, 1954 thru April, 1988, 41 months at 20.00

Total

7, 320.00
1, 260. 00

820.00
9 ,400.00

Actual moneys expended by WIN through Spring quarter, 1972:
Tuition
Books

Child care

Transportation allowance & incentive
Total

929.00
227. 38
2, 000.00
1, 554.00

4, 71C. 38

Income (1976-1988) :
1976 thru 1982 (4 exemptions)
1983 thru 1984 (3 exemptions)
1985 thru 1988 (2 exemptions)

54, 600.00
18. 200. 00
36, 400.00

Total

109, 200. 00

Income tax dollars lost (1976-1988) :
1976 thru 1982 (4 exemptions), 6 years at $1.436.00
1983 thru 1984 (3 exemptions), 2 years at 1,589.25
1985 thru 1988 (2 exemptions), 4 years at 1,744.50
Total

8, 610.00
3, 178. 50
6, :178.00
18, 772. 50

ADC

41, 321.00
9, 400. 00

Food stamp bonus
Total

50, 721. 00

10 See Projected Income, p. 712.
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In dollnlx
4, 710.38
18, 772.50

Income tax dollars lost (1967- 1978) Continued
Moneys expended to May, 1972

Tax dollars lost
Total

74, 203. 88

Projected income
Based upon data from Occupational Outlooks Handbook, 1968:
Psychologist :
With Master of Science degree (male)

With Ph. D. (male) (femalea few hundred dollars lower)
Median salary:
With M.S

$9, 100
12, 800
12, 200
14, 500

With Ph. D
Graduate departments :
Assistant professorship
Full professorship
Statistical abstract, 1970: Median salary

9, 700
16, 000
15, 000

Psychologist (no breakdown by education) :
Male (Mean, 1969)
17, 000
Female (Mean, 1969)
16, 234
The figure of $12,000 is a very conservative estimate in view of the constantly
spiralling wage levels.
CORRESPONDENCE FROM USDA RE TESTIMONY OF MRS. CAIN
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF TILE SECRETARY,

Washington, D.C., July 26,1972.
DOM CHARLES PERCY,

U.S. Senate.
DEAR SENATOR PERCY : In response to testimony provided by Mrs. Dorothy Cain

and Dr. Richard Byerly at the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human

Needs, we have reevaluated our procedures on the handling of income in the
Food Stamp Program. We are publishing a proposed rule making in the Federal

Register for public comment which revises the manner in which the shelter hardship adjustment is computed.
Our regulations were written to consider income from any source in tli determination of a family's purchas requirement. Because the income calcalation

shows how much the family will pay for its stamps, deductions are made for
mandatory expenses such as taxes. Deductions are also permitted for such items
as excessive shelter, child care and medical costs. Actual tuition costs for students or WIN recipients are additionally deducted. The net food stamp income
after these deductions is designed to be an accurate base from which to determine food stamp purchase price.
While we think it critical that we retain our "incume is income" philosophy, we
now believe that the technical way in which we calculate some of these adjustments, specifically the shelter hardship deduction, is not equitable. We are propos-

ing that the shelter adjustment be calculated on the basis of income remaining
after all other allowable deductions instead of our current procedure which uses
total income, less mandatory fees such as taxes, as the basis of determining a
shelter hardship. We expect this change to have a favorable impact on WIN participants who have high tuition and child care costs but for whom this money may

not actually be available. However, for those households which, under the old
regulations were permitted a total disregard of WIN income, we anticipate that
there will still be a slight upward revision in their purchase requirement over
that under the old program.
In Mrs. Cain's case, the method of calculating her purchase requirement lowers it from $64 to either $40 or $46 since her adjusted income is on the borderline
of our tables. As you can see, this is significant difference and one which we feel
will prove beneficial to Mrs. Cain.

Your concern and interest in this matter are appreciated. If you have any further questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely,
RICIIARD LYNG, Assistant Secretary.

See pp. 713-715.
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[From the Federal Register, July IS, 1972]
FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE

[7 CFR, Part 271]
FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
COMPUTATION OF HARDSHIP ALLOWANCE

Pursuant to the authority contained in the Food Stamp Act of 1964. as

untended (78 Stat. 703, as amended ; 7 U.S.C. 2011- 202.5), notice is hereby given

that the Food and Nutrition Service, Department of Agriculture proposes to
amend the regulations governing the Food Stamp Program to provide that the
shelter hardship allowance be computed on the basis of income remaining after
the deduction of all other allowable expenses.

Interested persons may submit written comments, suggestions, or objections,
regarding the proposed amendment to James II. Kocher, Director, Food Stamp
Division, Food and Nutrition Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington. D.C. 202.10, so as to be received not later than the 30th day following the
date of the publication of this notice in the. Federal Register. Comments, snggestions. or objections will be open to public inspection pursuant to 7 CPR 1.27 (b)
at the Office of the Director, during regular business hours (8:30 a.m.-3:00p.m.).

It is proposed fo revise § 721.3(c) (1) by deleting subdivisions (iii) (b), by
relettering subdivisions (iii) (c), (d), (e), and (f) as subdivisions (iii) (b),
(d). and (e), respectively, and by adding a new subdivision (iii) (f). As
revised. § 271.3(c) (1) (iii) would read as follows:
§ 271.3

Household eligibility.

(c) Income and resource eligibility standards of other households. * * *
(1) Definition of income. * * *
(iii) Deductions for the following household expenses shall be made:
(a) Mandatory deductions from earned income which are not elective at the
option of the employee such as local, State, and Federal income taxes, social
security taxes under FICA. and union dues;
( b) Payments for medical expenses, exclusive of special diets, when the costs
exceed $10 twr month per household ;

(e) The payments for the care of a child or other persons when necessary for

a household member to accept or continue employment ;

(4) Unusual expenses incurred due to an individual household's disaster or

casualty losses which could not be reasonably anticipated by the household ;

(e) Educational expenses which are for tuition and mandatory school fees,
including such expenses which are covered by scholarships, educational grants,
loans, fellowships, and veterans' educational benefits; and
(f) Shelter costs in excess of 30 per centum of the household's income after
the above deductions.
*
*
*
*
*
*
(78 Stat. 703, as amended ; 7 U.S.C. 2011-3325)
RICHARD LYNG,

Assistant Secretary.

JULY 14, 1972.

[FR Doc. 72-11103 Filed 7- 17 -72; 8:52 am]

[From the Federal Register, July 21, 1972]
Foon AND NUTRITION SERVICE

[7 CFR Part 271]
Foot) STAMP PROGRAM
COMPUTATION OF HARDSHIP ALLOWANCE

Correction

The third paragraph of F.R. Doc. 72-11103 appearing at page 14236 of the

issue for Tuesday, July 18, 1972, should read as follows

"It is proposed to revise § 271.3(c) (1) by deleting subdivision (iii ) (b), by
relettering subdivisions (iii) (c), (d), (c), and (1) as subdivisions (iii) (b),
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(c), (d). and (e), respectively, and by adding a new subdivision (iii) (1). As

revised, § 271.3(c) (1) (iii) would read as follows :

[From the Federal Register, August 25, 1972]
FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE

[7 CFR Parts 270, 271, 272]
FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULE MAKING

Pursuant to the authority contained in the Food Stamp Act of 1964, as amended

(78 Stat. 703, as amended ; 7 U.S.C. 2011-2025), notice is hereby given that
the Food and Nutrition Service, Department of Agriculture, proposes to amend
the regulations governing the food stamp program to provide that the salary
and travel costs of the person who prepares the official record of hearings held
at the request of households may, in parr, be paid to the State agency by the
Food and Nutrition Service ; allow State agencies to make direct refunds to
any recipients overcharged for their coupon allotment ; allow State agencies
to cooperate with Federal, State, and local investigative agencies which are
investigating suspected violations of the Food Stamp Act or program regulations:
and provide that court-ordered support and alimony payments will be deducted
from income in determining eligibility and basis of issuance.

Interested persons may submit written continents, suggestions, or objections,
regarding the proposed amendments to James H. Kocher. Director. Food Stamp
Division, Food and Nutrition Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20250, so as to be received not later than the 30th day following
the date of publication of this notice in the FEDERAL. REGISTER. Comments, sug-

gestions, or objections will be open to public inspection pursuant to 7 CFR

1.27 (b) at the Office of the Director, during regular business hours (S:30 -5 p.m.).
The proposed revisions are:
1. In § 270.2. paragraph (ii) is revised to read as follows :
§ 270.2

Definitions.

(ii) "Hearing Official" means a person or persons designated by the Agency to
act in its behalf in the conducting of hearings under § 271.1(o) of this subchapter.
Such persons shall not have been involved in the action in question. Medically

qualified persons who make medical determinations or provide testimony on
medical issues in hearing proceedings and the person who prepares the official
hearing record may also be considered healing officials.

2. In § 271.1, paragraph (q) is revised to read as follows:
§ 271.1

General terms and conditions for State agencies.

(q) Refunds to households. A household shall be entitled to a cash refund for

any amount that it has been overcharged for its coupon allotment as a result

of an error by the State agency in the administration of the food stamp program
Provided, That, if the household owes a balance on a claim under § 271.7(d), the

State agency shall offset the amount due under this paragraph against such
balance. The State agency shall make such refunds from funds collected in payment of the purchase requirement or from its own funds or those of the project
area, or, if no such funds are available for this purpose, the State agency shall
request FNS to make such refunds directly to the households. If State agency or
project area funds are used to make refunds, FNS will credit or reimburse the
State agency or project area therefor.
3. Se ction 271.3 (e) (1) (iii) is amended by adding a new sub division (g) to
read as follows :
§ 271.3 Household eligibility.

-" -,-,
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(c) Income and resource eligibility standards of other households.
(1) Definition of income.
(iii) Deductions for the following household expenses shall be made:
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

(g) Court-ordered support and alimony payments.
*

*

*

*

4. In § 272.5, the second sentence of paragraph (d) is revised and a new paragraph (f) is added to read as follows :
§ 272.3 Participation of banks.
*

*

*

(d) *

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* Such coupons which have been so issued and used, as well as any
coupons which have been issued under paragraph (f) of this section, or which
loNS believes may have been issued, transferred, negotiated. used, or received in
violation of any provisions of this subchapter or of any applicable statute, shall
at the request of any person acting on behalf of FNS and on issuance of a receipt
therefor by such person, be released and turned over to FNS by the bank receiving such coupons, or by any other person to whom such request is addressed,
together with the certificate(s) of redemption accompanying such coupons, if

any

*
*

*

*

*

(f) Upon the written request of Federal, State, or local governmental agencies
which have authority to investigate, and are investigating, suspected violations of
Federal or State statutes relating to the enforcement of the Food Stamp Act or
the regulations issued thereunder, the State agency may allow households which
it believes are or may be ineligible for the program to continue program participation and to receive and use ATP cards and food coupons. The State agency
may allow such households to continue participation in the program until the
earlier of (1) expiration of the period of 90 days after such request is received
or of such longer period as FNS, upon request of the State agency, may for good
cause approve in a particular case, or (2) receipt of notification from the investigative agency that such participation may be terminated or that the investigation
has been completed. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this subchapter, the
State agency shall not be liable to FNS for the bonus value of any coupons issued
to households which the State agency allows to continue participation in the program in conformity with the provisions of this paragraph.
(78 Stat. 703, as amended, 7 U.S.C. 2011-2025)

Rieman LYNG.
Assistant Secretary.
Atreus? 21, 1972.
[FR Doc. 72-14461 Filed 8-24- 72;8 :49 am]

SELECTED NEWSPAPER ARTICLES ON UNUSED FOOD STAMP FUNDS
[From the Washington Post. June 14. 1972]
TIIRIFT AT TUE EXPENSE OF TIIE IIUNGRY

Normally, when we in this country hear that some agency of the government
is turning money back to the Treasury. we breathe a sigh of relief figuring that
sonic effective statesman-like government employees have given us a little good
government. And. normally, you'd think that the government agency responsible
for such savings would be anxious to broadcast the story loud and clear. Well.
the other day. the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs had
virtually to drag from Department of Agriculture officials that they were turning
something like $400 million in food stamp funds back to the Treasury this year.
Curious.

But. as the facts dribble out. the strange reticence of the USDA on the subject
becomes less mysterious. Last fall, it seemed that USDA was leaning toward cutting the program back by some $200 millions. but after outcries by advocates of
the poor and legislators on the hill. and amidst denials by l'SDA officials that they

were following a punitive and flinty-hearted policy, the plan was scrapped

apparently. At that point. the projections of the administration and the advocates
of the hungry alike were that by the end of the fiscal year. 12.5 million people
would be served by the program. Yet. as the fiscal year is ending and the admin-

istration is turning money back to the treasury, only 11.5 million people are

enrolled in the program.
Moreover, 1970 census figures show that some 25.9 million people are in poverty
in this country. These are the "nutritionally endangered". in the language of the

Select Committee. About 44% of them (11.5 million) participate in the food
stamp program. 13% (3.3 million) receive surphis commodities and 43% (10.8
million) receive nothing. So, neither in terms of its own projections nor in terms
of absolute human need can it be argued that this bit of government thrift is the
result of a job well. or completely done.

And there is also a question as to whether some of the returned money could
not have been usefully spent for the three benefits of those U.S. millions currently
being served. The National Council on Hunger estimates that between January

1970 and April 1972 the cost of food consumed at home rose at a rate 500%
greater than the rise in the food stamp allotment. It is true that during the year.
the USDA did raise the allotment to reflect some rise in food prices but in many

instances. it also raised the cost of the stamps. sometimes more than the increase
in the allotment. Some elderly reeipients testified that because of their advanced
ages, special diets were required. In some instances those diets are so costly that
the elderly exhaust their food stamp benefits in the first two weeks of the month.
Thus. the Department of Agriculture had at hand a number of ways in which
the $400 million "saving" could have been expended to alleviate human misery.
When it became fairly clear in late 1971 that the food stamp appropriation would
not he spent at the then current program level. USDA could have chosen to provide
benefits to more hungry people. it could have enriched the benefits of the people
already enrolled in the program or it could have provided richer allotments to

the elderly. As far as can he seen at this point. it chose to do none of these.
Rather, it chose to "save" $400 millionat great human cost.

In a program that is designed to feed hungry Americans. all of that sounds
like bad and punitive government to us and leads us to repeat a question put to
Senator Percy, who was chairing the hearings. by an elderly food stamp recipient. "Senator, why are they going to give it back when I get so little?"
A good question, we think.
( 716)
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[Prom the Little nock..Ark.; Gnzette, June 5,19721
FUNDS AUTII0RIZFA FOR Foou STMAPS NoN'T B1 SPENT

WASUINOTON (AP).---The Agriculture Department told Congress Wed:lei:day it
would spend $389 million less than authorized on food stamps.

However, it denied charges by Senator George S. McGovern (Dem., S.D.) that
it purposely had withheld funds from the program, which is designed to help the
poor.

Assistant Agriculture Secretary Richard Lyng told the Senate Hunger Committee, "It should be made absolutely clear that there has been no withholding of
funds from either the food-stamp program or the special food service program."
McGovern, the Committee's chairman, was in California. A statement from hint
was read by Senator Charles Percy (Rep., Ill.).

It is a "sorry and confusinj spectacle," McGovern said, to see the president
reaffirming his commitment to feed the hungry when, on the Other hand. "we
have an executive agency withholding a substantial proportion of the funds

available to improve the diets of the needy poor."

"Today we learn from the Department of Agriculture that some $400 million
of the funds so desperately needed by America's hungry poor will be returned to
the Treasury," McGovern said in the statement.
Lyng said the money was being returned, not because the program was unsuccessful but because it was difficult to estimate in advance exactly what needs
will be.

itumnat Exr mu' SEES Tunsunex

John R. Kramer, executive director of the National Council on Hunger and

Malnutrition, said that while the Agriculture Department had $2.28 billion available for food stamps this year, it would spend only $1.87 billion.
Ile said $414 million would be returned to the Treasury.
Lyug said the program's success in reaching the needy was indicated by a
ten-fold spending increase from the $250 million authorized for the entire program in 1969.

Kramer said that of the 25.9 million poor persons in the 1970 census, only
44 percent received food stamps in April 1972.
lie said another 13 percent received commodities.
Hot 43 percent or 11.1 million got nothing, he said.
McGovern said regulations were imposed, with no direction front Congress,
which forced recipients out of the program if they participated in work, training or educational programs designed to make them self-sufficient.
(Prom the Chicago Sun-Times, June 9.19721
HUNGER STILL TOP PRIORITY

Sen. Charles II. Percy (R-Ill.) is perfectly correct in his demands that the
Nixon administration produce an adequate explanation of why it is that some
$100 million in food stamp binds is being returned unspent to the U.S. Treasury.
In addition, some $4 million is being returned from a special program under
which Head Start and day-care centers are provided with free lunches.
The discrepan:y came to light Wednesday at a meeting of the Senate Select
Committee on NI:trition and Human Needs. Percy. ranking Republican member, presided over the meeting in the absence of the chairman, Sen. George
McGovern (P.S.D.), who called the administration action "a sorry and confusing spectacle."

"We appropriated the money and authorized it," Percy told The Sun-Times
Thursday. "The President's goal is to close the hunger gap. is there no more

hunger in America? Or has our delivery system broken down? We provide three
meals a day for every American soldier all over the world, and we should do the
same for hungry people here at home. What is of higher priority than food for

the hngry?"

Percy describes the issue fairly. There is always going to be some surplus in
the food-stamp program; Heaven forbid there should ever be a deficit. But if
cutting funds already authorized by Congress for food is being done as an economy measure, this should quickly be haited.

1
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[From the PIdIadelptila Tribune. June 17. 19721

\in.t.toxs

Nor GET Foon STAMPS TIM YEAR

(By Louise E. Wyche. National Black News Service)
Wtshington(NBNS)More than 1 million poor people have not participated
in the food stamp program for the needy because the Nixon Administration has
failed to spend close to $400 million of the $2.3 billion appropriated this year.
Set,. Charles Percy. R-III.. the ranking minority member on n special Senate
committee looking at the problem. was especially critical of the unspent money
for the food stamp program. lie expressed astonishment at food stamp regulations that penalize the poor if they sign up for worktraining programs.
Sen. George metioveem D-S.D., who is chairman of the committee, was also
critical. "It is a sad eonuttentary on our national conscienee that we cannot or
will not meet the basic human needs of our society and people. he said.
Although 11 million persons are now participating in the food stamp program.
more than 12.3 million were supposed to be helped In the effort. If all of the
money had been spent.

John Kramer. executive director of the National Connell of Malnutrition.
charged the administration with "plektteheting the poor" by not raising benefits
and re:telling more needy persons with the program.
effect on
Under now regulations governing the program. which will go into
reduced for more than one-third of the recipients in
.Tuly 1. benefits will
New York. while others will be forced out of the program altogether.
Agriculture Department officials admitted that $S2 million ht unspent funds
would go back to the felleral TrillSilry on July 1. the first day of the new fiscal
yea r.

Richard Lyng. assistant secretary for agriculture. told the Senate Select
ounnittee on Nutrition. that the department will spend less than the appro-

priated food stamp funds because of miscalculations in the program's growth.
slowntbss by states in permitting new counties to enter the program and slowness
in Implementing :ew regulations.
"There have been no rednetions or holding back of funds for the food stamp
program." Lynn told the senators. "The administration has repeatedly demonstrated a strong sense of commitment to President Nixets pledge three years
ago to eliminate hunger in this land."
"As the food stamp program has expanded. we have not hesitated to request
funding. from $250 million when we arrived in 1069 to our budget request of
$2.34 billion for fiscal 1973, a ten-fold increase.
Otte welfare mother front Des Moines. 24-year-old Dorothy Cain. told the rpmmittee of her efforts for self-employment and work have resulted in lower food
stamp benefits. Mrs. Cain. who has two children, said she paid $30 monthly
for $St worth of stamps but now must pay $00 for .$84 worth of stamps.
Welfare recipients with less than a poverty-level income, based on $4.00 for a
family of four, are eligible for varying benefits according to their income. A

family of four with no income may receive $108 worth of free food stamps
monthly. while a family with $200 monthly income can pay $00 to receive $108
worth of stamps.
(From the New York Tiniest. June 8.19721

NIzo'S CRITICIZED ox MIRK:NT FUNDS $400-31twoX Plum Foot) Pstoeu.tus

Is

Rertraxen

(By Paul Delaney)

WAsittscrrox. Juss 7.The Nixon Administration was severely criticised today
for returning to the Treasury about $400-million from the food stamp program.
Further, the Administration was accused of keeping the matter secret until it
was to late to make use of the funds.
The charges were made before the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and
Iittman Needs, which called a series of hearings to investigate the accusations.
Besides the money that was returned under the food stamp program, about
$4million will remain unused under the special food service program, which Pro

7Y.9

sides (me lunches for day care centers and Head Start projects. Thirty state;

will be returning those funds to the Department of Agriculture.

The discovery that the funds were returned was accidental. and was made

after a suit was Mel by New York City, Pennsylvania. and the National Welfare
Rights Organization.
The suit asked that the Agriculture Ihpartment be forced to provide enough
food stamps for a nutritionally adequate diet" as mandated by law. Department
facials made the disclosure of the return of the funds during pretrial testimony.
The committee's chairman, Senator George McGovern, Democrat of South
Dakota. called the hearings..

Mr. McGovern termed the Administration action "a sorry and confusing spectack.." Other witnesses, who included Arthur t4chiff, assistant administrator of
the New York City Iluman Resources Administration, called the action "pickpocketing the poor" and "bureattendic terror."
Thu charges were denied by Richard K Lyng. Assistant Secretary of Agriculture. who defetukd the food stamp action as the result of difficulty in estillUding
funding needs.
Mr. Lyng reported that 30 slides would be returning $44;:illion or more to the

department under the special food program. He said this was a result of plans
to switch to year-round funding rather than splitting it over two fiscal periods.
The Agriculture Department official maintained that Ms:1.million would be re-

turtled to the Treasury. but said that the hunger needs of the pwr were being

met. The conuttittee and some critics said the figure being returned was as high
as $414ouillion.

It should be made absolutely dear at the outset that there has been no withholding or funds from either the (nod gsamp program or the special food service
Programs." he asserted.
TO kl:TIMN JUNI: ma

Mr. Lyng was not able to answer questions after ids testimony, and he is
scheduled to appear again June 15. He was directed by Senator Charles II.
Percy. Republican of Illinois, who presided in the absence of Mr. McGovern,
to explain fully why the $2.3.14111on in food stump money was not spent.

Mr. Schiff, along with John It. Kramer. executive director of the National
Council on Hunger, said the money could have been used to reduce the cost

of stamps to all recipients, to increase allotments or to bring more people Into the
program.

**Who's responsible for pickpocketing the poor?" Mr. Kramer asked.
He answered that besides the Administration. Congress was partly to blame

for making it a crime to overspend funds for the program. Ile termed "Con-

gressional lawlessness" a provision for returning unspent money to the Treasury
rather than carrying it over to the next year.
In a related matter. Mr. Schiff asked the committee to act to prevent implementation of a new Agriculture Department regulation, to go into effect. next

January. that provides that families with higher rent payments pay more for
food stamps.

"Because of New York City's rent control law, .um families in the same

building pay different rents," Mr. Schiff mid. "And the department knows that
there wonid be a decrease in participation because of the increase in coal."
Be said that the food stamp program was popular in New York, with over
600.000 participants. There would be more if the cost of food stamps was lower,
he added.
In a statement read by Mr. Percy, Senator McGovern. the Democratic Presidential frontrunner, charged that the Administration was withholding funds
from the needy poor only one mouth after President Nixon maimed his commitment to end hunger in America.

"It is a sad COMMentr.ry on our national conscience that we cannot or will

not meet the basic human needs of our society and people," Mr. McGovern said in
his statement.

Mr. Percy said that neither the Administration nor Congress disagreed with
the goal of ending hunger, but that there wet* "legitimate differences on how
to implement these goals."
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[From the Washington Post. June S. 19721
SOME. MoNEY UNSPENT FOR FOOD STAMPS

(By Nick Kotz)
The Nixon administration revealed yesterday that is will not spend about $400
mill' of the $2.3 billion appropriated this year for the food stamp program.
Agriculture Department officials acknowledged that $382 million in unspent
funds will revert to the Treasury after .Tune 30, the last day of the fiscal yea-r.

The. department's action was criticized at a hearing of the Senate Select
Committee on Nutrition, where witnesses also complained that various food
stamp regulations will cause the poor to receive less food.
Richard Lyng, an assistant secretary of agriculture, told the committee that
USDA
spend less than the appropriated food stamp funds because of miscalculations in program growth, slowness in implementing new regulations, and
slowness by states in permitting new counties to enter the program.

"There has been no reduction or holding back of funds for the food stamp program," Lyng testified. "The administration has repeatedly demonstrated a strong
sense of commitment to President Nixon's pledge three years ago to eliminate

hunger in this land. As the food stamp program has expanded, we have not
hesitated to request fundingfrom $250 million when we arrived in 1969 to our
budget request of $2.34 billion for fiscal 1973a ten-fold increase."
Sen. Charles Percy (R-Ill.), ranking minority member of the committee who

presided in George McGovern's absence, expressed astonishment at food stamp
regulations that penalize the poor if they sign up for work-training programs.
John Kramer, executive director of the National Council on Malnutrition, accused the administration of "pickpocketing the poor" by not raising benefits and
reaching more needy people with the program.

More than 11 million persons now participate. Welfare recipients and others
with less than a poverty level income ($4.000 a year for a family of four) are
eligible for varying benefits according to income. A family of four with no income
can receive $108 worth of free food stamps monthly, while a family with $200
monthly income can pay $60 to receive $108 worth of stamps.

Arthur Schiff administrator of the food stamp program in New York City.

said new regulations effective July 1 will reduce benefits for more than one-third
of recipients in New York and will force many of them out.
Dorothy Cain, 24, of Des Moines, a welfare recipient with two children, de-

scribed how her efforts for self-improvement and work have resulted in lower
food stamp benefits. Mrs. Cain 'slid $30 monthly for $84 worth of stamps but now
must pay $60 for $84 in stamps.
[From the Washington News, June 7,1972]
U.S. FOOD STAMP MONET IS UNSPENT

(UPI)A Senate committee asked the administration today to explain why it
is not using the full $2.3 billion available for food stamps to the poor.
Assistant Agriculture secretary Richard Lyng was called before the Senate
select committee on nutrition and needs to tell how a $400 million to $500 million

surplus had developed. The administration plans to return the money to the
Treasury instead of using it to help feed the poor.

Sen. Charles Percy, R-Ill., opened the hearing and said the key question was
whether food programs were "being implemented to achieve adequate nutrition
for all Americans at the earliest possible date."
Despite the availability of $2.3 billion, committee members said department
regulations forced food stamps recipients out of the program if they take part
in training designed to make them self-sufficient.

[From the Washington Star, June 7, 1972]
SENATE UNIT PROBES FOOD STAMP SURPLUS

A Senate committee asked the Nixon administration today to explain why it
is not using the full $2.3 billion available for issuing food stamps to the poor.
Asst. Agriculture Secretary Richard Lyng was called before the Senate Select

Committee on Nutrition to tell how a "surplus" estimated at $400 million to $500
million has developed.
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Lyng was the first to testify as the committee opened two days of hearings on
the administration's plan to return the money to the Treasury instead of using
it to help feed the poor.
In the absence of the committee chairman, Sen. George McGovern, S.D., the
opening hearing was chaired by Sen. Charles H. Percy; R-Ill. Percy said the key

question was whether food programs were "being implemented in a way to
achieve our national goal of adequate nutrition for all Americans at the earliest
possible date."

Committee members said the regulations imposed by the department would
force food stamp recipients out of the program if they participate in work, training or education programs designed to make them self - sufficient.

The department also was criticized for raising the monthly stamp allotment by
only $4 for a household and fur raising the price of the stamps for low-income
people.

[From the C'I Weekly Report)

USDA To RETURN $400 Mums IN STAMP FUNDS

USDA and its critics agreed last week that the Department will return about
$400 million in food stamp foods to the Treasury this year but disagreed over the
implications of the unexpended appropriation.
At special hearings called by the Senate Nutrition Committee, witnesses from
anti-hunger groups and front food stamp project areas agreed with USDA spokes-

men that at least $390 million to as much as $420 million in food stamp funds
would go unspent in fiscal 1972.
Department spokesman Richard Lyng, Assistant Secretary, rejected implications that the USDA had attempted to save food stamp funds and said "There
has been no reduction or holding back of funds for the food stamp program."
He attributed the anticipated return of $.1S9 million to problems in estimating
funding needs and delay in switching counties with surplus food distribution
to the food stump program.

Other witnesses argued that USDA could have used its anticipated surplus
to benefit poor people. Speculating that had USDA officials decided "to deliberately starve the food stamp program of adequate funds," Arthur Schiff,
assistant welfare administrator for New York City, said USDA could have used
the leftover money to reduce the cost of food stamps to recipients, to increase
food stamp allotments so as to provide a nutritionally adequate diet, or to bring
more families into the program.
Schiff charged that USDA, through the interpretation of new regulations and
the issuance of new allotment schedules, is "increasing the cost of food stamps
beyond reason." He predicted that recent policy changes would reduce benefits
for more than one third of New York City's food stamp recipients, forcing many
of them out of the program (see accompanying story).
John Kramer, executive director of the National Council on Hunger and Malnutrition said that 43 percent of low-income persons in the nation do not par-

ticipate in either the food stamp or commodity distribution programs. Some
48 percent of all welfare recipients do not participate in the food stamp program where it is available, he said.

Kramer also reported that food stamp participation declined in 16 states

from April 1971 to April this year. In contrast, he said, USDA spent $20 million
more for food stamp administrative costs than the $70 million it requested for
this fiscal year, "a 30 percent cost overrun for the bureaucrats."
Kramer said USDA should be allowed to carry over any surplus in food stamp
funds from one fiscal year to another. Both houses of Congress voted a carry over
provision as part of the Food Stamp Amendments of 1971, Kramer reported,
but a House-Senate conference on the bill struck it out with USDA's concurrence.

"You're saying that funds should carry over from one year to another

that was the intent of Congress," said Senator Charles H. Percy (R-III.), who
chaired the hearing.
"Yes, the money is wasted otherwise," Kramer replied.

The committee also heard from Dorothy Cain, an Iowa mother of two whose
food stamp bonus was reduced by $30 after she enrolled in a job training program under the WIN ("work incentive") program for welfare recipients. Since
her work-related expenses are considered income for food stamp eligibility purposes, she said, she must choose between continuing training and feeding her
children.
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Percy commented that Ms. Cain's testimony revealed an inconsistency between
two federal programs. USDA's treating work-related expenses as income, he said,
is contrary to President Nixon's "workfare" policies and the intent of Congress.

(For further background on the WIN rule, see CNI Vol. II: 4.)

Also testifying were two elderly District of Columbia residents who complained

that they could not purchase an adequate diet using food stamps alone. One of
the two women, both of whom suffer from diabetes, said she runs through her
monthly food stamp allotment in about a week and a half.
"In other words, if you get sick enough, you will go to a hospital and get an
adequate diet." Percy commented.
FOOD STAMP GROWTH ; corn NOWHERE FAST

Food stamp participation, after growing dramatically in 1970. slowed appreciably in 1971 and has failed thus far in 1972 to live up to expectations.
Since Janary 1970, the number of people using food stamps has grown by 7.7
million, rising from 3.8 million to nearly 11.5 million. Three-fourths of that

growth came in 1970, and 19 percent in 1971.

About 6 percent of the growth has been registered in the first four months of
1972, about the same annual rate of growth as in 1971.
Thus, if the food stamp program expands at its current rate through the rest

of 1972, the total number of persons in the program may reach 12 million by
January 1973.

That, however. is not good enough, according to the USDA. The FY 1973
budget request of $2.3 billion is based on reaching an average of wore than 13
million persons in fiscal 1973. This means the program would have to be serving
more than 12.5 million persons by January 1973.
Food stamp program specialists look to several program modifications, together

with the expansion of the program to new areas, to bring the rate of program
growth up to the expected level.

Recent changes in food stamp regulations are expected to make more people
eligible by broadening income eligibility levels and to encourage more participation by increasing monthly allotments.
Income eligibility levels are being made uniform throughout the nation, and
are being raised in a three stage step to about $403 per month for a four person

household by July. The monthly allotment also will be increased in July from
$108 per month to $112 for a four-person household. However, only two-thirds of

the program participants will benefit from the action. They will receive about
$1.10 more per person in monthly bonuses. The other third will he required by
the USDA to pay $4 more per four-person household, but the bonus payment is

unchanged.

The impact of these changes 14 unknown, but the accompanying chart of the
rate of change in monthly program participation indicates the program responds

primarily to expansion, to strikes, unemployment and sharply higher bonus

payments.
In February 1970 the average value of the food stamp bonus was doubled, and
in the next six months nearly 3.2 million persons joined the program. In Septem-

ber, New York City came into the program, and 800,000 new participants were
added. Through October and November the General Motors strike brought some
400,000 persons into the program, and accounted for a third of the total increase.

They left 'the program in December and January after the strike ended, and
program growth those months was greatly reduced.

Unemployment rose from 4.2 percent in January 1970 to 0.0 percent a year
later. Job losses were especially severe late in 1970, and the unemployed came
into the program heavily in February and March of 1971 after unemployment
compensation ran out- Unemployment has been about 6 percent since that time,
and seasonal influences through most of 1971 and 1972 account for many of the

monthly variations. The coal miners' strike in the fall of 1971 added about

100,000 persons in November, and they left the program in January after settlement of the strike.
Thus far, the new regulations have had little positive impact. In the few states
which have put them into operation, participation has dropped more often than
it has grown.

In fact, participation in April would have declined nationally had not 05 new

areas been added to the program during March and April.
These figures, together with the more ominous fact that 18 states are showing

lower participation figures today than a year earlier, point to the probability
that more improvement will be needed if the food stamp program is to reach
more people, and live up to its projections for fiscal 1973.
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Material Submitted by Other Than Witnesses
FROM SENATOR WARREN G. MAGNUSON
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE,

Washington, D.C., June 7, 1972.
Hon. CHARLES H. PERCY,

Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs,
U.S. Senate.
DEAR SENATOR PERCY I ani extren»elg concerned regarding the apparent "freez-

ing of funds" for the food stamp program and I ant also concerned about the

attitude of the Office of Management and Budget regarding the Emergency Food
and Medical Services Program. On January 26, 1972, I joined with you and forty

other Senators to urge the Administration to continue E.F.M.S. At that time,
0.31.11. argued that funds were not available in the F.Y. 72 O.E.O. budget for

E.F.M.S. As Chairman of that Appropriations Subcommittee. I offered an amendment to the Second Supplemental adding $20 million for E.F.M.S. for F.Y. 72.
On May 30, 1972. I received a very negative sounding reply from Casper Weinberger, Deputy Director for 0.31.B., to my earlier letter urging the expenditure
of these funds. Because 42 United States Senators want this program continued,

I feel a duty to ask you to include a copy of that letter in your hearing record.
Regardless of Director Weinberger's assertion about the adequacy of existing
major Federal food programsFood Stamp and Commodities-50,000 citizens in
the Seattle/King County area are still relying on Neighbors in Need, a churchsponsored voluntary feeding program, to meet their food needs. We need to keep
E.F.M.S. alive for emergency situations like this not cut it back from $42.4
million in FY. 71 to $3.5 million in F.Y. 72. and then refuse to spend $20 million
provided by Congress solely for the purpose of maintaining this program. I am
also attaching a news article from the Seattle Times, written by Mr. Ray Ruppert, which details the tragic financial conditions facing "Neighbors in Need;'.

You have been extremely helpful in the past and I hope you can again urge

the continuation of this vital program.
Sincerely,

WARREN G. MAGNUSON.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF TILE PRESIDENT,
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET,

Washington, D.C., May 30, 1972.
Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,

U.S. Senate,
1Vashington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MAGNUSON :

On behalf of George Shultz, I am replying to your letter of May 17, 1972,
regarding the Emergency Food and Medical Services (EFMS) Program.
Your letter cites the $20 million for the EFMS program which Ctingress included in the Second Supplemental Appropriations Bill (H.R. 14582). Any announcement regarding the utilization of these funds is somewhat premature since
the President has not yet signed the bill.

Yon indicate a desire that these funds be expended in areas suffering from
high rates of unemployment, such as Seattle. I am sure that you are aware that
this would represent a major reorientation of the current program, which funds
only migrants and Indians, as well as a major restructuring of the EFMS program, as it was constituted prior to the President's 1972 budget. The previous
Program was intended to conform to the stipulations expressed' in Section 222
(a) (5) which authorizes the EFMS programs "to counteract conditions of starvation or malnutrition among the poor."

(723)
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In requesting a two-year extension of the Economic Opportunity Act, the
Administration has requested continued statutory authority for the EFMS program. But whether EFMS projects, other than for Indians and migrants, should

be funded is dependent on whether the major Federal food programsFood
Stamp and commoditiesare meeting the criteria specified in the Economic
Opportunity Act.

That. new MIS projects would meet these statutory criteria in areas of high
unemployment, such as Seattle, is not certain, particularly in view of the expan-

sion of the Food Stamp program in Seattle as well as the liberalization of

benefits as a result of the revised Food Stamp Regulations which John Ehrlichman outlined to you in his letter of February 29, 1972. The revised regulations
enable increased bonus values for lower income recipients, including free stamps
for the poorest.
In addition since last January, low-income people in the Seattle area have
been able to obtain food commodities in lieu of Food Stamps, if they desire. The
simultaneous distribution of commodities in counties with a Food Stamp program
is unique to King, Pierce, and Snohomish counties. Currently approximately
18.000 people are receiving these commodities. This is in addition to the approxi-

mately 118,000 who were receiving Food Stamps in March 1972.

I am sorry that I cannot at this time give you specific information regarding
the $20 million which Congress has appropriated for the EFMS program. After
the President has acted on the bill, however, I will be happy to discuss with you
the rationale for any decision that is reached.
Sincerely,

CASPAR W. Winsit mom,

Deputy Director.
U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION AND HUMAN NEEDS,

The PRESIDENT,

Washington, D.C., January 26, 1972.

The White House,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR Mn. PRESIDENT: We are writing to you once again out of a sense of
deep concern that narrowly viewed budgetary questions are unwisely jeopardizing

our mutual efforts to end hunger in America. Specifically, we understand that
the Emergency Food and Medical Services program administered by the Office
of Economic Opportunity is being arbitrarily dissolved by the Office of Manage-

ment and Budget in disregard of clear congressional intent.

All that would remain of the program would be $3.5 million for grants to
programs serving Indians and Migrants, and even that represents a reduction
of $1.7 million from last year.

Twice in recent months the Congress indicated its firm intention that the
Emergency Food and Medical Services program be continued and supported
with adequate financing. We direct your attention both to the Economic Opportunity Act, and the Supplemental Appropriations Bill for 1972. In the first
instance, Congress earmarked $62.5 million for the Program, authorizing increased funding for the present fiscal year over the fiscal year past. In the
second instance, equally strong action was taken. Senate Report No. 92-549

contains the following:
"Accordingly, the Committee intends and directs that $52,700,000 (including
$20,000,000 previously enacted) of the appropriation provided be for the Emergency Food and Medical Services. . ."
Conferees subsequently reduced the actual dollar amount in deference to your
wishes representing total costs for the Office of Economic Opportunity.
At no point, Mr. President, did the members of the Congress indicate a willing-

ness to see the program dissolved. Our letter to you this morning represents
an attempt to reiterate in the strongest possible terms our wish to see the

program continued.

Mr, President, termination of this program would affect grantees in half this
nation's counties, Over 3,400 personsmany of them from among the poor
are being employed, and they, in turn, provide direct service to nearly three
to four million other poor Americans, Termination of the program would mean

even more than a dissolution of the jobs and services,

Termination of the Emergency Food Program would jeopardize the nutritional status of a specially vulnerable group: pregnant women, new mothers
and young infants whose Supplemental Food Programs were being supported

in 145 of the approximately 300 areas in which the program operated, including St. Louis, Detroit, Los Angeles, Arkansas, Nortlr Carolina and
elsewhere ;

termination would affect experimental group feeding programs for the

elderly poor ;

termination would eliminate research grants on subjects particularly
pertinent to poor Americans, such us the grant to the University of South
Carolina to study intestinal parasites:
termination would mean the end of the only extensive experimentation
underway in the uses of ti.a mass media to provide nutrition education,
now underway in New Mexico ;

funds being made available in Massachusetts to transport food com-

modities to eligible but homeboun elderly pooranother particularly vul-

nerable groupwould no longer be av lable;
the continuation of research on the national school lunch program now
being supported at Rutgers and North Carolina State Universities would be

endangered ; and
innovative programs to encourage self-help projects such as a Louisiana
cooperative to raise catfish, would be threatened.
Mr. President, the list could go on and on. In every state there are Emergency
Food and Medical Services grants being utilized to alleviate the most pressing
needs of poor people. By its support of innovative and experimental programs,
demonstrations not possible of support by any other federal agency are under-

way that affect the operation of all of the federal anti-hunger efforts. Indeed,
the Emergency Food and Medical Services program has been responsible for
much of the outreach, transportation, and more effective program administration that have enabled the food stamp and commodity distribution program to
reach more people.

The money at stake is relatively small. It is a credit to the program that
it has been used in ways that maximize their impact for all the hungry poor.
Recalling your pledge to bring an end to hunger in America for all time, it
is difficultto imagine that this small sum may thoughtlessly be shifted from the
purposes which the Congress has intended.
We look forward to your prompt resolution of this matter.
Sincerely,

Pinup A. HART ; GAYLORD NELSON ; GEORGE MCGOVERN ; WARREN G.
MAGNUSON ; BIRCH BATH ; LLOYD BENTSEN ; ALAN CRANSTON ;
THOMAS F. EAGLETON ; CHARLES H. PERCY ; MARLOW W. COOK ;

CLIFFORD P. CASE; CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS, Jr.; EDWARD W.
BROOKE; JACOB K. JAVITS ; ROBERT TAFT, Jr.; MIKE GRAVEL;
FRED R. HARRIS ; VANCE HARTKE ; ERNEST F. HOLLINGS ; HUBERT H.
HUMPHREY ; HAROLD E. HUGHES ; HENRY M. JACKSON ; WALTER F.
MONDALE; EDMUND S. MUSKIE; WILLIAM PROXMIRE ; ABRAHAM
RIBICOFP ;

ADLAI E. STEVENSON III; WILLIAM B. SPONG, Jr.;

JOHN V. TUNNEY ; HARRISON A. WILLIAMS, Jr.; DAVID H. OAMDRELL ; JENNINGS RANDOLPH ; QUENTIN N. BUP.DICK ; HOWARD W.

EDWARD M. KENNEDY; STUART SYMINGTON ; J. W.
FULBRIGHT ; THOMAS J. MCINTYRE; JOSEPH M. MONTOYA ; JOHN 0.
PASTORE; CLAIBORNE PELL; FRANK CHURCH.

CANNON ;

GLOOM SETTLES OVER NEIGHBORS IN NEED

(By Ray Ruppert, religion editor)
Gloom was the prevailing mood in the office of Neighbors in Need dispelled
only briefly by an occasional happy note as contributions trickled in.

Mrs. Peggy Maze, director of the volunteer food-bank effort, summed up

Friday : "I don't know how much longer we can go on."

The once robust ecumenical program which is still providing food for about
48,000 persons a month in the Seattle area Appeared to be suffering a terminal
illness in which the only hope for recovery is a miracle.

"We're just going on day to day," Mrs. Maze said. "The future still depends
upon the community and on whether the people are willing to assume responsibility for the people we are trying to help."
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Neighbors in Need had "possibly two weeks supply left" of food in its wairhouse at Pier 91, according to Kenneth Baxter who is hi charge of warehousing
for the program.

Mrs. Maze said that after bills were paid Friday. Neighbors in Need had a
bank balance of about $7.500. Because of a sharply reduced distribution, the
money could provide food for another two weeks at most.
The warehouse, serving 20 food banks in the Seattle area. has been expending
$7.000 to $3.000 a week to get food at wholesale or less. Baxter said spending was
cut back to $5.000 last week and will be down to $3.000 this week.

Some of the food banks in the 24-bank system are able to supply their own

needs. particularly in the suburbs.

Because of the cutback in supplies, some people have been turned away. including 20 families turned away at the Capitol Hill food bank on Wednesday.
Mrs. Maze said.

Baxter said he was concerned because "tension is building up" in some areas
as a result of food-bank cutbacks. He commented, ."Frankly. I'm very much
concerned about the outcome in the next few weeks if we have to cut down
further."

A Skid Road food bank which has been serving 200 to 250 persons a day will
be closed Thursday. Mrs. Maze said. Funds from an emergency city Skid Road
program which have paid the rent have now been exhausted.
"There's no way Neighbors in Need can pay $100 a month rent," Mrs. Maze said.
There were a few bright spots.

An unofficial club of 40 eighth-and ninth-grade girls at Eckstein Junior High
School contn.lbuted $266, the proceeds from a walkathon to benefit Neighbors in
Need.

Two University of Washington students. Roger Parr and Bob Raphael. an-

nounced plans for a basketball marathon at the Lakeside Middle School on Jtme
10 to raise funds for the food banks.

George T. Setters and Raymond A. Weston who will retire on Friday as

electrical engineers for the Seattle District, Corps of Engineers, have asked that
money be given to Neighbors in Need in lieu of farewall gifts.
The program has been existing for a month and a half on the mammoth nationwidefood collection of the International Association of Machinists in cooperation
with United Air Lines, Mrs. Maze said.
Foon-Ffno DECISION LIKELY IN Two WEEKS

The Nixon administration is expected to decide within two weeks whether to
spend a special $20 million fund for emergency feeding programs which could
bail out the troubled Seattle-area Neighbors in Need food banks.
The $20 million amendment to the Second Supplementary Appropriations Act.
offered by Senator Warren G. Magnuson (D.-Wash.), was sustained last week
by both the House and Senate.
Magnuson said yesterday the purpose of his amendment was to provide the
Office of Economic Opportunity with funds for emergency feeding programs in
areas of high unemployment throughout the country.
0. E. 0. officials have indicated to him, Magnuson said, that they are developing a plan which would include funds for the hungry in the Seattle area.
The senator said 0. E. 0. has been "extremely 'Impressed" with the volunteer
structure of Neighbors in Need and is hopeful of using the Seattle program for
research in developing programs to be used elsewhere in the country where shnilar circumstances exist.
However, any plan developed by 0. E. 0. must be cleared through the Office
of Management and Budget. This has been a stumbling block in previous attempts
to free federal funds for special hunger programs.
Senator Magnuson said he has written "a very strong letter" to George Schultz.
director of the Office of Management and Budget, urging that the Nixon administration allow the expenditure of the funds.
If 0. E. 0. is allowed to use the $20 million, Magnuson said, it is probable the
federal poverty agency will fund Neighbors in Need directly.
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WEEK'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO FOOD BANK TOTAL $3,662

Contributions to Neighbors in Need totaled 83,602 last week as the volunteer,
ecumenical program to feed Seattle-area's, hungry families completed its 18th
month.

One giver told Neighbors in Need workers in a letter with a $50 check : "We
have heard that contributions have been quite low recently. Please don't be too
discouraged. There still are some concerned people behind you."

Another contributor wrote : "Almost a year ago we went to a food bank for

food. We were warmly greeted by the people there.

"Now we are in better financial condition. We'd like to express our thanks

with a donation to help others."
Contributions can be sent to Neighbors in Need, 314 Fairview Ave. N., Seattle,
Wash. Contributions are tax deductible. The Seattle Times will publish the names
of contributors, except for those who ask that their gifts remain anonymous.
INDIVIDUALS

Mabel Harper
J. Henry
Mr. and Mrs. B. Perkins
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Jones
Mr. and Mrs. It. Lawson
James McCaulley
Christy Ulleland
Mr. and Mrs. G. Olsborg
Mrs. Helen Vaughan
Mr. and Mrs. S. Varon
L. C. Stanton
Mr. and Mrs. W. Washburn
Mr. and Mrs. P. Matteo
Dr. and Mrs. D. Kaminsky
Mr. and 3Irs. E. Tobiason
Mr. and Mrs. It. McCollum
Bing C. Yee

Helen Crowthers
Russell Aldrich
Betty Lee Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. G. Corcoran
Virginia Jeffries
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Kirkwood
Mr. and Mrs. J. Gregory
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lindsey
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Coleman
Mr. and Mrs. A. Dittrick
Diana Willis
Paige Stockley
Mrs. Beaulah Dittloff
Mrs. Pauline McMonagle
James Saitis
Clifton Kirk
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cox
Mr. and Mrs. Phil McEachern
Mr. and Mrs. H. Funk
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Weber
L. W. Edwards
Mr. and Mrs. W. Rodgers, 3rd
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Sutton
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Scheingold
Dorothy Young
and Mrs. L. Slaton
and Mrs. H. R. Oldfleld
Mr. and Mrs. G. Glass
Werner Lenggenhager
Mr. and Mrs. David Beste
Osvaldo Marrero
Dr. and Mrs. Toro Sasal
Mr. and Mrs. James Nelson
Mr. and Mr,. Charles Towne
I3orghilde Olson

Ernie Englander
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Coffey
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Johnson
Alice Ayers
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bell
Mr. and Mrs. II. Clair Smith
Elizabeth Mitchell
Helen Lovgren
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Nilsen
Mr. and Mrs. James Donovan
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Myers
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Bolten
Marilyn Jorgenson
Mr. and Mrs. Edward May
Robert Thuboli

Judith Fisher

Mr. and Mrs. Blattner
Phyllis Wahnsley
Hazel Lubash
Mr. and Mrs. Burton C. Waldo
Mr. and Mrs. John Broadfoot
Elaine Tarone
Raymond T. Flory
Mr. and Mrs. David Allison
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Cutter
Mr. and Mrs. Sumi Fukel
Grace Jamison
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Campbell
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Gorham
Helen Limbert
George Bib

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Meyer
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Keith
Mrs. Dorothy Blair
Mrs. Robert Dexter
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Scott
Donn B. Fountain
Lillian Squier
Mrs. D. N. Hendricks
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Phelan
Henry Alders
Mr. and Mrs. John Herold
Anne Bauley
Gladys Lumbom
Helen R. Distad
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Jones
Diann M. Bradley
In memory of:
Dr. Ken Malan
Virgil T. Kelley
Olive Waehtsmith
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CHURCHES

First Covenant
Prospect Women's Fellowship
Queen Anne United Presbyterian

Beacon Hill Presbyterian
Gethsemane Lutheran
Queen Anne Ecumenical Parish

ORGANIZATIONS AND BUSINESSES

Skid Road Community Council
OVerlake Services League
Beta Sigma Phi, Gamma Beta
Washington State Home Economics
Association

Airline Employees, District 141
Evergreen Washelli Memorial Park
South Snohomish Neighbors in Need
Boeing PropulsionNoise Lab
Alpha Delta Kappa, Issaquah

COMMENTS FROM MONTANA, MICHIGAN, AND KENTUCKY ON THE
EFFECT OF NEW FOOD STAMP REGULATION
FROM 31oNTANA
IIOURE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Washington, DN., June 14, 1972.
Hon. GEORGE MCGOVF.RN,

Chairman. Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Mn. CHAIRMAN : I understand that hearings are being held on USDA's
,

policy of including certain types of income in calculating Food Stamp benefits
for recipients.
I appreciate the opportunity to submit information about the effects this regu-

lation is having on Food Stump prticipants in Montana. Enclosed are: 1) a
petition signed by participants in tl,e WIN program in Billings, 2) a report by
the State 0E0 director regarding ti " operation of the Food Stamp program in

Montana. and 3) a letter from the Silver Bow County Legal Services office concerning winter housing allowances and Food Stamps.
It is inconceivable to me that allowances provided for specific purposes such
as transportation, day care, and winter housing are regarded as income in calculating Food Stamp benefits. These allowances, %%111(1 do not increase the

amount of incoo.c available for Food Stamps, are meant to 1w incentives to
assist persons in climbing out of poverty. To penalize them by cutting back on
Food Stamps works against the intent of Congress in providing incentives in the

first plat. For this reason, I strongly urge that USDA. be directed to rescind
this regulation.
Kindest personal regards.
Sincerely,

Jolts

Enclosures.

Iitt.tascs. Most., April 25. 1972.

Congressman Rum Mumma,
House of Representatives,

Long worth Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR CosamssmAs Mr.3.01131: We are enrolled in the Work Incentive Program
in Billings, Montana.

While attending school we are given $23 from the Welfare Department and

$30 from the Employment Service. This money is supposed to help us go to school
and give us an incentive to go.
However, when we purchase food stamps the price is raised ; so we are not receiving the full amount of the incentive.

Another problem is the winter allowance to help pay for higher utilities and
additional winter clothes.
In Montana. all Welfare recipients receive $10 for the first person in the family
plus an additional $5 for each member. Then again the food stamp price goes
up.
fi

Can something be done to help us?
Thank you for your co-operation.
Sincerely,
LINDA BAUGUR,

(And 39 others).
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7:30
MAY 17.1972.

To: The Governor's Office
Montana's Congressional Delegation
Department of Social and Rehabilitative Services

United States Department of Agriculture
Montana State Low-Income Organization
Montana United Indian Association.

From: Dan Newman. SHOO Director (Governor's representative to the Food
Statap Hearing held in Billings, April 11 and 12, 1972).
Subject Statewide Food Stamp Hearing.
What. follows is a breakdown of each issue with an indication of where the
changes must take place, reeounnendations for action, and a judgment on the
eh:knees for change in the immediate future. These judgments are my own and
as things develop we may want to discuss these issues with other major resource
IKT80:1P.

Needed Change *1: Balmd hours stamps arc sold
As I understand the current situation some counties have banks selling food

stamps and others have the welfare departments doing it. Both have very
limited hours. The banks are (I am sure) reimbursed for each transaction
(sale). The reimbursements run (in other states) between $.50 and $1.25 per
transaction.

When the new stamp regulations are fully I:nide:Ile:de(' welfare recipients
will be able to elect a mall out system which will allow them to avoid these
difficulties. They will simply sign for the stamps, the cost will be deducted
from their check and the stamps will be sent by mall.

Although not required in the new stamp program a similar program has been
introdneed in Arizona for non - welfare recipients. The IPA sends out an ATP
(Authorization to Purchase) card, the food stamp participant returns it with

a money order in the amount of the purchase price, and the DPA sends the

food stamps.
The problems in this system include time-process loss, purchase of money order,
and stamp loss by theft.
Another option which is recommended here is that the state broaden its base
of issuing agencies to include credit unions, CAA's, low income organizations.
etc. The county could then contract with these organizations to sell food stamps
and they would consequently receive the reimbursement yes:. A number of such
programs are operating In the state of California. and Ti. again open some evenings and Saturday. We recommend the broadening of the eligible groups with
active assistance of the State Welfare Dept. The SHOO v ill actively assist such

groups through the use of their economic development staff.
Need Change *3: Cash. for change less than 500

The problem of not being able to purchase items such as toilet paper and soap
with food stamps is one which originates at the congressional level. The only
Possible long term avenue for change would be through a change in the law
itself (Senate and House of Representatives). It is this writer's opinion that
immediate efforts in that direction would be a misuse of energies.
Needed Change #3: Cash for change less than 500
The arguments which came out in favor of this action were formidable. These

included the fact that receipts for change less than 500 forced the reuse of that

grocery store and the fact that people put cash into the purchase of stamps.
There is. df course, precedent for this system. The change is one of policy and
may be brought about at any time by the Secretary of Agriculture. (State and
local departments have no control.)
The only reason given for the current system was that when USDA requested

input a majority of responses were against change for less than 500. Unfortunately none of the poor people at the hearings received the request which was
published in the Federal Register.
Recommendation #1.That representatives from the hearings join the delegations in the Senate and House to enjoin the Secretary of Agriculture to receive all the requests from Citizens of Montana in regard to this matter and
reconsider the current policy.
Recommendation #2.That the state co-ordinating committee (for Hill County.
MSLIO and MUIA) consider at its next regular meeting a mechanism by which
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to food programs and poor peoentries into the Federal Register which relate
ple be communicated and response given. (Further explanation under change

#5.)
Needed Change :4: Simplify application and make certification effective longer
than one month

This is really a two part recommendation and both parts need further clarifiention for action. The simplification of the application is probably n USDA
Federal level problem. Some simplification should take place with the dropping
of the relatedness requirement.
The second part dealing with one month certification must be a local problem.
The federal and state regulations allow for as long as a six month certification

with the participant responsible to report any changes in inome. The only

cases where one month certification is used is when income is rapidly ehanging.
Recommendation #1.-1181,10 gain more specific data on where this is a problem and the State Welfare Dept. take action to resolve the difficulties.
Needed Change 4:5: Total food stamp allotment raisedincreased cost provided

by Federal Gory-went
This change will have to come at the federal level. Several resismses by the
USDA at the hearings were wholly inadequate. The Governor's (Oe presented
the following at the hearing: USDA's representative said during the hearing
that if Congress would appropriate more money and there was a need the allotment would go up. USDA's own studies indicate a 111111111111111 need for a family.
of four of $1:17.50 plus 5.5% rood east Increase--$145.00. Congress 1ms consistently

appropriated USDA as much or more money than they have requested for the
program.

The further testimony by USDA that the studies were not available when the
stamp allotments were set is contradicted by USDA's action on the allotment
subsequent to the bearings. The allotment for a family of four was raised by
only four dollars to $112.00. Even this. heel use of panill(b1 raise in cost was of
no benefit to those with an income higher than V.:70.00 per month.

Our recommendation at the hearing wits that representatives be sent to the

appropriations hearings in Washington. D.C. This was done. Our recommendation now is that a liaison be set up between Washingten Senate offices and the
MSLIO-MCIA-11111 County co-ordinating committee which would assure that
representatives of low income people in Montana be heard at all future public
hearings related to food issues in Washington. D.C.

It should he noted that several sults by Ron Po Ilaek (Center for Social Welfare Polley and Law) are pending which umy positively effect this need.
Needed Change #6: Only income recognized as a standard for eligibility and consolidated households restored to the program
The consolidated households which were eliminated front the program by the
"relatedness" requirement should now lie restored to the program. This is a recent change. Additionally the legality of the requirement for noninclusion on
the parent's previous income tax return is being challenged in the courts.

Other requirements sire in some way part of the law and will have to be

changed in the future.
Needed Change #7: Work requirement provision re-written
While this is a recognized problem in the law itself it is generally agreed that
the regulation is not an area for much liberalization. We can not honestly recommend any action on this area prior to the next review in Congress.

Needed Change #8: Realistic income standard provided to guide eligibility
determination
This change would have to come at the USDA level. A broad base of support
will he needed to get USDA to be inclined in this direction. The need is closely
related to #5 and the recommendation under that number could have an effect
here also.
Needed Change #9: Elderly and disabled able to purchase meals in group settings
or in restaurants with food stamps
It is baffling to many who have spent time in this field as to why this is not
currently allowed. Elderly and disabled citizens can purchase prepared food on
an individual ("Meals On Wheels") basis but not in groups or in a restaurant.
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We recommend a letter of inquiry be sent to USDA and routed through the
senators aims as a beginning point and that whatever the reasons this matter
be given consideration as the food stamp bill comes up for review (future).
Needed Change *10: Emergency issuance of food stamps

White there is no current federal program for emergency (free) food stamps,

most people who would be in need of emergency stamps are in the very low income
category at the time of need. Therefore the cost of the stamps would be minimal

or nothing. Why then cannot 17.,neral emergency assistance money (state) be
used as the purchase price for food stamps. We recommend that the State Welfare
Department pursue any needed policy changes to direct such a change.
Needed Change *11: rood stamp participants develop regulations and procedures
to guide the operation of the program

We have already recommended a procedure review (see 40) which would
involve participants in the development of the food stamp laws. In addition
we recommend that each food stamp program (local) have a Policy Advisory
vommittee which would develop a deep understanding of the program. know
what kinds of decisions are being made at what level (local. state. federal) and

have input in that decision making. We further recommend that the State
Welfare Dept. lead in the establishment of such committees.
Needed Change *12: Local organizations provide outreach and the poor paid to
do this job

While I'sDA has not reinforced the priority of outreach with money to pay
for this service we assume that the support will be available in the future. Our
understanding is that the state is already working with low income organizations
to fulfill this recommendat
Needed Change #1.1: Winter allowance disallowed as income towards the purchase in food stamp cost

reconmabud that the State Department of Welfare arbitrarily proclaim
these as excess shelter expense and therefore not include them as income. We
recognize the gray area of such a decision but feel it is a valid approach.

SILVIO: ROW

Cousry LnaAt SERVICES OFFICE,
Butte. Mont., May 4, 1972.

Mr. &MN MEIA:11114
!louse Office Building.
Washington. D.C.
DrAu Ilneammx.r.vrivr, Mtmeneit: Recent hearings before the state Welfare
Department indicate that the Food Stamp regulations Ore discriminatory under
the regulations issued February 1. 1972. Regulation No. 271.3 necessitates including in income, welfare and employment service benefits intended to cover
some of the courses of schooling for mothers under the WIN program. Under
that same regulation the income for scholarship educational expenses are deducted. However, the monies provided for educational expenses in the program are
not deducted. Thus, the regulations are discriminatory in providing these

deductions for college people and not for people who are being vocationally trained. Further than that, since these monies are considered income, the
bonuses which are cancelled out on Food Stamps result in the incentive intended

In the WIN program being taken out by the higher Food Stamp costs. If the
work incentive programs are to succeed for working mothers, then these provisions must he reconciled so that there is an actual incentive.
Please contact the Secretary of Agriculture concerning these regulations and

feel free to contact us If we can supply more information.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Very truly yours.
JAMES

Don

JOHNSON.

staff Attorney.
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Plant Mica:GAN
L:NITIM MK:as:yrs FOR OrronTUS1TY,

Mount Pkasant, Mich., June 26,1972.
M.. NA:4'T Asttor.t.
$1'./cer Committee on Xutritio end Bunten, .%"-:eds,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

Dr An Ms. Aunna: As requested, I herewith provide some information on

the effect of the new food stamp act in Michigan.

Although I do not yet have the statistical breakdown from the Department.
In some of the counties whirl, have implemented the new program as high
as 50% of the V.A. case load has discontinued their participation in the food
stamp program. I will forward lire exact figures as they become available.
Pence and Justice,

RIcItARD M. Sxurr,
Director, Migrant Legal Assistance Project.

Although the new Food Stamp Program gives a facial appearance of providing
an Increase in benefits and services to participants In the Food Stump Prograin. It
has IKOIlle au administrative nightmare greatly increasing the cost of delivery of
services and placing moserous extra burdens upon the applicant household. The
regulations Issued by the United states Ikliartment of Agriculture have created
an unworkable procedure which for the most part works to the detriment of the
11011$Pho

We have attempted to outline some of the major program changes which are
necessary to the operation of the program within the congressional policy of
providing a nutritionally adequate diet to low income families. As you will note,

our criticisms are made to two levels: (1) administrative burdens. which in-

crease the cost to the polltleal unit which operates the program and deertstses the

feasibility of being able to continue to operate a program on already strnitu.4
budgets ; and. () recipient burdens. which make partiOnation iu the Food Shunt)
Program by eligible households less likely because of the increased cost interims

of time. money and loss of dignity.
APPLICATION PROMO:RR

nmegehohlit: Under the procedure which was in effect in Michigan, P.A.
households were certified upon the basis of family size. Thus, the caseworker

has only to 011 out a form Indicating 1311113P. address. hoOsphold Axe. and race and

foreword that to the Food Ftamp division where the recipient was automatically
included in the program. Under the new program. the caseworker and client have
to complete a four tinge affidavit and numerous other forms to determine the
purchase price of the recipient household. All of the Infornuttion included in the
affidavit Is currently Included in the public assistance Ilk. and the affidavit does
little more than increase the burden of caseworkers who are already "pushing

so much paper that they are unable to devote any time to referral and other
client problems.

In addition to the affidavit form the caseworker Is required to make a cowpletels separate eligibility determInntIon for food stamps front that of the public
assist:lure program. The Items which are included, excluded and deducted from
Monne vary greatly front these under categorical programs. Thus. the county departments have had to provide extensive training In income determination and
Increase staff Age to accommodate the increase In paper work.

NonAmsixtance Ilottacholds: In the past a fairly simple form was used to determine eligibility and purchase price. Currently, the recipient must fill out a
six pugo application. wide!, must be gone over by the certification worker and
than a determination about work and tux dependency must be made. If there are

questions about either one, more forms must be completed, and either referred to
31ESC or to the household which claimed the applicant as a dependent.
As an example of the increased burden upon both the certification worker and
the recipient household, let us cite what has occurred In the certification of Migrant farm workers in Berrien and Van Buren Counties. On Thursday June 8,

1972 with 9 certification workers working with migrant applicants, only 25
households bad been certified between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 12:00 p.m. Similarly, In Berrien County with 5 workers certifying migrants, only 33 households
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were certified between the hours of S:00 a.m. and 4 :30 pin. While the process
will be speeded up as the workers become more familiar with the forms (or possibly less thorough) it appear that the certification process will continue to be
tedious.

The result is that Emergency Food and Medical Services monies intended

primarily to aid low income migrant families to purchase food stamps are being
utilized to supplant the food stamp program as the length of time for certification takes the farmworker away from his job for too long and the wait negates
much of the benefit of speedy certification previonsly enjoyed in Michigan. On
the Thursday night mentioned above the IIMOI office dispensing emergency food
was required to remain open until well beyond 2:00 a.m. to assist migrant families who were unable to obtain stamps.

Since that time new procedures have been hoplommted in both offices with
the following results.
Van Buren County has-adopted an appointment system. With five certification

workers they are able to certify G.5 families a day plus 5 emergencies (determined by the office supervisor). There is a three day lag between application
and interview. as of 1:45 p.m. On Friday June 22. 1972 there were 61 appoint-

ments for Monday, 66 for Tuesday and 32 for Wednesday.

In Berrien County no recertifications were being taken. Thus the 7 day lag
between applications and interview bad been cut to one day. Flowerer. recertification begins July 1 and a three to four day lag can be expected at that time.
In both Cohnties the official policy was and is to refer clients to the Emergency Food and Medical Services Program for interim feeding.
PURCHASE REQUIREMENTS

As the chart below indicates, all public assistance households in Michigan will
suffer from the new program because of the procedural change in the determination of purchase price:
EFFECT OF NEW REGULATIONS ON PA HOUSEHOLDS

Family site

Stamps

Total
income

Pay

free

Total

117

20

12
12

32
28

157

36

Net income

Adjusted

1

184

67 New

2

216

59 New

3

265

47 New

4

316

38 New

Present program

16

31

21
25

218

53

30

278

7:

Present program...
Present program

5

3E4

22 New

6

414

Present program .....
10 New

7

=

460

-

_

507

9

554.

10. ..........

601

New
Present program
New
Present program
New
Present program

34

8S
118
S5
122
106

554

130

66

601

110
138
115

85
74
97

so

404

104

... .... .._

Present program
New

39
46
38
53
44
56
16
66
58
74

342

460

Present program.. ......
8

is

60

Present program

507

73

Ed

56
88
31
103
106
128
126

la
10

164
162
180
180
196
196
212

212

Moreover, smaller households have not received a corresponding increase in
total allotment as have the larger households. which are non-public assistance.
As the regulations were originally proposed, the smaller households would have
had the maximum income levels reduced from $210 and $250 to $170 and $222
for a one and two person household respectively. However, a policy change has
allowed the smaller households in Michigan and other states which had higher
income levels prior to July 31, 1971 to retain their old purchase levels. As stated
above though these households, which studies have shown require a greater expenditure of funds for food, have not been increased in regard to maximum purchase levels as have the larger households.

This creates a great problem for the aged and infirm who more frequently

live in the smaller household units and who will more often skimp on food stuffs
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to be able to expend funds on other items. Thus making them one of the most
mitriti ally deprived classes of people ill the United States. It is important that
the coupon levels for these smaller households be changed to reflect the actual
cost figures for the smaller households.
INCOME DETERMINATION

This kannice of free coupons under the Act could benefit many families, particularly migrant families who have not had work during the preceding mouths,
however. the verification awl documentation required by USDA makes it practically impossible to issue free coupons. Particularly when the localities administering the program are required to anticipate income. All is well and fine
with projecting income when a family is working at an hourly rate and carrying
over from a previous month. so that a reasonable estimate can be made. In the
case of a migrant who works on a piece rate basis, depending upon the weather,
and who has not worked during the winter months, this system proves highly
inequitable.

First, the family has no funds with which to purchase the initial outlay of

stamps. and is thus forced to rely on BFMS or Direct Relief, if available, for the
purchase. Second, there is uo certainty that the worker will actually work the
hours projected. or earn the money anticipated. Third, as the household usually
picks together, there k no way to exclude the income of students. Fourth, the

migrant, because of his transitory nature is unable to take advantage of the
hearing process and recoup the overcharge.
VERIFICATION

In the cause of tne migrant farniworker and often in the case of other newly
arrived residents it is almost impossiltle to contact a collateral source which
satisfies the requirements of USDA. In many cases there is no person who can

supply the needed information and ill the case of farmworkers growers are often
uncooperative or are not ill a position to w.curately provide the needed information which USDA requires.
OUTREACII

Under the regulations of July 29. 1971 each State Agency participating in the
Food Stamp Program is required to submit an outreach plan, and to use its own
personnel, as well as that of federally funded programs to inform low income
households, with due regard to ethnic groups, of the availability and benefits of
the Program and encourage the participation of eligible households [7CFR 271.1

(K)]. In order to insure that states would comply with that requirement, provision was made for 621/, percent of the outreach cost to be borne by the DeIra rt men t. [7 CFR 271.2 (a) (2) ].

However, the Department has refused to allocate ally funds for outreach. In
fact at a meeting of the Migrant EFMS grantees in Washington, D.C. during the
week of March 20. 1972, the department representative. Mr. Galvin stated flatly
that no USDA funds would be used for outreach. The primary reason given was
that the Department had over extended its budget and could not afford to support
outreach activities.
Now we read that the Department is returning over $400,000,000 to the Treasury in unexpended funds. From experience we can see that as high as 50% of

the P.A. case load had discontinued participation; that no outreach materials
are available in Spanish in Michigan; that no efforts are being made to educate the potential recipient community of its right to federal food benefits.
Without creating clarifications of the new regulations and shortening some of

the procedures, and iu some cases allowing county discretion to waive verification the program is unworkable. For example the length of the P.A. affidavit is totally unnecessary. A statement certifying the information if the P.A.
file is accurate would suffice. Likewise much of the information of the nonassistance application could be combined and the form simplified, both to cut
down on time and to make the application readable and understandable to the

low income applicant.
To have a far reaching effect USDA should change eligibility and income de-

termination levels to more nearly reflect the net income figures in Categorical
Assistance Programs. Money must be expended on outreach and USDA money
should be freed up to aid in the cutting of administrative costs which have already caused many counties to balk. In fact in Michigan the County Boards have

voted to withdraw from the new Food Stamp Program as of July 1 unless
changes are forthcoming. To avert that disaster we sincerely hope that USDA
will act immediately to correct some of the problems of the new program.
ALAN W. HOUSEMAN,

Director, Michigan Legal Services Assistance Program.
ItICIIARI) M. Sicurr,

Director, Migrant Legal Assistance Project, United Migrants for Opportunity, Inc.
NOTE.Accompanying this statement were the sworn affidavits of 15 food stamp

recipients for whom food stamp bonuses were reduced as a result of the new
regulations.
HEADSTAET,

Lansing, Mich., June 2, 1972.
Hon. PHILIP HART.

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR HART: Yesterday, June 1st, was the date that the Department

of Agriculture's new purchase requirements for food stamps went into effect.
I work as a volunteer for the Head Start program in Lansing and I would like
to tell you about the hardships for individual families involved with the new

requirements.
Mrs. Sue Bonds of 2350 Reo Road, Lansing. receives AFDC and has two children. Before June 1st Mrs. Bonds paid $22.00 every two weeks for $42.00 worth
of stamps which represented a bonus of $20.00. Now she will pay $32.00 for $44.00
worth of stamps which cuts the bonus to $12.00.

Mrs. Refugia Dominguez of 2444 Reo Road, receives AFDC and has six chil-

dren. Before June 1st she paid $48.00 for $81.00 worth of stamps every two

weeks, bonus $33.00. Now Mrs. Dominguez will pay $59.00 for $82.00 in stamps
cutting the bonus to $23.00.

Mrs. Mary Gomez is a working mother who receives some AFDC supplement as her job, nurses' assistant with Head Start, does not pay enough after
taxes, child care expenses and work related expenses are deducted to meet her
family needs. Mrs. Gomez has four small children, she lives at 1433 Massachusetts Ave., Lansing. Before June 1st she paid $36.00 every two weeks for

$63.00 worth of food stamps, bonus $27.00. Now she will pay $50.00 for $64.00
worth of stamps, the bonus is cut to $14.00.
Mrs. Jean Scholl, 3112 Norwich also works for Head Start and receives AFDC.

She has three minor children and a son, honorably discharged from the Army
aged 19. She was paying $30.00 for $5.00 worth of food stamps and will now
pay $42.00 for $54.00 worth of stamps which represents a drop from $23.00 in
bonus to $12.00. The cut is working a particular hanWiip in this case as her
veteran son is living at home, cannot find a job, is a big eater especially after
walking around all day looking for work but he cannot be included on the
AFDC budget because of his age.

You can see that the Department of Agriculture is, in each of these cases, requiring a larger cash outlay for the stamps and that in no case does the value of
the stamps go up by more than a couple of dollars. In every case the bonus is
cut. Tho AFDC budget for families does not have enough money in it to adequately cover utilities in the Michigan climate so there is certainly not enough
money to cover the increased cash outlay needed to participate in the Food Stamp
program. You know what has happened to the cost of living and the price of
food. I do not need to tell you what makes for an adequate balanced diet for
growing children.
I cannot understand for whose benefit the Department of Agriculture is being

run, I live in a small rural community outside of Lansing, so I know the small
farmer is being forced off the land. Now the Food Stamp program changes demonstrate that the Department of Agriculture has very little interest in ensuring
an adequate diet for American children. It seems to me criminally irresponsible
to condemn poor children to a diet of star,h, with the costly results in terms
of health and suffering in both the medical and dental areas.
Part of the Head Start program is supposed to be education in nutritionwe
are supposed to introduce the children to new foods especially fruits and vege-

tables, we are supposed to have classes for parents to educate them in the
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elements of a balanced diet. The irony of this makes me bitterly angrywhy
should we introduce children to fruit and vegetables that their parents cannot
buy? How can we have classes on balanced diets and talk about protein and
vitamins when we know our parents cannot possibly afford such a diet.

This raises some very serious questions about the whole Farm Subsidy program and the soil bank, surely farmers could be paid to grow food and our
children fed instead of destroying the small farmer and having undernourished
children. I hope you can do something to make those responsible for this policy
see what the effects are on real people.
Yours sincerely,

JOANNA SETTLE.

NOTE.Report on situation in Iowa printed in hearing of June 7, p ($42.
FROM KENTUCKY

FAYETTE (KENTUCKY) CIRCUIT COURT DIVISION
DOROTI I Y KAY IIAMBRICK, PETITIONER
VS.

GAIL SIIAN NON HUECKER, COMMISSIONER OF ECONOMIC SECURITY, RESPONDENT
PETITION FOR REVIEW

Comes the petitioner Dorothy Kay Hambrick through counsel, pursuant to
KRS 205.234 (1), and respectfully petitions the court to review the decision of
the Department of Economic Security in determining the child-care expenses
borne by the Work Incentive Program to be income to the petitioner for the
purpose of establishing her basis of issuance (cost) ) of food stamps.
The Petitioner, for her Petition for Review, respectfully alleges :

1. That she is currently and was at the time of her initial application for

Public Assistance and Food Stamps, a resident of Fayette County.

2. That in July of 1970 she began participating in the Food Stamp Program.

3. That in August of 1970 she began receiving Public Assistance benefits under
the Aid to Families with Dependent Children Program.

4. That she was accepted as an enrollee in the Work Incentive (WIN) Pro-

gram oil January 14, 1971. The WIN Program provides a $301 numth incentive
stipend plus a remuneration for the cost of child care. She enrolled in the University of Kentucky as a social work major at that time but is presently beginning her Junior year.
5. That on January 5, 1972, she received notice that her food stamp basis of
issuance was being increased from four dollars ($4) per month to twelve dollars
($12) per month due to the inclusion of her Work Incentive Child Care payment
of seventy-five dollars ($75) as income, according to a verbal directive from the
United States Department of Agriculture in Atlanta, Georgia.
6. That she requested and received, on February 14, 1972. a "fair hearing" as
provided by KRS 205.231(2) on her assertion that such an inclusion was unfair.
The decision from that hearing, dated February 25, 1972 stated that it was fruitless to attempt to change the policy of the Food Stamp Program, however unreasonable. (See Exhibit A.)
7. That on March 1, 1972, four days after the hearing officer's decision, the
Food Stamp Handbook of the Kentucky Department of Economic Security was
revised, duplicating new regulations set out by the Department of Agriculture's
Food am: Nutrition Service, Food Stamp Program in the Federal Register, Vol.
36 No. 146, July 29, 1971, page 14107, specifically with Sec. 230(A) (9) of the
Kentucky Food Stamp Handbook. (See Exhibit B). This provision is the one
under which WIN child-care payments are included as income in computing Food
Stamp basis of issuance.
8. That petitioner appealed the hearing officer's decision to the Appeals Board
which resulted in the hearing officer's decision being upheld (See Exhibit C).

9. The present interpretation of the new regulation as made official by the

March 1, 1972 revision of the Food Stamp Handbook and the prior verbal inter-

pretation directive to Food Stamp Workers are unreasonable, arbitrary and
capricious and as such are violative of the due process clause of the 14th
Amendment.

Re-
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a. The procedure of child-care payment for the benefit of WIN enrollees is such
as to guarantee that the enrollee has no access to those benefits for monetary gain
(See Exhibit EWork Incentive Handbook Sec. 224).
b. The inclusion of a service which derives no monetary benefit to the recipient
in income received by the household, even though allowing its deduction in determining net income attributed to the Food Stamp participant results in a fundamentally unfair deprivation because of the requirement in the Food Stamp Handbook, Sec. 234(B) that the Shelter expense deduction, which is the cost of shelter

in excess of 30% of the total income, be dtducted second, only to mandatory
deductions. (See Exhibit B). This results in the non-deductible portion of one's
shelter expense being an inflated figure, giving one a lower shelter deduction and

therefore, a larger net income. (See Exhibit Dcomputation form).

c. The form which is used to determine net income of Food Stamp program par-

ticipants has validity only if those items which are included as income to the
household are of genuine monetary benefit to the participant. (See Exhibit D).
d. the classification of child-care payments as income to the household under
Sec. 230(A) (9) of the Food Stamp Handbook is a capricious interpretation of
that provision.

i. All the provisions in Sec. 230(A) involve actual receipt of money for the
use of the household or relief of a debt incurred by the household (10). Only the
9th provision has been interpreted otherwise. WIN's thirty Dollar ($30) Wort,
Incentive stipend is the actual "payment" received which would qualify for inclusion under (9).
ii. The bearing of child-care expenses by the WIN programs. as set ont in allegation (9) (a), constitutes no actual receipt of money for the use of the household. In reality it is ;me child care. The fact that money changed hands to implement the program's policy of providing child -care for its enrollees, is strictly a
matter of administrative convenience; it is more efficient than operating childcare centers.
iii. The Food Stamp Handbook Sec. 230(B) considers among items to be exluded from income "4. Any gain or bencfit which is not money" (See Exhibit
B). Free child -care service, which is, in reality, what petitioner's payment for

child-care constitutes would clearly fall within this category and their value
should be excluded from income.

e. That this interpretation of the Food Stamp Handbook Sec. 230(A) (9) "is
the result of an arbitrary decision by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the

sole objective of which is to increase the basis of issuance of food stamps and as
such, should not have been upheld by the hearing officer and the Appeals Board.
Because of the foregoing, Petitioner prays that the Court review the complete
record and reverse the decision of the Appeal Board.
LARRY S. ROBERTS, Attorney at Law.

I have read the foregoing petition, and I swear that the allegations contained
therein are true to the best of my knowledge.

Subscribed and sworn before me this

Petitioner.
day of June, 1972.
Notary Public.

My Commission expires
EXIIIBIT A

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC SECURITY
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
Division of Case Review
DOROTHY KAY HAMBRICK-CLAIMANT

(Case No. CFS 4836; 34Fayette County)
The following persons were present:
Dorothy Kay Hambrick, Claimant.
Karen Paul, Food Stamp Worker.
Diana Moore, Food Stamp Worker.
Francis Gene Hicks, Hearing Officer.
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HEARING OFFICER'S DECISION

This case is before the Hearing Officer upon a request for a hearing filed by the
claimant, Dorothy Kay Hambrick, who is dissatisfied with the "purchase price
of my Food Stamps." The appeal arose frdm a determination by the Food Stamp
Program to consider Miss Hambrick's child care payments from the Work Incentive Program as income in computing her total monthly income. A hearing was
held on February 14, 1972, in the Fayette County Public Assistance Office, Lexington, Kentucky.
The policy pertaining to the issue under review is outlined in the Food Stamp
Handbook, Section 239, Part C. This Section reads:
289 Treatment of WIN Income
C. Child Care Expenses of all WIN Enrollees. For all WIN enrollees, wages or
fees paid for care of young children in or out of the home will be deducted when
determining eligibility and basis of issuance ; this includes child care resources

such as maids, day care centers, nursery schools, neighbor's home, etc.. when
requi .d to enable the person to leave home. (Wages paid to relatives who are
normally expected to give such care are not deducted.)
STATEMENT OP FACTS

The Food Stamp Worker testified that she was informed during a staff meeting on December 6, 1971, to include the cost of child care for WIN enrollees as
income to the participant, but also this is considered as an allowable deduction.

Since Miss Hambrick is a WIN participant, her child care allowance of $75

should be considered as income. On January 10. 1972, Miss Hambrick was recertified as having $171 net monthly income. This included her $96 Public Assistance
payment and $75 child care allowance. Her shelter deduction was computed as
$45.70. an excess of thirty percent of her net income. The $75 was deducted. leaving an adjusted net income to be considered of $50.30. She was to pay $10 for $56
in Food Stamps for the month of February. 1972. The Food Stamp Worker stated
Miss Hambrick was notified of this change and the claimant requested a hearing
on January 10, 1972.
Miss Hambrick testified that she lives with her twenty-one month old daughter
in a rented apartment in Lexington. Kentucky. She pays $85 per month rent, plus
$12 for utilities. Miss Hambrick receives $96 monthly from Public Assistance for
Aid to Families with Dependent Children benefits based on birth-out-of-wedlock.
As a WIN participant, she receives $30 incentive pay and $75 child care allow-

ance. The claimant testified that she attends the University of Kentucky and

pays Miss E. Holthouse $75 per month to care for her child.

Miss Hambrick felt that she was limited in the amount of income she has to
spend for Food Stamps, and to consider the child care allowance as income to
her is unfair, as it increased the price of her Food Stamps. She is not benefiting

from this money, since she pays it to her babysitter.
CONCLUSION

The testimony adduced at the hearing and the documented evidence in the

Food Stamp case record has been carefully considered by the Hearing Officer. It
appears the policy pertaining to treatment of WIN income does not clearly specify

that payment for child care is to be counted as income to the participant. The
policy states that the child care allowance a WIN participant receives is to be
considered as a deduction. However, a verbal interpretation from the United
States Department of Agriculture in Atlanta, Georgia, indicates the child care
allowance is to be included as income to the household.
The inclusion of WIN child care allowance in arriving at the net income seems
unreasonable, since the allowable deduction occurs subsequent to computing the

shelter deduction. Counting the child care as income increases the amount in
excess of thirty percent of the net income that directly increases the adjusted net

income, causing an increase in the purchase price of Food Stamps.
The concept of the WIN Program is being forgotten, and consideration should

be given to the actual income available to the participant for purchasing of
food. To include any item as income that the participant does not obtain. any
actual cash value seems arbitrary. The layman opinion of this Hearing Officer
does not change the policies but it is hoped attention will he brought to the injustice that is attributable to the inclusion of an obvious expense as available
income.
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DECISION

The issue under review has been carried out according to apparent policies
and procedures that were in effect at the time that the dissatisfaction occurred.
Since there is no avenue for redress. any favorable decision concerning money
lost with an increase in the purchase price of Food Stamps is fruitless. Therefore, the Hearing Officer sees no reason to disturb or alter the decision of the
Food Stamp Program.
February 25, 1972.

FRANCIS GENE HICKS. Hearing Officer.

Norz.This decision may be appealed to the Appeal Board in the Department

of Economic Security at any time within twenty (20) days from the date
mailed.

Exurarr B
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY: PUBLIC ASSISTANCE FOOD STAMP HANDBOOK

230 Definition of Income:
Maximum allowable monthly income

Household size:
1
2

3
.4
5
6
7
8

$178
233
307
373
440
507
573
640

For each additional member add $53.
A. The following will be conAidcred as income for all households.
1. All earnings for services performed as an employee.
2. Net income from self-employment, which will be the total gross income from

such enterprise (including the total gain received from the sale of any capital
goods or equipment related to such enterprise) less the cost of producing that
income. (See Section 242).
3. The total amount of a roomer's payment to the household.

4. The total payment received from each boarder. A deduction in the amount
of $32, the coupon allotment for a one-person household for each boarder, will be

subtracted from this amount to arrive at the income to be added to the household's income. (See Section 203H).

5. The payment to the household by a related member of the household other
than the head of the household or spouse, who has a commitment to contribute
only a portion of his income. However, if such a household member contributes
less than the monthly coupon allotment for a one-person household, the member's
total income will be counted.
6. The total payment made to a household on behalf of a legally assigned foster
child.

7. Payments received as an annuity ; pension, retirement or disability benefit,
veterans, workmen's or unemployment compensation ; and oldage, survivors' or
strike benefits.

8. Payments received from federally aided public assistance programs or

general assistance programs.
9. Payments received from government sponsored programs, such as Work
Incentive Program, Manpower Training Program, Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service Program.
10. Money payments, except those for medical costs, made on behalf of the
household by a person other than a member of the household.
11. If any household member has access to unlimited income as he possesses a

credit card in the name of a person who is not a household member, the household will be ineligible.
12. Cash gifts or awards for support, maintenance or the expense of education
not included in Section 229, Treatment of non-recurring lumpsum payments.
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13. Scholarships, educational grants (including loans on which repayment is
deferred until completion of the household member's education). fellowships,
and veterans educational benefits. Such income is prorated over the period it is
intended to cover.
14. Support and alimony payments if they are actually received.

15. Rent, dividends, interest, royalties, and all other payments except loans

Other than loans in Number 13 above).
B. The following will be excluded from income

1. Income received as earnings for services as an employee, or income from
self-employment by a child residing in the household, who is under 18 years of
age and who is attending at least half-time, as defined by the institution a grade
school, high school, vocational school, technical school, training program. college
or university.
2. Payments received under Title TT of the Uniform Relocation Assistance and
Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, which include :

(a) Payments to persons displaced as a result of the acquisition of real

Property ;

(b) Relocation payments to a displaced homeowner toward the purchase
of a replacement dwelling. Such payment may only be to a displaced owner
who purchases and occupies a dwelling within one year following displace.

ment ;

(c) Replacement housing payments to displaced persons not eligible for a
homeowner's payment.

3. Income which is received too irregularly or infrequently to be anticipated
as available during a 3 month period, provided such infrequent or irregular
income of all household members will not exceed $30.00 in a three month period.

4. Any gain or benefit which is not in money (e.g.. free use of the house).
5. Payments for medical costs made on behalf of the household by a person

other than a member of the household.

0. All loans, except those on which repayment is deferred until completion

of the household member's education.

7. Tin percent of income received from earnings for services performed as

an employee or training allowance not to exceed $30.00 per household per month.
This does not include the earning of a child. (See Section 230 B1).
8. Lump sum payments as described in Section 229.
2$3 Verification of Income for Non-Assistance Households. Gross income from
all sources and mandatory deductions from income must be verified. Verification
of income may be made from documentary sources, such as pay stubs or from

verbal statements from the employer or agency from which the income is received or from other persons who have knowledge of the household's income.
The method of verification must be recorded in the case file.

In some instances, employers may be reluctant to provide information concerning the applicant's earnings. In such cases, verification of the applicant's
statements concerning his income may be made by contact with other persons
having knowledge of the individual's case or knowledge of similar earning
situations, such as Employment Service, county tax office, etc.

If at recertification, the income is consistent with the previous application,
verification is not required. If, however, the source of income or the amount

has changed substantially, verification is required.
A. Extremely low-income households. Certification workers should use prudence in handling households which claim an income so low that there is a likelihood that a change must occur in order for the household to exist as an economic
unit. If a household claims a low income, in comnarisnn to family size for an

extended period, this may indicate an inconsistency and should be examined
thoroughly. However, a household whose income is stable. but tow because of
fixed expenditure and which could he expected to maintain its level of existence
for a period of time, would not necessarily constitute an inconsistency.

When a household reports income deductions which are near to or exceed
income, the certification worker may consider the household's exnenses inconsistent with its reported income and resources and require verification of income
and deductions. A household whose application contains unclear. incomplete or
inconsistent information will not be certified until the questionable items have
been clarified.
B. Zero-Purchase Requirement Households. Households which renort an income so low as to put them at a zero purchase level must have factors affecting
eligibility and basis of. issuance verified through the point where a firm deter-

mination can be made, that the household is or is not eligible. At least one
collateral contact is mandatory for eases of this type. However, preliminary

certification pending verification, i.e., certification for thirty days without verifi-

cation of eligibility factors, may be applied to these households, if it appears

they will be eligible for participation.
Necessary verification and adjustment in the household's basis of issuance will
be made before the second month's issuance of coupon is made. In no case will
preliminary certification be extended for more than thirty days.
A home visit or contact must be made every three months, unless past history
of the client indicates little likelihood of change.

tt 4 Determination of Net Income. After making a decision regarding the

amount of income received by the household, the following deductions are made
to arrive at the net income:
A. Mandatory deductions from earned income such as local, State and Federal
income taxes ; Social Security taxes under FICA, mandatory retirement pigments and union, dues. ((garnishments may be deducted only when they are made
for items which would be deductible if paid when occurred, e.g., medical expenses,
if more than $10.00 a month).
B. Shelter expenses in eaceaa of 30% of the household's income after mandatory deductions and before other deductions are made. Shelter costs include all
utilities including garbage and sewer fees. etc., as well as the basic rate for one
telephone. In the case of a household which is buying its home, mortgage payments, interest on mortgage principal, real estate taxes, homeowner's insurance

and special assessments required by State or local law will be considered as
shelter costs. (See Table or Determine Excess Shelter Costs).

NOTE.If the household is unable to supply the actual cost of utilities this

may be obtained from the Manual of Operation, Table of Cash Value of Requirements Supplied.
C. Medical Expense*, exclusive of special diets when the costs exceed $10.00
per household. When medical costs have exceeded $10.00 the amount to he deducted will be the $10.00 and costs over that. Medical expenses may include actual
payments for physicians and dental services, hospitalization, nursing care in or
out of the home, prescription dregs. prescribed medles1 services, health insurance,
medicare payments and medically related transportation costs.
When necessary doe to a medical need an unrelated live In attendant, a house-

keeper or nurse is in the home, the amount to be deducted will he the amount
actually paid to the attendant plus $32.00 the value of the monthly coupon allotment for a one-person household. The live-in-attendant will not he considered
for purposes of eligibility or basis of issuance.

D. Coat of care of a child or other person; when necessary for a household

member to accept or continue employment or employment directed training.
If the care giver is an unrelated live -in- attendant or housekeeper necessary to
provide child care, the amount deducted will be the amount actually paid to the
attendant plus the value of the monthly coupon allotment for a one-person household. The live-inattendant is not considered for purposes of eligibility and basis
of issuance.
E. Educational Expenses such as tuition and mandatory fees. including ?Inch
expenses which are covered by scholarships, educational grants, loans, fellowships, and veteran's educatioal benefits.
F. Expense* due to disaster or casualty losses which enuld not be rosannahly
anticipated by the household. (Such losses are of an individual nature and are
not to be applied during a disaster declared by the President or Food and Nutrition Service. The deduction must he approved by the field office administrator
and only expenses directly related to the household disaster may be deducted.
Unusual expense is determined in accordance with the following criteria :

1. The expense is essential to the continued existence of the household
and is necessary to replace or repair items of property damaged or lost
throush vandalism, fire, theft, flood, tropical storms. tornado, etc.
2. The expense allowed is only for that portion of the loss which is not

reimbursable from insurance or met by a charitable organlration.
S. The expense has been or will be met during the period for which certification is requested.
Deductions under this provision will not be made for costs of repair. replacement of property. clothing. etc.. which becomes necessary due to mechanical
failure, wear and tear, obsolescence. or any other occurrence not directly connected with an individual household disaster.
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G. Funeral expenses of a former household member which seem reasonable

and are not reimbursable.
240 Treatment of Farm Employment Income. Farm workers may be classified
for food stamp purposes into three broad categories :

A. Regularly employed, full-time farm workers working for one employer.
These are households with regularly employed farm workers receiving a regular

monthly salary, and those households which receive income during the work
season and deferred or advanced payments against future earnings during the
non-work season. Such payments may be in the form of cash, a line of credit
from the employer, or a guaranteed line of credit from another source. Eligibility is based on the total annual income averaged over the twelve month period
and the certification period may also be for twelve months. unless a change in
household status or income makes a recertification necessary. Basis of issuance
may be determined in accordance with the way income is received. (See ?"ction
242C).
B. Households whose income is derived from farm and non-farm employment or

who may work for different employers. This category will include those households whose income during the farm season is derived from farm employment,
but who are not regularly employed at such work or who do not receive deferred
or advance payments during the non-work season. Such households may work
for a variety of employers and may also engage in non-farm work during the off
season.

Esnrarr C
APPEAL BOARD, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC
SECURITY, BUREAU OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, FRANKFORT, KY.

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF: DOROTHY K. HAMBRICK
ORDER

7/..4.0,

This case is before the Appeal Board on an appeal from a referee's decision of

February 25, 1972 which reads :

This case is before the Hearing Officer upon a request for a hearing filed
by the claimant, Dorothy Kay Hambrick, who is dissatisfied with the "purchase price of my Food Stamps." The appeal arose from a determination by
the Food Stamp Program to consider Miss Hambrick's child care payments
from the Work Incentive Program as income in computing her total monthly
income. A hearing was held on February 14, 19i2, in the Fayette County
Public Assistance Office, Lexington, Kentucky

The policy pertaining to the issue under review is outlined in the Foot'

Stamp Handbook, Section 239. Part C. This Section reads :
239 Treatment of WIN Income

C. Child Care Expenses of all WIN Enrollees. For all WIN enrollees.

wages or fees paid for care of young children in or out of the home will be
deducted when determining eligibility and basis of issuance; this includes
child care resources such as maids. day care centers, nursery schools, neighbors home, etc., when required to enable the person to leave home (Wages

paid to relatives who are normally expected to give such care are not
deducted.)

STATEMENT OF FACTS

The Food Stamp Worker testified that she was informed during a staff meeting

on December 0, 1971, to include the cost of child care for WIN enrollees as

income to the participant, but also this is considered as an allowable deduction.
Since Miss Hambrick is a WIN participant, her child care allowance of $75 should
be considered as income. On January 10, 1972, Miss Hambrick was recertified as
having $171 net monthly income. This included her $96 Public Assistance payment and.$75 should be considered as income. On January 10, 1972, Miss Hambrick was recertified as having $171 net monthly income. This included her $96
Public Assistance payment and $75 child care allowance. Her shelter deduction was computed as $45.70, an excess of thirty percent of her net income. The
$75 was deducted, leaving an adjusted net income to be considered of $50.30.
She was to pay $10 for $56 in Food Stamps for the month of February, 1972.

The Food Stamp Worker stated Miss Hambrick was notified of this change
and the claimant requested a hearing on January 10,1972.
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Miss Hambrick testified that she lives with her twenty-one month old daughter in a rented apartment in Lexington, Kentucky. She pays $65 per month rent,
plus $12 for utilities. Miss Hambrick receives $96 monthly from Public Assistance
for Aid to Families with Dependent Children benefits based on birth-out-of-wedlock. As a WIN participant, she receives $30 incentive pay and $75 child care
allowance. The claimant testified that she attends the University of Kentucky
and pays Miss E. Holthouse $75 per month to care for her child.
Miss Hambrick felt that she was limited in the amount of income she has to
spend for Food Stamps, and to consider the child care allowance as income to her is
unfair, as it increased the price of her Food Stamps. She is not benefiting from
this money since she pays it to her babysitter.

The testimony adduced at the hearing and the documented evidence in the
Food Stamp case record has been carefully considered by the Hearing Officer.
It appears the policy pertaining to treatment of WIN income does not clearly
specify that payment for child care is to be counted as income to the participant. The policy states that the child care allowance a WIN participant receives
is to be considered as a deduction. However, a verbal interpretation from the
United States Department of Agriculture in Atlanta, Georgia indicates the child
care allowance is to be included as income to the household.

The inclusion of WIN child care allowance in arriving at the net income

seems unreasonable, since the allowable deduction occurs subsequent to computing the shelter deduction. Counting the child care as income increases the

amount in excess of thirty percent of the net income that directly increases
the adjusted net income, causing an increase in the purchase price of Food
Stamps.

The concept of the WIN Program is being forgotten and consideration should

be given to the actual income available to the participant for purchasing of
food. To include any item as income that the participant does not obtain, any
actual cash value seems arbitrary. The layman opinion of this Hearing Officer
does not change the policies but it is hoped attention will be brought to the
injustice that is attributable to the inclusion of an obvious expense as available
income.

The issue under review has been carried out according to apparent policies
and procedures that were in effect at the time that the dissatisfaction occurred.
Since there is no avenue for redress, any favorable decision concerning money
lost with an increase in the purchase price of Food Stamps is fruitless. Therefore. the Hearing Officer sees no reason to disturb or alter the decision of the
Food Stamp Program.
A careful review and analysis of the entire record fails to reveal any variance from well established policy promulgated by the Federal Department of
Health. Education and Welfare. In this connection, it should be pointed out that
this agency has written the Federal Agency suggesting a change in this policy.
In the meantime. this Board has no alternative to affirming the referee's decision.
The full Board concurs.

Exiitirr E
COMMONWEALTH or KENTUCKY, PUBLie ASSISTANCE: Woax INCENTIVE HANDBOOK

223 Adequacy of Child Care Plana (continued)
B. Care in the Home of a Relative. Neighbor or Child Care Provider. This type
of care may be well suited for infants and after school care.
0. Day Care Rome. The day care home may care for from four to six children

and must be licensed if four or more of the children are unrelated to the care
provider by blood, marriage, or adoption. It is suitable for infants, toddlers,
sibling groups and for children needing after school care. Day care homes offer
family-like care and are especially suited for children who can profit from con-

siderable association with their peers.
D. Day Care Center. The day care center may care for seven or more children
more of the
and must be licensed by the Department of Child Welfare if four
children are unrelated to the care provider by blood. marriage or adoption. Simple, clean. safe facilities end furnishings permit freedom for activity. Here the
program is planned to suit the maturity of the child. Through a balanced e-eative program, and positively guided behavior. the child can develop good human
relationships within groups, and build a healthy personality. There muvt be adequate staff to help the child grow physically, socially and intellectually.
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224 Payment for Child Care. The method of payment for child care will vary
according to the plan for care but will be provided for WIN enrollees from a
special child care fund. When care is provided in a licensed facility It is pref-

erable for the provider to bill the Department and receive direct payment. Where
the billing method is impractical, payment will be authorized by Form PA-5050
with the participant required to secure a receipt for payment and to submit such
receipts monthly to the social worker.
A. Amount of Payment. The actual cost of child care will be met subject to

maximums based on the going charge to low-income working mothers in the

community. It is the responsibility of the WIN worker to determine that the services provided by the care giver merit the amount of payment being made by the
agency. In cases where care is provided by a family member who is not included
in the assistance plan, payment will be made in accordance with the additional responsibilities necessarily assumed by this member. The additional responsibilities
of this family member must be specifically documented in the case record. In no

instance will payment be made to a second parent. or to another relative included in the assistance plan who has reviously rendered the service without
charge. In unusual circumstances, older brothers and sister's may receive payment for child care and then only when they assume responsibility for their
younger siblings which would not normally be expected and when such responsibility precludes their acceptance of gainful employment, if there is such available.
JANTIAITE 5, 1972.
BASTSITTEN8 RECEIPT

This is to certify that I am paid $75 per month in payments of $27.50 twice a
month with a check from the WIN program in Frankfort, made out to Dorothy
Hambrich, for babysitting. I am paid the full amount of the cheeks.
ELAINE IIOCKIIA131.

z

STATEMENT or CONOUSIMAN JOHN F. SEMEILING (DOlio)

Mr. Chairman: I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Food Stamp
Program, and I commend your efforts to review its operation.
I would like to address myself to a specific problem wihch has been brought
to my attention by a number of my constituents. I know from my own mail, that
there are many other problems with the new food stamp regulations issued by
the Department of Agriculture on March 1, 1972, and with the program in
general.

But I want to draw one particular aspect to your attention because it highlights the arbitrary manner in which the Department of Agriculture administers
the Food Stamp Program, and the extraordinary influence on the program of a
few powerful members of Congress whose support of the Food Stamp Program
has been less than enthusiastic,
Included in the new regulations was a provision prohibiting the return of cash
as change in food stamp transactions. I ask unanimous consent to include in the
hearing record the notice of this change published in the Federal Register on
December 20, 1971.
Food stamps are issued, as you know, in increments of 50 cents. Until this new

regulation went into effect, change from food stamp transactions was provided
in cash. Under the new regulation, cash is prohibited. and has been replaced by
credit slips. These are good only at the store of issuance.
The new system has created some aggravating problems for food stamp recipients which I think are well outlined in a leter from Mrs. Rita Bosch. a food
stamp recipient from Akron. Ohio. I would like to have a copy of Mrs. Bosch's
letter included in the record at this point,
As Mrs. Bosch points out:
"Because the credit slips must be redeemed at the place of issuance, it tends to
restrict the ability of recipients to shop around for sale and bargain items, which
is so necessary when living on a limited budget.

'The amount of money in question is so small (always less than t0 cents
often a matter of a few pennies), that recipients often can't And anything .to
buy for that amount.
"In the past, recipients used change cash to buy nonfood items such as Imap,
which are essential but can't be purchased with food stamps:."
These are some of the mechanical inconveniences caused by this new, and
unnecessary regulation.
But what is of more concern to me. and I think to the food stamp recipients,

is the added embarrassment and feeling of humiliation caused by this new
procedure.

It is no secret that, whether inadvertently or intentionally. government welfare programs have been designed so as to set welfare recipients apart from the
rest of us, to make them feel that they are lesser people because they do not
have the financial means to be self-suMcient. Fortunately. we seem to be moving
away from that with the proposed minimum income in HR 1 as passed by the
House.

But this new regulation, as far as I can determine. is instinct with the
attitude that anyone on welfare is inferior and not to be trusted. Why else
would we be concerned about giving food stamp recinienta a nickel, dime or
quarter's worth of changechange which. of course, is legally their's because
they have paid for the stamps with their own funds?
Mr, Chairman, if the Food Stamp Program were being terribly abused. if
significant amounts of money were being used for purposes other than those
stated in the law, then I would fully support a complete investigation, and
program changes to counter that abuse.
But I can And no evidence. in my correspondence and contacts with the
Denartment of Agriculture. that significant abuse of the Program Oared any
rote in the promulgation of this new regulation. I offer such corresnondenee and
ask unanimous consent that it be included in the bearings record, Mr. Chairman.
(746)
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The Department made it very clear to me that their primary motivation was
language contained in the report of the Conference Committee on the 1972
Agriculture Appropriation bill, which read: ". . . the Food Stamp Act makes

no provision for providing cash for face value of stamps even in making change
. such practice should be stopped . . ."

. .

Yet it is equally dear, Mr. Chairman, that the Act makes no prohibition on

issuance of cash as change.

In a letter to me, Richard Lyng. Assistant Secretary of the Department of

Agriculture, said:

"Although we recognised that the conference report (language) was not

legislatively binding, a number of considerations has a significant Influence on our

decision to be responsive to the views of the conferees. Prior to the decision to
propose a prohibition on cash change. several members of Congress had in-

dividually expressed objections to the return of cash as change in coupon transactions. Among these were the Chairman and two members of the House Agriculture Committee, Congressmen Posse, Abernethy, and Seidler, respectively.
Therefore. when the conference report on the Agriculture appropriations bill
confirmed the views expressed during our earlier meeting. the Department felt
it was necessary to be responsive to the statements of the conferees."

From their comments, it appears that the Department of Agricu'ture made its
decision to change the regulation as soon as the conference report was issued.
However. they were required by law to request comments on the proposed change.

and accordingly the new regulation was published in the Federal Register on
September 10. 1971. According to Assistant Secretary Lyng. the Department
solicited opinions on the matter from a wide variety of interested persons,
"including State Welfare Agencies. the National Association of Food Chains,
the National Association of Retail Grocers of the United States, the State Retail
Trade Associations, a number of citizens groups and interested private organizations . . ."
However, there is no specific evidence on what steps the Department took to

seek out the opinions of the food stamp recipients themselves, who, after all,
are the only people who are affected by the change.

The Department received about 200 responses. and a member of my staff has
reviewed them all. I ask unanimous consent that a brief summary of the survey
results be included in the Record at this point.
The respondents were divided into four groups :

(1) public officials (including state welfare commissioners, and social

workers. school ofilcials and elected officials)

(2) retailers (food market owners and clerks) and trade associations
(8) private citizens
(4) food stamp recipients.
Opinion was evenly divided. as the Department pointed out in their letter to

me, with one-half favoring the new regulation and one-half opposing the regulation. According to Assistant Secretary Lyng.
"Since the comments which we received did not present any new considerations,
major oppotioa, or any other unusual reason for not accepting the views of the
conferees. we proceeded with the amendments." (emphasis added)
What the Department failed to consider, however, is that of those respondents
who had first-hand experience with the program and who have a stake in It, i.e.

the public °Wats who administer the program. and the food stamp recipients
who live with it, a majority were opposed to the change. According to the chart,
100% of the food stamp recipients were opposed. and 58% of the public officials.
Yet the change was implemented by the Department with no further hearings.
Mr. Chairman, I am opposed to the new regulation, and I am particularly opposed to the manner in which it was made.
It seems clear to me that the Department of Agriculture. in implementing the
cash change prohibition was responding to the wishes of a few members of Congress whose long-time opposition to the Food Stamp Program is well-known.

This program was established by a vote of the majority of all members of

Congress out of a genuine concern for the problems of poor people, and to help
alleviate the shocking problem of hunger in America.

The Department's arbitrary ruling on the return of cash in food stamp transactions demonstrates a serious disregard for the problems. and integrity of people participating in the program. It also demonstrates a disregard for the legislative process. I hope there will be an opportunity for full public hearin=s and
debate on this issue in the future.
Thank you.
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH CONGRESSMAN SELBERLING ON FOOD STAMP REGULATIONS

AKRON, Onto, March 15,1972.

Mr. SEIBERLING : I attended a meeting at East Akron Community House, where

you were the speaker. You pledged your help to the audience and the people of
Akron. We need your help now! The new change in the food stamp program is

a step backward. It has been done that way before. It didn't work then and

won't now. For poor people to be issued due bills only helps the stores profit and
takes even more from poor people. The month is only half over and I already
have 20 due bills from 4 different stores, they range from 10 to 70 They can only

be used at the stores issuing them, meaning we have to return to that store.
Since we, the poor, follow sales our money is spread out across town.

Some of us are not lucky enough to own a car, so part of those due bills are
never returned. When they are, we stand in line trying desperately to find a food

item for 10 to 70. This is the most degrading thing that can happen to you.
The clerk is glaring at you, people in line are impatient and looking at you like
you are dirt ; So you end up getting gum or a candy bar that you didn't want or
need. Giving 4W change can at least buy a couple of bars of soap, a tube of tooth-

paste, or 4 rolls of toilet paper. These are only the everyday necessities! I am
enclosing some of my due bills (one 10, one 70 and 130) but please returnafter
you have tried to use them! Also please see who profits from unrcturncd due bills,
believe me it's not the poor. I think the public and your supporters should know
where this money goes. Thank you and answer soon.
Your Supporter,
RITA Hoses.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE,

Washington, D.C., March 24,1972.
Hon. JOHN F. SEIBERLING,

House of Representatives.
DEAR MR. Sennaniso: Thank you for your recent inquiry concerning the De-

partment's decision to amend the Food Stamp Program Regulations to prohibit
the return of cash as change in coupon transactions. I would like to take this
opportunity to briefly explain the background of this decision.
In the July 22, 1971, conference report on the Agriculture Appropriations Bill

for 1972, Senate and House conferees stated that, ". . . the Food Stamp Act
makes no provision for providing cash for face value of stamps even in making
change . , . such practice should be stopped . . ." Consequently, in the Federal

Register of September 10, 1971, the Department published a notice of proposed
rulemaking setting forth proposals to amend the Food Stamp Program Regulations to prohibit the return of cash as change in food coupon transactions and to
prohibit the use of food coupons for deposits on returnable containers. Interested
persons were invited to submit their comments within 30 days of the date of
publication.
The overall response to the proposed amendments was fairly evenly divided in

support of and in opposition to the prohibition of cash change. However, after
reviewing the opinions received, and after giving further consideration to the

changemaking procedures, the Department felt it necessary to adopt the proposed
amendments in response to the views of the conferees. Thus, the prohibition on
the return of cash as change in coupon transactions became effective on March

1, 1972. (I have enclosed a copy of the Federal Register notice adopting these
amendments and summarizing the comments received in response to the proposed
amendments.)
You were specifically interested in the reason for not making credit slips issued
by one store redeemable in all stores participating in the Food Stamp Program.

The Treasury Department has advised us that Section 336 of Title 18 of the
United States Code prohibits such a practice. This Section reads, "Whoever
makes, issues, circulates, or pays out any note, check, memorandum, token, or
other obligation for a less sum than $1, intended to circulate as money or to be

received or used in lieu of lawful money of the United States, shall be fined not
more than $500 or imprisoned not more than six months, or both." The Treasury
Department has further advised that the redemption of credit slips by different
members of one chain would not violate this Section of the U. S. Code. Even if
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such a restriction did not exist, the problems of accountability for interchange
able credit slips among participating food stores would present a strong argument
against adopting such a system. Please let us know if you would like additional
information.
Sincerely,

MARVIN M. SANDSTROM,

Assistant Deputy Administrator.
APRIL 21, 1972.

Hon EARL Bum,
Secretary of Agriculture,
Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ma. SECRETARY : I am writing about the recent decision by the Agriculture

Department to prohibit the return of cash as change in food stamp transactions.
I understand from previous correspondence with your Department that this
change was precipitated by language in the conference report on the Agriculture
Appropriations bill which stated ". . the Food Stamp Act makes no provision
for providing cash for face value of stamps even in making change . . . such
practice should be stopped . ." As you know, on September 10, 1971, the proposed change was published in'the Federal Register together with a request for
comments within 30 days. In a letter from Mr. Marvin Sandstrom, Assistant
Deputy Administrator of the Food and Nutrition Service, dated March 24, 1972,

it was stated that respondents were fairly evenly divided over the proposed
change. It appears that because of this survey, but mostly because of the language in the conference report, the change was effected as of March 1, 1972.
As you know, the language of a conference report is not legislatively binding,

nor does it have the approval which might have been obtained through public
hearings and a direct vote by members of the Congress. I feel that since the
public was fairly evenly divided on this issue it should have been the subject
of public hearings and further study. In this way the public and experts in this
field would have had the opportunity to fully express their ideas and any deci-

sion made thereafter would have been made in a more democratic fashion.
I would greatly appreciate your comments on the procedure followed in enacting the new regulations. In addition, I would appreciate knowing how the pro-

posed change was publicized other than in the Federal Register to assure that
the public, and especially the participants in the program were made aware of it.
Thank you very much for your attention to this matter. I look forward to
hearing from you at your earliest convenience.
Sincerely,

JOHN F. Srxszatzwo, M. C.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Hon. JOHN F. SEIBERLING,

Washington D.C.. May 15, 1972.

House of Representatives.
DEAR Ma. SEIBF.RGING: Secretary Butz has asked me to thank you for your
April 21, 1972, letter. You requested further information concerning the procedure followed by the Department in amending the Food Stamp Program Regulations to prohibit the return of cash as changed in coupon transactions.
In your letter, you pointed out that the language of the July 21, 1971, conference report, which strongly influenced the Department's decision on cash

change, is not legislatively binding. You also suggested that since the public
was evenly divided on the cash change issue, the amendments should have
been the subject of public hearings and further study.

Although we recognized that the conference report was not legislatively

binding, a number of considerations had a significant influence on our decision
to be responsive to the views of the conferees. Prior to the decision to propose
a prohibition on cash change, several members of Congress had individually expressed objections to the return of cash as change in asupon transactions. Among
these were the Chairman and two members of the House Agriculture Committee,
Congressmen Poage, Abernathy, and Belcher, respectively. Therefore, when the
conference report on the Agriculture appropriations bill confirmed the views
expressed during our earlier meeting, the Department felt it was necessary to
be responsive to the statements of the conferees.
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However, to ensure careful consideration of the pros and cons of this issue,
we solicit opinions on the matter from a wide variety of interested persons.
When the proposal was published in the Federal Register. a notice explaining the
proposal and a copy of the proposed amendments were sent to the State Welfare
Agencies, the National Association of Food Chains, the National Association of

Retail Grocers of the 'United States, the State Retail Trade Associations, a

number of citizens groups and interested private. organizations. Senators El lender
and Talmadge, and Congressmen Poage and Whitten. Since the comments which

we received (and have shown to Miss Amatta of your office) did not present
any new considerations, major opposition, or any other unusal reason for not
accepting the views of the conferees, we proceeded with the amendments.
After the decision was made to adopt the new amendments to the regulations,
the groups and the members of Congress mentioned above were recontacted
regarding the final decision. In addition, we provided the States with a draft of
a notice of the change in the regulations for distribution to recipients, and supplied certification and issuance offices with posters outlining the changes. (In
February, the-Ohio State Agency sent the sample flyers to the counties and

requested the welfare offices to notify recipients of the cash change prohibition.)
To assist members of the retail trade industry in following the amended regulations, each authorized retailer received an announcement of the changes followed by a reminder of their effective date. Also, each participating retailer
was given a poster on the changes for display in his store. Finally, we sent letters
concerning the decision to all of the individuals who had commented on the
proposal.

If we

wide you with any farther information, please feel free to

contact L .

Sincerely,

RICHARD LYING,

Assistant Secretary.

lln percent)
Respondents

Public ofkials
Retailers
Private citizens
Recipients

Favored chute

Opposed change

42

55
57

58
45
43

0

100
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Appendix 2

ITEMS PERTINENT TO THE HEARING OF JUNE 22
Material Submitted by USDA

Public Law 92-35
92nd Congress, H. J. Res. 744
June 30, 1971

Joint Ittsohition

85 STAT. 88

Making an appropriation for the fiscal year 1972 for the Department
of Agriculture, and for other ptarpoees.

of the

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
Department of
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following Agriculture.
sum is appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise Appropriation.
appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30,1972, namely :
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOOD AND Ntrzitmoti SERVICE
CHILD NUTRITION PROGRAMS

For the summer programs of the nonschool feeding program for

children, as provides:I. for in H.R. 9270, Ninety-second Congress (as
passed by the House of Representatives), to be immediately available, $17,000,000.
Approved June 30, 1971.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY:
SENATE REPORT

No. 92-241 (Cam. on Appropriations).

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Vol, 117,(1971):

June 24, considered and passed House.
June 28, considered and passed Senate,
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Calendar No. 246
REporr
No. 92-253

SENATE

92D CONGRESS

1st Session

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE-ENVIRONMENTAL
AND CONSUMER PROTECTION APPROPRIATION BILL,
1972

Jtrix 14, 1971.Ordered to be printed

Mr. McGEE, from the Committee on Appropriations,
submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H.R. 9270)
*

*

*

*

*
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REMOVAL OF SURPLUS AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES (SECTION 32)

The basic purposes of section 32 funds is to encourage the production

of food by stabilizing prices for export and domestic consumption

of perishable agricultural commodities. The extent of use of funds for
the basic purposes of section 32, which has been amended from time

to time, depends upon the condition of markets and the extent to
which surplus removal programs are initiated to stabilize market
conditions.

It is essential that the Department of Agriculture have on hand at
all times under the permanent appropriation sufficient funds to enter
into the price depressed markets and stabilize them by surplus removal operations.
The following table summarizes the estimated total funds available
for Section 32 activities and the estimated balance carried forward for
Fiscal Years 1970, 1971, and 1972.
Item

... .... ..........

Appropriation or estimate ..
Balance available from prior years
Recovery of prior-year obligations .....
Transfers to:

,

.....
.......

1971 estimate

1972 estimate

5698, 462, 614
299, 921,169

$728,759,723

$753, 000, 000
300, 000, 000

300, 000, 000

130,188

... .. .......

Child nutrition programs .......

1970 actual

......
,
......

-232.043, 000
-15, 000, 000

-194, 266, 000
-15. 000. 000
- 3,117, 000
-7, 636, 414

-238, 358, 000
-15, 000, 000
-3. 117. 000

-7,626, 289

-7, 800, 000

764, 658.434
464, 658, 434

795,040,000

..

778, 494,557
474. 600, 932
3, 893,625

Unobhgated balance carried forward to subsequent years..-

300, 000,000

300, 000, 000

300, 000, 000

Agricultural Research Service..

Foreign Agricultural Service .....

Interior Department . , .... ,
Total available after transfers
Obligations ....... ...
....
.. ...

Unoblipted balance..

,

-

,.:

.... ....

.

,

-

-

- 3,117,000

495, 040, 000

I Department of Commerce in fiscal year 1972 (Reorganization Plan No. 8 of 1970).

The total amount available for 1972 for this program is $195,040,000

after transfers to child nutrition programs, Agricultural Research
Service, Foreign Agricultural Service, and the Department of Commerce. Of this amount the Committee agrees with the House bill to
make available not more than $3,374,000 for the formulation and administration of marketing agreements and orders and $181,758,000
47
4
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for child feeding programs and additional direct distribution and other
food programs for needy children and families. Of this amount $11,225,00u is made available for the summer non-school food programs.

In addition, the amount recommended by the Senate will provide
$33,775,000 more than the budget estimate for special feeding programs for for free and reduced price lunches for needy children.
FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE

The Food and Nutrition Service was established August 8, 1969, by
the Secretary's Memorandum No. 1659 and Supplement 1, in accordance with the provisions of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1953.
This agency is responsible for the formulation and administration
of programs dealing with the child feeding programs (including administration of the school lunch program as amended, and the Special

Milk Program), family feeding programs which include the Food
Stamp Program, as well as the administration of the Direct Distribution Program to families and to institutions and related specialized

nutritional and feeding programs.

FOOD ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS OF THE US. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Program level-In thousands of dollars]

Rua! year
1970

Fiscal yur

Fiscal yur

Committee

1971 1972 budget 1972 House
estimate
bill

Rua! year

mendation

(actual) (estimated)

Program

A. Child nutrition program:
I. Cash grants to States:
a School lunch (sec. 4)

c School breakfast., : ....... . .
e State administrative expenses
f) Nonschool food program
g) Nutritional training

2. Commodities to

... ,

3. Federal operating expenses.,,-,,,,,.
Total, child nutrition program

B. Suds, milk program
Total, child feed program
C. Family feeding program:
I. Food stamp program.

2. Direct distribution to families:
ia) Section 32 commodities
b) Financial assistance to States
c) Federal operation

(d) Section 416 ..........
3. Nutrition supplement ...... . . ._..._

225, 018

390,175

390,175

15, 000

15, 000

16,715
I, 722

16,110

16,110

3.500

7, 258

20, 775
750

3, 500
20, 775

16,110
3, 500
32,000

337,155
276, 219

637, 553
232, 548

6,194

16,110
3, 500
32, 000
750

750

750
682, 553

333,355

7,099

637, 553
366, 355
8, 081

8, 011

682, 553
333, 355
8, 081

619, 568

877,200

1,011, 989

1, 023,989

1, 023,989

102,124
721, 692

104, 000
981, 200

0
I, 011, 989

104,000
1,127, 989

1,127, 989

518,222

1, 670, 000

2, 001,184

2, 001,184

2, 001,184

173, 180
6, 026
3, 539

155, 163
19, 700

167. 766
19, 700
3, 566

155, 766
19, 700
3, 566
91, 723
16. 136

155, 766

4, 363
70, 706

91.723

104, 000

19.700
3, 566
91, 723
16, 136

13, 667

16, 136

16, 136

270,686

298.891
27, 480
50, 249

286, 891
27, 480
50, 249

286, 891

29,876

266, 068
19, 418
50, 249

1,621, 912

2, 986, 935

3,389, 793

3, 493, 793

3,493, 793

21, 436

_.,.

Total, food assistance program .....

225, 018

15, 000

74,274

Total, family feeding..:..:....:.:....
D. Direct distribution to institutions
E. Nutrition education program..

225,018
356,400

10, V7

Nonfood assistance

Total, cash grants_

225, 018
356, 400
15, 000

168, 023
132, 560

(b Fru and reduced oda lunches

NOM-

27, 480
50, 249

CHILD NUTRITION PROGRAMS

.
,--

r

1971 New budget (obligational) authority_
1972 Budget estimate-New (obligational) authority
House bill-New (obligational) authority
Committee recommendation-New ( obligational) authority
1
2

Includes 8238,868,000 transfer from Section 37.

Includes $232,043,000 transfer from Sutton Z..

48

I $540, 332, 000
2 582, 919, 000
2 582, 919, 000
2 582, 919, 000
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The primary objective of the Child Nutrition Programs is to improve
the health and well-being of the Nation's children by providing wellbalanced meals in schools and service institutions. Fiscal year 1970
signaled significant gains in the National School Lunch Program, not
only in terms of the actual number of children participating but also
in the innovation and changes made in legislation, regulations, policy
and procedures. As a result of such changes and increased funding, the
program expanded significantly in 1970. Particular improvement took

place in the program of free and reduced price lunches for needy
children.

The authorities for the Child Nutrition Programs are the regular
School Lunch Act, as amended, and the Special Section 32 Feeding
Program. The Federal contribution to the Feeding Programs is augmented by contributions to the States from commodities acquired
under Section 6 of the School Lunch Act, purchases and donations of
commodities acquired under Section 32, and donations of commodities

acquired as a result of price support activities under Section 416.

Public Law 91-248, enacted in May 1970, authorized program changes

and increased funding. This will enable the Department to provide
more effective administration and more readily reach a much greater
number of eligible children.

The Committee recommends $582,919,000, excluding the special

Section 32 allocated for this purpose. Of the total appropriation,
$232,043,000 of which is to be transferred from Section 32 for child

nutrition programs. This is the same amount as provided in the

House bill and in the budget estimate for 1972. It is $42,587,000 more
than the 1971 appropriatim.

The Committee has carefully considered the needs for the nonschool food programs, especially the summer child feeding portion.
The Department has announced that $33.1 million is being made
available for the summer program this year. While this bill carries a
total of $32 million specifically for this overall purpose, the bill makes
possible a total nonschool program of approximately $49 million, as
follows:
Urgent Agriculture Appropriation Act (H.J. Res. 744, approved

$17, 000, 000
June 30, 1971)
Recommended by committee in accompanying bill:
$20, 775, 000
Direct appropriation
Special Sec. 32 funds
11, 225, 000
32, 000, 000

Total

49, 000, 000

The total of $49 million would provide nonschool food programs
approximately as follows:

In Willow

$33. 1
Summer programs (July-August, 1971)
Regular year long programs and initiation of summer programs in calendar
15. 9
year 1972

This should meet the needs in view of the fact that in the fiscal year
1971, only $5.8 million was used for the summer child feeding program

and about $15 million was used for the year long activities.

76-300 0 - 72 - pt.3B - 10
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SPECIAL MILK PROGRAM

1971 New budget (obligational) authority
1972 Budget estimate-New (obligational) authority
House bill-New (obligational) authority

Committee recommendation-New (obligational) authority

6104, 000, 000

0

104, 000, 000
104, 000, 000
104, 000, 000

The Special Milk Program seeks to increase the consumption' of
fluid milk by children. All nonprofit primary and secondary schools,
nonprofit summer camps, and nonprofit child-care institutions devoted to the care and training of children, are eligible to participate
in the program. From its inception in fiscal year 1955 through fiscal
year 1962, the program was financed through advances from Com-

modity Credit Corporation funds. The Agricultural Act of 1961

(P.L. 87-128), approved August 8, 1961, authorized an appropriation

for the program and extended it through June 30, 1967. The Child
Nutrition Act of 1966 incorporated the Special Milk Program and
extended it through fiscal year 1970. Public Law 91-295, enacted
June 30, 1970, authorized appropriation authority beyond fiscal 1970.

An appropriation of $104,000,000 is recommended. This is the
same as the House bill and the same as the :971 appropriation. It is
an increase of $104,000,000 above the budget request. This will provide for the continuation of this program in 1972.
FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

1971 New Budget (obligational) authority
1972 Budget estimate-New (obligational) authority
House bill-New (obligational) authority
Committee recommendation-New (obligational) authority

61, 670, 000, 000
2, 001, 184, 000
2, 001, 184, 000
2, 001, 184, 000

The food stamp program was authorized by Public Law 88-525,
approved August 31, 1964. Public Law 90-91, approved September 27,
1967, provided that the act be carried out only with funds appropriated
from the general fund of the Treasury for that specific purpose and in
no event shall be carried out with funds derived from permanent appropriations. Public Law 90-552, approved October 8, 1968, extended
appropriation authority through December 1970, and provided $340
million authorization for fiscal year 1970.

Public Law 91-116, approved November 13, 1969, increased the
authorization for fiscal year 1970 to $610 million. Legislation was
passed on December 31, 1970, which authorizes appropriations up to
$1,750,000,000 in fiscal year 1971, and "such sums as the Congress

may provide" in 1972 and 1973.
The food stamp program is designed to benefit families o: individuals receiving some form of welfare assistance, and is also authorized
to help other designated families with incomes as low or lower than
families receiving welfare. The .program is conducted in cooperation
with the States with the objective of providing improvements m the
diets of low-income families. Eligible persons or families are able to
increase their purchase of foods by means of food stamps issued in the
form of special Federal assistance. The food stamps are redeemed in

designated retail stores. The results of the program show that food
purchases are increased.
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BEAUFORT COUNTY FOOD STAMP PAIrrIcIPATI03:
TABLE 1-B.MONTHLY FOOD STAMP PROGRAM PARTICIPATION AS REPORTED ON CFP-256 FORMS: BEAUF3RT
COU N TY, S.C.. OCTOBER 1968-SEPTEMBER 1969

Households

Year and month

Total

Persons

PA

NPA

Total

PA

NPA

704
667
708

122

582
546
574

2.740
2.456
2,717

263
261

2.477
2.188
2.429

700
735
873
862

113
113
141
151

587
622
732

216
217
322

-.

896

210
257
275
377
407

636
583

September

840
850
851
884

575
474

2.700
2.721
3,183
3.059
3,176
2.968
2,984
2.974

477

3, 095

1968:
October
November
December
1969:
January

February....- - - March

.-

April

May..
June

July

August

121

134

711

2U

330
570
810
902

1,346
I, 460

2,484
2.504
2.861
2.729
2,606
2.156
2.012
1.621
1, 635

TABLE 2-B.FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION BY SAME HOUSEHOLDS. BEAUFORT COUNTY. S.C., OCTOBER 196aSEPTEMBER 1969

Total households
Frequency of participation (months)
12
11
10

Total persons

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

328

24.8

I, 246

9.0

25.5

119

8.4
4.1
5.5
4.5
6.4
5.7
5.5
6.2
8.2
9.4
10.6
100.0

100
120
142

10.7

411
202
269
217
312
278
266
304
399
457
518

1.323

100.0

4, 879

a

58
72
54

7

91

4.4
5.4
4.1
6.9

82
72

6, 2
5. 4

9
6
5
4

as

3

2.
1

Total

(757)

6.4
7.6
9.1
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OEO/USDA/OMB Dtcwarow ON Haan Sun.

In response to the request for a copy of the OEO/USDA/OMB decision on

Head Start, there is no signed interagency agreement. The agreement was worked
out through meetingsdiscussions, and the background and specifics of the agreement are as follows :
Had Start Programs ate eligible under Special Food Service Program legisla-

tion (Section 13 of the National School Lunch Act), and when this legislation
was enacted in 1968, the inclusion of all Head Start food service was considered.

However, the Special Food Service Programs was authorized only on a pilot
basis at a low level of funding, and food service in Head Start was running at a
much higher level. Also, there was some feeling that, since Head Start was designed to provide comprehensive child care, the food service component should
not be split out.

Agreement was subsequently reached with the Office of Economic Opportunity (then the agency administering Head Start) that Head Start programs
would be treated in the following manner:

1. 0E0 would continue to finance food service in Head Start programs

then in operation, i.e., before November 1, 1969.
2. Special Food Service Program funds would be concentrated in day-care

centers any other eligible institutions that had no food service and newly
established Head Start programs.
3. Also, the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 authorizes USDA to extend the
benefits of its school feeding programs to preschool programs operated as
Part of a school program. Therefore, when the Head Start program is an integral part of a school syst-tm, and the attending children eat in the school's

breakfast or lunch programs, the school claims reimbursement for Head
Start meals under the regular school breakfast and lunch programs.

Items of Interest
PUBLISHED USDA MATERIALS ATTESTING TO INADEQUACY OF
ECONOMY FOOD PLAN
[EXCERPTS Faou RODWAY, ET At.. v. THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. A
COMPLAINT FILED IN U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA]

5. The new monthly coupon allotments were established by the Agriculture
Department (hereinafter U.S.D.A.) pursuant to its so-called "Economy Diet

Plan." (U.S.D.A., Agricultural Research Service, Consumer and Food Economics
Research Division. "Family Economics Review" (September, 1971), at 11 and 151
The Economy Diet Plan is one of five food plans developed by U.S.D.A.'s Agri-

cultural Research Service; the other four plans are: the liberal plan" (the most
expensive plan), the "moderate-cost plan,' the "basic low-cost food plan," and
another low-cost food plan designed for the nutritional preferences of families
in the Southeast, The Economy Diet plan is the least expensive of the five food
plans; the basic low -cost food plan costs 25 percent more than the Economy Diet
Plan. (A copy of the Economy Diet plan and its costs are set forth in Appendices
A and B, attached hereto and incorporated herein.]
6. The new monthly coupon allotmentsestablished pursuant to the Economy

Diet Planare violative of the Food Stamp Act since said allotments are con-

siderably lower than the cost of obtaining an adequate nutritional diet. The allot-

ments are unlawfully low for essentially two reasons. First, as set forth more
fully below (see pages 22 to 25 infra), the cost of the Economy Diet Plan is an

unreasonable measure for the cost of a nutritionally adequate diet. Even U.S.D.A.
admits that the Economy Diet Plan is an unreasonable measure for determining
the cost of a nutritionally adequate diet:
Studies show that few families spending at the level of the Economy Plan
select foods that provide nutritionally adequate diets. The coat of this Pius
is not a reasonable measure of basic money needs for a good diet. The public
assistance agency that recognizes the limitations of its clientele and is interested in their nutritional well being will recommend a money allowance for
food considerably higher than the cost level of the Economy ran. Many
welfare agencies base their food cost standards on the U.S.D.A. LowCost

Food Plan which costs about 25 percent more than the Economy Plan.

(U.S.D.A., Agricultural Research Service, Consumer and Food Economics
Research Division, Sample Menus and Food List for One Week based on

U.S.D.A. Economy Family Food Plan," (CA 62-28, Revised May 1968) at 1.
Attached hereto, and incorporated herein, as Appendix B) (emphasis added)
It is for this reason that U.S.D.A. has described the plan as one for "emergency
use" and "for temporary use when funds are low." (U.S.D.A., Agricultural Research Service, Consumer and Food Economics Research Division, Family Food
Plans Revised 1964" (1969), at 3) (emphasis added)

7. In its last nationwide Food Consumption Survey (1965-1966), U.S.D.A.
sought to determine the percentage of householdspurchasing food at the Economy Diet Plan cost levelthat obtained an adequate nutritional diet. The standard for nutritional adequacy used in the Surveyand used by reputable nutri-

tionists throughout the countrywas the Recommended Dietary Allowances
(hereinafter R.D.A.) of the National Academy of SciencesNational Research
Council. The R.D.A. is a list of nutritional component amounts; a household
is assured of an adequate nutritional diet if it consumes the full R.D.A .1 The
I Recommended Dietary Allowances. Sixth Revised P.dition (1964). National Academy

of ?Sciences. National Research Council Pub. 1146.
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U.S.D.A. Food Consumption Survey found that "less than 10 percent of the
families studied in 1965 who spent at the cost of the Economy Diet Plan" had
obtained the R.D.A. (U.S.D.A.. Agricultural Research Service. Consumer and
Food Economics Research Division (6/23/09), payee: 8-10. Attached hereto,
and incorporated herein, as Appendix C] Even more startling, however, was
U.S.D.A.'s finding that "less than 50 percent" of the families studiedwho had
spent at the cost of the Econmy Diet Planhad obtained even two-thirds (%'s)
of the R.D.A. [Ibid.]
8. In short, but as more fully set forth below [see pages 22 to 25, infra], the
cost of the Economy Diet Plan Is an unreasonable basis for measuring "the cost

of a nutritionally adequate diet." [7 U.S.C. 2016(a) ] The cost level of the
Ecwomy Diet Plan is an unreasonably meager measure of the cost of providing an adequate nutritional diet.
A. THE UNREASONARLENESS OF USING TILE ECONOMY DIET PLAN AS THE RADIS FOR
DETERMINING THE COST OF A NUTRITIONALLY ADEQUATE DIET

41. U.S.D.A. has admitted, in numerous publications, that the Economy Diet

Plan is an unreasonable measure for determining the cost of a nutritionally

adequate diet. In its publication explaining the usage of the Economy Diet Plan
[set forth in full in Appendix II), U.S.D.A. states:

Studies show that few families spending at the level of the Economy

Plan select foods that provide nutritionally adequate diets. The cost of this
plan is not a reasonable measure of bask money needs for a good diet. The
public assistance agency that recognizes the limitations of its clientele and
is interested in their nutritional well-being will recommend a money allowance for food considerably higher than the cost level of the Economy Plan.

Many welfare agencies base their food cost standards on the U.S.D.A.

Low-Cost Food -Plan which costs about 2 percent more than the Economy

Plan. [Appendix II. at 1] (emphasis added)
On page 4 of the same publication, U.S.D.A. cautions that the Economy Diet
Plan is "designed for temporary use when funds are limited." [Appendix B, at 4]
(emphasis added)
42. In another publication prepared by U.S.D.A., the defendants reiterate
their warnings about the Economy Diet Plan: "The economy plan is the least
expensive of all the plans. It is designed for temporary or emergency use when
funds are low...." [U.S.D.A., Agricultural Research Service. Consumer and
Food Economics Research Division, "Family Food Plans Revised 1964" (Oct.
1969), at 3] (emphasis added)
43. In still another publication prepared by the U.S.D.A. [appended in its entirety as Appendix C hereto], the defendants indicate that the United States
Department of Lnbor has determined that the Economy Diet Plan is inadequate:
"As the Labor Department stated, it is unlikely that families will have good
diets at the Economy Plan cost level." [Appendix C, at 9] The publication goes
on to admit that U.S.D.A. agrees with the Labor Department's assessment and,
therefore, suggests that the more expensive Low-Cost Food Plan is more reasonable: "Nutritionists in the U.S.D.A. have recommended in the past and continue to recommend that the LowCost Food Plan rather than the Economy Food
Plan. be used as a standard of food money allowances by public assistance agencies." [Appendix C, at 10)
44. One reason for the inadequacy of the Economy Diet Plan is because it was
established for only moderately active persons who occupy essentially sedentary
life styles. Since most working poor people are not professionals or office work-

ers, the Economy Diet Plan is Inadequate for them. Since most teenagers are
very active, the Economy Diet Plan is inadequate for them as well.
45. Another reason for the Economy Diet Plan's inadequacy is because it fails
to properly provide for the nutrient needs of adolescentsthose youngsters entering their peak growth rate. In particular, the protein needs of such adolescents are not fulfilled by the Economy Diet Plan.
46. The Economy Diet Plan is a wholly unreasonable standard for determining the cost of an adequate nutritional diet because it Is entirely contrary to the

food consumption habits of American households. Most households in the United
States consume much more milk, meat, poultry, fish, eggs, fruit and vegetables

than Is providedor could be affordedunder the Economy Diet Plan. Similarly
unreasonable. the Economy Diet Plan totally falls to take into account the nutritional preferences of minority groups, those persons on the lowest rung of the

economic ladder and consequently most dependent upon the Food Stamp
Program.
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47. That the Economy Diet Plan is an unreasonable measure of nutritional
adequacy is most poignantly indicated by U.S.D.A.'s nationwide Food Consumption Surveys. [The last nationwide Food Consumption Survey is fully described
in Appendix C. attached hereto and incorporated herein] In the last nationwide
Fond Consumption Survey. U.S.D.A. sought to determine what percentage of
families, spending at the Economy Diet Plan cost level, obtained the full R.D.A.

(As indicated above [page 5. paragraph 6. supra] the R.D.A.developed by

the National Academy of Sciencesis the standard used by nutritionists throughout the country as the measure of an adequate nutritional diet. A person who
consumes the full R.D,A. has an adequate nutritional diet.)
48. According to U.S.D.A.'s nationwide Food Consumption Surrey. leas than
10 percent" of those persons studied who spent at the cost of the Economy Diet
Plan obtained the full R.D.A. (Appendix C, at 8-101 Even more startling, however, is U.S.D.A.'s finding and admission that "less than 50 percent" of those
persons studied who spent at the cost of the Economy Diet Plan obtained even
two-thirds ( %'s) of the R.D.A. [Appendix C. at 8-10]
49. The Economy Diot Plan is, consequently. completely inadequate and inappropriate as a measure of "the cost of a nutritionally adequate diet." By using
the Economy Diet Plan as the cost of a nutritionally adequate diet, therefore.
the defendants unreasonably violated the requirements of the Food Stamp Act. [7
U.S.C. § 2016(a ) : see. also. 7 U.S.C. §11 2011,2013(a ) and 2014(a) I
IL TIIE FOOS STAMP contort ALLOTMENTS ARE SUIISTANTIALLY LESS THAN TUE COSTS
OP THE ECONOMY WET run

50. As set forth in paragraphs 41 to 49 [pages 22 to 25, aupra1. the Economy
Diet Plan is an unreasonably low measure of "the cost of a nutritionally adequate
diet." Despite this. however. the defendants established coupon allotments that
arc much less than even the cost of the Economy Diet Plan for all of the plaintiffs herein.
51. The costs of the Economy Diet Plan, as determined by 11.8.1).A., are fully
set forth in Appendix A [attached hereto and incorporated herein]. As described
in Appendix A. the average United States costs of the Economy Diet Planbased

exclusively on U.S.D.A.'s own figures for all of the plaintiffs are substantially
higher than the allotments provided said plaintiffs.

52. Moreover, the average Northeast cost of the Economy Diet Planbased
exclusively on U.S.D.A.'s own figuresis thirteen percent (13%) higher than
the Economy Diet Plan's average United States costs. Since the named individual

plaintiffs reside in the northeast Uni: d States, their coupon allotments should
have been adjusted to reflect this 13% increase.
DEPOSITIONS TAKEN Flung USDA WITNESSES RE INADEQUACY or ECONOMY
Food PLAN

Following are excerpts from depositions taken in the case of Miriam Rodway
vs. The Department-4f Agriculture. et al., Civil Action No. 255 -71. The Questions
were put by Mr. Ronald Pollack, Esq. for the Plaintiff. The An-Avers in the first
set of excerpts were provided by Dr. Robert Rirek. Director of Consumer and
Food Economic Research Division, Agriculttiral Research. U.S. Department of
Agriculture. The Answers in the second set of excerpts were provided by Richard
Lyng, Assistant Secretary for U.S. Department of Agriculture. The Depositions
were taken on May 15,1972.

Questions and Answers with Dr. Rizek testifying to known inadequacies in
the Economy Food Plan, and to the fact that persons relying on the Economy
Food Planparticularly in the North Eastern United States, and in large familiesmay not obtain a nutritious diet. The deposition further reveals that the
Department had knowledge that the cost of food had risen by an amount greater
than the increase in the food stamp allotment.

Q. Please feel free at any time to consult any of your notes that you brought
with you.
Mr. Thomas indicated in his affidavit th "t the economy diet plan does not provide the full recommended dietary allowances for four nutrients.
A. That is vitamin B-6, II-12. folk acid and magnesium.
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Q. Now when you determine the nutritional needs of people, what assumption
do you make about the physical activity of the people who would be eating these
diets.

A. We do not do this. This is set by the National Academy. The National

Academy determines that.
Q. I am sorry. I improperly phrased my question.

When you establish your various plans like the economy diet plan, what assumptions do you make in terms of the physical level of activity of the people

who would be using these plans?
A. They are based on the RDA's requirements, as set by the National Academy
of Sciences.
Q. Except for these four nutrients.
A. Except for these four nutrients.

Q. Well, isn't it true that when you established the economy diet plan, that
you established it for moderately active persons as opposed to very active persons or more active persons?

A. No. the economy diet plan was established for leaders to help people who

had only a limited amount of money to spend for food.

Q. When you set it for people with a limited amount of food, what was your
assumption about their activity level?
A. They would be average.
Q. Average?
A. As based on the RDA's.
Mr. POLLACK. I would ask to be marked for identification a document that states
on the top Family Food Budgeting. It is an article prepared by the Agricultural
Research Service.

(The above referred to document was marked Plaintiff's Exhibit Number E

for identification.)

By Mr. Pottecg:

Q. I place before you Family Food Budget for Good Meals and Good Nutrition
prepared by the Department of Agriculture, the Consumer and Food Economics
Division of the Department of Agriculture. I would ask for you to describe what
this pamphlet purports to contain.
Mr. WERDIO. If he is familiar with it.
By. Mr. POLLACK:

Q. If you are familiar with it.
A. This is to assist families in their budgeting of food.
Q. Does this pamphlet at all describe the various food plans that have been
devised by the Agricultural Research Service?
A. Yes. as indicated here it does.
Q. And is one of those plans the economy food plan that we have been referring
to?
A Yes.
Q. I would ask you to turn to page 11. I would ask you read the first full paragraph on the right side starting with the term "the quantities of food."

A. "The quantities of food for adults are based on the need of moderately
active persons. Such persons spend about eight hours daily at light industry or
office work. three to four hours at moderate exercise or housework and four to
five hours in sedentary activities such as watching television. sewing or rending,
or such persons may spend eight hours in such activity as gardening light agricultural jobs. laboratory work. store clerking, teaching or housework, one or
two hours in light exercise, and six to seven hours in sedentary activities?
Q. Now do people who are involved in this and who have more physical activities. are their nutritional needs greater or are they lesser normally?
A. I could not say.
Q. Well, could you make any statement about whether Persons normally need
more nutrition or less nutrition when they lead active lives?
Mr. Went°. I would object to that characterisation.
Mr. PoLtACK. I am willing to rephrase that. I am not sure what your objection is,though.
Mr. WEnnio. I don't know what an active life is.
By Mr. POLLACK :

Q. Well, let's assume that person X lends an inactive life. He mainly does a
lot of sitting down and doesn't ran around very much. And another Person

maybe is involved in rigorous physical activity. normally which person do you
think would require more nutrition? Would the former or the latter?

i
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A. I would, not being a nutritionalist. say probably the latter but here again

I think it would depend on the persons themselves.
Q. Certainly but normally, and I am not saying in every single case, normally
the person who is more physically active would require more nutrition?
A. Probably.
Q. Wouldn't that mean that a person who is very active, who is more than
moderately active, would require mere nutrition than the so-called moderately
active person?
...'
A. I suppose so.
Q. So that the economy diet plan when it is established for the moderately
active person would not quite fulfill the nutritional needs of persons who are
more active than the so-called moderately active persons?
*
*
By Mr. POLLACK :

Q. Do your food'consumption surveys show that less than 10 percent of the
people spending at the cost level of the economy diet plan obtain the full RDA?
A. I believe that was published.
Q. Do you know what percentage? Is it under 10 percent?
A. I think it was 10 percent.

Q. It said less than 10 percent in material that we have presented to the Secre-

tary this morning. Would you know how much.

A. I do not know right off hand. I think it was around 10 percent. Now, I do
Q. Do you know what the percentage of people who obtained less than twothirds of the RDA. based on food purchases at the cost level of the economy diet

not know the exact number. It is published.

plan was?
A. I do not have those.
Q. It is under 50 percent, is it not?
A. I do not know. It is in published materials but I do not have them.
Q. Can we have Plaintiff's Exhibit No. A?
I place before you Plaintiff's Exhibit No. A and 1 would ask you to read page 8
to yourself. It need not be read in the record. Just the top.
A. Yes.

Q. Does it not indicate that less than 50 percent of the persons spending at the
cost level of the economy diet plan obtain even two thirds of the recommended
dietary allowances?
A. Yes.

Q. Do you know what the percentage is? This paper was prepared by your

office.

A. It says less than 50 percent.
Q. You don't know what that is?
A. I do not know the exact numbers.
Q. You have no reason to disagree with that statistic?
A. No.

Q. I would ask for Plaintiff's Exhibit No. B be placed before the witness.
Could you describe that document that has Just been placed before you, Plaintiff's Exhibit No. B?
A. It is on family food plans.
Q. Pr*pared by?
A. Consumer and Food Economics Research Division, ARS.
Q. What does that pamphlet provide in terms of information?
A. It describes the various, the four food plans as developed by the Agricultural Research Services.
Q. I would ask you to turn to page 10 of that document, would you?
A. Yes.

Q. Would you read into the record on the top of the chart on page 10?
A. Table 5, Economy Food Plan, Economy Family Food Plan, Revised 1964.

"Designed for temporary use when funds are limited."
Q. Do you have any reason to doubt the veracity of what it contained in that
pamphlet?
A. No.

Q. Was the economy food plan prepared for temporary use when funds were
limited?
A. Yes, that is what is indicated in the puhlication.
Q. And you agrte that the plan was designed for temporary use?
A. Yes.
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Q. So it was not designed for permanent use?

A. Well, it was designed for people that werewell, it was designed to help
people budget their plans. It wasn't designed for family people.
Q. Just for a temporary period of time, is that correct?
A. Yes.

Q. Now, what would you define as the length of time that is a temporary period
of time?
A. I don't know that any time designation had been established.
,

Q. I would ask that the next item be marked for identification. It is also prepared by the Agricultural Research Service and Consumer and Food Economics
Research Division and it is entitled Sample Menues and Food List for One Week
Based on the United States Department of Agriculture Food Program. It is a
four page document and I would ask it be marked for identification.
(The above referred to document was marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. F for
identification.)
By Mr. PorzAcit:
Q. I would ask each of these documents be made a part of this record.

Doctor Rizek, I would ask you to describe what this pamphlet purports to

contain.

A. This provides a menu plan for the meals of various days of the week, three
meals a day, as to the quantity and types of food.
Q. Is it fair to say, Dr. Rizek, that this document describes the economy food
plan?
A. Yes.

Q. Dr. Rizek, can you read from the first page the last paragraph and read
that into the record?
A. "Studies show that few families spending at the level of the economy plan
select foods that provide nutritionally adequate diets. The cost of this plan is
not a reasonable measure of basic money needs for a good diet. The public assistance agencies that recognize the limitations of its clientele and is interested in
their nutritional well being will recommend a money allowance for food considerably higher than the cost of the economy diet plan. Many welfare agencies base
their food costs on the United States Department of Agriculture food plan, which
costs about 25 percent more than the economy plan."
Q. Is there anything in that paragraph you disagree with?
A. No, this is a statement that has been made and published.
Q. And you agree with that statement as prepared by your agency?

A. Yes.

Q. Well. if only a few persons spending at that level of the economy diet plan
receive nutritional adequacy, as that pamphlet states. (10 you think it is reasonable to base food stamp coupon allotments that are supposed to provide nutritional adequacy or an opportunity for nutritional adequacy on the economy diet
plan?
Mr. WERDIG. If you are able to answer the question.

The WITNESS. That is outside of my area of expertise. The food stamp program is outside of my area.
By Mr. POLLACK :

Q. Has your arency advised the Secretary that only a few families spending at
the cost level of the economy diet plan obtain nutritional adequacy?
A. Yes. it is in our publications.

Q. Is the Secretary aware of that? The Secretary indicates that he relies
heavily on your agency and I wanted to know whether the Secretary is aware
of the fact that you have just stated that only a few families spending at the
cost level of the economy diet plan obtain nutritional adequacy. Has your agency
informed him of this?
A. I believe so.
Q. And despite that he established coupon allotments at the level of the economy diet plan?
A. Well, I am not sure where they were established.
Q. Well, if the cost of the plan is not a reasonable measure of basic money
needs for a rood diet. what is a reasonable measure of basic money needs for a
good diet? What plan is there?
A. I am not sure that you can say any plan because at any cost level plan
the spending for food does not assure an adequate diet.
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Q. There is no question about that. Obviously people can always spend their
money on items that are not the best selection but you have stated and you

have agreed that the cost of the economy food plan is not a reasonable measure
of basic money needs for a good diet. Now, I am asking you what is a reasonable
measure of basic money needs for a good diet?

A. I can't answer that. I don't think there is an answer to that.
Q. You don't think there is an answer to the question what is a reasonable

measure of basic money needs for a good diet?
Mr. WERDIG. I believe he answered the question Mr. Pollack.
By Mr. Pou.Acx :

Q. So with all of the research that has been done by the Agricultural Research
Service, you cannot come up with a measure for determining what is the reasonable basic money needs for a good diet?
A. No.

Q. You cannot? But the economy diet plan is not such a reasonable measure
as you have indicated, is that correct?
A. Right.

Q. In essence, the definition of the economy diet plan is 80 percent of the
cost level of the low cost plan?
A. Right.

Q. But how would you determine the cost of the economy diet plan for a particular family?
A. This is based on the age, sex, composition of the family.

Q. Is it fair to say that for each household there would be a different cost of
the economy diet plan if it has a different age, sex composition?
A. Right, that is so stated and so shown in our sheets.
Q. Did you recommend to the Secretary any particular figure to be used as the
cost level of the economy diet plan or did your agency recommend any cost figure
as the cost of the economy diet plan?

A. We publish the cost of the economy plan as well as the other four plans
quarterly, which indicates the costs for various compositions of families and
individuals.

Q. Did you give the Secretary any particular figure which would denote what
the cost of the economy diet plan is?
A. Well, not to the Secretary directly, to the Food and Nutrition Service.
Q. What was that figure ?
A. Which period?
Q. Well, most recently.
A. In December it was $111.10 for a family of four.
Q. When you say a family of four, what do you mean?
A. A family of four. A man, a woman 20 to 85 years of age and a child 6 to 9
and a boy 9 to 12.
Q. For a different sex-age composition the cost of the economy diet plan could
be higher or could be lower, could it not?
A. Yes.

Q. Now, on what basis did you use this hypothetical family of four? Is this
the average United States family?
A. It is a hypothetical family that was set up. We also show a family of four
with pre-school children. It is a guide.
Q. But it is by no means the average United States family, is it?
A. No, well, I don't know.

Q. Do you have a person working in your department named Betty Peterkin ?
A. Yes.
Q. Who is she?
A. L. research home economist.
Q. Does she have any familiarity with this plan?
A. Yes.

Q. Is she likely to knowand you can't know for sure whether she does but
is she likely to know whether this information is based on an average or
hypothetical family?

A. Well, I really don't know. It is a hypothetical family, I believe.
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Q. Now, I would ask the next exhibit to be marked No. G.

(The above referred to document was marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. G for

identification-)
By Mr. PoLLAcx :

Q. Dr. Rizek, I place before you Plaintiff's Exhibit G. It is a letter addressed
to me, Ronald Pollack, by a home economist named Better Peterkiii. The letter
is dated December 1, 1971, prior to initiation of this lawsuit, and it is written
on the stationery of your office. I would ask you to read her response to the first
question. Well, in fact read the question into the record as well.
A. "What is the basis for the make up of a family of four with school children
for which the cost of food at home is estimated?"
Answer : "A four person family with two elementary school children is the
only sample family which cost estimates are given on a regular basis. There is
no research basis for this family composition. Cost of food estimates are provided for individuals in each of 26 essential groups to allow cost estimates for
families of different compositions."
Q. Do you have any Information that would lead you to disagree with her
response to question number one?
A. No.

Q. So then you would agree that the four person family that you just described for which the cost of the economy diet plan as of December vas somewhat over $111, you would agree then that this is not an average United States
family?
A. It is a sample family, yes.

Q. You would agree you have no research showing what is a typical family

composition?

A. No, not so designated.

Q. So that to say that the cost of the economy diet plan is upwards of $111
as of December is really just the cost of the economy diet plan purely for a

hypothetical family?
A. For a sample family.

Q. It is not necessarily related to what is the cost for most families in this

country?
A. I believe it is an estimate.
Q. On what basis? You just said there has been no research to determine this.
A. Based on our 65-86 household food consumption survey.

Q. That would show you this is a typical family. Then you would disagree
that
A. It shows that the economy plan does represent the average age-sex composition and not the hypothetical family of four but when son plan, out or cost

out per different sized families

Q. Okay, that is tine. But I am 'asking you whether that hypothetical family
then at all reflects the average U.S. family?
A. No, it is a sample. It is not an average family. ,
4,
*
*
*
,*
''
Q. Dr. Rizek, we were going over the cost of the economy diet plan just before

we interrupted for lunch. If I may, I would like to go over what the cost of
the economy diet plan is for several households. Not many. But I place before
you a miner and pencil. I also place before you what has been marked as Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. C. Would you please describe what Plaintiff's Exhibit C
purports to represent?

A. This is the cost of food at home estimated for _the economy food plan,

September of 1971. US average.
Q. This would be up to date as for September, 1971?
A. As for September of 1971.

Q. This would not reflect the cost of food that has changed since September

of 1071 to the present time?
A. No, this is for September of 1971.
Q. And who prepared this document?

A. It is prepared in my division, the Consumer and Food Economics Research

Divtsion.
Q. Are you frimiliar with its contents?
A. Yes, T am.

Q. A re you familiar with how to utilize the plan?
A. Yes.
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Q. I would like to try for several households. I would like to determine what

is the cost of the economy diet plan for various household groups.
A. Okay.

Q. If I may, I would like to start with a household that is actually the House-

hold of one of the plaintiffs in this case, Miriam Rodway. Now, this is a it
person household and I think you are probably going to need a pencil for this.
Mrs. Rodway is 36 years of age and she has four sons.
A. Okay.

Q. Their ages are 18, 16, 13 and 11. And she has six girls ages 15, 14, 12, 10,

and 9 and 8.

Now, could you please figure out, based on this chart, what the cost of the

economy diet plan would be for this household as of September, 1971.
Mr. WEInno. Mr. Pollack, don't you already have the figure?
Mr. PoLucx. We haven't verified its accuracy.
The WITNESS. Y.011 have $298.90?

Mr. POLLACK. No, but I am close. I have $291.42.
By Mr. POLLACK :

A. I think you are basing it on March 1972 figures and that is why
4. Yes, that probably raised the children's ages up.

Q. Well, I understand now. Your figures are for March of 1972. What is the
cost of the economy diet plan for the Rodway household?
A. $298.90.

Q. What is the cost of the economy diet plan for the McKnight household?
A. $309.30.

Q. What is the cast of the economy diet plan for the Hollis household?

A. $229.20.

Q. What is the cost of the economy diet plan for the Robinson household?
A. $217.40.

Q. What is the cost of the economy diet plan for the Butler household?

A. $211.30

Q. What is the cost of the economy diet plan for the Walker household?

A. $102.30.

Q. What is the cost of the economy diet plan for the Angilettia household?

A. $211.

Q. What is the cost of the economy diet plan for the James family ?
A. $210.20.

Q. And what is the cost of the economy diet plan for the McArthur household'

A. $94 60.

Q. What is the most recent publication you have of this?

I note this has the figures for September of 1071. Your figures are for which

period?
A. March.
Q. You have a similar sheet as this one. right?
A. Correct.
Q. Could you provide that as well?
Mr. POLLACK. I would like this marked as Plaintiff's Exhibit No. H.

(The above referred to document was marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. H for

identification.)

By Mr. POLLACK :

Q. Now, you indicate in your computation that the cost of the economy diet

plan for the Rodway family as of March 1972 is $298.90.

A. That is right.
Q. Now presently the Rodway household is receiving $228 in food tainp cou-

pons. I am not asking you to verify that. You don't know tlrit as a matter of
tact Now, can the Rodway household purchase the economy diet plan for its
households for $228?
A. I do not know.

Q. Well, now you indicated that the cost of the economy diet Van fir them is

$298 and change. Their coupon allotment is $228.70.
A. There are economies of scale.

0. Didn't you take the economies of scale into account when you made the

computation?
A. Yes, I did but there are other economies of scale.
Q. Such as what?
A. In the food stamp allotment.

1
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Q. I am not talking about the coupon allotment. I know you are not
an expert
on the food stamp program. I am asking you just in terms of your area
of
perth-e, the economy diet plan.
A. I could not answer that. I do not know.

ex-

Q. Would anyone know? You are the only department who would know
this.
You said that the economy diet plan costs the Rodways $298.90. Can
chase the economy diet plan with $228, forgetting whether it is food they pur-

whatever.
A. I do not know.
Q. Who would know?

stamps or

A. I don't really know.
Q. Isn't your department the department that devised the
diet plan?
A. We have indicated here the adjustments to be made oneconomy
the economy food
plan. Now, the Rodway family is a large family. It exceeds the information
that
we have. They are an a-typical family.
Q, What do you mean it exceeds the information you have?
A. You don't have any information about what it costs the household to
purchase the economy diet plan. I thought that was what the chart was all about.
A. From our Food Consumption Surveys of which there was nation-wide
random sampling of 14,000 families, As you notice, we only show six or
more persons,
subtracting the adjustment factor. This is because we do not have
data for
larger sized families.
Q. So the most reliable data you use is a 1965 food consumption
survey?
A. Right.
Q. That is what the Department uses?
A. On estimating the economies of scale of the larger sized families.
when
you go above six irrson households the sample of over six or more isBut
not adequate to determine whether there are further economies or diseconomies of
scale.
However, based on the food consumption survey of various sized families, the
economy plan shows there is probably eight to ten percent overage of the actual
cost of the food plan.
Q. So, assuming that, even assuming that there was another
of scale,
could the Rodway household purchase the economy diet plan economy
with $228 for its
11 member household?
A. The cost is such, there is a difference, yes,
Q. So. they could not purchase it?
A. No, they could not purchase this plan.
Q. The Rodway household cannot purchase the economy diet plan with $228
for their household?

A. Yes, I guess it is so.

Q. Okay. Now, you indicated that the McKnight household, that it costs
the
McKnight household $309.30.
A. That is the cost of the economy plan.
Q. Correct. Could they purchase the economy diet plan with $228?
A. The same answer would apply.
Q. They cannot?
A. They cannot.
Q. Now, the Hollis household is somewhat smaller. It is of nine persons. So it

is still a pretty large household. You indicated that it costs $229.20 for them to
purchase the economy diet plan. Could they get the economy diet plan with
$196?

A. No.
Q. The Robinson household is an eight person household. Your indication is that
it costs them 3217.40 to purchase the economy diet plan. Can they obtain the
economy diet plan with $180?
A. No.
Q. Now. the Baler household is similarly an eight person household. Your
information is the pAonomv diet nlsn would cost that household $211.30. Could
they nnrchase the economy diet plan for $180?
A. No.
Q. Now, the Walker household is a smaller household They are emmumid of
three nersnns, Your information is that it would cost them X10230 to obtain the
economy diet plan. Can they obtain the economy diet plan for $88?
A. No.
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Q. The Angilettia household is composed of eight persons. Your information is

that it costs them $211 to obtain the economy diet plan. Can they obtain the
economy diet plan for $180?
A. No.

Q. The James household your information is that it costs them $210.20 to obtain the economy diet plan. Can they obtain the economy diet plan for 8164?
A. No.

Q. The McArthur Household. your information is that it would cost them $94.60
to obtain the economy diet plan. Could they obtain the economy diet plan for $88?
A. No.

Q. So that for the coupon allotments these individuals are currently provided
they could not obtain the economy diet plan?

A. No, but these families are not typical of the average food stamp family.

Q. Does your survey purport to show what is the average age-sex composition
of a household?

Didn't you just testify before we went to lunch that you agreed with Mrs.

Peterkin that there was no data in your agency to come up with the average agesex composition of the l-nited States households?
A. Right. I did. But from the 117) surveybut based upon that sample, which
was not designed to obtaining nn average age-sex composition. it was a food consumption survey.
Q. Okay. But you still stand with the position that you don't know what the
averageage sex composition of a U.S. family is?
A. No.

Q. You do not know? When you say no, do you mean
A. I do not.
Q. Now, when you had provided us with this information concerning the cost
of the economy diet plan, were you not telling us what the average U.S. cost of

the economy diet plan was for a typical household? For a hypothetical household?
A. Yes, this is the U.S. average cost.

Q. Now, is it fair to say that in some regions of the United States the cost of

the economy diet plan would be higher than the U.S. average cost of the economy
diet plan?
A. There are regional differences in food prices.

Q. And, therefore, is it not so that the cost of the economy diet plan may be

higher in some areas than the average U.S. cost of the economy diet plan?
A. It could be higher and it could be lower.
Q. So your answer really is there are some places where it is higher?
A. Yes, food prices differ.
Q. Yes, by the definition of average there are some higher and some lower.
Isn't the cost of food more expensive in the Northeast than it is in the United
States as a whole?
A. The Northeast and the West are higher than the South.

Q. Now, I would once again place before you Plaintiff's Exhibit Number C,

which is the cost of food at home estimated for the economy diet plan, September
1971, U.S. average. Now, I would ask you to rend the figures contained under
Northeast and could you compare what the monthly total is for the U.S. average

cost as opposed to the Northeast monthly cost of the economy diet plan for
households?

A. .First of all, these are only estimates. We do not provide
Q. I don't think I asked that question. I will get to that question. I will give
you plenty of opportunity to respond to that. Could you just read the figures, the

monthly figures of the U.S. average cost of the economy diet plan for a family of
four school children and what the average Northeast cost of the economy diet
plan is for the Northeast?
A. I would like to question you, sir. Now these were supplied to the McGovern
Committee. They were asked to supply an estimate. What we recommended and
what we suggested was for that. There are no data available and so this was our
best estimate using 80 percent of the low cost plan.
Q. I Just want to clarify it. When you say McGovern Committee- A. The Senate committee.
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Q. The Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs?

So you provided that information to the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human NeAV
A. Yes, we provide what they should do but there are no data available in the
Northeast area.
Q. The information provided was provided by the Department of Agriculture
and your agency in particular?
A. Yes.

Q. And they would suggest what you believe to be the best information that
you have what the cost of the economy diet plan would be in the Northeast for
those various four families: the family of two-20 to 35 year olds : two--55 to 75
year olds; family of three preschool children ; the family of four school children.
A. Yes.

Q. What is the cost as of September of 1972 of the economy diet plan for the
U.S. average for the family of four school children?
A. $124.
Mr. \VERDIO. September of what?

Mr. Pou.Acx. September of 1971 for the average U.S.
The WITNESS. .$109.70.

By Mr. PomAcx:
Q. And what is the average Northeast cost for that same household?
A. $124.
Q. And according to your best data as you provided the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human needs there is approximately a 13 percent differential between the cost of the economy diet plan in the Northeast as opposed
to the cost of the economy diet plan, U.S. average?
A. There is a 13 percent difference in the low cost plan of which this 80 percent was taken of the low cost plan. So it reflects a 13 percent difference in the
economy plan.

Q. Let's get more specific. I think I understand what you are saying. I just
want to make snre that the record reflects it. I think we both agree with what
you just said. Yon have data concerning the differential between the cost of the
low cost diet plan, U.S. average and Northeast
A. Yes, we have regional cost estimates for the low cost liberal and moderate
plan.

Q. Okay. And you agree, as you stated-previously, that the definition of the

economy diet plan is 80 percent of the low cost plan?

A. Yes, but the 13 percent difference

Q. Let me pursue this and then you will have plenty of opportunity to respond
in cross examination. You determined that the cost differential of the low cost
food plan. U.S. average, as opposed to the Northeast average was 13 percent?
A. Yes, I believe that is correct.
Q. And since the economy diet plan is 80 percent of the low cost plan, there
would be approximately the same differential?
A. Right.
Q. So that according to your information the differential in the cost of the
economy diet plan for the Northeast as opposed to the United State average
is 13 percent?
A. Yes.

Q. Now, if one took each of these age-sex groans. %you'd the difference in the

Northeast cost of the economy diet plan he also spproximatsly 13 -,-,ercent ss
onposed to the U.S. cost of the economy diet plan for these va-ions agesex
groups?
A. Yes.

Q. So that taking only from the figures in Annend1 C. that is Eyhibit C
excuse me. for a child under one year of age the monthly cost of the economy
diet plan. U.S. average, as of September 1971 was $12.60?
A. Yes.
Q. To determine the cost of the economy diet plan of the Northeast average
as of September 1971 for such child it would be $12.60 plus 13 percent approximately?
A. / do not believe that would hold on children under one year of age because

the U.S. average is not
the 18 percent difference between the Northeast and
price alone. It is on commodities and it is not a price differential in a child
under one who would be primarily drinking milk and eating Cereal

i
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Q. All right. Let's take some of these. I don't want to stick to a child under
one year of age but you have agreed that the cost of the economy diet plan is 13
percent higher roughly in the Northeast than it is from the U.S. average.
Let's take a woman aged 20 to 35 years. You show here that the cost of the
economy diet plan, U.S. average, is $27.40.
A. Yes.

Q. So that to get the average cost of it for a woman age 20 to 35 years in

the Northeast, you would add roughly 13 percent to $27.40?
A. Yes.

Q. For a man 20 to 35 years of age you show that the cost of the economy
of a man age 30 to 8 years of age, living in the Northeast as of September of

diet plan, U.S. average, as of September of 1971 is $31.80. To determine the cost
1971, it would be approximately $31.80 plus 13 percent?
A. Right.

Q. For a boy 9 to 12 years of age you showed here that the cost of the economy diet plan for September of 1971, US. average, is $27.20. To determine the
cost of the economy diet plan for such a boy in the Northeast it would be
$27.20 plus 13 percent. Is that correct?
A. Yes.

Q. For a girl 9 to 12 years of age you show that the U.S. average cost as of
September 1971 was $26.50. To determine the same cost for a girl in the Northeast, in September of 1971 it would be $26.50 plus 13 percent. is that correct?
A. YeS..

4'

t

Q. have you gotten data concerning the increase in the cost of food over the
past several months and the past year?
A. Yes.

Q. Could you tell me based on the latest information that. you have what was
the increase in the cost of food over the past year?
A. Well. I have here from December 1970, this is the Consumer Price Index

for Food at Home, an increase from 113.4 in December of 1970 to 118.2 in
December of 1971. A 4.2 increase.

Q. Do you have any thing beyond December of 1971? Do you have anything
that would show from March of 1971 to March of 1972?
A. This shows from March 1971
115.1. March of 1972 it was 120.0. This
is the Consumer Price Index for was
Food at Home, which was a 4.8 percent
increase.
Q. So that the cost of food increased by 4.8 percent?
A. Yes.

Q. That is your latest data?
A. Yes.

Q. We have no data at this point for April?
A. It should be out in a couple of days.
Q. Are you familiar with the fact, and you may not be, but are you familiar
that the Secretary has recently increased
the coupon allotments to provide
more for individuals?
A. Yes.

Q. What data did he use? Was it from March to March? Ills regulations
were
promulgated in April. Did he use the March figures?
A. I do not know.
Mr. Kocher would know.
Q. He would know? Well, could you read into the record what the difference
in the cost of food was from February
of 1971 to February of 1972?
A. I do not have' -.,, e.
Q. Do you have any for January?
A. No.

Q. You have only the December and March?
A. December and March.

Q. So that your data shows that

from December 1970 to December of 1971
there was a 4.2 percent price differential
in the cost of food?
A. Yes.

Q. And from March, 1971, to March, 1972 there was
a 4.8 differential in the
cost?
A. Yes.

Q. Do you have the regional price differences from the Northeast?
A. The regional price difference?
76-300-72pt. 3B - - -11
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Q. From March to March?
A. No. I do not.
Q. What is the latest data you have?

A. I have from March of 1972, using the U.S. averageno, I do not have this

regional--

Q. Do you have anything on the regional price differences? What is the latest
month you have for that?

A. This is the market basket concept. It shows the Northeast as 3.4 percent

greater than the U.S. average.
Q. No, I am asking the difference in the costs from one month to the following

year in the Northeast. I ant not trying to find out anything else right now.
A. No. I don't have that data available.

Q. Okay. It would approximate probably somewhere around what the U.S.

jump was?

A. Yes. it flumes together.
*

A

ri

4

Q. What is that market basket?
A. It provides gn estimate of the difference in food priees that these people purchat.ed nation-wide with regional price differences that occur.
Q. But yon don't know what that food basket precisely is?
A. Yes. we have the quantities and :,o forth t ha I () Well, you indicated that the cost increase in New York is even higher than
the cost increase for the Northeast as a whole. Is that correct?
A. Yes.

Q. Would that not mean then that the cost differential of the low cost plan
in New York is more than 13.4 percent higher than the lost cost plan. U.S.

average?

A. Yes.
Q. You wouldn't have the precise figures?
A. The numbers.

Q. Rut the figures for New York would obviously be considerably higher than
they are for the Northeast as a whole?
A. Yes.

Q. It makes sense because the Northeast includes Maine and New Hampshire
and lesser food cost areas than New York City, I would take it?
A. Correct.
*

*

*

*

*

*
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Q. Wait a minute. To determine the cost of the low cost plan you have to have
a precise market basket?
A. Right.

Q. In other words, if you have one apple and three prunes and two bananas,
that is a market basket.
A. Right.

Q. Now, for you to determine the cost of the low cost plan in the West you
have to use that same market basket otherwise it is a different plan?
A. It Is.

Q. I am asking you for one plan, the lost cost plan. Is the U.S. plan a single
market basket that covers the entire United States?
When you use that U.S. market basket, is that one plan?
A. Then your Northeast would be 3.4 percent higher than the U.S. average.
Q. With the low cost plan?
A. Yes.

Q. All right. This is a substantial change in your testimony from previously.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

By Mr. ORAVETZ :

Q. Is there a regional low cost food plan?
A. Yes.

Q. How can there he a regional low cost food plan and not an economy food
plan since the economy food plan is 80 percent of the low cost food plan?

A. In estimating the costs of the economy food plan, it is estimated as SO

k

I

percent of the U.S. average low cost plan and that cost or amount of money will
provide this market basket of food.
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Q. The low cost food plan is worked out by region aud that is what is auto:01y
available in those regions, is that correct?
A. There is it loci cost food plan for the U.S. as %%ell as the four region'.

Q. Now, wouldn't it be a better indication of what the comparative costs of

foods are to apply I he Bureau of Labor Statistics prices to the low cost fend plan
!Iroise!' down by regions?

A. No. this does not reflect price differences entirely. It represents partly pike

di fferenees and the food habits of the people.
By Mr. POLLACK :

Q. Maybe he didn't anderstaud the question.

If you took the U.S. low cost food plan

A. Right.
Q. R'4tnt bluing.) and then you have the BLS price that cut - -A. Yes.

Q. (Continuing.) and you took that same food plan and asked the BLS to
price that out In the Northeast, wouldn't that be the best reflection of the cost
differential?
A. That is the 3.4 percent.

a

11. Questions and Ans%%ers with Richard Lyng testifying to the fact that Mr.
Lyng, %% ho is responsible for the Food Stamp Program, bases his assumption that

it provides a nutritionally adequate diet on no current information and on no
personal knowledge. These excerpts further indicate that one month before the
Senate hearing, Mr. Lyng was aware that food prices had risen more than the
increase in the value of the food stamp allotment. Mr. Lyng also testified that
raising or lowering the amount of bonus food stamps or the price of the food

stamps %as entirely a matter of administrative discretion within the Department
of Agriculture.
A. I ant not familiar with the ill
Kt pectin n s.

Mr. LI* NG. I was going to answer along those lines in saying Congress in the
law says that the allotment should be sufficient opportunity for a nutritionally
adequate diet.
By Mr.

POLLACK :

Q. For all representatives?
A. Well. I think that is presumed.
By Mr. Pou.Actc:

Q. Are you aware that the economy diet plan was established only for moderately active people?

A. No, you would have to get that kind of information from the Research

Service,

Q. But you are not aware of it?
A. No, I am not.

Q. Are you aware that the Agricultural Research Service and this is con-

tained in the affidavits in this case from the Department and not from us, that the
economy diet plan does not meet the recommended dietary allowances for various
nutrients including vitamins B.6, B.12, folic acid and magnesium.
A. I read the affidavit. I don't recall all of the details of it.
Q. Well. are you aware that the economy diet plan is inadequate in those four
nutrients?
A. No, I am not aware of that.
Q. Now, if a plan was given to you of some diet plan developed by the Department in order for you to consider it a reasonable plan for providing poor people
with an opportunity to obtain a nutritionally adequate diet, what percentage of
people eating at that cost level would you say should be getting a nutritionally
adequate diet.
Mr. WERDIO. I object to the question.
Mr. Pouncx. On what grounds?
Mr. WERDIO. Asking the witness to hypothesize something.
Mr. Por.t.tcx. Well, on what basis do you determine whether a plan is a -ea-

sonable plan for providing recipients with a general opportunity to obtain a
nutritionally adequate diet?
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The WITNESS. We have within the Department, we think, competent expertise

to evaluate this. The Congress, I think agreed to this and we depend upon the
reetunmendations of those people who have made studies and who we think
competent to make recommendations to us. We depend upon them for information to assist us in making this determination.
Ity Mr. Pot.t.Aex :

Q. Now, if they told you to report that plan that you vere about to implement
for establishing coupon allotments when studied provided less than 10 percent
of the people eating at that cost level with a nutritionally adequate diet would
you utilize such a plan?

Mr. WEnom. I object to the question. It is a characterization by counsel. If
you want to proffer the document that says that and let hint review it, Mr.

Pollack, I would appreciate that.
3Ir. Pou.ACK. I would offer a document whit+ is 10 tames long. titled on the
top, -Prepared by the Consumer and Food Economics Research Division, Agricultural Research Service, June 23, 1909," and I would ask that this be marked
for Mem ifleat ion.
e

e

0

.

.

e

Mr. 1'0m/tett. It probably is. If I recall, it Is.
I ty 3ir. Pot.t.AK :

Q. I would turn to page 8 and I would ask Assistant Secretary Lyng to read

from the top, read that into the record please.
A. "Graphical percentage of urban households (Spring 1905) using foods that
provided the recommended dietary allowances (19(x3) as a function of the aver.

.c'e money value of food per person for 12 income classes (see attached).

Survey data on the proportion of households that had diets that met the R.D.A.'s

various cost levels have not been tabulated. Percentages of households with
good stud with fair diets at the cost levels of each of the food plans have been

cyst limited roughly from the attached graph as follows:
Well there are three columns.

Q. It is only essential for our purposes that you read into the record the line

"for the economy diet plan."

A. The three columns are food plan, good diets, good and fair diets and then
it shows under food plan economy with good diets, less than 10 percent and good
and fair diets, less than 50 percent.
Q. Could you read the two footnotes on the bottom of that graph?

A. (Inc footnote relates to the column "Good diets" and says. "those that
provide RDA (1903) for seven nutrients" and then the other footnote relates
to good and fair diets and it says "those that provide two thirds RDA (1903).

for seven nutrients."
Q. Now. Mr. Secretary, this indicates according to the Department's own food

consumption survey that less than 10 percent of the persons eating at the cost
level of the economy diet plan obtain the recommended dietary allowanees.
Would you say that such a plan is a reasonable basis for providing people

wit h a genuine opportunity for nutritionally adequate diet?

Mr. Within°. I would object to the question again. Your Interpretation. Mr.
Pollack. of this tabulation doesn't support the question that you are asking.
By Mr. Pot.t.AcK :

Q. I would ask does the Secretary disagree with my interpretation of this

graph ?
A. Well, I certainly flo.
*

*

*

*

*

*

The WITNESS. I would say the allotment of food stamp coupons in the amount
of economy diet does provide people with an opportunity for a nutritionally adequate diet today.
By Mr. POLLACK:

Q. Do you have any data that would reflect that more than 10 percent of the
per-on spending at the cost level of the economy diet plan obtain the full recommended dietary allowances?
Mr. WERDIG. As of what point in time?

Mr. Powicg. Now, at this point.
The WrrxEss. No. To my knowledge, we have conducted no reent surveys.
Perhaps the Agricultural Research Program has.
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By Mr. POLLACK :

Q. To your knowledge was the last study undertaken by the Department un-

dertaken in 1903?
A. I don't know.

Q. Would you have any data or know of any evidence that would support an
assertion that more than 10 percent of the people now spending at the cost level
of the economy diet pion obtain the full ref:mine/Wed dietary allowances?
A. I MO confident many do. 1 don't have any data to support that.
Q. Well. the only data you know of is the data in front of you, is that correct?
A. Well. I accept the reports that I have 110(1 from the Agricultural Research
Service's repeated statements that it is adequate to provide a nutritionally adequate diet. I have hod them touch more recent than this.
Q. Have you accepted their information that says that less than 10 percent of
the people spending at the cost level of the economy diet plan obtain the full
recommended dietary allowances?
A. I have no information to indicate
would he true data. This would
discard totally the fact that we now havethat
over SAS) nutrition aides working in
the field and have had for a period of time trying to educate people
how best
to use this and I ant absolutely convinced, having talked to many of on
tion aides. that people are obtaining a nutritimmily adequate diet. those nutriQ. But you know of no different percentage other than what the Agricultural
Research Service tells you?
A. No.

Q. Do you have any evidence that shows this point more than 50 percent of
the people are even getting two thirds of theatrecommended
dietary
A. There may be some question as to over 30 percent of the peopleallowances?
in the nation
are getting a nutritionally adequate diet regardless of income.
Q. Well. I would ask you specifically, do you have any evidence that would

now show afore than 50 percent of the people eating at the 'bust level of the

economy diet plan
A. No. I don't.

Q. SO that the last data

yon are aware of shows that less than 50
of
the people spending at the cost level of the economy diet obtain even twopercent
thirds of
the recommended dietary allowance?

A. Again I could repeat it the same way I answered your other questions.
Q. That is your latest data?
A. I have no data in front of me but that is not to indicate that it may not

exist.
Q. Okay, but this is the only data yew are aware of?
A. Yes.

Q. Now. assuming this data is valid, awl we don't know whether the Agricultural Research Service has come up with new studies which would show that
more than 10 percent are obtaining the full RDA and more than 50 percent are
obtaining two thirds of the RDA. if the information con,'Aned in this graph
is presently still accurate. what makes you stilt assume that the economy diet
plan provides poor people with a genuine opportunity to obtain a nutritionally
adequate diet?
Mr. Wszaw. I believe the Secretary has answered that question before and I
will object to it.
Mr. Pot.t.AcK. So it is based purely on the word of the Agricultural research
Service? And you would not be aware of any other information that let you believe that the economy diet plan does in fact provide nutritional adequacy?
The WITKERR. Correct.
By Mr. Pou.AcK:
Q. So that anything In your affidavit concerning the true nutritional adequacy
of the economy diet plan is not bused on your own personal knowledge?
A. That is correct.

A. Yes, we would have to assume this based on the census figures. I suppose
that we are now receiving well over 50 percent of those who would be under the
poverty level. Assuming again that people under the poverty level remain fairly
Rtatle.

Q. KO although it Is not the Department's policy necessarily to receive people
for a Ione period of time, the Department does receive a substantial number of

people for several years in some Instances?
A. It is possible.
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Q. I would ask you to turn to page 10 in the document I have just placed before
you.

And I would ask you to read from the top, you will note that you have to turn
the table a little bit, but could you read from the top what is stated there?
A. "Table Number 5, Economy Family Food Plan Revised 1964, Lesigned
for Temporary Use When Funds Are Limited."
Q. That is all that is necessary. Now, doer that imply to you that the economy
diet plan was designed for temporary use and IAA for long-term use?

Mr. \VERDI°. I would object to that question, I don't see the relevancy be-

tween this dietary document and this law suit.
Mr. POLLACK. Do you believe this page purports to describe how one determines food content of the economy diet plan?
Mr. \VERDI°. You mean the current?

Mr. Pomicic. Correct.
The WITNESS. I can't determine that from this document, .11-r. Pollack, this
says "As of 1964," I think.
By Mr. POLLACK :

Q. It says "Revised 1964."

A. Yes, but we are talking about '72. I think you should ask the Agricultural
Research people.
Q. Are you aware of any changes in the economy diet
A. I really haven't studied in detail the economy diet plan.

Q. If you would turn to page 1 you will note that this was approved for re-

printing October of 1969.

A. Yes, again by the Agricultural Research Service. These are the people-4t
still doesn't indicate anything more than it was reprinted then and verifies the
fact it was accurate in 1904. It may be accurate today. I don't know.
Q. You are not aware of it?

A. I am not aware of it. I have not seen this before. I don't know anything

about what is nutritionally adequate diet.

Q. Are yon aware of the content of the economy diet plan?
A. Not at all.

Q. Are you aware of the cost level of the economy diet plan?
A. Yes.

Q. So you can testify to what the economy diet plan costs?
A. Yes.

Q. But you cannot testify to the content of the economy diet plan?

A. No.

Q. Therefore any statements in your affidavit concerning content of the

economy diet plan is not from you personally?

A. It is based upon information provided me by the Agricultural Research

Service.
Q. But information you do not have as to personal knowledge?
A. I did not do any research myself on the economy diet.
Q. And you are not aware of any?
A. That is correct.

Q. I think what we will do is we will save these exhibits for some of the later

witnesses.

Nov I will provide to you another exhibit, which has one piece of typewriting
that I did on the top, it says "Appendix A." because it was used for Appendix A.
of the complaint. It was labeled "Cost of Food at Home Estimated for the Economy Food Plan, September 1971, U.S. Average." Mr. Werdig, you will find that as
our Attachment A to the complaint.
Now, I would ask that this first be marked for identification.
(The above referred to document was marked for identification as Plaintiff's
Exhibit C.)
By Mr. Pottacic:
Q. I would ask the Assistant Secretary to describe for the record how one determines the cost of the economy diet plan?
A. I have said before that I don't do this.
Q. No, you said before that you were not aware or you did not have informa-

tion concerning the content of the economy diet plan but you were aware of
the cost level of the economy diet plan.
A. But I am not aware of how it is determined.

A. They tell me it will provide the opportunity for an adequate diet for a

family of four.
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Q. It would provide them with the economy diet plan.
Mr. Secretary, I place before you a pencil and sheet of paper and request you to

make the following computation. I ask you to determine what is the cost of the
economy diet plan for a family of four consisting of a mother 40 years of age,
three teenage boys say 19, 17 and 15
Mr. Mauna. If you made the computation, you can put it in the record.
The Wrrrsss. Yes, I will accept your figures on that.
Mr. POLLACK. Let's make that computation.

By Mr. Poixecs::
Q. Would you agree that for a mother age 40 years, the cost of the economy
diet plan on a monthly basis as of September 6,1971 is $26.30?
Would you agree with that?
A. On this chart, yes. It would indicate that, yes.
Q. Now for a boy 19 years of age as of September of 1971, would you agree that

the monthly cost of the economy diet plan is $36.80?
A. Yes.
Q. Would you agree that the cost of the economy diet plan for a boy 17 years of
age, monthly as of September of 1971, is also $46.80?
A. Yes.

Q. Would you also agree that for a boy 15 years of age the cost of the econ-

omy diet plan as of September of 1971 is $36.80?
A. Yes.

Q. I would ask you to check whether my arithmetic is correct. The total I

reach is $136.70.

Mr. WERDIO. I agree.

The Wrrsass. I think that is about right.

By Mr. Pou..tcx. Would you say a family consisting of a mother, age 40

years; a boy 19, a boy 17, and a boy 15 can obtain the economy diet plan with

a 5108 coupon allotment?
A. I would think they would have a good deal more difficulty than if they were
children ranging from 1 to 3 but I take this under consideration, Mr. Pollack,

the fact that those three boys all are of an age when they can he attending

secondary schools and would he eligible for free school lunches and supplementing
this plan we think they would be able to have a nutritionally adequate diet.
In other words, you set your coupon allotments taking into consideration
supplemental benefits provided by the Department of Agriculture?
A. In this type of instance I thought about this yes.

Q. Have you been given any data or are you aware of any data about the cost
of a te,A increase over the past year?
A. Yes.

Q. What has been the increase in the cost on a nationwide average in the
past year?
A. Well, as of this date I don't have it.
Q. For the latest data that you have.

A. The latest that I have I think it was somewhere in the area of four percent.
Four percent for roughly what time periods?
A. For over a year's period ; comparing one year
Q. From March to March or April to April or February to February.
A. Yes, March to March.
Q.

Q. Do you know the precise amount?

A. No, I don't have that figure. Of course it varies. During the last couple of
months it has been going down and we anticipate it will continue to go down
over the next couple of months.
Q. Could the increase have been over four percent?
A. Possibly. We predicted this year it would be about four percent.

Q. No, but the last data you have, could that last data for the one-year period

of time, could that increase have been over four percent?
A. It seems to me it was less but I suppose it could have been, yes.
Q. Where do you get your data for that?
A. This comes from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Q. That does not come from Agricultural Research Service?
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Q. Why did you increase the cost of the program to them?

A. Oh, it was a very simple matter. Our purpose is to see that the total food
stamp allotment is sufficient to buy a nutritionally adequate diet and to do it at
a cost of no more than 30 percent to the family. Those families at the lowest
income level were at no cost, that is free stamps. Those at the upper income levels
were, as the allotment went up, their bonus remained relatively constant. Therefore, their cost went up.
Q. W;Iy did you do that? Why did you increase the prices for persons at the
so-called upper end of the eligibility ladder?

A. Well. the alternative would have been to increase the bonus and we chose
to do this instead of increasing the bonus.
Q. Why did you make that decision?
A. Because it was well within the authorities under the law and we felt it was
in the best interest of the program.
Q. When you say the best interest of the program, what do you mean?
A. We felt we were effectuating the purposes of the Act and that it gave us an
opportunity to maintain the program for those who need it most with that kind
of a scale.
by

Q. I don't understand. How do you effectuate the purpose of the program
A. Well. Mr. Pollack, we increased the allotment and the importance of increasing the allotment was greatest for those people who are very poor. Those
people at the upper income levels, well, no one has lost anything by what we have
done. They are all receiving the same amount of bonus in terms of food. What
we have tried to do was to effectuate this increase and give benefits to those who
need it the most in a responsible wdy. This is what we have done. I don't know
how I can explain it more clearly.
Q. Why couldn't you have increased the bonus for people at the upper end of
the eligibility as well as the people at the bottcm?
A. We could theoretically reduce the bonus or increase the bonus at any time.
We don't do it because we think that people at that income level should be paying
increasing the price of the stamps?

that much for food stamps based upon the law.
This is an administrative decision.

MATERIAL RELATING TO HEAD START FEEDING
MATERIAL SUPPLIED BY OTHER THAN WITNESSES

MAT 10,1971.

Mr. HOWARD P. Davis,

Deputy Administrator, Food and Nutrition Service, U.S. Depar:ment of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ma. Davis: Through the combined efforts of USDA/FNS and DHEW/

OCD, a number of Head Start programs have received funds for food under
the Special Food Service Program for children. The informal arrangement we
currently have on this program accommodates those Head Start programs with

which USDA made commitments prior to November 1, 1969. This, of course, excludes a substantial number of children from the SFSP, mainly because of
insufficient funds in the SFSP appropriation.
Since the SFSP, an amendment to the National School Lunch Act of 1940
expires on June 30, 1971, and is under consideration as permanent legislation,
we would like to discuss the possibility of changing our arrangement to include
all children in Full Year Head Start. I submit the following proposal for your
consideration as a working agreement between USDA and DHEW/OCD.
1. All organizations sponsoring Full Year Head Start programs and serving
food will apply to USDA for reimbursement of food costs.

Full Year Head Start programs include those which operate a part day
program (less than 6 hours) and a full day program (more than 6 hours).

There are 946 such programs covering 50 States (including Indian programs),
Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands and the Pacific Trust Territories serving a total
of 290,000 needy children for an average of 240 days per year.
2. The public or private organizations sponsoring Head Start programs will
request for their programs the maximum rates for each meal as follows:
Breakfast
$0.15
Lunch
.30
Two snacks
.20
Total
65
3. We agree to provide funds for labor and non-food assistance connected
with the nutrition component and to reduce the line item for food to the extent
possible in the budget requests from local programs to OCD.
4. The Office of Child Development will provide copies of the USDA appliCation to potential grantees. A copy of the local application for USDA funds will be
submitted with the local funding requested to OCD.

Such an agreement would provide Head Start programs with the potential
for food purchases would be released to upgrade food related services in our
nutrition component and, quite possibly, give us the opportunity to serve more
children.
The funding level for Head Start has been about the same over the last four
of $45,240.000 in food money. The funds now granted by OCD to local programs

years. Due to rising costs, some local programs have probably comprised quality
in all program components, including the nutrition program, in order to serve

the same number of children. The prospect of a high quality nutrition component with the cooperation of our two agencies is anticipated with great
pleasure.
Sincerely,

EDWARD EIDERS,

Director, Office of Child Development.
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Meg 21, 1971.
Mr. EDWARD ZIOLER,

Director, Office of Child Development, Office of the Secretary, Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. ZIGLER : This will reply to your letter of May 10, 1971, to Howard
P. Davis, Deputy Administrator, concerning the current arrangement between

our offices on the funding of food service in Head Start programs and their
eligibility for participation in the Special Food Service Program for Children.
We agree that a review of these matters is in order and that it is timely in
view of the expiration of the Special Food Service Program on June 30, 3971.
The Secretary has requested Congress for an extension of the Special Food
Service Program for one year, through the 1972 fiscal year.
Our 1972 fiscal year budget request for the Special Food Service Program is
$20,775.000. (Approximately $S million of these funds has been used in summer

recreational programs.) Our request, of course, did not contemplate any additional responsibility to reimburse meals served in Head Start programs. Your
information on the number of these programs and Um participation therein is
interesting and will be of value in the discussion of prospective revisions in the
budgets. We will have a representative of the Food and Nutrition Service Budget
and Planning Division at the meeting of May 28 and, possibly, one from the
Department's Office of Budget and Finance. We understand that Preston Lee
of your Budget Office will also be available.
We hope that it will be possible to work out a mutually satisfactory agreement

on funding food service in Head Start programs and on their eligibility for
participation in the Special Food Service Program for Children.
Sincerely,

ISABF:LLE M. KELLET,

Actin" administrator.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

Washington, D.C.
Mr. HERBERT D. ROREX,

Director. Child Nutrition Division, Food and Nutrition Service, U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Washington., D.C.
DEAR MR. ROREX : We greatly appreciated the opportunity to meet with you
on May 28, toward achieving a mutually satisfactory agreement for funding of
food costs in Head Start programs. I would like to confirm our understanding of
the essential points discussed which set the course for future action and, accordingly, I am enclosinm our account of the meeting.

I understand that you are proceeding to include head Start in your FY 1973
plans and we would expect to provide you with assistance as you desire.
Sincerely,

RICHARD E. ORTON,

Associate Director, Project Head Start.
Enclosure.
MEETING WITH USDA/OCDMay

1971

Attendance
USDA/FXS/CND. 'Herbert D. R ;rex, Director Child Na',:rition Division, Thigh
Gallagher. Deputy Director; George Hall, Acting Director, Community Division.

OCD/Hcad Start.Richard E. Orton, Associate Director for Head Start and
Child Services; James Robinson, Deputy Associate Director; Preston Lee,

Budget and Accounting Officer; Mary B. Ryan, Program Management Officer.
The above persons convened to discuss the funding of food costs in Head Start
programs by USDA. This meeting was ri result of correspondence between Dr.
Edward Zigler, Director, OCD and Howard P. Davis, Deputy Administrator,
outlining a proposed working agerement for consideration by USDA.
It was established that Head Start children are eligible for participation In
the Special Food Services Program, but that only a small portion of the entire
Head Start population has received USDA services ithe to limitations of USDA.
budgets.

Head Start legislation specifies a comprehensive child development program
which includes a nutrition component. No funds are appropriated to Head Start
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specifically for food. It is an administrative decision to insist that every Head
Start child be provided with no less than a hot lunch and a snack each class day.

Where Head Start programs are unable to procure a hot lunch through resources such as USDA, Head Start then must agree to utilize its own resources

to assure the implementation of a minimal feeding program.

Mr. Rorer stated that lie felt it is the responsibility of USDA to administer
all feeding programs, especially those pertaining to needy children and lie endorsed the proposal to feed Head Start children, stating that he believed it was
too late to incorporate these children into the fiscal 1972 program, but that we
should proceed to arrange for the administration and funding by USDA for FY
1973.

OCD (Preston Lee) agreed' to provide USDA with more exact figiires on food
costs for Head Start children based on existing expenditures. However, it is unrealistic, to base needs on existing expenditures since some programs do not
have funds even for snacks and hot lunches. Therefore, the figures outlined in
Dr. Zig ler's May 10,1971 letter are more reasonable and accurate to estimate
requirements as opposed to existing expenditures.
Since USDA is now in final negotiation for 1972 appropriations for FNS/CNO

monies, the USDA team suggested it might be too late to negotiate upward for
inclusion of Head Start. We agreed, however, to meet with OCD and USDA representatives in OMB and make the attempt to include all Head Start children
in USDA programs this next fiscal year.

PARTICIPATION OF HEAD START PROGRAM IN THE SPECIAL FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM
FOR CHILDREN

Regional Directors:

JUNE 6,1971.

As you know, we have encountered difficulties over the past two years on the
questions of eligibility of Head Start Programs, sponsored by Community Action
Program% for participation in the Special Food Service Program for Children.
Many of you have made suggestions for the clarification or modification of
FRS (CN) Instruction 776-2, Rev. 1, which deals with this subject.
In view of the foregoing. we have embarked on a major effort with the Office
of Child Development, HEW, and other interested agencies, to work out a more
satisfactory arrangement.

Accordingly, on May 28, 1971, Department representatives met with the

Head Start Program Director of the Office of Child Development, and

members of his staff to review the current arrangement covering the participation of Head Start Program the Special Food Service Program for Children.
The purpose of this meeting was to take a new look at the question of the
eligibility of Head Start Programs and to discuss the possibility of eliminating
the joint finding of the food assistance phase of their operations. As you know,
the principal question involved is time of the additional funds that must be provided to us before we could assume any added responsibility for reimbursing
meals served to Head Start participants. This constituted the major portion of
our discussions.

We will have additional meetings with the Head Start people and also with
the Office of Management and Budget and will keep you apprised of developments. For the present. the current arrangements should be maintained without
change. Also. please do not discuss anticipated changes with the state people
or Head Start officials of the programs you administer.
In the meantime. however, we need to know the scope of the present participation of Head Start Programs in the Special Food Service Program and to have

some idea of the related change upon MI' funds.
Will you, therefore, please request the State Agencies to give you a report on
the following for the month of March 1971: (1) the number of Head Start Programs they had under Special Food Service Program agreements. (2) the aver-

age daily participation in all such Programs. and (3) the average daily cost
per child (total program reimbursement for Mardi divided by the uuutber of

participating children).
Please give us the same information for the Head Start Programs your office
has under Special Food Service Program agreements and submit all reports to
this office as soon as possiblebut no later than July 10,1971.

Manny D. Romx,

Director, Child Nutrition Division.
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Hon. LEE METCALF,

JUNE 18, 1971.

U.S. Senate.
DEAR SENATOR 31ErcALF: This is in further reference to our letter of May 27,
1971, in which we informed you we were meeting with the Director of the Head

Start Programs to confirm current arrangements for funding for the food serv-

ice component of such programs.

We did meet with Director Orton and his staff on May 23, 1971. At that meeting, it was confirmed that the appropriation requests for the Head Start Program,
and grants made by the Office of Child Development, HEW, do include funds to
finance a basic nutrition component for a Head Start Program. Appropriation
requests for the Special Food Service Program authorized under Section 13 of
the National School Lunch Act, therefore, takes into account the funding under
Head Start appropriations for a basic nutrition component.
It is under this basic funding structure that, under the Special Food Service
Program for Children, this Department provides a supplement to the basic nutrition component of Head Start Programs.
Sincerely,

ISABELLE M. KELLEY,

Assistant Deputy Administrator.
Mr. HERBERT D. RORF.X,

JULY 28. 1971.

Director, Child Nutrition Diri:tion, Food and Nutrition Service, U.S. Departmcnt of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. ROREX:, Enclosed are the figures we agreed to provide you for com-

puting the cost of feeding all full year Head Start children. We do not have a

system %%Melt gives us discrete data on any specific cost in our programs, so the
data is based- on examining the costs in one quarter of our programs from which
we derived averages.

For instance. rather than compute food costs on enrollment figures. we have
computed on the basis of average daily attendance. Full year programs run
from 140 days up to 240 days a year, but we average 215 days per child. We have

attempted to reline the data to provide a reasonable and accurate estimate of

our FY 1972 needs and FY 1971 food expenditures for daily consumption.
If you have questions or require information, please call. Mr. Richard Orton
is presently on leave but will return on August 2, when he will contact you concerning further negotiations.
Sincerely,

JAN(ES L. Roatxsox.
Acting Associate Director, Project Head Start.

..... "P.

)

N
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AUGUST 27, 1971.

FRED OLMSTEAD,

Acting Director,
Budget Division.
(Attention George Hall.)

This is to advise you of a meeting at HEW on May 28 with Office of Child
Development officials which covered USDA funding for food served in Head
Start Projects. This meeting was called as a result of a letter from OCD to Mr.

Hekman.

Under the Special Food Service Program for Children, USDA currently is

providing cash assistance to Head Start Projects in accordance with FNS 776-2.
Approximately 13,200 children at an average daily cost of 34 cents per child
and an average yearly cost of $962,000 (based on 215 days) are being assisted.
The Office of Child Development reports that it is currently meeting the food
costs for approximately 263,000 children at an average daily cost of 52 cents per

child per day ($29.2 million annually). Under their program projections for
fiscal year 1972 they anticipate an approximate 10 percent increase which would
increase the number of children to an estimated 290,000 and the budget requirement to approximately $32 million.
OCD requests that USDA fund their requisite food costs. They maintain that

Head Start is not budgeted for food costs and that the decision to use their

funds for food costs was an administrative decision necessitated by the fact that

USDA was unable to assist their programs. OCD further states that monies
freed as a result of USDA assuming their food costs will be used to increase
the number of children participating in their program and to complement the
fond component in nonfood areas related to nutrition.

The above summary is provided so that you have the necessary background
information on this subject for future discussions with OMB.
HUGH R. GALLAGHER.

Acting Director, Child Nutrition Division.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

July 10, 1972.
MEMORANDUM

To : Assistutt Regional Directors.
From : James L. Robinson,

Director/Head Start.
Subject : Head Start Eligibility for Food Programs under Legislation Adminis-

. tered by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
This memorandum applies to Special Food Service Programs for Children of the

U.S. Department of Agriculture. Food and Nutrition Services, Child Nutrition
Division for which grantees and delegate agencies operating Head Start programs
are eligible.
BACKGROUND

All Head Start programs became eligible for reimbursement for the costs of
obtaining agricultural commodities and other foods under Public Law 90-302,
which amended the National School Lunch Act. Effective May 8, 1968, the

amendment established the Special Food Service Program for Children. (SFSPC)
The purpose was to extend the School Lunch Act to (1) public and private nonprofit service institutions providing day-care for children from areas where poor
economic conditions exist and from areas where there is a high concentration of
working mothers', and to include institutions providing day care for handicapped

children and (2) extend the School Lunch or School Breakfast program into

special summer programs providing food service.
The amount of money authorized for appropriation under Section 13 (SFSPC)
for the first year of operation was under $10,000,000 and was meant to cover
children in items (1) and (2) above. Head Start children in Full Year programs

consume $32,000,000 worth of food a year. With a limited supply of funds,

only some of the Head Start programs were approved for reimbursement.
On November 12. 1969, USDA Food and Nutrition Services issued FNS (SL)
Instruction 776-2 to School Lunch Divisions, WNS Regional Offices and State

agencies which administer the Special Food Service Programs for Children. This
instruction explained eligibility of service institutions and also listed those ineligible to participate in the SFSPC.

Head Start appears in the instruction on Page 3, Section D, under Ineligible
Facilities.
1. head Start projects, pre-school classes in demonstration schools; nursery
schools, etc.; operated as an integral part of a school system.

2. Established Head Start Projects, Parent-Cltild Centers, etc. whose food
service has been paid for from Head Start funds. (However, any commitment
made prior to November 1, 1969, to a local Head Start program on the basis of
which children have been recruited into that program may be honored).

The declaration of Head Start as ineligible was an administrative decision
made jointly between DHEW/OCD and USDA/FNS for two primary reasons:
(1) USDA authorizations are less than Head Start requirements.
(2) Head Start authorizations for operations include money for feeding programs. (See EOA, etc.).
CLARIFICATIONS OF USDA NOVEMBER 12, 1069 GUIDELINES

With Head Start now both eligible and ineligible, local programs, States, and
USDA regions required further clarification which was issued by the Director
of the Child Nutrition Division as follows :

1. Specifically, if the Head Start projects were established and operating before November 1, 1969, but have not received assistance from the Special Food
Service Program for Children, they are not eligible for it now. The exception to
this is if the State of Agencies made a counnitment to assist such projects before
1ovember 1, 1969. then such commitments may be honored and the projects
assisted with Special. Food Service Programs for Children funds.
2. If the Head Stirrt projects were established and operating prior to November 1. 1969 and received assistance from SFSPC funds, they can remain in the
program and continue to draw support from SFSPC funds at the same ratio as
before. For example, if a Head Start received half of its food money from HEW
and half from SFSPC, the same ratio will obtain. If the project increases food
service to include additional meals, the ratio of support should be maintained
at the same. level, i.e. half and half.

3. If Head Start projects are newly established after November 1, 1969, they

are eligible for Special Food Service Program for Children assistance on the same
basis as any other eligible applicant. It is not necessary to have a portion of the
food costs paid out of HEW funds.
PRESENT STATUS OF SFSPC

Since the enactment of author Congressman Vanik's legislation as a three year
pilot program, SFSPC has been made into a continuing program with increased
appropriations. In FY '72, Congress made $184 million available ($135 million
of that is available from Section 32 funds, foods for donation). Of the $49 million
specifically alloted to SFSPC, $32 million was budgeted for summer feeding programs and $17 million for year round feeding programs.

Each year USDA has a carry over balance made possible by restricting the
appropriate distribution of these funds and in June 1972 the staff of the Select
Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs, United States Senate published a
report, Half a Loaf: Food Assistance in Fiscal year 1972, the basis for hearings
on June 21 and 22 chaired by Senator Edward Kennedy. Congressman Vanik's
pertinent testimony follows :
". . . Finally, and I would like to make a special point of this, a great deal of

Head Start money is being spent on food thus reducing the amount available
for this preschool enrichment program. The 30 million dollars or so of Head
Start money being spent on food could, and should, be picked up by Section 13.
This is where the program belongs.

As I stated at the beginning of my testimony, Section 13, was specifically

designed to use the "expertness" and resources of the Department of Agriculture
to help make programs like Head Start a success.
Yet against the direct will of the Congress, on November 12, 1969, the Department of Agriculture issued a ruling declaring that Head Start projects not

funded before November 1, 1969 are ineligible to participate in Section 13.
Thus Head Start, which has had a relatively stable budget in the last two

years, has suffered by being unable to take advantage of the Section 13 program
and the need for funding of Section 13 has been understated.
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I repeat this was not the intention of the Congress when this hill was passed.
I would like to place in the record the House Report of some of the debate on
the floor of the House which indicates that the Head Start children were to be
aided by the Section 13 program.

It appears then from what we have been able to develop in our own communities, that it is a deliberate administrative effort to sabotage the legislative
purpose of Section 13.
It is a very unsympathetic administration of the law, and I think under these
conditions it behooves Congress to probably mandate the administration of
these programs and take away some of the discretionary power to erode and
destroy these programs by administrative action.

It certainly misuses the mandate of Congress and the legislative process, "
Testifying for USDA were Richard Lyng, Assistant Secretary for Consumer
and Marketing Services and Herbert D. Rorer, Director, Child Nutrition Division. Clearly established was the illegality of the administrative agreement of
November 1969. USDA was asked to submit additional testimony which will in-

clude the amount of money needed to feed Head Start children and was assured of a continuing Committee prod until USDA administers food programs

in concert with legislative intent.
FY '73 appropriations for Section 13 have passed the House and expectations

for Senate action take place around July 23 after the conventions. The Senate
is planning to beef up Section 13 of $100 million. (Congressman Perkins Child
Nutrition bill recommends open ended appropriations for Section 13).
RECOMMENDED ACTION FOR OCD

Head Start programs should be advised of their eligibility to participate in
Section 13 and provided with applications and directions on where to apply

for reimbursement of food costs.

USDA reimburses a tual expenditures for food but does not, like Head Start,
grant funds for a feec,ing program prior to the start of the program. The schedule of USDA daily maximum reimbursement rates follows.

Breakfast

$0. 15

Lunch
Two snacks
Dinner

.30

'.20
.30

Total

. 95

1 $0.10 each.

Maximum rates are paid only if they are equal to the expenditures. If ex-

penditures for any meals or snacks are
reimbursement.

less,

that then is the rate

of

USDA has five regions located in New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, and
San Franc:sco. The regions in turn delegate supervision of feeding programs
to states. The legislation for SESPC specified that "Funds paid to a State

...

shall be disbursed by the State educational agency to service institutions selected
on a nondiscriminatory basis by the State educational agency." The term state,

in this paragraph includes Guam, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, American
Samoa, and the Trust Territories of the Pacific Islands. However, there are
10 States who do not disburse funds through the State Educational agency.
Funds to programs in the following states are disbursed through the USDA
regional office: Arkansas, Georgia, Idaho, Iowa. Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,
Nevada, North Dakota,esehio, Oregon, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Vir-

ginia, Washington, Wisconsin.

You will be supplied in the near future with a Directory of Cooperating

Agencies and application forms. Programs that run into difficulties should advise
Head Start Program Management Division. A packet of reporting forms will be

included with the applications so that uniform reporting is assured. You may
wish to instruct your grantees to send a copy to the appropriate person in your
region. Questions on the above and the reporting forms should be addressed to:
Mary Ryan, Program Management Oil leer, Office of Child Development, Box 1182,
Washington, DC. 20013 Tel (202) 755-7480.
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FOOD COSTS-HEAD START, FULL YEAR PROGRAMS, AS OF JULY 1971

(1)
Fiscal year
Region and State

I-Boston:
Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont

..

,:

Total_

(2)
Fiscal year

Average

OCD

1971,

1972,1

children

daily

children

attendance

food cost
per day

3,037

3. 362
968
5, 339
577
719

4. 887
4, 852
523
665
926

10,890
-

Virgin Islands
"lc

Total

,

:

(4)

(5)

(6)

Children
reimbursed

Average
USDA toad
cost per day

Average

1,034
11. 999

II-New York:,
New Jersey
New York
Puerto Rico

(3)

by USDA

Total food
Pe

icul

82
528

1U-St

1,072
346
577

---------9,431

0.43

7g);

211 .
2,816

5, 420

5, 988

12,365

13,636

6, 715
540

7, 48

25, 040

27, 636

644

698
1, 515

0

3,073
7,626

185

0.32

4

soy

0
151

:co

0

594

'Ian

315
22, 536

. 55

466

.29

12

Iphi

Ill-Philadelphia: .
Delaware
District of Columbia
Maryland
Pennsylvania
Virginia
West Virginia

l

-

Total

ton

1,380
2,776
6,923
3, 685

2,899
18, 307

C

van:

1,282

4, 063
3, 193
20,171

e_.

0

161

FM!

1, 073
15, 854

.62

2.701

.37

9.

IV-Atlanta:
Alabama

;

i

t

Florida
eorgia
Georgia
Kentucky

Mississippi
North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee

Total

-

See foot notes at end of table.

7,419

8,230

10, 911
3, 779

12, 047
4, 157

5,211
30,590
6,675
3,905
6,751

5,751
33,668
7,351

75,241

82,968

1,038

636 .___ ..... ..- _ ...............
'eh
roll

188

4,310
7,454

199

308

70,200

.80

3,105

.31

42,

eI

FOOD COSTS-HEAD START, FULL YEAR PROGRAMS, AS OF JULY 1971

(2)

(1)

(3)

(4)

(6)

(5)

(7)

Average
Fiscal year
On and State

!cut

usetts
mashire
.land

Fiscal year

1971,

1972,r

children

children

3,037
4,887

3, 362
968
5, 339

4, 852
523

say., ...... ......
k_
;co

_. ..

--

lands

665
926

577
719
1,034

10, 890

11, 999

5,420
12,365
6, 715

5,988
13,636
7,418

540

594

25,040

27, 636

Average
daily
attendance

OCD

food cost
per day

Children
reimbursed

Average
USDA food
cost per day

by USDA

Total food cost
per day

(3X4)

(8)
USDA .
reimbursed
meals

(5X6)

(9)
OCD

expenditures

(7-8)

82
528

1,072

=

346

-

577
211

=

9, 431

0.47

2, 816

0.32

4, 433

901

.29

12, 395

135

12, 260

.37

9, 830

999

8, 831

.31

42,120

936

41,157

3, 532

0
151

0
315

22, 536

.55

-1

466

Co

ritua:
e

.

31

Colombia

d

_

-

/alio
p,inia_

-.

Y
1

.olina ......................
;alma

e

644
1, 380

698
1, 515

2, 776

3, 073

6,923

7,626

3, 685

4, 063

2,899

3,193

18, 307

20,171

7, 419

8, 230

10,911

3, 779

12, 047
4, 157

5,211

5,751

30,590
6.675
3,905

0
185

1,282
161

1, 073

15, 854

.62

6, 751

7,351
4, 310
7, 454

75, 241

82,968

2, 701

1,038
0
56 0
63 6

-

33,668 ---

-----------

footnotes at end of table.

-

176
188
199
308

70, 200

.80

3,105

-
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FOOD COSTS--HEAD START, FULL YEAR PROGRAMS, AS OF JULY 1971 Continued

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Average

Fiscal year
Region and State

Fiscal year

Average

OCD

1971,

1972,1

children

daily

children

attendance

lood cost
per day

10,646

Children
reimbursed
by USDA

Average
USDA food
cost per day

Total food
per

(-

V Chicago:

Illinor

Indiana
Michigan

4,209

II, 755
4,641

6, 273

Minnesota

6, 922

2,760
9,714
2,838

10,715

36, 440

40, 226

3,442

3,793
8,703
3,408

0
I, 206

7, 319

108

Ohio
Wisconsin

Total

293
0
196
0
467

3,058

3,135

151

_
.50

31, 557

1.053

.44

17,

.28

15, G

.49

7.4

VIDallas:
Arkansas.
Louisiana
New Mexico
Oklahoma
Texas

Total

7, 891

3,038
6,643
13, 648

15,055

31, 707

38, 278

0
0
31, 236

.55O

2,114

VII Kansas City:
Iowa
Kansas

Missouri
Nebraska
Total

2,473
2,293
8,776

2,917
2,537

1,629

9, 669
1,791

15,171

16.714

..

122

136
234
0
13. 137

.51

492

FOOD COSTS- HEAD START, FULL YEAR PROGRAMS, AS OF JULY 1971Continued

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Fiscal year
1971.

childroo

Fiscal year
1972!
children

Average
daily
attendance

food cost

Children
reimbursed

or day

by USDA

OCD

10.646

11.755

293

4.209
6.273

4,641
6.922

196

2.76 0

9314

30513

0

10,, 715

467

2,838

3.135

36.440

40.226

3,442
7.891
3,038
6,643

3,793
8,703

13.643

3.40B
7,319
15.055

31,707

A 278

2.473
2,293
8.776

2,917
2.537
9.669

1.629

1,791

15.171

16.714

____

(8)

(9)

USDA

Average

Average
USDA food
cost per day

Tota: I ood cost

per day

(3X4)

reimbursed
meals

(5X6)

OCD

expenditures

(7-8)

0....4 0

...1

0

151

31,55/

.50

1,080

.44

17, 356

475

16.881

.28

15.618

592

15.025

.49

7.48E

241

7,247

0
1,206
0
108

0
31.236

.50

2,114
122
136
234

0
13.137

.57

492

VIIIDenver:
I...
.:,

Colorado
Montana

North Dakota
South Dakota
Utah
Wyoming
Total

4, 363
1,611
708

4.823
1.713

1,388
1,144

1,523
1,252

0

762

570

705

9,784

10.836

0

0
51
0

8.473

.53

51

IXSan Francisco:
Arizona
California
Hawaii
Nevada
Guam

Trust territories
Total

..

5,176

5,690

141

19, 057
2, 575
370
585
180

21, 005

30

27,943

30,783

2,071
2,018
1,201

2,293

2,845

0

397
639
207

0
0
0

25,987

.81

171

X Seattle:
Alaska
Idaho
Oregon
Washington

Total.

0

2,294 .

0
50

1,336

4, 059

4, 464

9,415

10,387

134

8,153

.69

184

Grand total

I Increase in fiscal year 1972 children due to projection for conversion of summer program funds to
full year programs.

OCD food expenditures:

Cost per day .......
Number of days....

Annual cost, fiscal y;s
Cost per day ... . ... .

Number of days._
Annual cost, fiscal ye

t:

4,363

Aota
,kota

1.611
708

1,388
1.144

4,823

0
0
0

1, 773
762
1.52.3

1,252

570

705

9,784

10,838

5,176
19,057
2, 575

5.690
21.005
2.845

370
585
180

397

639

27, 943

30,783

2,077
2.078

2.293
2.294

1, 201

1, 336

51

0
8,473

.53

51

.35

4.491

18

4,473

.34

21,049

58

20,991

.32

5.626

39

5,587

140, 406

4,421

135,985

-Insco:
a

!dories

,on

141

30
0
0
0
0

207

4,059

4,464

9.415

10,387

25,687

.81

171

0
0
50
134

8,153

.69

184

total
n fiscal year 1972 children due to projection for conversion of summer program funds to
rams.

00

1 OCD food expenditures: Fiscal year 1971 (based on ayerag(dady attendance):
Cost per day

135,985
X215

Number of days
Annual cost, fiscal year 1971
Cost per day
Number of days
Annual cost, fiscal year 1972

-

29, 236,775
148,173
X215
31, 857,195
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ELIGIBILITT OF READ START PROGRAM FOR DONATED COMMODTITES
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOCD AND NUTRITION SERVICE, MIDWEST REGION,

Chicago, Iii., January 11,19720
To: Potential Special Food Service Program Sponsors.

We are attempting to contact all agencies who have expressed an interest in
the Special Food Service Program for Children.

Although fund limitations continue to prevent us from providing cash reimbursement to new °pedal Food Service Programs, we are now able to approve
programs for participation on a commodity-only basis. In other words, programs
which are determined to be eligible to participate in the SFSP can receive available USDA donated commodities (Sections 6. 32; and 416), but will not receive
any cash reimbursement for meals served to children.

If you wish to be considered for participation on this basis, please submit the
SFS? Applications, and Policy Statements to this office. Your program's eligibility will be determined as soon as possible after receipt of these materials.
If your program is determined to be eligible for the SFSP, you will qualify for
the full range of donated foods available. Those of you who may already be
receiving commodities as a "child care institution" can also benefit by being
approved for the SFSP on a commodity-only basis, since participation in this
program will allow you a wider choice of commodities than you are now eligible
to receive.
We wish to stress that approval of a SFSP application at this time does not
mean you will begin receiving cash reimbursement for meals served to children.
Approval of an application will allow you to become eligible for the complete
range of commodities.
You may not participate in both the Special Food Service Program and Special
Milk Program at the same time.
MOLLY WOOD CUM) DEVELOPMENT CENTER.

Franklin, Ohio.

U.S.D.A., FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE,

Chicago, Ill.
DE.tu Ma. H. J. NELSON. In August of 1969 we applied, for the first time, to
receive U.S.D.A. subsidy for the year September 1969 to June 1970. After a fmv
months of no reply as to the status of our application, we Inquired ourselves and

were told that there was no such .application and that appropriations were
already distributed for the year, but we could make a new application which
would be placed in the files for the upcoming year, September 1970 to June 1971.
We did not make our second application until April of 1971. Again, not having

received any kind of notification as to the status of our application. we called
the U.S.D.A. Chicago offices in June 1971 and talked to Mr. Krosen. We identified
our program to Mr. Krosen. Mr. Krosen confirmed our eligibility and told us
that we would most likely receive funds, but that Washington had not yet
appropriated U.S.D.A.'s funds for the year 1971/72. Mr. Krosen assured us that
we would be notified as soon as the appropriations came from Washington to
U.S.D.A. Chicago offices.

Again, we didn't receive any notification whatsoever. We called Chicago in
August of this year, 1971, and talked to Diane Lane from Special Food Services.
Diane Lane informed us that appropriations have already been distributed.
U.S.D.A. does not have any more money to subsidize new programs.

What is even more surprising is that Diane Lane could not locate our 1971
application but did have on file our August 1969 application. (If you will recall,
this application was mislocated according to the Chicago office in September
tof 1969).
.

Diane Lane was quite impatient and short during our conversation. Further-

more, Mrs. Lane continued, Hollywood Child Development Center is not eligible
for U.S.D.A. because our program has been in existence since 1967. Mrs. Lane
went on to say that only programs instituted and running after 1969 were eligible for U.S.D.A. funding.
Reminding Diane Lane of Mr. Krosen's conversation, I tried to explain that
we were led to believe funding was at least possible if not probable. We had not
made any other alternatives to obtain a food source because of Mr. Krosen's
conversation and because other Child Development programs in our 5 county
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Ohio Regional area (Miami, nuke. Greene, Warren, and Preble Counties), in
particular, Piqua Child Development Center in Miami County are presently
receiving U.S.D.A. subsidy. (Incident ly, Piqua Child Development Center has
been in existence for the same number of years as Hollywood Child Development Center), so that rale of only Child Development programs being eligible
beginning after 1969 is incoherent with Piqua funding.
Repeating herself, Diane Lane ended the telephone conversation, reminding
us that we absolutely cannot receive U.S.D.A. funds, on the grounds that we
were grossly misinformed and that legally we are eligible and do deserve at
least some consideration. I begged to at least file another application. She reminded me again that we can apply but it will be of no use. We are not eligible.
I ask you, Mr. Nelson, to review our case. It is difficult for me to be objective
anymore. I feel as though our program has been slighted because we are it
small rural community in Southern Ohio; because we have no strong political
backing. I feel as though I. personally, have been misinformed, tricked, and

finally, ignored. I am trying to be honest and straight about this with the

people of this community, but it is impossible for me to do this when I get such
nonsenseable, contradictory, and confusing answers to simple questions.
Are we working together or against one another?
CASSANDa.t Mo:cKs.

Director, Hollywood Child Development Center.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOOD AND \unarms SERVICE.

Washington, D.C., December 7, 1971.
Mrs. CASSANDRA MONKS,

Director, Hollptcood Child Development Center,

Franklin, Ohio.
DEAR Mas. MONKS: Thank you for your correspondence of October 20 in

which you cite the problems you have had in applying for the Special Food
Service Program for Children.
Our Midwest Regional Office in Chicago informs us that your 1969 applic-:Uon

for participation in the year-round program was not in fact rejected. It was
their understanding that your Development Center had appointed a new Board
of Directors; and, that because of this change in your management, they
requested that a new application be submitted. Since this was not done, your
program was not considered for funds.
Further, our Regional Office still does not have a current application on file.
They said that your 1971 application was for our summer feeding program, for
which you were approved and received funds.

They informed us that your operation is funded in part by the Head Start
Program. As a rule, established Head Start Projects whose food service has
been paid for from Hea1 Start funds are not eligible to participate in the
Special Food Service Program. If you believe that you are still eligible, please
submit a new application 'o the Midwest Regional Office.
Unfortunately, due to the statutory limitation of our apportionment formula,
many States, such as Ohio. have all of their available funds already committed
to existing programs. Until that time in which additional funds become available. we have been forced to ask our Regional Offices to defer action on any new

applications. While we recognize that many worthy programs will be denied
needed support, funds cannot be taken from one operation to meet the needs
of another. They will let you know when and if funds become available.
We hope this will be useful to you.
Sim erely,

Iluoir R. GALLAGIIF.R,

Acting Director, Child Nutrition Division.
SUPPORTING COUNCIL ON PREVENTIVE EFFORT,

1Vright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, Dcccnabcr 27, 1971.
Mrs. CASS' E MOVES,

Director, li ollywood Head Start,
Franklin, Ohio.
DEAR CAssm: Enclosed is a copy of a letter received from USDA in reply to

the submission of your application. You will note that Mr. Kroesen is rather

I
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confused when he talks about the Hollywood Community Center having submitted a proposal for USDA reimbursement. I have a feeling that Mr. Kroesen
is thinking in terms of the Hollywood Head Start and Hollywood Community

Center programs being one and the same.

On page 2 of the Kroesen letter, please note that there are presently no funds
available to new programs making application. In my previous conversation with
Diane Lane, I was informed that new applications are kept on file; and, if additional money becomes available, new programs will be funded based upon their
list.
I feel that we are in a bind trying to prove that the first Hollywood Head
Start application went in before the freeze in September 1969. We have no trans-

mittal letter indicating that this application ever went in.

There was mention in the letter you wrote to Mr. Nelson which was enclosed
with the last application, a reference to your conversation with Mr. Kroesen and
Miss Lane. Please be advised that programs are not authorized to make direct
calls to of
in Chicago. Washington. or Columbus. If programs wish to receive
information or obtain clarification, they should call the SCOPE office and the
calls will be made from there.
Happy New Tear!
Sincerely,
MAay Louise RIMS,

Head Start Coordinator.
.,

U.S. DEFAXTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOOD AND NUTRITION SERTICE. MIDWEST REGION,

Mr. ALBERT G. ROSE/CMG,

Chicago, Ill., December 20, 1971.

Executive Director, Supporting Council on Preventive Effort,
Wright-Patterson APB, Ohio
DEAR Ma. ROSENBERG: This is in regard to the Special Food Service Program
application materials v-hich you recently submitted to this office on behalf of the
Hollywood Child Development Center.
As has been explained to Mrs. Monks by this office, and by our Washington
office, the only previous application which we have on file for this program was
received June 24, 1960. That particular application has been held in suspense
since September 2. 1969, pending submission of a new application necessitated by
the formation of a new board of directors for the center.
The application which Mrs. Monks mentions as having been submitted to this

office in April of 1971 is apparently one and the same as that submitted by the
Hollywood Community Center, Inc. for a summer program at the Hollywood
Community Center. The application is dated. April 19, 1971. and is signed by
Richard K. Monks, with whom this office had subsequent contacts regarding
approval of the summer program. In a letter dated May 20, 1971. Mr. Monks
stated that the summer program would not involve participation of Head Start
children. The application did not in any way apply to the full-year Head Start
for which Mrs. Monks is seeking funds.
The summer program in question was approved by this office to participate in
the Special Food Service Program, effective July 1August 13, 1971. On July 27,

Mr. Monks called our office to say that his program would not be claiming

reimbursement after all. due to the lateness of funding by this office. The Agree-

ment between the Department and the Hollywood Community Council was,

therefore, cancelled effective July 1, 1971, in order to prevent any confusion over
the Council's failure to submit claims for reimbursement.
Due to the complete obligation of available funds for this fiscal year, which
ends June 30,1972, this office cannot approve new Special Food Service Programs
at this time. We must. therefore. return the application materials which you

5.ubmitted. In the event that additional funds become available, you may be
contacted and additional information requested in order to determine whether
or not your program is eligible. Ton would be required to furnish copies of
past budgets, since funding of Head Start programs depends upon whether or
not food service has been paid for from Head Shirt. ipOilirs peviously.
We hope that this information will be helpful to you. Please do not hesitate
to contact this office should you have any further questions.
Sincerely,

GERALD C. RROESEN.

AdminfReraiivC Officer, Child Nutrition Program.

71;-3,)0-72--pt.313-13

MEMORANDUM

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

April 10, 1972.

To: Assistant Regional Directors, Office of Child Development
From: Richard E. Orton, Assistant Director for Head Start and Child Services.
Subject: Availability of U.S. Department of Agriculture foods for donation

(commodities).
- Reference: February 15, 1972, Memorandum to USDA Regional Administrators
from Juan del Castillo, Director, Food Distribution Division, Subject: Child
service institutions.
There has been a great deal of confusion surrounding the variety and kinds

of commodities for which Head Start is eligible and a great deal of variance

between States. We have often questioned the difference in the variety and kinds
of products received. The February 15 memo referenced above is meant to clear

up'the confusion and to insure that, in the future, disparities should not exist
except for logistical reasons.
USDA purchases food for donation under three legislative authorities:
1. Agricultural Aet of 1935Section 32.
2. Agricultural Act of 1949Section 416.
3. National School Lunch Act, as AmendedSection 6.

;pods acquired under Section 6 of the National School Lunch Aet, as amended,
tricted to schools participating in the National School Lunch Program

am institutions participating in the Special Food Service Program for Children
(SFSPC). The majority of our Head Start programs are not eligible for participation in SFSPC. A memo further explaining the status of Head Start participation in SFSPC will be issued separately. This memorandum deals with the
food donations from ections and 416 available to Head Start programs.
The USDA through the February 15 memo. clearly establishes their policy
to make available to child service institutions all Section 32 and 436 food which
are all Bated for use by schools. (This eliminates arbitrary interpretations of
child service programs as institutions eligible only for fixaLs supplied to institutioiis.) Ail [lead Start programs conic under the definition of child service institutions. USDA Regional administrators have been asked to "encourage state
officials to distribute to service institutions the same sections 32 and 416 foods
which are made available to schools operating non-profit lunch programs."
Donsted foods change from time to time due to availability and marketing conditions consequently affecting the amounts and kinds of commodities Head Start
and other recipients can get. On the list attached to this memo are all the commodities available during FT 1972. Those marked with an "N" are foods for
which Head Start is eligible.
USDA is aware of the distribution problems for small, isolated child
service institutions and is working towards a resolution. USDA officials will be
working directly with a selected group of Head Start programs experiencing
problems in au effort to resolve the difficulties. At the request of USDA, each
OuD region has been contacted for a list of three programs experiencing problems. We have provided them with the list as well as the names and telephone
- Anfinbers of the OCD Assistant Regional Directors and suggested coordination
with you before contacting a Head Start program.
Please advise Head Start programs in your regions of the above USDA policies
and procedures. One working solution to the distribution problem suggested by
USDA is for Head Start to work out arrangements with the local school systems
for pick lip of commodities and distribution to Head Start. Some schools have
reported problems with Head Start, e.g. Head Start will order from the school

but will not pick up the delivery, creating a storage problem for the school.
Where this has happened, the school is loath to continue cooperation. Above
all. Ilead Start must be encouraged to supplement food money with commodities
rather than purchase all of the food with scarce Head Start funds.
Any questions you have concerning USDA food programs should be directed
to OCD Program Management Division, Mary Ryan, 755-7481.
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COMMODITY LISTING--HEAD START ELIGIBILITY

Attstehed list from USDA represents all the foods purchased in FY 1972 for
donation. The coding for the Outlets for each commodity is as follows:

SSchools
IInstitutions
WWelfare

CSummer Camps
KSupplemental Food Program
X-- Service Institutions

Those items coded with an "X" are the foods which are available for Head
Start programs generally. In addition, those Head Starts operated by public
schools as part of the public school system are also eligible for these items under
Section 6.
CIIILD SERVICE INSTITUTIONS

FEaRtrewr 15, 1972.

AU Regional Administrators:
Food and Nutrition Service administers two types of service institution programs for children. Those participating in either of the two programs must fit
the same definition for child service institutions. A "Service Institution" as defined in Instruction 706-1, Rev. 1 is a public or private nonprofit program pro-

viding nonresidential day care or other child care for children from areas in
which poor economic conditions exist or areas in which there are high concentrations of working mothers.

1. Special Food Service Program. for ChildrenSFSPC (V: nik), adminis-

tered and operated under authority of the National School Lunch Act, provides
Sections 6, 32 and 416 foods through normal school outlets. Thus a wide variety
of meats, vegetables and fruits are available. Child service institutions participating in this program are also eligible to receive reimbursement based on the
number of meals served as well as nonfood assistance.

2. "Scrrim lust itutionx" not participating in the SFSPC (non-Vanik) are

eligible by law to receive the full range of Sections 416 and 32 foods. In actual
practice, these institutions have been receiving only some of those foods normally distributed to institutions. These foods do not include any fruit, vegetable
or high quality protein foods in the form of meat products.
In order to meet the program objectives and because these "Child Service Institutions" (non-Vanik) are not eligible for reimbursement and nonfood assistance. our policy is to make available all Sections 416 and 32 foods to "Child
Service Institutions" (non-Vanik). Because of a docket restriction, evaporated
milk may not, at present, be made available.

You are encouraged to maximize the effectiveness of Instruction 706-1 by
encouraging State officials to distribute to these service institutions the same
Sections 32 and 416 foods which are made available to schools operating nonprotit lunch programs. All future allocation wires will indicate the availability
of these foods for child service institutions.

We realize logistical problems will be encountered in getting the full range
of foods to small isolated "child service institutions." We would appreciate receiving your suggestions on the resolution of these problems.
JUAN DEL CASTILLO,

Director, Food Distribution Division.
COMMODITY STATUS REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1972
(Thousands of pounds]

Commodity
Section 416:
Beans, dry
Bulgur
Butter, bulk

Butter, print
Butter, canned (12/3 pounds)
Butter, canned (18/2 pounds)
Butter, canned (616 pounds)
Cheese, bulk, natural cheddar
Cheese, process (15/2 pounds)

Les footnotes at end of table.

Delivery period

Outlets'

SWCX

SWICX

SIX
SWICX

WI
W

SX
SX
SWX

Available

Ordered

2,6g

2,609
1,620
126,450
1,310
8,172

I, 936
154,712
2,318
11, 664
554
2, 744

13,776

202

2,744

13,709

Shipped= ends

1.102 Aug 31, 1971.
2,319 Apr. 28.
1, 423

Mar 31.

113,919 June 26.
1,305 Mar. 30.
10,196
Do.
Do.
201
2, 282 ASAP.

12,383

Mar. 27.

A
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COMMODITY STATUS REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1972-Continued
/Thousands of pounds]

Commodity

Outlets I

Delivery period

Available

Ordered

Shipped =

52.450
78.388
2.147
324.103
72.804
23.952
2.934
3.948
11.212
26.135
2.480
79.348
45.206

50.131

47.480

78.388

63.400 Apr. 28.

ends

Section 416-Continued
Cheese. process (615 pounds) ....... ... ..,. SWX
Cornmeal

SIWCX
K
SIWCX
SIWCX

Farina
Flour, all-purpose

Flout bread
Flout bakers (HY° bread
Flour. durum
Flour, whole wheat
Grits

SIX
SIX
SIWCX
SIWCX

Macaroni

W

Milk, bulk NFD
Milk, instant.

SIX

Milk, packaged NFD
Oats., rolled

Peanut butter (6 No. 10)
Peanut butter (2 pounds)
Rice
Rice cereal, instant

-

WK
SIWCKX
SIWCX
SICX
W

37, 865
23, 302

Salad oil
Shortening
Wheat, rolled
Section 32:
Apple juice, canned
Applesauce, canned
Apple, fresh

19.079
192

192

SIX
SIWX

Meat, canned, luncheon

Milk, dry whale.
Milk, infant formula

W
K

Milk. evaporated (48114.5)

WK
WK
WK

77.400
2.065

SX
SX

15.582

Grape juice. canned.......... . .
Lentils

Milk. evaporated (96 6)
Orange Juice processed
Peaches, canned 24/No. 21,
Peaches. canned W10 pound

Peanut butter

'AC

Pears, canned
Pears. fresh

Peas, dry split

SX
SX
SIWX

Peas, canned

WK

Pork. frozen ground Pork. canned WIWI
Potatoes, instant
Potatoes, instant (21's pound bags)
Potatoes, frozen french tries
Poultry, canned boned
Prunes. dried

SX
SWKX

Raisins

Soup mix, pea
Syrup

Tomatoes, 24 No. 303 cans., .. .
Tomato juice
Turkeys, frozen
Section 6:
Apricots

-

-

.

Beans

-W
SX
SX
SWKX
W
SX
SX
WK
WK
WK
SX

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Mar. 31.

17. 379

2.452

50.029 June 26.
38.488

Do.

30, 966
21. 816

12.890
71,301

598

WK
SX
SX
WK
SWX
WK
SX
WK
WK
WK
SIWX
WC

Beans. dry
Corn, canned (No. 303)
Cranberries, fresh
Egg mix
Fruit nectar, canned

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

6203: 356521

2733.,

SWICX

Beans. ca nned

2,934
3.948
11.212
26,135
2,480
58.056
38.163
37, 865

23.302
19.079
94.884

SIWCX
K

324.103
24
72,804
23.952

Do.

1.714
276.674
65.755
14.756
2.529
3.744
9.435

52.727
59.338
19,622
7.004
65.040
15.456
(5)
22.554
(3)

14.822

8.432

7, 792

52, 378

38.062

59.336
19.622
7,004
65.040

42, 319

15, 456

(:)

15.030

(1

17,860

6.966
54,292
10.872

4,978
12. 272
12, 623

2.161 .... . . ...

789

789

70,188

64,188

46, 464

594
240

594
240
77, 400

61.321

164

150

3,528

3,528
25, &V
37,150
3,936
,
9,542

(r)
400
29,873
10.416

150

15. 582 I

25,848
37,150
3,936
9.542
78,078
49.207
27.840
13.080
23.040
41,163
20,993

(i)

120

2,065

78. 078

42,455
25,440
13.080
23.040
41,163
19,483
(5)
400
28.207

Mar. 31.
Dec. 31. 1971.
(Feb.

2395.: 3417813

Nov.1.

34, 728

Mar, 18.

.D2 811574.::

119911:

9, 508 Sept. 28, 1971.
Mar. 25.
May 15.

60,984
29,340
22,888
3.938

16.850
20.907
16,203

Apr. '5.
Apr. I.
Mar. 15.
May 15.

Apr 28.

8. 306 Oct 17, 1971.
218."

5.309
42.289
45,150

25.242 Apr.
M
July

42.289
45.150

41,818
,
45,127

2t.268. 1971.

S
S

24, 246

24, 26

11;122

41, 773

40, 145

(3 )

s

41, 773

s

3,150

3.150

2,625

S
S

50, 616

50, 616

ePoeaniches

s

21. OS1

21,14

50.450
16.374

Peas
Pineapples
Plums
Sweetpotatoes
Tomatoes

S

s

(,)
20. 7(137)

S

s

s

3105: 500045

Dee. 17, 1971.

Oct 6.1971.
1N Nov. 2, 1971.

Beef, frozen groc-I
Beef, patties frob...,
Chickens, frozen cut-up

( 3)

51

2103,.969

Feb. 12.
Do.

Feb 18.
Nov. 23,1971,
bov. 10, 1971.

389 Oct 26.1971.

10,7:7

20, 661

(5)

6,702
,

15. 045

14, 451

Apr. 25.

30,500

29,811

Jan. 18.

Oct. 21, 1971.
Dec 10, 1971.

I S-Schools. l Institutions, W-Welfare, C-Summer camps, and K- Supplemental food program, X-Servica institutions not pa rticipatirg under sec. 13 of the NSL Act.
MPCO Commodity Status Report
3 Completed.

Delivery period dates unclear.
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PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN,

ALBUQUERQUE:, N. DIES., May 17, 1972.
MISS NANCY AMIDE!,

Senate Nutrition Committee,
Senate Annex.
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MISS AMIDEI: I am writing to you to express my concern about problems
programs in the Office of Child D-velopment (Headstart) are having concerning

U.S.D.A. food commodities. I hope you will bring them to the attention of the
Nutrition Committee.

I have been a grantee nutritionist and a Headstart nutrition consultant since

1965 and have never seen a Headstart food service which received anything more
than a limited variety of U.S.D.A. donated foods (mostly grain products, butter
and dry milk).
It has recently come to my attention that since February, 1967, Headstart Programs by law should have been receiving the full range of Section 416 and Sec-

t'

32 foods. I have been trying to find out why this has not been so, and I

would like to tell you some of my experiences with the U.S.D.A. bureaucracy and
my findings.
I personally contacted U.S.D.A. commodity distributors from the local level
on up to the Deputy Regional Administrators in my region (Dallas).
FINDINGS

1. The local distributors had never heard of the regulations making these foods
available to Headstarts and did not do so.
2. The State Directors had only recently (March 1972) received word that "in
the future" some other commodities would be available to Non-Vanick Child
Service Institutions (U.S.D.A. designation for Headstart). Some states bad-not
received this word yet.
3. The Regional Administrators intended to make these foods available in the
future if they are allocated by the Secretary of U.S.D.A. for Child Service Institut ions
4. All levels of administration chanted their hands were tied because they acted
only on the direction of someone "higher up".
Under continued pressure and questioning. the Regional Commodity Administrators and Deputy Regional Administrators agreed to re-eoutact each state in
their region, go over the regulations, and see if some 1972 Commodities could not
be re-allocated to Non-Vanick Child Service Institutions. In the future, the Regional Office has promised to watch-dog the delivery of foods to the Child Service
Institutions. I hope this is true.
My questions:
1. Why have not these programs received the commodities which they were
eligible for through the intent of Congress?

2. What can be done to assure that all eligible programs receive the foods

intended for them?
3. Who allocates certain U.S.D.A. foods at the national level?
4. Who checks to see that the law is correctly implemented?
5. I have prodded this region into action. What is being done in other regions?
6. How can the U.S.D.A. continue to purchase and distribute commodity foods
to all these programs without adequate funding support?
7. If a new bill is being written. could it include monies for a corps of qualified
nutritionists. dietitians, or food services trainers to be available to all recipient
institutions to see that they are trained in the appropriate use of these commodi-

ties?
I am very interested in an adequate, well administered law which shows a
concern for people and good nutritionnot just price support for producers.
Thank you for your time and interest.
Sincerely,

Mrs. NANCY WEAVER,

Nutrition Consultant, Office of Child Development.
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TROY CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER,

Troy, Ohio, May 4,1972.
Hon. GEORGE MCGOVERN,

Chairman, Committee on Hunger and Nutrition,

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MCGOVERN : The Ohio Head Start Directors have asked me to

write you concerning the inequities in the distribution of USDA foods to Head
Start Agencies.

It seems that a few agencies which applied several years ago are receiving
special foods and reimbursements while others have been denied this because
of ineligibility.

We would like the Senate Committee on Hunger and Nutrition to give this
matter their attention. Since nutrition has been designated as a national priority.

and in light of the fact that poor nutrition seems to be one of the causes of
mental deficiency, it would seem that Head Start programs would be among

the first to receive this type of assistance.
Most Head Start budgets are being cnt while services are being increased. and

food supplements would make it possible for many agencies to provide better
services. The only good food available to many children in the Head Start programs is what is served in the Centers.
Can you help?
Sincerely,

GI.ADYS S. WILLIAMS,

Ohio Chairman of Head Start Directors.
Ecoxomic OPPORTUNITY COMMITTEE.

Lansing, Mich., June 15,19'2.
MARY RYAN,

O.C.D. Program Management Division.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR AIRS. RYAN: This is a belated. but deeply concerned. response to Mr.
Richard E. Orton's memorandum dated April 10. 1972, regarding "Availability
of U.S.D.A. Foods for Donations," received in this office May 17, 1972.
The memo is a very important and necessary first step in defining and clarifying Head Start's eligibility for U.S.D.A. benefits.

We have never received the further information promised in respect to the
status of program eligibility in regard to S.F.P.C. (Orton's memo paragraph
three). This would be greatly appreciated.

It has always been the contention of this program that all Head Start programs regardless of their status as delegates or grantees, should receive the
maximum reimbursement of .55 per day per child allowable under S.F.S.P. Sect.
225.2 (p), Sect. 255.7 (f), Sect. 225.7 (2). Sect. 225.9, and Sect. 225.10 (b).
I am sure you will agree that the point is not whether or not this or that partic-

ular program falls within this or that particular guideline before or after this
or that particular date. The point is that the National School Lunch Program
is intended to feed low-income children. Ninety percent of all Head Start Programs are low-income.

The fact that they are not, can only be changed by direct negotiation between

O.C.D. and U.S.D.A. at a national level.

This is the position that we have consistently held in our now voluminous cor-

respondeiv with Senator Hart, Senator McGovern, Senator griffin, U.S.D.A.
Secretary Lyng, U.S.D.A. Acting Administrator Freeman, U:S.DA Assistant
Deputy Isabella Kelly, the Food Research and Action Center, O.C.D. Director

Zigler, Chief Regional Support Division Clennie Murphy, Assistant Regional Director Philip Jarmack, and Maurice Gagnon, Supervisor of Community Representative, O.C.D.

Hopefully, Mr. Orton's assignment of food problems to your office will result
in positive and constructive action toward the successful resolution of this problem. Thank you for your concern and support.
R:...,1,,:ctfully,

, -'

CHARLES T. HASKELL,

Head Start Project Director.

LETTER FROM SOUTH CAROLINA COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS
July 20, 1972.

Hon. ERNEST F. HOLLINGS,

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR HOLLINGS Enclosed is a copy of an application for USDA
assistance for a day care feeding program in Pineville, S.C., which I hare personally helped the director complete. As you can see from the forms, all of these
preschool children in this center are from poverty level families and the program

has been operating on a shoestring.
Despite this dire need, however, I was told by an official in the Atlanta office
of USDA when I called this past Tuesday that USDA has not funded any new

year-round day care feeding programs since last November because they have
not received additional appropriations to allow them to do so.
As I am sure you know, this is only a half-truth. As the excerpt from the
June 29, 1972, issue of CNI Weekly Report indicates. USDA has only asked for
the same inadequate amount of money as was used last year, and has in fact
discouraged applications for day care feeding programs so as to avoid spending
$135,000,000 in import duty funds authorized for the program. The exchange
between Senator Kennedy and Richard E. Lyng of USDA points this out very
lucidly.
The Pineville day care center is only one of many in South Carolina that is
suffering because of USDA's lack of concern for hungry children. I know of
several others, including one in Hartsville, about which I wrote to you this past
winter, that have been getting no help and a lot of bureaucratic run-around in
their efforts to feed hungry kids.
I urge you to personally look into this matter and do whatever you can to see
to it that day care centers serving the poor in South Carolina get the funds which
they do desperately need.
To allow these children to go hungry and improperly fed when the money is
available is nothing short of criminal.

Please call on me if I can be of further assistance to you en this important

matter.

Sincerely,
PAUL W. MATTIIIAS,

Executive Director.
(797)

SELECTED NEWSPAPER ARTICLES ON UNUSED FOOD ASSISTANCE
FUNDS
(From the CNI Weekly Report]

USDA ACCUSFIt OF DAY CARE FREEZE

Four witnesses, including Rep. Charles A. Vanik (DOhio), chief sponsor of
special food service legislation, told the Senate Nutrition Committee last week
that USDA had discouraged applications for day care feeding programs so as

to avoid spending $135 million in import duty funds authorized for the

program.

In reply, USDA Assistant Secretary Richard E. Lyng said the Department
lacked authority to spend beyond a $15.9 million budget recommended by the
Senate Appropriarons Committee. He blamed local funding difficulties on an
allocation formula that gives too much money to some states and too little to
others.

HEATED EXCHANGE

Lyng's explanation touched off a heated exchange between himself and Senator

Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.), who had earlier heard witnesses from his
own state describe inadequacies in Head Start feeding programs due to lack of
special food service funds.

"You say there's a weakness in the statutory formula," Kennedy said: "Well,

what kind of formula do you want."
fig said lie was not prepared to say.
"Give us a formula so that we can work it out."
Kennedy went on. "You say you were screwed up because of a formula, then
you don't say how we should fix the formula."

Lyng said USDA prefers to have the experience of another summer program

before revising special food service allocations.

"Why?" Kennedy asked. "Why couldn't we get an interim formula now?"
NEW FORMULA

Lyng said a new formula would mean an expansion in total funding, and

"we just don't think we know the answers."

"Well, what about the $135 million (authorized for child feeding under

PL 92-32) ?" Kennedy said.

Lyng replied that USDA did no:. believe it had authority to spend beyond
what the Senate Appropriations Con ittee had recommended.
"Is it your fear of the Appropria, ions Committee that keeps you from spending

the money ?" Kennedy asked.

No. Lyng replied, USDA thought 't I ad established "communication" with
Congress through the Appropriations .''ovunittee report.

"Here we pass legislation, then you s v you don't have authority to spend

the money," Kennedy said.

"We disagree with your stairs into preta.'on of that legislation." Lyng

replied.

"Well, our legislative counsel is better t tan your hoislative counsel," Kennedy
countered, amid laughter.
"I find it impossible to explain these gums to the I eople of 'Massachusettt,,

and to the American peoplethose wit are closer to the programs than we

re," Kennedy went on. "I find myself c' mpletely unable 1 o respond ; the system
. . We fit .d the Administrt tion willing to extend

orts reached a grinding halt .

its interpretation when it wants to, v lien it serves thei purposes. Here, you
have an overwhelming mandate from Congress. You're 1), firing a tremendous
responsibility. We feel frustrated; we won't let up. We'll mike it as uncomfortable as possible for you. What you at e doing is asking a lot t,4' hungry children
to be patient while we figure out a font ula for feeds- , them."
798)
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SURPLUSES CREATED

The previous day, Congressman Vanik, chief author of the legislation, testified
that the special food service program would require a $100 million budget if all
needs were to be met, yet USDA has only asked for the same amount of money
as was used last year.

"Money was saved this year by not feeding hungry kids," Vanik said. "The
`surpluses' in 30 states that USDA talks about were created under the orders
of USDA to discourage and deny applications. The unanimous complaint from
the field is that states are forced to deny worthy programs and children. The
real need is not being met."

Vanik contended that USDA would rather spend import duty funds to enable
lumbermen to replenish federal timberlandsas has been proposed in legislation
introduced in the Housethan to feed hungry children.

"The feeding of hungry kids should be made a mandatory obligation of

USDA," Vanik declared.

BREAKFASTS DENIED

The Committee also heard charges from day care administrators in New York

City and Massachusetts that USDA was depriving thousands of children of
meals in those localities by denying amdcations.
Elizabeth A. Vernon, assistant commissioner of New York City's new Agency

for Child Development, claimed that more than 13,000 children in the city's

day can programs would go without breakfast in the coming school year

because of the alleged "freeze." All children now enrolled receive breakfast and
lunch, she said, but any child enrolled hi the future will not.

"How do you tell a three-year-old child who leaves his home hungry that
the President has decided that he was born too late to have breakfast," Ms.
Vernon asked.

[From the Raleigh News and Observer, June 21.19721
FALSE ECONOMIZING WITH FOOD SIDNEY

U.S. Agriculture Secretary Earl Butz has some explaining to do about food
program funds his agency is turning in to the Treasury. The total not spent is

$688 million. according to the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human
Needs. An assistant to Butz said $389 million was in unused food stamp money.
Presumably the other $299 million was in undistributed food enntinodities.
Some may view this as economy in government, but it is a self-defeating kind

and not even Butz was inclined to boast about it. His department did not announce the 'fruits of the economizing. The fund reversion was acknowledged
only upon close questioning of Agriculture officials by the Senate panel.

The trouble with this sort of "savings" is that there are about 26 million poor
people in this country and only 15 million of them are getting help from federal
food programs. We don't save anything by not assisting more people. We waste
human resources.
The money going back to the Treasury could have been productively spent in
broadening the stamp and commodity programs so that they would reach more
needy citizens. Or it could have been wisely used to increase the benefits for
those already participating. The monotony of foods distributed through the com-

modities program (which is supplied through surplus farm products) is a

familiar story. Commodity recipients could certainly be granted a better variety
of foods, while stamp recipients need more assistance to overcome the effects
of Inflation on their sorely limited grocery budgets.
Secretary Butz wasn't in the celebrated predicament that caught the Navy's
Admiral Zumwalt. Butz did not need to conjure up ways of using appropriated
funds. Genuine needs were there but no one answered them.

This fund reversion indicates once again that food programs for the poor

should be operated by some agency other than the Agriculture Department. The
welfare of the poverty-stricken has never been one of its major eoncerns. But

until a transfer is arranged, the White House should see to it that Secretary

Butz makes these programs fulfill their purpose. They fail miserably when they
miss 11 million people as $688 million in unspent funds flow back to federal
coffers.

h
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[From the Washington Star, June 23, 19721
HUNGER WAR UNDERMINED DY TIGHTWAD AGENCY

(By Carl T. Rowan)
It is hard to think of a more heartless scene than a child squirming in a classroom, unable to stay awake, or follow the teacher, because that child's stomach

aches from hunger.

But a lot of children faced that plight this year bccanse the Department of

Agriculture squeezed sonic children out of eligibility for a free school lunch and
declined to spend $82 million that Congress allocated for food for needy schoolchildren.

It is hard to think of a longer-lasting cruelty than to deprive poor, pregnant
women of the special nutritious foods that make it possible for them to produce
healthy babies. The hurt is long-lasting because ill nourished mothers produce
babies that may be premature, or weak in some respects, and such infants run

a high risk of early death or mental retardation.

But a lot of pregnant women and young children who are especially vulnerable
to malnutrition are not getting the supplemental foods that Congress says they

should have. The Agriculture Department decided to spend in fiscal 1972 only $13
million of the $30 million Congress allocated for the Supplemenal Foods program.
Of all the programs designed to aid America's 20 million poor people, the one

hardest to begrudge is the food stamp program, which is the major bulwark
against hunger for 11.5 million Americans.

But at a time when President Nixon was reiterating his pledge to end hunger
in America for all time. was the Agriculture Department trying to extend the
food stamp program to the 14.4 million poor people not yet aided by it? No, the
departinent was 'lashing policies that limited participation and reduced benefits
to many people already using the programwith the result War the department
refused to spend $400 million that Congress allocated for food stamps for the
poor.

The:-e are facts reported by the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and
flunout Needs, which claims that of seven food assistance programs, the department will turn back to the TreasurY'some $700 million this year.
The administration announced with pride recently that the budget deficit this
year will he several billion dollars less than anticipated. That is supposed to be
good news in an election year. The Agriculture Department obviously was playing the nice political game by squeezing almost a billion dollars out of the mouths
of the aged, the poor, the helpless children who are the great victims of hunger.
It is an ironic coincidence that the select committee is chaired by Sen. George
McGovern, now the leading candidate to oppose President Nixon for the presidency. McGovern has wasted no time lashing the administration for "pick-pocketing the poor." But many congressmen have made it clear that this issue transcends partisan politics.
Many Republican governors and congressmen were part of the nationwide

protests that in January caused Agriculture Secretary Earl Butz to rescind

regulations that would have increased the cost of food stamps to a level where

many poor would be driven out of the program.

Arthur Schiff, assistant administrator of New York City's Human Resources
Administration, told the Senate committee that the people won that January
battle with Butz but they are losing the war. He says that through the "interpretation" of regulations and the issuance of new food stamp tables the Agriculture Department is accomplishing piecemeal what a public outcry prevented
it from doing in one fell swoop.

For example, even when the administration emphasizes "workfare" and "job
incentives" for people on welfare, the Agriculture Department has conic up with 4.,
an interpretation that has had what McGovern calls "a devastating effect on food

stamp recipients who participate in wer17, training or education programs

intended to make them self-sufficient."

Previously, for example, money used by a mother for a babysitter. or for

transportation to work, was not counted as money available for food. Now the
department counts that money, meaning that some stamp recipients suddenly
are paying $20 to $30 more a month while filch .acome has not increased.
The hanky-panky in Agriculture is especially dismaying in view of the progress
that was being made against hunger. In 1969 some 21 million children participated

in the school lunch program, with only 3.8 million receiving lunches free or at
substantially reduced prices. There are now 25 million children In the program,
with 8 million receiving free or reducedprice lunches.

That kind of progress augurs well for a healthy, happy population, which must
forever be our greatest national asset.
But the bureaucratic scrooges in the Agriculture Department have 700 million
unspent dollars as proof that they can produce defeat just when victory seemed
attainable in this grim war against hunger.
(From the Buffalo Courier Express, June 20, 19721
MILLIONS FOR FOOD UNUSED: ANSWERS NEMED

Political angles evidently have considerable bearing on charges by the Senate
Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs that MS-million in appropriated food-program money has been withheld from 11 million poor people for whom
it was earmarked. A committee stair study says failure to spend the money is the
direct result of Agriculture Department policy.
Po Mimi angles involved are the fact that Sen. George S. McGovern, leading
candidate for the Democratic presidential nomination, is chairman of the committee in question and a charge by Sen. Charles H. Percy, It-Ill.. that the staffstudy report was prepared without the knowledge of Republican members of the
committee.

Politie aside. however. there is the admission of Asst. Secretary Richard Lyng
of the Agriculture Department that $389-million in unspent food-statm money
would be returned to the Treasury. Inasmuch as the staff study says funds have
gone unused in every food-assistance program, it would appear that the department does have quite a bit of explaining to do. Millions of the poor people who
receive no food assistance will be listening.
(From the St. Louis Post-Dispate?.., June 19. 19721
FOOD FUNDS WITHHELD, SENATE UNIT CHARGES

Washington. June 19 (UPI)A Senate committee has accused the Administration of withholding $6SS.000,000 in appropriated food program money that was
earmarked for 11,000,000 poor persons.
A staff study by the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs
headed by Senator George S. McGovern (Dem.), South Dakota, said failure to
spend the funds was the direct result of Department of Agriculture policy.

Although assistant Secretary Richard Lyng denied in committee testimony
being withheld, acknowledged
June 7 that any desperately needed funds weremoney
would be returned to the
that 83.9.000.000 in unspent food stamp program
Department of the Treasury.
The staff study said : -It is now clear that the policies of the USDA throughout

the fiscal year just ended have resulted in funds going unused in every food
assistance program."
This was done. the report said, in spite of the fact that there are 26.000.000

poor in the country and only 15.000.000 of them receive any food assistance.
Secretary of Agriculture Earl R. Buts made public a letter from Senator Charles

H. Percy (Rep.), Illinois, charging that the report was prepared without knowl-

edge of the committee Republicans.

Percy complained the report was one-sided and ignored "the great strides

which have been made under this Administration."
In addition to the unspent food stamp money, the study said, the department
failed also to spend $36.000.000 of $333.000,000 appropriated for the donated foods
program, $.S2,000,000 of the $797,000,000 funded for the national school lunch proprogram. $23.000.000
gram. $8.000,000 of the 831.000.000 for the school breakfast
of the $36,000,000 for the supplemental foods program and $150,000,000 of the
$184.000,000 for the special food service program for children.
(From the Milwaukee Journal, June 25, 19721
IS No ONE HUNGRY?

Is there no more hunger in America? Few would claim this to be so, yet the
Nixon administration has failed to explain adequately why it is returning nearly
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$400 million in unspent food stamp money to the U.S. Treasury. In fact. a staff

study by a Senate committee investigating the situation has revealed that
the administration also failed to spend fully the sums appropriated fur the

school lunch program, the school breakfast program and apparently every other
federal food program. About the only answers coming from the Agriculture Department are that there has been difficulty in estimating funding requirements
and that no "desperately needed" funds are being withheld. But the committee
study points out that only about 15 million of the nation's 20 million poor are
receiving any food assistance. Something seems wrong somewhere.
(From the Fresno Bee. June 21. 19721
FAILURE or FOOD PROGRAM Is DISGRACE

It is a national disgrace in a land of plenty that millions of Americans go

hungry or lack nutritious foods merely becan. se they are poor.

To correct this shameful situation, Congres has approved the food stamp
and other programs under which the unfortunate and their children can have
a decent diet.
New it has been disclosed that while Congress has voted funds for these worthwhile humanitarian plans, they have been aborted by the Nixon administration.
A stay study made by the Select Commits- on Nutrition and Human Needs
of which U.S. Sen. George McGovern of South Dakota is the chairman states
bluntly :

"It is clear that the policies of the United States Department of Agriculture

throughout the year have resulted in funds going unused in every food assistance
program."
Naturally the adminis, ion has tried to belittle the findings with Assistant
Secretary of Agriculture Richard Lyng declaring that no "desperately needed"
funds have been withheld.
Rut he had to concede that $339 million in the fond stamp program is being
,

returned to the Treasury.

And that is not the entire story.
.The sum of $203 million voted for school lunches and breakfasts. supplemental
food programs and special food services for children is unspent.

The record demonstrates an entire lack of sensitivity by the Nixon administration to the problems of the unfortunate. especially the nation's children.
(From the Washington Post. June 23. 19721
LUNCH PROGRAM SHORTCHANGED CRITICS CHARGE

(By Nick Kotz)
The Nixon administration was accused yesterday of failing to spend up to
$140 million of authorized lunch fonds for needy children, while turning down
state and local requests for additional funds.
The controversy concerns the so-called out-of-school feeding programs. which
provide poor children free lunches at day care centers or summer recreation
programs.

Richard Lyng, assistant secretary of agriculture, replied to the critics that
only $4 million will be unused, and that failure to meet all program needs resulted from the present formula which misallocates funds between the states.
He said some states got more funds than they need and others not enough.
Senator Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.), chairing hearings of the Senate Select
Committee on Nutrition, pressed Lyng to spend more money now and worry
Inter about a new legislative formula for apportioning the food aid money Lyng
refused.

Lyng said Congress had authorized only 849 minim' for the out -of- school
summer and full-year feeding program and that $45 million of this would he
spent, including $10 million which will be allocated for this summer's expended
program.
He said the committee staff was inaccurate in stating that another $1:15 million
was authorized by Congress, since this money was intended primarily for meeting full needs of the national school lunch program.
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Kennedy insisted, however. that language in the congressional authorization was broad enough to allow spending some of the $135 million if USDA
wanted to.
During the last year about 178,000 poor children received lunches in the full-

year, out-of-school feeding program and about one million in the summer
program.

The two-day hearings opened with complaints from Rep. Charles Vanik (DOhio) and child care workers in New York that USDA was depriving hundreds
of thousands of children of lunches by discouraging or turning down requests
for additional funds.
Vanik, author of the 1969 food aid law, said that at least 19 states have written him that they must. turn down request:: to feed children because USDA
won't supply funds.
Committee Chairman George 3Ic Govern (1).S.D.) agreed to withdraw tempo-

rarily a committee staff report on the USDA food aid program after USDA
and Republican committee members complained that it contained errors.
Meanwhile, the House Education and Labor Committee approved a 1);11 yes-

terday that would authorize an additional $2.3 million for summer feeding

programs. increase reimbursement for school lunch programs from 6 to 8 cents
per meal. permit any school to operate a breakfast program for poor children,
increase funds for school lunch equipment and establish eligibility standards
for free school lunches.

